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Preface

A computing utility has been a dream of computer scientists, engineers, and
industry luminaries for several decades. With a utility model of computing, an
application can start small and grow to be big enough overnight. This democrati-
zation of computing means that any application has the potential to scale. Hence, an
emerging area in the name of cloud computing has become a significant technology
trend in current era. It refers to applications and services that run on a distributed
network using virtualized resources and accessed by common internet protocols and
networking standards. It is distinguished by the notion that resources are virtual and
limitless and that details of the physical systems on which software runs are
abstracted from the user. Moreover, cost saving, access to greater computing
resources, high availability, and scalability are the key features of cloud which
attracted people. Cloud provides subscription-based access to infrastructure
(resources, storage), platforms, and applications. It provides services in the form of
IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), and SaaS (Software
as a Service).

The purpose of this volume entitled “Cloud Computing for Optimization:
Foundations, Applications, and Challenges” is to make the interested readers/
researchers about the practice of using a network of remote servers hosted on the
internet to store, manage, and process data, rather than local server or a personal
computer while solving highly complex nonlinear optimization problem. In addi-
tion, this volume also magnetizes and sensitizes the readers and researchers in the
area of cloud computing by presenting the recent advances in the fields of cloud,
and also the tools and techniques.

To achieve the objectives, this book includes sixteen chapters contributed by
promising authors.

In Chap. 1, Nayak et al. have highlighted a detail survey on the applicability of
nature-inspired algorithms in various cloud computing problems. Additionally,
some future research directions of cloud computing and other applications areas are
also discussed. Nowadays, many organizations are using cloud computing suc-
cessfully in their domain of interest, and thereby popularity is growing; so because
of this, there has been a significant increase in the consumption of resource by
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different data centers. Hence, urgent attention is required to develop optimization
techniques for saving resource consumption without compromising the perfor-
mance. These solutions would not only help in reducing the excessive resource
allocation but would also reduce the costs without much compromise on SLA
violations thereby benefitting the cloud service providers.

In Chap. 2, authors discuss the optimization of resource allocation so as to
provide cost benefits to the cloud service users and providers. Radhakrishnan and
Saravanan in Chap. 3 illustrate the resource allocation in cloud IaaS. How to
optimize the VM instances allocation strategy using the novel ANN model has been
presented. Further, several issues in implementing the resource allocation are also
discussed. Cloud federation has become a consolidated paradigm in which set of
cooperative service providers share their unused computing resources with other
members of federation to gain some extra revenue.

Chapter 4 gives emphasis on different approaches for cloud federation formation
based on game theory and also highlights the importance of trust (soft security) in
federated cloud environment. Different models for cloud federation formation using
coalition game and the role of a cloud service broker in cloud federation are also
presented in this chapter. The major components of resource management systems
are resource provisioning and scheduling; in Chap. 5, author discusses the essential
perceptions behind the cloud resource provisioning strategies. Then, the author has
proposed QoS parameters based resource provisioning strategies for workflow
applications in cloud computing environment.

Ritesh in Chap. 6 presents consolidation in cloud environment using optimiza-
tion techniques. Author has highlighted that in cloud computing, moving large size
VM from one data center to other data center over wide area network is challenging
task. In Chap. 7, Rao et al. describe different issues and the performances over the
virtual machine migration in cloud computing environment. Specifically, authors
make the reader to learn about the architectural design of working and storage
structures of a key virtualization technology, VMware.

In Chap. 8, Dash et al. present a survey on the various frameworks to develop
SLA-based security metrics in addition to different security attributes and possible
threats in cloud. Along the line in Chap. 9, to maintain security and privacy at cloud
system, Sengupta presents a dimension reduction based intrusion detection system
on a cloud server. Deshpande et al. in Chap. 10 have discussed methods and
technologies that form the digital guardians of our connected world. In addition, it
adapts a case study based approach to understand the current scenario and best
practices with respect to cloud security. Cook et al. in Chap. 11 pursue two main
works: i) analyze the different components of cloud computing and IoT and
ii) present security and privacy problems that these systems face. Developing
cloud-based IDS that can capture suspicious activity or threats and prevent attacks
and data leakage from both the inside and outside the cloud is the topic of interest in
Chap. 13.

In Chap. 12, Chakrabarty et al. have proposed a hybrid model of IoT infras-
tructure to overcome some of the issues of existing infrastructure. This model will
be able to transfer data reliably and systematically with low latency, less bandwidth,
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heterogeneity, and maintaining the Quality of Service (QoS) befittingly.
In Chap. 14, Barik et al. discuss the concept of edge-assisted cloud computing
and its relation to Fog-of-things. Further, they have also proposed application-
specific architectures GeoFog and Fog2Fog that are flexible and user orientated.
In Chap. 15, Limbasiya and Das present a secure smart vehicle cloud computing
system for smart cities which is useful to identify the vehicle user in establishing a
communication session to share a remarkable information. In Chap. 16, Sahoo et al.
have presented various techniques related to cloud-based transcoding system
including video transcoding architecture and performance metrics to quantify cloud
transcoding system.

Topics presented in each chapter of this book are unique to this book and are
based on unpublished work of contributed authors. In editing this book, we
attempted to bring into the discussion all the new trends, experiments, and products
that have made cloud computing such a dynamic area. We believe the book is ready
to serve as a reference for larger audience such as system architects, practitioners,
developers, and researchers.

Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India Bhabani Shankar Prasad Mishra
Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India Himansu Das
Balasore, Odisha, India Satchidananda Dehuri
Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India Alok Kumar Jagadev
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Chapter 1
Nature Inspired Optimizations in Cloud
Computing: Applications and Challenges

Janmenjoy Nayak, Bighnaraj Naik, A. K Jena,
Rabindra K. Barik and Himansu Das

Abstract Cloud computing is an emerging area of research and is useful for all level
of users from end users to top business companies. There are several research areas of
cloud computing including load balancing, cost management, workflow scheduling
etc., which has been the current research interest of researchers. To deal with such
problems, some conventional methods are developed, which are not so effective.
Since, last decade the use of nature inspired optimization in cloud computing is a
major area of concern. In this chapter, a detailed (yet brief) survey report on the
applicability of nature inspired algorithms in various cloud computing problems
is highlighted. The chapter aims at providing a detailed knowledge about nature
inspired optimization algorithms and their use in the above mentioned problems of
cloud computing. Some future research directions of cloud computing and other
application areas are also discussed.

Keywords Cloud computing · Nature inspired optimization · Load balancing
Work flow scheduling · Cost optimization
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2 J. Nayak et al.

1.1 Introduction

With the satisfaction of some constraints, choosing the best solution among the
available solution for solving a problem is optimization. Every optimization prob-
lem is either minimization or maximization depending on the nature of the problem.
In our real lives also, optimization is there at almost everywhere. While solving
engineering problems, the main objective of any form of optimization is to make a
healthy balance in between exploration and exploitation. The key elements of any
optimization are constraints (obstacles), design variable and objective function (heart
of optimization). There are various types of optimization algorithms depending on
the number of objective functions, types of objective functions, types of constraints,
variable types and nature of optimization. Based on these criteria the optimization
may be single objective/multiobjective/multobjective with pareto optimal solutions,
local/global, smooth/non smooth, stochastic/deterministic, continuous/discrete, con-
strained/unconstrained etc. The type of optimization may be varied, but for solving
any complex engineering problem it is very difficult to choose the exact optimization
method, which is suitable for that particular problem. With the successive growth
of science and technology, the real life optimization problems are becoming more
complex in nature. The earlier developed traditional optimization algorithms fail to
explicate the exact and real solution of the nonlinear and non differential problems
in large search space. The basic limitations to these algorithms are that they suffer
from early convergence, use of complicated stochastic functions and higher order
derivatives in solving the equations. During last few decades, some popular optimiza-
tion algorithms have already proved their effectiveness in resolving different real life
problems. In 1992, John Holland and Goldberg (1989) developed the most popular
evolutionary algorithm called Genetic algorithm (GA). In comparison to the gradient
search based methods, this algorithm performs better at local optima and having very
less chance to trap at local minima positions. Then in 1995, Kennedy and Eberhart
developed a stochastic swarm inspired technique called PSO. It is one of the popular
stochastic and heuristic based search method on till date. Several variants of such
category physical, chemical and nature based algorithms are introduced during the
last decade. Although they have been used to resolve variety of complex problems,
but still they suffers from some major issues such as convergence criteria, when they
are being single handedly applied. This is due to the extensive use of controlling
parameters such as population size, environmental conditions, no. of iterations etc.
Therefore, such variations have been developed by integrating some modifications
in the parameters or leading any form of hybridization of the algorithms to explore
their capability to resolve complex problems. As, any major change in the parameter
selection may change the functional aspects of the whole algorithm, so hybridization
is not the exact solution to solve these complex problems.

The applicability of nature inspired optimization algorithms have been a recent
interest among the researchers of various research community. The main reason
behind the success rate of nature inspired and swarm based algorithms are having
the capability to solve the NP-hard problems. To resolve the real life problems, some
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of the earlier developed optimization techniques fails and the solutions of many real
life problems have been obtained by heat and trail methods. So, this is the basis for the
researchers to focus towards the development of some competitive optimization algo-
rithms, which are efficient to resolve the complex problems.We all are surrounded by
a beautiful scenario called nature and now-a-days most of the algorithms are natured
inspired algorithms,which are developedwith the concepts of nature. Nature is one of
the amazing creations of God and has always been a great source of inspiration for all
of us.Moreover, some biological systems are also responsible for the development of
novel optimization algorithms. So, most of the nature inspired algorithms are based
on biological processes or the behavior of some of the nature’s creation (animals or
insects). Among the biological inspired algorithms, swarm based algorithms draw a
special attention due to their larger applicability in various applications. Such algo-
rithms are inspired by collective nature or behavior of some swarms such as bees,
birds, frogs, fishes etc. Various examples of swarm based algorithmsmay be PSO [1],
CS [2], Bat inspired algorithm (BA) [3], Bacteria foraging algorithm (BFA) [4], ABC
optimization [5], BCO [6], Wolf Search (WS) [7], Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO)
[8], Firefly Algorithm (FA) [9], Monkey Search Algorithm (MSA) [10] etc. There
are also some algorithms such as Atmosphere cloudmodel [11], Biogeography based
algorithm [12], Brain storm optimization [13], Differential evolution algorithm [14],
Japanese tree frogs calling [15], Flower pollination algorithm [16], Great salmon run
[17], Group search optimizer [18], Human-Inspired Algorithm [19], Invasive weed
optimization [20], Paddy Field Algorithm [21], Queen-bee evolution [22], Termite
colony optimization [23] etc. which are nature inspired, bio inspired but not swarm
based. The concept behind all the swarm based algorithms is the collective behavior
and coordination among the swarm elements in an open environment. The advantage
of using swarm based algorithms relies on information sharing between numerous
agents, for which self organization, co-evolution and learning throughout the itera-
tions possibly helps to provide high efficiency [24]. In fact, each of the individual
swarm behaves and acts in a collective manner so that, the processes such as for-
aging, reproduction, task allocation among themselves etc. is easier. Based on the
locally obtained information among each other, the necessary decisions are taken in
a decentralized manner.

Since last two decades, the use of internet has become very popular among all
levels of users starting from business to automation industry at some cheaper price.
More storage, access and processing of data with a vast utility makes the internet
more successful, which in turn responsible for the evolvement of a new era called
cloud computing. Cloud computing is basically dealt with hosting and delivering the
services over the network. Cloud services are more popular and demanding due to
their flexibility towards the use of resources as per user’s choice. Today, most of the
major IT industries are effectively using the cloud services to fulfill their require-
ments for reshaping their business. Although the research of cloud computing is
on hype, but some of its past issues are not yet resolved and some new issues are
arising. Issues like provision of automated service, migration of virtual machines,
server consolidation, effective management of energy, traffic management etc. needs
urgent attention. However, some problems such as task scheduling, load balancing,
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job/flow scheduling, resource optimization, resource allocation etc. are being solved
by various researchers with the use of optimization algorithms. Most of them have
used the nature inspired optimization techniques for efficiently solving those prob-
lems. In this chapter, a detailed survey has been elucidated on the use of nature
inspired optimization algorithms in different problems of cloud computing with the
observations, analytical discussions and suggestions for better improvement in the
use of resources.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section1.2 provides
the overview of cloud computing and its architecture. Section1.3 describes vari-
ous research challenges of cloud computing. Section1.4 discuses on analysis of
broad areas of research on cloud computing using different optimization techniques,
Sect. 1.5 focuses on future research challenges on cloud computing and finally
Sect. 1.6 concludes the chapter.

1.2 Cloud Computing: An Overview

Now-a-day’s cloud computing is an emerging technology used for hosting and deliv-
ering cloud services over the internet throughout the globe and provides solution for
deploying on demand services to satisfy the requirement of service provider and the
end users based on service level agreement (SLA). It is used both in commercial and
scientific applications. Cloud computing allow users to access large amount of com-
puting power services in virtualized environment. It provides on-demand, dynamic,
scalable, flexible services to the end users on pay-as-you-use basis. Cloud providers
[25] such asGoogle,Amazon,Microsoft etc. established their data centers for hosting
cloud computing applications throughout the globe. These services [28] are called
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS), and Software as a
Service (SaaS). This cloud services are provided for different functionalities such
as computing services, network services, storage services etc. to the end user by
employing Service level Aggrements(SLA).

Many researchers have defined the cloud computingwith their own aspects. Buyya
et al. [25] have explained cloud computing as “It is a distributed and parallel comput-
ing environment which consist of a huge collection of virtualized and inter-connected
computing resources that are dynamically presented and provisioned as one or more
unified computing resources based on SLA”.

TheNational Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [29] defined the cloud
computing as “it is a pay-per-use model for enabling convenient, on-demand com-
puting resource access to a common pool of computing resources that can be dynami-
cally released and provisioned with service provider effort or negligible management
effort”.
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1.2.1 Layered Architecture of Cloud Computing

The cloud computing services are broadly classified based on the abstraction level of
ability and service provided by the service provider. This abstraction level can also
represented as layered architecture in cloud environment. The layered architecture
[27] of cloud computing can be represented by four layers such as data center layer,
platform layer, infrastructure layer and application layer.

1.2.1.1 Datacenter Layer

This layer is accountable for managing physical resources such as servers, switches,
routers, power supply, and cooling system etc. in the data center of the cloud environ-
ment. All the resources are available and managed in data centers in a large numbers
to provide services to the end user. The data center consists of large number of
physical servers, connected through high speed devices such as router and switches.

1.2.1.2 Infrastructure Layer

It is a virtualization layer where physical resources are partitioned into set of vir-
tual resources through different virtualization technologies such as Xen, KVM and
VMware. This layer is the core of the cloud environment where cloud resources are
dynamically provisioned using different virtualization technologies.

1.2.1.3 Platform Layer

This layer consists of application software and operating system. The objective of
this layer is to deploy applications on directly on the virtual machines.

1.2.1.4 Application Layer

This layer consists of different actual cloud services which are used by cloud users.
These applications provide services to the end user as per their requirements.

1.2.2 Cloud Business Model

Cloud computing environment deploys service oriented business model to satisfy
the customer requirements. It means physical resources are delivered as services on
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demand basis to the end user. This section focuses on services provided by the cloud
providers and are classified into three types according to the abstraction level and
service level.

1.2.2.1 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS):

IaaS provides on demand physical resources such as CPU, storage, memory, etc. in
terms of virtualized resources like virtual machines. Each virtual machine has its own
computing capability to do certain operations as per the user requirements. Cloud
infrastructure employs on-demand service provisioning of servers in terms of virtual
machines. Example of IaaS providers are EC2, GoGrid etc.

1.2.2.2 Platform as a Service (PaaS):

It provides an environment on which the developer will create and deploy applica-
tions. This offers high level of abstraction tomake the cloud environment more easily
accessible by the programmer. Example of PaaS providers are Google AppEngine,
Microsoft Azure etc.

1.2.2.3 Software as a Service (SaaS):

It provides on demand services or applications over Internet to the end users. This
model of delivering of services is called Software as a Service (SaaS). Itwill eliminate
the overhead of software maintenance and simplifies the development process of end
users. Example of PaaS providers are Rackspace, salesfource.com etc.

1.2.3 Types of Cloud

There are different types of clouds available in cloud environment.

1.2.3.1 Public Cloud

The public clouds are operated and owned by the organizations that provide cloud
services to the customers as pay-as-you-use model. In public cloud, users can eas-
ily access the services and computing resources throughout the globe publicly. All
the users share the same computing resources with limited design, security protec-
tions, and availability resources. All the services are managed and controlled by the
cloud providers. The services are delivered to the customer through I internet from
a third party service provider. The vendors of public cloud providers are Google,
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Amazon, Salesforce, Microsoft, etc. The infrastructure of the public cloud provider
is Rackspace, Amazon, Gogrid, Terramark etc.

1.2.3.2 Private Cloud

The private clouds are exclusively allow services to be accessible for a single enter-
prise only. As it is private in nature, it is more secured than public cloud. In private
cloud, only authorized organization can access and use the computing resources and
services. Private clouds are hosted within its own data center or externally with a
cloud provider which provides a more standardized process of its privacy and scal-
ability. This private cloud may be advisable for organizations that does not favor
a public cloud due to common allotment of physical resources. These services are
provided and managed by the organization itself. The vendors of the private cloud
providers are Vmware, IBM, Oracle, HP etc. The infrastructure of the private cloud
providers are Vmware, Eucalyptus, IBM, etc.

1.2.3.3 Hybrid Cloud

This Cloud is a hybridization of both private and public cloud models. In hybrid
cloud, critical and secure services are provided by the private cloud and other services
are provided by the public clouds. Hybrid cloud provides on-demand, dynamically
provisioned resources to the end users. It also combines the services provided from
public and private Clouds. Example of hybrid cloud is ERP in private cloud and
emails on public cloud.

1.2.3.4 Community Cloud

The community cloud distributes and manages infrastructure between numerous
organizations between specific communities by internally, externally or by a third
party and hosted externally or internally. These types of cloud is specifically designed
for specific community of people to serve the end-users requirements.

1.2.4 Research Challenges in Cloud Environments

Most of the works of grid computing [26, 30–33] concepts such as virtualization,
resource allocation, scheduling, service discovery, scalability and on-demand service
are ported to cloud computing. Now, the biggest challenges of these concepts are
task scheduling [35], resource allocation [37], and energy efficient scheduling [34],
etc. in large scale environments [36]. Here this section focuses on aforesaid concepts
and its current research directions.
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1.2.4.1 Task Scheduling

Scheduling of task [35] with existing resources is one of the emerging research direc-
tion for research community. There are two types of applications used in cloud like
independent tasks called Bag-of-tasks or interconnected independent tasks called
workflows. Workflow scheduling can be either deterministic or non-deterministic.
Deterministic means execution path can be determined in advance by a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) but in non-deterministic algorithm execution path is determined
dynamically. The workflow scheduling is a NP-Complete problem which deals with
different factors such as dynamicity, heterogeneity, elasticity, quality of services,
analysis of large volume of data etc. In this scheduling, it is difficult to find the global
optimum solution. In cloud computing environment makespan, cost, elasticity, and
energy consumption etc. are most important factor to determine the quality of ser-
vices. In commercial cloud, applications are categorized into single service oriented
or workflow oriented. One of themost important problem in cloud is task-to-resource
mapping. This problem has three folds: selection of virtual machines, determination
of best resource provisioning algorithm for virtual machines, scheduling of task on
virtual machines.

1.2.4.2 Resource Allocation

The cloud computing environment provides infinite number of computing resources
to the cloud users so that they can dynamically increase or decrease their resource
uses according to their demands. In resource allocation model having two basic
objectives as cloud provider wants to maximize their revenue by achieving high
resource utilizationwhile clouduserswants tominimize their expenseswhilemeeting
their requirements. The main objective of the resource allocation [37] in a cloud
environment is to dynamically allocate VM resources among the users on demand
basis without exceeding their resources capabilities and expense prices. When a
cloud provider allocates resource to multiple users, they proportionally occupy cloud
provider capacity and increase the expense.When a cloud provider allocates resource
to multiple users, they proportionally occupy cloud provider capacity and increase
the expense. The goal is to assign each user to a require resource in order tomaximize
the resource utilization and minimize the total expense.

1.2.4.3 Cloud Federation

One of themajor challenges in cloud computing environment is scalability.When one
cloud is not enough to provide services to the users or demand exceeds the maximum
capacity of the single cloud provider, then to achieve user level satisfaction, we go
for cloud federation [38]. To achieve scalability and user level satisfaction cloud
federation is required. The basic objective of cloud federation is to provide dynamic-
on-demand users request to achieve quality of services. The cloud federation consists
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of several cloud providers joined by themselves by mutual collaboration among
themselves or service level agreement. The cloud providers in the federation having
excess resource capacity can share their resources with other members of federation.

1.2.4.4 VM Consolidation

The VM consolidation [39] is used to improve the dynamic utilization of physical
resources to reduce energy consumption by dynamically reallocating VMs using live
migration technologies. VM consolidation tries to pack the active VMs in the min-
imum number of physical servers with the goal of energy saving and maximization
of server resource utilization. Cloud computing architectures take advantage of vir-
tualization technologies to implement the VM consolidation concept. Virtualization
is the most emerging technology that reduces energy consumption of datacenters
by detaching the virtual machines from the physical servers and allowing them to
be positioned on the physical servers where energy consumption can be improved.
Cloud providers try to reduce their operational costs of the data centers by increas-
ing the number of customers by increasing the number of VMs but within limited
number of physical servers, and also sinking power consumptions of the data center.
VMs should be distributed among the minimum number of physical servers such
a way that the utilization of each physical server is also maximized. As a result,
consolidation provides the higher efficiencies with less number of machines those
are switched on which leads to the less energy consumption in the data centers.

1.2.4.5 Energy Efficient Scheduling

Scheduling in cloud computing environment is a problem of assigning tasks to a par-
ticular machine to complete their work based on Service Level Agreements. Energy
aware task scheduling is a process of assigning tasks to a machine in such a way that
minimum energy is used. This minimization can be achieved by implementing the
problem in various scheduling algorithms in-order to get the best result.

In cloud computing the service consumers can access the required resources with-
out being present physically in the working location based on pay which means they
pay for the amount of resources they use by signing SLA with the cloud service
provider. Now-a-days, energy costs increases as the data center resource manage-
ment cost are increased rapidly while maintaining high service level performance.
In datacenters, the quantity of energy consumption by a server is varied dynami-
cally depending on its current workloads. The power consumption of a computing
server is specified by its number of processors are currently working and that power
consumption of that processor is estimated mainly by its CPU utilization. In data
centers carbon dioxides emissions are increasing day by day due to the high energy
consumptions and massive carbon footprints are incurred due to huge amount of
electricity consumed for the power supply and cooling the several servers those are
hosted in those data centers.
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The main objective is to minimize energy consumption in cloud data centers by
performing energy-aware task scheduling [34]. Minimizing the energy utilization of
cloud data centers is a challenging issue because of its large dynamic computing
applications requirements. So, there is a need of suitable green cloud computing
environment that not only minimize energy consumption in cloud data centers, but
also reduces the operational costs in terms of energy consumption without violating
SLA policy in cloud data centers.

1.3 Emerging Research Areas of Cloud Computing

There are several earlier and newly evolved research areas of cloud computing. Every
time the researchers are developing some highly efficient techniques to handle the
real life problems of cloud scenario. This section highlights with some important
research areas in which the use of nature inspired optimization algorithms can be
realized.

1.3.1 Energy Optimization

In any cloud scenario, energy optimization is a challenging task as the data centers
must have to utilize the resources in an efficientmanner. In order tomanage the power
consumption, it is essential to find out the list of power providers and the way to
manage the usage. In reality, energy is being used for maintaining the working status
of any computing facilities. So, the inefficient utilization may be helpful to originate
the waste of power. Most of the researchers use the dynamic reduction technique in
the number of clusters to handle such problem.Also, through virtualization technique
the target may be achieved by VM migration. Energy optimization can be achieved
in various ways. First, the operation of different physical machines may be optimized
by automatically changing the frequency and voltage through the dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling technique. The main intend of such technique is to optimize
the power and alleviate the heat generated from processors. Second, the method of
power capping is used in the data centers, which helps to budget the power at system
level. Besides that, this technique is useful for individual allocation of power to each
server in the configured cluster, which is called power shifting. In this technique,
preference is given to systems having high priority for more power rather than the
systems having low priority. Another important recent development for saving the
power is C-states systems [40], which are outfitted with processors. By using this
technique, the fallow components of idle systems are turned off to better utilize the
power. Although, this technique is good for long time use systems like personal
laptops, but it has the limitation like deep sleep. Deep sleep is a mode, where the
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Table 1.1 Literatures of nature inspired algorithms in energy optimization

Developed strategy Optimization
algorithm

Purpose Year Reference

– Multi objective PSO Identification of
power models of
enterprise servers

2014 [41]

Smart VM
overprovision

Mixed integer linear
programming

Solving the energy
efficiency problem

2017 [42]

– Convex predictive
optimization

Energy efficient
resource utilization

2017 [43]

Dynamic backlight
scaling optimization

– Minimization of
energy consumption

2014 [44]

– Generic optimization Cost optimality 2014 [45]

– Improved PSO Optimization of
energy in virtual data
centers

2013 [46]

– SLA based
optimization

Minimization of
energy cost

2012 [47]

– Immune Clonal
optimization

Energy efficiency 2014 [48]

– PSO Virtual machine
allocation

2014 [49]

ACO-VM placement ACO Effective use of
physical resources

2014 [50]

processors cannot move forward by sticking at some point and requires long time to
activate. Moreover, system’s kernel failure is also another problem associated with
deep sleep. Apart from these techniques, some other techniques are developed for
suitable optimization of energy and are listed in Table1.1.

1.3.2 Load Balancing

In any cloud scenario, the total execution time of the tasks must be reduced for better
performance. Virtual machines (VM) are known as the processing units of clouds.
For business purpose, execution of tasks by VM is faster and run parallel. As a result,
problems occur in scheduling of tasks within the existing resources. All the resources
must be fully utilized by the scheduler for efficient scheduling. One or multiple VMs
are assigned to more than one task for parallel completion. In such scenario, the
scheduler must be ensured that all the VMs are assigned to equal tasks and the load
is equivalent for all; rather some VMs have more load and some are in idle state.
So, all the loads must be distributed/assigned equally to all VMs and scheduler is
responsible for that. The main objective of load balancing algorithms is to ensure the
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maximum use of available resources along with the improvement in response time
of client’s offered application. Also, the algorithms are useful for rapid execution
of applications during the variability of workload in runtime [51]. Finding in both
homogeneous and heterogeneous environments, load balancing algorithms are of
two types such as: static and dynamic. If the variation is low at node, then static
method is applicable. If the load will vary time to time like cloud environments, then
these methods are not suitable. So, dynamic algorithms are more preferable than
static methods with an extra overhead of cost factor. Specifically in heterogeneous
environments, dynamic algorithms are more preferable. For dynamic load balancing,
a number of nature inspired basedmethods are proposed and remain successful.Many
authors have studied the literatures of load balancing algorithms in various aspects
(Table1.2).

Babu and Krishna [59] have proposed a novel dynamic load balancing technique
based on honey bee mating optimization algorithm. Their main aim is to achieve
maximum throughput as well as maintaining suitable balance in loads across the
VMs. They claim that, their method is also useful for minimization in waiting time
of the tasks while those wait in the queue. With the combination of ant colony opti-
mization, Nishant et al. [60] has developed one method for the effective distribution
of loads among the nodes. The developed method is helpful for both under loaded
and over loaded nodes in efficient load distribution. Apart from these some other
load balancing methods based on nature inspired optimization are developed and are
listed in Table1.3.

Table 1.2 Literatures survey articles of load balancing algorithms

Authors Main Focus Area of Survey Year Reference

Ghomi et al. Hadoop Map Reduce load balancing
category
Natural Phenomena-based load
balancing category
Agent-based load balancing category
General load balancing category
Application-oriented category
Network-aware category
Workflow specific category

2017 [52]

Milani and Navimipour Various Parameters
Advantages & Disadvantages

2016 [53]

Mesbahi and Rahmani Design metrics with pros and cons 2016 [54]

Kanakala et al. Metrics such as throughput, speed,
complexity

2015 [55, 56]

Ivanisenko and Radivilova Distributed environment
Efficiency factors

2015 [57]

Farrag and Mahmoud Intelligent cloud computing algorithms 2015 [58]
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Table 1.3 Load balancing techniques based on nature inspired optimizations

Algorithm Objective Advantages Reference

GA Minimization self
adaptation of load
distribution

Cost effective [61]

PSO Minimization of execution
time

Best solution for VM
migration

[62]

GA Minimization of make
span

Improved performance
than traditional hill
climbing methods

[63]

ABC Minimization of make
span

Better efficiency than
other scheduling

[64]

Improved PSO Minimization of response
time

Avoidance of local optima
and better than GA

[65]

ACO Minimization of execution
time

Better efficiency in make
span

[66]

PSO and Cuckoo Search Minimization of make
span

Better performance than
traditional methods

[67]

GA Minimization of VMs Minimization of make
span

[68]

PSO Better resource allocation Efficiency in allocating
VMs

[69]

PSO Load balancing with VM Efficient VM migration [70]

GA Efficient task scheduling Better resource utilization [71]

ACO Efficient Load distribution Better efficiency [72]

ACO Load balancing at data
center

Efficiency in performance [73]

ACO Balancing total load Minimization in make
span

[74]

PSO Task scheduling between
overloaded and under
loaded VMs

Better resource utilization [75]

BCO Efficient load balancing in
VMs

Better utilization and
performance

[76]

Compare and Balance Load balancing in server Efficiency in response
time

[77]

PSO System load balancing Reduce down time [78]

Multi Particle Swarm
Optimization

Minimization of task
overhead

Better resource utilization [79]

ACO and PSO Scheduling of VMs Better performance than
only PSO and ACO

[80]

Orthogonal Taguchi
Based-Cat Swarm
Optimization

Minimization of execution
time

Better system utilization [81]
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1.3.3 Task Scheduling

Since its inception, cloud computing has drastically reduced the financial andmainte-
nance cost for various application deployment. Due to the property of high scalability,
clients are not bothering about any resource or respective revenue loss [82, 83]. By
VMs, several systems connected over the internet can easily use the resources at any
of the remote place systems. One of the major objective of cloud computing is to
increase or generate the revenue as much as possible at both sides i.e. cloud provider
and clients. Task scheduling has been a important aspect in cloud computing, as
ineffective task scheduling may lead to huge revenue loss, degradation in the perfor-
mance etc. So, the scheduling algorithms must be effective one to efficiently handle
the problems such as use of response time, resource utilization, make span, cost of
data communication etc. Zhu and Liu [84] have developed one multidimensional
based cloud computing framework with genetic algorithm for efficient task schedul-
ing. They considered the metrics such as completion time of tasks and economic
needs of the clients for improvement in efficiency in task scheduling. As compared
to traditional genetic algorithms, their performance result is very good in terms of
efficiency. Performance comparison with energy aware task scheduling and two dif-
ferent optimization techniques like GA and CRO is conducted by Wu et al. [85].
From their simulation results, they claim for better utilization of make span in case
of CRO algorithm as compared to GA. In a hetero generous environment, Tao et al.
[86] have developed one model for handling the task scheduling problem with GA
and case library, Pareto solution based hybrid method. Both make span and energy
consumption are taken into consideration and after the successful simulation study,
they are able to minimize the both with optimized resource utilization. As compared
to other algorithms, they claim that their hybrid method performs well for solving the
task scheduling problem in a heterogeneous environment. Li et al. [87] have proposed
one ant colony algorithm based task scheduling algorithm for minimizing the make
span for a given set of tasks. Their proposed method is able to handle all types of task
scheduling problem irrespective to the size and also, outperforms some other method
like FCFS. Apart from these works, some other nature inspired methods [88–95] are
developed for handing the task scheduling problem in the cloud environment.

1.3.4 Work Flow Scheduling

Proper scheduling of work flow is very much necessary for effectively managing the
inter-dependent tasks with efficient resource utilization. Work flow is nothing but the
completion of number of activities required to complete a task. There may be various
components of workflow like data, programs, reports, sequencing etc. The structure
to work with such components is any process, data aggregation, data segmentation
and distribution/redistribution. As compared to job scheduling, work flow scheduling
is more popular due to its efficiency in determining the optimal solution in an effi-
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cient way for dealing with complex applications by considering different constraints
among the tasks. Most of the researchers use directed acyclic graph to represent the
workflow scheduling. It is very important to consider the computation cost and com-
pletion time while scheduling the work flow in any cloud scenario. If the work flow
is to be computed manually by any IT staff, then some proper background knowl-
edge is required for right execution [96]. For the cloud environment, it is essential to
meet the optimization criteria of work flow scheduling to accomplish the proficient
work flow management system. With the existing computing resources, the work
flowmanagement system identifies, control and executes the work flows. The execu-
tion order of work flows are handled by computational logic representation. For the
problems like process optimization, well management of process, system integra-
tion, re-scheduling, improvement in maintainability etc., the work flowmanagement
system may be developed [97]. For effective cost optimization, a number of nature
inspired based or soft computing based approaches (table4) are developed in the
cloud environment. Both the single objective and multi objective algorithms are able
to tackle the cost optimization problem. The optimization criteriasmay bemakespan,
availiability, budget allocation, service level agreement, reliability control, waiting
time etc.

1.4 Analysis and Discussion

Cloud computing is a vast area of research havingmultiple subfields.Various research
areas within the vicinity of cloud computing are discussed in the previous section
and some new areas such as resource scheduling, software deployment, network
infrastructure optimization, web service composition etc. are also at the blooming
stage. Also, some other close related areas of cloud computing like grid computing,
virtualization, utility computing and smart computing are the interest of different
researchers. Among the other related areas, task scheduling, load balancing, energy
optimization, workflow scheduling [98–110] are the most frequently applied and
solved research issues. Based on the keyword search in Google scholar, it is found
that most of the problems related to load balancing and task scheduling are solved
during the last decade. An analysis on the number of published research article is
conducted and may be realized in Fig. 1.1.

In the above discussed three areas, the use of nature inspired algorithms is also
frequent for all applications. It is found that compared to other algorithms the use of
PSO & ACO is more in all applications. For example, PSO has been frequently used
in solving the load balancing problem in any homogeneous or heterogeneous cloud
environments as compared to other algorithms. At the same time after PSO, ACO
has been applied for effective optimization of problems like task scheduling and
work flow scheduling. However, some other algorithms like cat swarm optimization,
bee colony optimization, honey bee optimization, chemical reaction optimization,
genetic algorithm etc. are also used to solve various problems of cloud computing.
A typical comparative analysis may be realized in Figs. 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5.
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Fig. 1.1 Number of research articles published in major areas of cloud computing

Fig. 1.2 Applications of PSO in various research areas of cloud computing

Fig. 1.3 Applications of
ACO in various research
areas of cloud computing
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Fig. 1.4 Applications of GA in various research areas of cloud computing

Fig. 1.5 Comparative analysis of algorithms in various research areas of cloud computing

In Figs. 1.2 and 1.3, the application of PSO and ACO algorithms are visualized in
different research areas of cloud computing. The PSO algorithm is mostly applied in
the area of load balancing with its various advanced versions such as improved PSO,
modified PSO, Pareto based PSO, fuzzy PSO etc. But, for solving the scheduling
problem in cloud, ACO based techniques are mostly proposed as compared to others.
In Fig. 1.4, the case of ever popular algorithm called GA has been analyzed and
found mostly in the problem of load balancing. Also, the success rate of GA in cost
optimization is more as compared to others. Moreover, it is observed that other than
a single optimization, now-a-days more focus is paid in hybrid algorithms for better
results.

In Fig. 1.5, an overall comparison is made in between all algorithms in consider-
ation to major applications of cloud computing. It can be analyzed that, other than
GA, PSO and ACO, some other nature inspired algorithms are frequently used in
cloud environment.

Figure1.6 analyzes the development of different load balancing techniques and it
may be concluded that, the ratio of development using nature inspired algorithms is
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Fig. 1.6 Analysis of various load balancing techniques

Fig. 1.7 Types of nature inspired algorithms in solving cloud computing problems

more than other methods i.e. agent based techniques, FCFS based methods, round
robin, random allocation, LJF and others.

So, the applicability of nature inspired optimization algorithms is quite important
in all respect of cloud computing scenario. In both static and dynamic environments,
these algorithms can cope with the structure of the problem and produces effective
solution with marginal errors for further improvements. Moreover, a brief analysis
is demonstrated by distinguishing the type of nature inspired algorithms for cloud
computing in Fig. 1.7. From the literatures, it is conveyed that most of the cloud com-
puting research are based on swarm based algorithms other than evolutionary based,
physical and chemical based optimizations. The reason behind this, is swarm based
algorithms are capable of handling nonlinearity, producing more chance at global
optima, less error rate, good convergence and less complexity. The algorithms such
as cuckoo search, firefly optimizations are multiobjective type techniques and have
less chance to trap at local optima solutions. On the other side, in evolutionary based
optimizations e.g. GA, due to crossover and mutation operations, the complexity is
more. Also, evolutionary algorithms are stochastic in nature means random variables
are used in these techniques and after every run, new different solution will be gen-
erated. In swarm based algorithms, there is no any central controller to control the
behaviour of swarm members in the population and only through some behavioral
aspects, they communicate with each other. Also, swarm based algorithms are more
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scalable than evolutionary algorithms. Other than these two, some other techniques
such asCRO [111, 112], biogeography based optimization [113], big bang big crunch
algorithm [114], intelligent water drop algorithm [115], simulated annealing [116]
etc. are also applied to solve different issues of cloud computing.

1.5 Further Research Challenges

Undoubtly, cloud computing is an important emerging area of research and it is
attractive to all level of users starting from one end user to large business or soft-
ware industry peoples. Despite this fact, it is found still there are some issues to be
addressed in different domains. Some of the research challenges with future direc-
tions are discussed by Zhang et al. [117]. For any type of digital service delivery,
resources are to be used effectively. The service of cloud computing is totally based
on internet and for delivering any service, the users have to fully rely on internet
connection. None of the any cloud service provider can assure for full phase service,
as they may fall at any moment. Although, demanding a service level agreement is an
optional way, but still some more ways to be find out for effective solution. Another
key factor of cloud computing is effective way of scheduling of resources. Always
it is the prime responsibility of service provider to apportion and de-apportion of
resources with the satisfaction of service level objectives and decreasing the cost.
But achieving this goal is not an easy task and for massive demands, it becomes very
difficult to map to QoS level. Security and privacy issues are always been an impor-
tant deal to cloud computing. Any of the cloud infrastructures may not fully ensure
for complete secure communication. However, some of the risk based approaches are
proposed to deal such challenges and further research is required to reach at com-
plete assurance level. Balancing loads across the data center is another important
area of concern. Some research has been developed for dealing with above problem
with virtual machine migration and upto certain extent those are successful. For eg.,
Xen [118] has proposed one live based virtual machine migration technique with a
very short downtime in a range of 10ms to 1s. For maximum utilization of resource
and minimum consumption of energy, most of the developers use the server consol-
idation approach. To deal with the optimality mode of server consolidation, many
heuristic based approaches [119–121] are developed. Due to server consolidation,
the performance of applications must not be hampered and there must be a quick
response for any congestion(if occurs). Apart from these issues, some other impor-
tant research challenges such as effective management of energy, data security with
more confidentiality, avoiding the network traffic by analyzing the demands, dealing
with storage and capability to maintain consistency etc. are evolving day by day and
advance research is needed to tackle all these problems.
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1.6 Conclusion

Since last two decades, nature-inspired optimizations are quite popular for their
capability to produce promising solutions for diversified applications. However, it
does not sense that there is no need to focus urgent attention as they are in infancy
stage. In this chapter, the applicability of nature inspired optimization algorithms
are surveyed for different research areas of cloud computing. Applications such as
load balancing, task scheduling, workflow scheduling, cost optimization etc. have
remained the main focus for this survey. Also, the type and nature of various nature
inspired algorithms are analysed in various perspectives. It is found that, there has
been a frequent use of PSO and ACO for solving almost all types of problems in
cloud computing. Other than some of the conventional methods of cloud computing,
nature inspired algorithms are robust, scalable and effective to use.

However, realizing the reality, it can be concluded that still there is a long way to
go for such algorithms. These algorithms are quite efficient in producing the optimal
solutions, but some significant gap among the theory and practice may still found.
Research challenges like meticulous mathematical analysis, analysis of convergence
to get optimality condition, suitable tradeoff between exploration and exploitation,
accurate tuning of algorithmic parameters etc. are yet to be solved. Apart from these,
some recently developed nature inspired algorithms such asmulti verse optimization,
lion optimization, whale optimization, dragonfly optimization, virus colony search
optimization, elephant herding optimization, social spider optimization, social emo-
tional optimization, moth search algorithm, intelligent water drop algorithm, krill
herd algorithm, wind driven optimization, kidney inspired algorithm, bird swarm
algorithm, ant lion optimization, salp swarm algorithm, flower pollination algorithm,
grey wolf optimization, intrusive tumor growth optimization etc. are yet to be applied
and may be the future concern.

Appendix

GA: Genetic algorithm

ABC: Artificial bee colony

PSO: Particle swarm optimization

DE: Differential evolution

ACO: Ant colony optimization

CRO: Chemical reaction optimization

BCO: Bee colony optimization
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CSO: Cat swarm optimization

FCFS: First come fist serve

LJF: Longest job first
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Chapter 2
Resource Allocation in Cloud Computing
Using Optimization Techniques

Gopal Kirshna Shyam and Ila Chandrakar

2.1 Introduction

The aim of cloud computing is to provide utility based IT services by interconnecting
a huge number of computers through a real-time communication network such as the
Internet. Since many organizations are using cloud computing which are working
in various fields, its popularity is growing. So, because of this popularity, there has
been a significant increase in the consumption of resources by different data centres
which are using cloud applications [1–4]. Hence, there is a need to discuss opti-
mization techniques and solutions which will save resource consumption but there
will not be much compromise on the performance. These solutions would not only
help in reducing the excessive resource allocation, but would also reduce the costs
without much compromise on SLA violations, thereby benefitting the Cloud service
providers. In this chapter, we discuss on the optimization of resource allocation so
as to provide cost benefits to the Cloud service users and Cloud service providers.

2.2 Resource Allocation Using Meta-Heuristic
Optimization Techniques

Cloud computing offers various resource allocation services like computation, stor-
age etc. in a virtualized environment [5]. The virtual machine in Cloud allocates
the job and schedules it efficiently. The key issues in using cloud is task schedul-
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ing and resources utilization. Scheduling allocates different types of jobs using the
existing resources. Scheduling is decided based on the feedback of the Quality of
Services (QoS), which handles the different tasks in the job allocation [6]. Therefore,
in order to schedule the tasks, numerous heuristic techniques exist such as Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithms (GA), Ant Colony Optimization
Algorithms (ACO), Artificial Bee Colony Algorithms (ABC), is used to solve the
task scheduling and resource problems. This section shall discuss algorithm to solve
task scheduling and resource allocation problem inCloud computing. The algorithms
aim at providing better efficient scheduling mechanism which increases the perfor-
mance and efficiency of the system by minimizing the execution time (makespan),
execution cost, deadline etc.

2.2.1 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

PSO is a swarm based meta-heuristic algorithm simulating the nature such as a flock
of insects, bird’s gesture or schooling of fish to discover the optimal solutions. Algo-
rithm 1 provides PSO algorithm aimed at reducing the cost function. It is an universal
optimization algorithm, where the optimized results for multi-dimensional searches
can be made to appear as a point or surface. The fitness values examine the parti-
cles. In PSO, swarm is considered as population and participants like insects, birds
or fishes generated by random velocities and situations are considered as particles
[1]. The algorithm is easy to implement and it contains only few parameters for
modification [2].

To minimize the usage of energy in Cloud data center, energy efficient virtual
machine allocation algorithm is suggested through the PSO technique and the energy
efficient multi-resource allocation model. This algorithm can escape dropping into
local optima, which is very commonly found in traditional algorithms [3].

Another technique known as Position Balanced Parallel Particle Swarm Opti-
mization (PBPPSO) algorithm is given for allocation of resources in IaaS Cloud [7].
It discovers the resource optimizations for the group of jobs with less make span and
lesser cost.

2.2.2 Genetic Algorithms (GA)

GA is a probabilistic optimization algorithm imitating the progression of natural
evolution. The biological evolution process in chromosomes is the idea behind GA,
which is survival of the fittest. An advantage of Genetic Algorithm (GA) is to resolve
the problem of resource allocation and recommend a newmodel to enhance the result
of the decision making process.

An objective of GA algorithm, that we have discussed here is discovering trade-
off solutions between completion time of tasks and system energy consumption. It is
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for PSO

Inputs: size of the problem, size of the population;
Output: Optimized solution;
Description:
population = θ

s_g_optimal = θ

for (i = 1 to size_of_population) do
S_velocity = Random_Velocity();
S_position = RandomPosition(size_of_population);
s_g_optimal = s_position ;
if Cost(S_s_best) <= Cost(S_g_best)
S_g_optimal = (S_s_best);
end
end
while: StopCondition () do
for each p ε population do
S_velocity = UpdateVelocity(S_velocity, S_s_best, S_s_best);
S_position = UpdatePosition(S_position, S_velocity);
if Cost(S_position) <= Cost(S_s_best)
s_s_best = s_position;
if Cost(S_s_best) < = Cost(S_g_best)
s_g_optimal = S_g_optimal;
end
end
end
end
return P_g_best

applicable for Cloud computing data centers that perform joint allocation of network
and computational resources. The algorithm allows to explore solutions space and to
search for the optimal solution in an efficient manner. It is scalable as well as energy
efficient and is based on a model developed to capture specifics of the data center
network topology and device power consumption.

2.2.3 Ant Colony Optimization Algorithms (ACO)

An ant colony framework for adaptive resource allocation in Cloud computing envi-
ronments is done by hosting the applications with specified QoS necessities as
a response time and throughput. It minimizes the usage of energy of data center
resources by making an allowance for the dynamic workloads of servers by means
of various ant agents. The issue of VM placement is expressed as a multi-objective
combinatorial optimization problem, whose core goal is to optimize concurrently
total resource wastage and energy consumption.
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Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for Ant Colony optimization

Inputs: An instance P of a CO problem model P=S, f , ω;
Output: P_best;
Description:
InitializePheromoneValues (T);
P_best = null;
while (terminations conditions not met) do
S_iter = θ ;
for ( j = 1 to n ) do
S = ConstructSolution (T)
if (s is a valid solution) then
P_g_best = (P_p_best)
s = LocalSearch = s optional;
if (f(s) < f_best or (P_best=null) ) then P_best = S ;
s_iter = s_iter ∪ s
end
end
ApplyPheromoneUpdate (T, S_iter, P_best );
end
return P_best;

2.2.4 Cooperative Game Based Resource Allocation

The work in Ref. [8] proposed a scheme for bargaining cooperation based resource
by making use of game theory approach to achieve energy consumption, cost and
resource utilization requirements. The scheme is evaluated based on parameters like
bargaining steps, job submission, job execution and expected payoffs.

To achieve the above mentioned requirement, a cooperation based resource bar-
gaining game is shown in Fig. 2.1. The sequence of bargaining when combined gives
rise to four cases. The cases are with respect to the following: (i) resources are avail-
able and jobs aremore, (ii) resources are available and jobs are less, (iii) resources are
not available and jobs are more, and (iii) resources are not available and jobs are less.
The payoff matrix is constructed for cooperative game such that the parties involved
get computational credits and none of them lose to another by a huge margin. The
equilibrium is obtained by maximizing the payoffs for each of the cases so that: (i)
SU can submit, and (ii) SP can execute as many jobs as possible.

2.2.5 Description of Cooperative Game

Here we are considering that SU and SP are competing fairly to acquire resources
i.e. they are cooperating each other since resources are limited in the CDC. The
three factors to be taken into consideration for game are set of players SUs and SPs,
strategies of each players and utility of each player.
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Fig. 2.1 Resource
bargaining game

In Fig. 2.1, SU starts resource bargaining game by stating the price that it can pay
(p), required resource (R), expected start time of the job (est), duration of execution
(dur), number of jobs to be submitted (NJ(S)). The SP initially bargains with increas-
ing price (P(I)), a different expected start time of the job (est’), and states the number
of jobs it can execute (NJ(E)). In the subsequent steps, it provides attractive offers to
SUs, with decrease cost (p(D)) and increased number of jobs (NJ(I)). It also offers
to increase the price if numbers of jobs are not increased (NJ(I*)). The offers also
considers cost if decreased energy consumption (E(D*)) and increased resource uti-
lization (RU(I*)) are taken into account. The SP offers to lock the resources when SP
commits, but penalizes themwhen they cancel the order after committing. These bar-
gaining steps are limited for cooperative bargaining while for non-cooperative game
(since SUs and SPs are selfish and look to fulfill their own needs), the bargaining
steps increases drastically.

A payoff matrix algorithm is discussed in Algorithm 3.

2.2.6 Nash Equilibrium in a Cooperative Game

To identify Nash equilibria on a payoff matrix, rule goes as follows: if, in the pay-
off pair of the cell, the first payoff number is the maximum of the column of the
cell and if the second number is the maximum of the row of the cell - then the cell
shows aNash equilibrium.This rule can be applied to a 3x3matrix shown inTable2.1.
Nomenclature used in Table2.1 are as follows: LCJ (lesser cost job_submission), ICJ
(increased cost job_submission), LCJE (lesser cost job execution), ICJE (increased
cost job execution), DEJ (decreased energy job_submission), IEJ (increased energy
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Algorithm 3 Payoffs Algorithm

Inputs: priority of SU and SP;
Output: number of job submissions by SU and successful offers by SP;
Description:

IF1 (p(D) or p(I) is prioritized by SP and SU)
find job submissions by SU
find successful job offers by SP
end IF1
IF2 (p(D) or p(I) prioritized by SP OR (p(D) or p(I) is prioritized by SP AND RU(D) or RU(I)
is prioritized by SU)
find job submissions by SU
find successful job offers by SP
end IF2
IF3 (E(D) or E(I) is prioritized by SP AND p(D) or p(I) is prioritized by SU) AND SU prioritize
either RU(D) or RU(I))
find job submissions by SU
find successful job offers by SP
end IF3
IF4 (RU(D) or RU(I) is prioritized by SP AND SU prioritize either p(D) or p(I)) OR (SP and
SU prioritize either RU(D) or RU(I))OR (SP prioritize either RU(D) or RU(I)AND SU prioritize
either E(D) or E(I))
find job submissions by SU
find successful job offers by SP
end IF4

Table 2.1 Payoff matrix for different strategies of players
Service Providers

Cost Energy Resource
Utility

Cost LCJE (ICJE)

LCJ (ICJ)

DEJE (IEJE)

DEJ (IEJ)

LRUJE (HRUJ)

LRUJ (HRUJ)

U
se
rs

Energy LCJE (ICJE)

DEJ (IEJ)

DEJE (IEJE)

DEJ (IEJE)

LRUJE (HRUJE)

DEJ (IEJ)

Se
r v
ic
e

Resource
Utility

LCJE (ICJE)

LRUJ (HRUJE)

DEJE (IEJE)

LRUJ (HRUJE

LRUJE (HRUJE)

LRUJE (HRUJE)

job_submission), DEJE (decreased energy job execution), IEJE (increased energy
job execution), LRUJ (lesser resource utilized jobs), HRUJ (higher resource utilized
jobs), LRUJE (lesser resource utilized job execution), HRUJE (higher resource uti-
lized job execution). So, the actual mechanics of finding equilibrium cells is: search-
ing for the maximum of a column and then checking whether the second member of
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the pair is themaximumof the row.Aftermeeting these conditions, the cell represents
a Nash equilibrium.

2.2.7 Non-cooperation Based Resource Bargaining

The sequence diagram shown in Fig. 2.1, is applicable to non-cooperative bargaining
when the number of bargaining steps are increased to a large value. Each of the
entities, namely SU and SP become selfish and fail to arrive at common goals. Payoff
matrix constructed in such case reveals that there is a large difference between job
submissions and job executions. Nash equilibrium is obtained when SU decides not
to accept services (from SP) above a certain expected value, and SP decides not
to offer any services (to SU) below a certain expected value. Expected values are
payoffs in terms of cost, energy consumption and resource utilization.

2.2.8 Non-cooperative Game Based Resource Allocation

In Cloud computing, the resources are normally available as VMs that appear as
traditional servers. The consideration taken by us is that a data centre of Cloud has
a large number of requests, and each request requires for multidimensional resource
like CPU, memory, disk, network bandwidths etc. and this will be taken care by a
VM. Analogously, each PM has a capacity across each of these dimensions.

Recently, game theory are used to solve different resource competition problems in
Cloud computing. Kwok et al. [9] studied a non-cooperative game in a hierarchical
Grid computing, in which the machines are selfishness. Kong et al. [10] studied
the mechanism design on stochastic virtual resource allocation, in which the value
function of a VM is a private information. Auction based [11] methods are such that
resources are held by incentive providers and the users act strategically to maximize
their utilities.

2.2.9 Resource Allocation Using Uncertainty Principle
of Game Theory

Resource management is a significant issue in Cloud computing, as the on-demand
resource allocation needs to be offered to cloud consumers. The different approaches
on resource management in Cloud computing are:

1. Game Theoretic Resources Management in Cloud.
Nowadays, game theory is used to solve different resource allocation problems in
Cloud computing. A study on non-cooperative games for the load balancing and
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virtual machine placement problem is discussed [12]. They focus on the existence
of Nash equilibrium and care little about the solution for an optimal allocation
strategy. A method for the distributed resource allocation problem in federated
Cloud which studies both noncooperative and cooperative games [13]. It shows
that the cooperative allocation game has a stronger motivation for providers to
contribute resources.

2. Fair Resources Allocation.
One of the big challenge for resource allocation in Clouds is the coordination of
resource sharing. Fair allocation for hadoop is used in many works which divides
resources as fixed-size partitions, or slots [14]. Another fair technique is the max-
min fairness, which tries to maximize the minimum resource each user received.
This approach can be enhanced by providing a weighted max-min fairness model
to support some policies which considers different factors, like priority, reserva-
tion, and deadline [15]. Some approaches have recently been proposed to quantify
fairness [16].
But, most of them considers the fairness of single type resource allocation prob-
lem. The fair allocation problem for multiple types of resources allocation has
been studied in [17]. In this work, they present fairness approach for dominant
resource, which considers the problem by computing the dominant share of each
user. [18] extends the DRF approach by leveraging a technical framework and
studied the indivisibilities allocation. They proved that this mechanism satisfies
three properties of fairness. But their work also has some drawbacks because do
not consider resource wastage. Our work makes use of DRF approach to measure
the fairness of resource allocation, as well as exploiting a way to improve the
resource utilization for greater optimization.

3. Efficient Resource Allocation.
For a Cloud having number of heterogeneous physical servers in data cen-
tre, achieving efficient resource consumption is another interesting direction of
resource allocation [19, 20]. A method of the resource allocation for a hetero-
geneous mix of workloads and presentation of a system to manage data cen-
tre for increasing the resource consumption of servers has been discussed [21].
Maximization of resource utilization and optimal execution efficiency has been
proposed by a novel scheme DOPS [22]. A study of the efficiency of resource
allocation of MapReduce Clouds is discussed [23]. They propose a spatiotem-
poral trade-off technique to scale MapReduce clusters dynamically to improve
energy consumption while simultaneously improving performance.

Reference [24] shows a resource aware multiple job scheduling technique for
MapReduce that improves resource utilization while meeting completion time goals.
Reference [25] presents a resource allocation system that uses user-assigned priorities
to offer different service levels and adjusts resource allocations dynamically to fit
the requirements.

Although some existing researches study on the trade-off between fairness and
efficiency [26], some of them consider the case for multiple types of resources allo-
cation in Cloud. Developing a framework to address the fairness efficiency trade-off
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with multiple resources is discussed [27]. The limitation of this approach is that the
characterization of the parameters is not done which otherwise, could have ensured
the fairness properties being satisfied.

2.3 Game Theory Based Concurrent and Cooperative
Negotiation of Resource Cost in Cloud Computing
Environment Using Agents

Agent technology is proclaimed to be a flexible promising solution for network
resource management and QoS (Quality of Service) control. Cloud computing using
such technologywill be helpful in designingmechanisms for: (i) analyzing consumer
job’s resource requirements, (ii) reducing service negotiation time by providing coop-
erative environment in case of consumers and providers having potential conflicting
interests, where consumers prefer availing best resources at minimum cost for job
execution and providerswish efficient utilization of resourceswith amaximumprofit,
and (iii) ensuring successful delivery of services. This section presents an agent-based
scheme for the entities namely, consumers, brokers and service providers, where each
entity comprises of an agency with set of agents and database. The scheme works
in following steps: (i) broker agency communicates with resource provider agency
to receive the updates of resource availability and cost, (ii) consumer agency upon
receiving the job resource requirements communicates to broker agency concurrently
for execution of several jobs, (iii) broker agency plays a cooperative game concur-
rently with consumer agencies for resource cost negotiation and payoffs, and (iv)
broker agency attempts to provide the best services to the consumer agencies by
communicating to resource provider agency. Some of the advantages of concurrent
and cooperative resource cost negotiation scheme are as follows:

• Helping consumer agent determine the best framework for each individual need
based on a number of factors. This includes proenhanced visioning assistance
and budget guidance, as well as identifying selection and integration of disparate
services across multiple brokers.

• Cost-effective resources and infrastructure advantages, including the ability to
negotiate.

• Time efficient resource cost analysis and negotiation for different combinations.
• Enhanced security, allows organizations to develop a customized solution which
balances security and the cost benefits.

• Assurance that there will be no disruption on upgradation, repair, and maintenance
activities.

• Cooperative negotiations leading to long term relations between consumers, bro-
kers and service providers.

The computational grid design with a distributed resource management scheme is
introduced in [5], that uses rational agents for managing the servers sharing reliable
resources. The automated multiparty negotiation algorithm used by these agents are
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motivated by economic value (e.g., revenue) of the strategies employed. In this case,
the cooperation is formed to share the resource to process the computing tasks from
multiple computing grids, such that the cost is minimized. The concept of virtual
organization in computational grid is introduced in [28]. The agent-based service
composition scheme [29, 30] decentralizes decision making, limited knowledge,
and considers rationality of agents for cooperation.

Reference [31] presents a simple game theory approach to propose a cooperative
resource management in Cloud computing systems. It involves simple negotiation
process, wherein service users and service providers negotiate to achieve Nash equi-
librium. Reference [32] discusses the support for single composite service request,
considering a centralized approach. Coalition formation among agents has also been
discussed. The coalitions solely emerge through interactions, but number of inter-
actions are not defined. Message handling is very complicated because of a lot of
dependencies among the agents. The work given in [33] better fits in for Grid com-
puting scenario. It considers off-line, clairoyant scheduling with no preemption on
time-sharing processors. Further, it presents the interest of collaboration between
independent parties.

Research carried out in [34] presents the first work on truthful online auction
design in Cloud computingwhere users with heterogeneous demands come and leave
on the fly. The nature and dynamics of user’s demand in Cloud markets necessitates
designing onlinemechanisms [35]. But, such onlinemechanismsmake no discussion
about future demands. To bolster many-to-many consumer-to-Cloud negotiations,
[29] devises a novel interaction protocol and a novel negotiation strategy that is
characterized by adaptive concession rate (ACR) andminimally sufficient concession
(MSC). Game theory has been applied to study different issues in utility computing
(e.g., grid and pervasive computing) [14, 15]. For example, in [14], a scheduling
algorithm to guarantee QoS constraints in an open Cloud computing framework is
modeled as a game. The assignment of tasks to the available resources is obtained
from Nash equilibrium.

The agreement settlement among Internet service providers (ISP) is studied using
cooperative game theory [16]. The Shapley value is applied for the fair profit sharing
which motivates any selfish ISP to apply the routing and connection management to
achieve Nash equilibrium among all ISPs.

We discuss cooperative resource cost negotiation scheme expediting flexible pric-
ing of Cloud services that adopts many-to-many negotiation model for negotiat-
ing resource cost between consumers and providers. Since a Cloud service may be
dynamically composed using multiple types of Cloud resources, external resource
brokers can help in bargainingmultiple types ofCloud resourceswithmultiple groups
of Cloud providers offering several types of computational resources. The resource
cost negotiation environment for the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 2.2. It consists
of resource consumer agency (RCAg), resource broker agency (RBAg), and resource
provider agency (RPAg) and ICSP (IaaS Cloud service provider). RBAg interacts
with RPAg to obtain information about resources in ICSP. RPAg is bounded to ICSP.
RCAg submits job to RBAg, and a resource cost negotiation takes place between
these agencies.
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Fig. 2.2 Resource cost negotiation environment

Fig. 2.3 Agencies framework

2.3.1 Agencies

The agencies of resource consumer, resource broker and resource provider have one
or more static agents and database which are shown in Fig. 2.3. They are discussed as
follows. Table2.2 lists set of notations used in description of the agencies framework.
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Table 2.2 List of notations Notations Meaning

RCAg Resource consumer agency

RBAg Resource broker agency

RPAg Resource provider agency

CA Consumer agent

BA Broker agent

QA Query agent

PA Provider agent

MMA Matchmaker agent

JAA Job Allocation agent

CNA Consumer negotiation agent

BNA Broker negotiation agent

ICSP IaaS Cloud service provider

CNG Cooperative negotiation game

M Mappers

R Reducers

VM Virtual machines

Resource consumer agency (RCAg): It involves agency database and two agents,
namely, consumer agent (CA) and consumer negotiation agent (CNA). RCAg func-
tions are designed to act on behalf of resource consumers. The significance of agency
database and agents are presented as follows.

Agency database: It provides detailed information about several brokers in the Cloud
market and maintains history of consumer(s) and broker(s) interactions. The agents
use the database to pass messages among themselves and to know the frequency of
application(s) usage by consumer(s). The database facilitates in deciding the offered
price for resource cost negotiation and the payoffs. Further, consumer’s services are
updated to the database at regular intervals.

Consumer agent (CA): The functions of agent are: (i) receiving and mapping con-
sumer requirements (workload) to available RBAg, (ii) selecting the best RBAg (in
terms of the quality and cost), and (iii) receiving and handling the virtualized service
from RBAg to consumers.

The workload received by CA is a set of several jobs. Jobs can require VMs
from several combinations, such as small, medium and large as shown in Table2.3.
The specifications of small, medium, and large VMs are same as in Amazon EC2.
Algorithm 4 illustrates concurrent analysis of user’s job resource requirements by
RBAg from several RCAg(s). It proceeds in two phases, a distributed ‘map’ oper-
ation followed by a distributed ‘reduce’ operation. At each phase a configurable
number of M ‘mapper’ processors and R ‘reducer’ processors are assigned to work
on the problem, by CA and BA respectively. In the map phase each mapper reads
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Table 2.3 Summary of the
possible combinations
(34 = 81) for resource types
(S: Small VM, M: Medium
VM, L:Large VM)

Combinations CPU Memory Storage Network

1 S S S S

2 S S S M

3 S S M L

4 S L M L

5 M L M L

6 L L M L

7 L M M L

– – – – –

81 L L L L

approximately 1/Mth of the input (in this case combination of resources), from the
consumers. Each mapper then performs a ‘map’ operation to compute frequencies of
resource requests. In other words, the map task consists of emitting a user-resource
combinations pair for each RCAg, represented by (ui , [c1 . . . cn]) → [(ci , uk)].
These frequencies are sorted (from higher to lower value), and written to the local
file system of the mapper. At the next phase reducers are each assigned a subset of
combinations. The reduce step groups the pairs by several combinations and creates
an index entry for each combinations, represented by [(ci , uk)] →(ci , [ui1 . . . uim]).

Algorithm 4 Requested Resource Combinations count

Input: Resource request by RCAg(s)
Output: The mapper emits an intermediate user-resource pair for each combinations;
The reducer sums up all counts for each resource

1: class Mapper
2: method Map(userid u; combination c)
3: for all u requesting combination c do
4: return (u;c)
5: class Reducer
6: method Reduce(combination c; counts [n1; n2; : : :])
7: sum=0
8: for all count n ε counts [n1; n2; : : :] do sum=sum + n return (combination c; count sum)

Consumer negotiation agent (CNA): It negotiates resource cost with BNA of RBAg.
The strategy of CNA negotiation is discussed next.

CNA Negotiation Strategy: Initially, CNA discovers the state of set of resources
that RBAg provides, which helps in applying appropriate negotiation strategies. For
example, if a CNA knows that the resource competition is low, it may lower its
offer price. The offer price of CNA is a function of (R, est, dl, t) of requesting
resources R at time t with earliest start time est and latest start time dl with following
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considerations. Firstly, the deadline: theCNAlowers the offer pricewhen the deadline
approaches. Secondly, the cost of resource R: intuitively, a CNA has to offer more
for a resource with a higher cost. Thirdly, the demand to supply ratio of a resource
R: higher the ratio, higher will be the offered price for the resource.

Resource Broker Agency (RBAg): RBAg consists of an agency database, a query
agent (QA), a broker agent (BA), a broker negotiation agent (BNA), a matchmaker
agent (MMA), and a job allocation agent (JAA). Their responsibilities are explained
as follows.

Agency database: It maintains the information about several RCAgs which use its
services, and a history of consumer(s) and broker(s) interactions. The agents use
this database to pass messages among themselves. The database aids in deciding
the offered price for resource cost negotiation and the payoffs. The updates regard-
ing broker’s services are added to the database at regular time intervals. Further,
agency database of an RBAg contains information about availability of resources
from multiple RPAgs, which facilitates in providing virtualized service(s) to RCAg.

Query agent (QA): It responds to the queries of CA and the responses are updated
in agency database instantly.

Broker agent (BA): It controls and coordinates activities of an RBAg. This agent
triggers JAA,MMA, and BNA. It manages the availability and usability of resources.
BA runs on several machines, manages all the jobs, and decides whether to provision
newVM from reserved resources or send request to ICSP for extra resources. The BA
performs following tasks: (i) predicting future incoming workloads based on history
of most frequent / least frequent accessed applications from agency database, (ii)
provisioningnecessaryVMs in advance fromICSPwhenever required, (iii) allocating
jobs to VMs, (iv) releasing idle VMs (which do not have jobs running on them), and
(v) dynamically allocating VMs for un-allocated jobs through PA (of RPAg).

Broker negotiation agent (BNA): It performs resource price negotiations. Initial pay-
offs are decided for consumers based on the adopted strategy. Successive payoffs are
decided on the basis of cooperative/non-cooperative nature of consumers involved.

Job allocation agent (JAA): JAA is assigned a job by BA, which is decomposed
into parallelizable subjobs as presented in [36]. JAA requests MMA to discover
corresponding resources for job scheduling.

Matchmaker agent (MMA): MMA discovers and recommends resources for job
scheduling as follows: (i) MMA interacts with BA to obtain the statistical status
information of each available resource, (ii) resources are sorted in a descending
order of their reliability, and (iii) MMA chooses resource with higher reliability
value based on less failure history of VMs.

All virtual resources (reserved or dynamically allocated) are provisioned from
ICSPs (via RPAg). This helps to pre-configure all the necessary VMs images to run
consumer jobs.All the incoming jobs are enqueued.Algorithm5presents the resource
proposals sent and received by CA. Algorithm 6 presents role of BA in processing
jobs. Owing to space constraints, the algorithms are made self explanatory.
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BNA Negotiation Strategy: The BNA adopts a very simple negotiation strategy in
which it accepts almost all CA offers (within its computational complexity) hoping
that in future the profit (and the rewards)may increase through cooperative strategies.

All the offers are sorted by decreasing revenue and offers are greedily picked in
the order, starting with the first offer, until no offers remain. The BNA decides the
schedule (the start time and end time of providing resources) specified in the offer
before forwarding it to JAA. If BNA can fulfill all the agreements offered from CNA,
it sends an acceptance message to CNA. If BNA cannot fulfill the agreement(s), it
sends a decommitment message(s) to the CNA.

Resource provider agency (RPAg): It comprises of agency database and a provider
agent (PA). Their responsibilities are discussed further.

Agency database: It provides information about the resource provisioning services
of the ICSP to which it is connected. It stores information about broker(s) requests
and ICSPs response, and also whether the resources are reserved well in advance by
the CA/BA or not. The agent uses this database to predict and allocate appropriate
VMs for incoming workloads. The updates regarding ICSP’s services are added to
the database regularly.

Provider agent (PA): It can be seen as the owner of a virtual organization, wherein
someRBAgare registered asmembers. PAoffers and encapsulatesCloud resources as
well as decides cost for resource availability from ICSPs. If the resources are reserved
well in advance by BAs, it ensures seamless execution of consumer jobs. However, if
the resource(s) are not reserved, it dynamically allocatesVMs to incomingworkloads
of BAs.

Algorithm 5 Resource proposals by CA

Inputs: set of jobs with CA;
Output: Virtualized service to consumers;
Description:
1: Collect consumer’s job requirements
2: for job (i = 1 to n) do
3: Request (and Receive) proposal for ith job from BAs
4: Send Finalized proposal to a BA
5: end for
6: Initiate resource cost negotiation game between CNA and BNA
7: Decide payoffs through negotiating agents, discussed in section III.C
8: Integrate outputs as a virtualized service to consumers
9: Throw error, if any
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Algorithm 6 Job processing by BA

Inputs: Finalized proposal from CAs;
Output: Instantiation of a proposal processing by (BA or PA)
Description:
1: if (Reserved resource for ith job in BA) then
2: Send ith job to ICSP for execution
3: else
4: send ith job resource requirements to PA
5: process execution of ith job dynamically

2.3.2 Cooperative Resource Cost Negotiation Game

We proceed to model the RCAg-RBAg resource cost negotiation as a cooperative
game. The consumer’s budget to amass resources is limited. Also, the resources vital
for an application to run are limited in the data center (DC) of an ICSP acquired by
RBAg. Hence cooperative resource cost negotiation between RCAg and RBAg is
needed for achieving better payoffs. The RBAg offers services and receives compen-
sation from the CA. The cooperative negotiation game considered consists of three
factors: (i) set of players, i.e., CNA from RCAg and BNA from RBAg, (ii) strategies
for each player, and (iii) payoff for each player.

Let RCAg’s total resource cost (that it can pay to RBAg) be referred to as the
offered price of cooperating and deceiving CNA (negotiating on behalf of RCAg)
denoted by OPCNA and ncOPCNA, respectively, where ncOPCNA < OPCNA. Also, let
the RBAg’s total cost be specified as the offered price of cooperating and deceiving
BNA(negotiating on behalf ofRBAg) denoted byOPBNA and ncOPBNA, respectively,
where ncOPBNA < OPBNA. If RBAg decides not to allow expected quality of services
(refer to expected quality of service as Q), it saves cost but it risks the violation of
SLAs which may result in even greater costs in terms of penalty. This encourages
RBAg to play a cooperative resource cost game.

The RCAg’s experience (on services received from RBAg) could be quantified in
terms of satisfaction, where a service delivered on expected lines, i.e., of quality Q,
results in satisfaction s(Q). On the other hand, if the service delivered is not on the
expected lines, i.e., of quality Q′, the satisfaction is s(Q′), where s(Q′) < s(Q).

The interactions between CNA andBNA could be recursive in resource cost nego-
tiation. In such relationships, the players do not seek the immediate maximization
of payoffs but instead the long-run optimal solution. Such situations are modeled in
game theory by repeated game models.

Let us consider the RCAg-RBAg interactionmodel as an infinite horizon repeated
game, since the RCAg may keep requesting RBAg for the particular service, but the
number of such requests are not known well in advance.

A repeated game makes it possible for the players to condition their negotiation
moves on the complete previous history of the various stages, by employing strategies
that define appropriate actions for each round. In our scheme, the harsh trigger
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strategy is used by the CNA, such that if the CNA is not satisfied in one of the
stages (i.e., the RBAg does not provide the service as promised in SLAs), the CNA
may punish BNA by leaving the relationship forever in the next stage (e.g., stop
interacting with the specific RBAg for subsequent requests of the particular service).
Given such a strategy, the BNA has stronger incentives to cooperate and provide
the service promised, since it faces the threat of losing its consumers from RCAg.
Another popular strategy used in this scheme is for a player to mimic the actions
of his opponent, giving him the incentive to play cooperatively. This way the player
will be rewarded with a similar replicating behaviour. We refer to this as a tit-for-tat
strategy.

We employ the harsh strategy as a viable strategy for the CNA and the tit-for-tat
strategy as a feasible strategy for the BNA. In addition, we define two more probable
strategies for the CNA and one more desirable strategy for the BNA. For the CNAwe
define: (a) the deceive-and-exit strategy, and (b) the deceive-and-joinback strategy,
and for the BNA we define the deceive-and-join-back strategy. The deceive-and-exit
strategy is defined so as to allow the CNA to employ non-cooperative behaviour.
With this strategy, the CNA leaves after deceiving from cooperation, i.e., does not
continue interaction with the particular BNA, in order to avoid any punishment for
deceiving. The deceive-and-join-back strategy is defined to capture a case where the
BNAdeceives and joins back in the subsequent rounds. It is a cooperative strategy that
provides the opportunity to the BNA to join back and cooperate with CNA, without
penalising it heavily. The discount factor is taken into account while employing the
strategies.

2.3.3 Payoffs Calculation

We present several cases for payoff calculations.

• Case 1: CNA playing the harsh strategy. BNA could either play the tit-
for-tat strategy, i.e., cooperate in the current round, or play the deceive-and-
join-back strategy. If the BNA cooperates, then: CPVBNA

c = |OPCNA−OPBNA|
1−d f . If the

BNA deceives, then: CPVBNA
nc = OPCNA − ncOPBNA + d f.0

1−d f . For the BNA to be
motivated for cooperation, CPV in case of cooperation must be greater than
CPV in case of non-cooperation. Thus, CPVBNA

c > CPVCN A
nc = OPCNA−OPBNA

1−d f >

OPCNA − ncOPBNA + d f.0
1−d f . If the CNA plays harsh strategy, the BNA is moti-

vated to cooperate, when d f > OPBNA−ncOPBNA
OPCNA−ncOPBNA

.

• Case 2: CNA playing the deceive-and-exit strategy. Considering BNAs possi-
ble strategies, it could either cooperate or deceive in the current round. If BNA
cooperates then: CPVBNA

c = ncOPCNA − OPBNA + d f.0
1−d f . If BNA deceives then:

CPVBNA
nc = NCOPCNA − ncOPBNA + d f.0

1−d f . If CNA plays deceive-and-exit strat-

egy, BNA is not motivated to cooperate since CPVBNA
nc > CPVBNA

c .
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Table 2.4 Limits of cooperation by CNA and BNA

Cooperation strategies Punishment strategies

BNA (d f )BN A
c > OPBNA−ncOPBNA

OPCNA−ncOPBNA
(d f )BN A

pun > OPBNA−ncOPBNA
OPCNA−OPBNA

CNA (d f )CN A
c > OPCNA−ncOPCNA

OPBNA−ncOPCNA
(d f )CN A

pun > OPCNA−ncOPCNA
OPBNA−ncOPBNA

• Case 3: BNA playing tit-for-tat strategy. If CNA cooperates then: CPV SU
c =

|OPSP−OPSU |
1−d f . CPVCN A

c = |OPBNA−OPCN A|
1−d f . If the CNA deceives then: CPVCN A

nc =
OPBNA − ncOPCNA + d f.0

1−d f . For the CNA to be motivated for cooperation, CPV in
case of cooperationmust be preferable than CPV in case of non-cooperation. Thus,
CPVCN A

c > CPVCN A
nc = OPBNA−OPCNA

1−d f > OPBNA − ncOPCNA + d f.0
1−d f . If the BNA

cooperates, the CNA is motivated to cooperate when: d f >
OPCNA−ncOPCNA
OPBNA−ncOPBNA

.

• Case 4: BNA playing the deceive-and-joinback strategy. Considering CNAs
possible strategies, it could either cooperate or deceive in the current round.
If CNA cooperates then: CPVCN A

c = s(Q′) − OPCNA + d f.0
1−d f . If CNA deceives

then:CPVCN A
nc = s(Q′) − ncOPCNA + d f.0

1−d f . If BNA plays deceive-and-joinback

strategy, BNA is not motivated to cooperate since CPVCN A
nc > CPVCN A

c .

The cooperation limits for each player (BNA and CNA), with several strategies
used by an opponent, are summarized in Table2.4.

2.3.4 Agents Interaction

The interaction of agents in game is discussed. Agents in RCAg, RBAg, and RPAg
cooperatively work together to discover suitable VMs with optimal cost for service
execution of jobs. The sequence of operations in the proposed scheme are as follows:

1. CA sends job execution request (alongwith job requirements) toMMAofRBAg.
2. BA communicates to JAA of RBAg about job requirements.
3. JAA informs MMA to recommend specified number of suitable VMs.
4. MMAsearches logs and discovers suitableVMs thatmeet job requirements (logs

hold resource history containing details of each used VMs).
5. MMA sorts them in descending order of required resource.
6. MMA recommends expected number of VMs to JAA.
7. JAA informs BA to decide optimal cost of VMs.
8. BA triggers BNA to play a cooperative negotiation gamewith CNAs to negotiate

resource cost.
9. CNA and BNA play cooperative resource cost negotiation game.
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10. BNA returns cost of each VMs (satisfiable to both negotiating agents) to JAA.
11. JAA schedules jobs to RPAg, and receives result from them after execution.
12. JAA sends job results to CAs.

2.4 Simulation

We have used JADE simulator to test the operational effectiveness of the work.
This section describes the simulation model, performance parameters and simulation
procedure.

2.4.1 Simulation Model

The simulated Cloud environment consists of RCAg, RBAg, RPAg and ICSPs. The
behavior of ICSPs considered is similar to that ofAmazonEC2, andMicrosoft Azure,
discussed in [37]. The values of simulation parameters are presented in Table2.5. The

Table 2.5 Simulation
parameters

Symbol Values

RCAg [50–100] nodes

RBAg [250–500] nodes

RPAg [250–750] nodes

ICSP 4 nodes

Mappers 10 nodes

Reducers 5 nodes

No. of resource types per BA [10–25] applications

Quantity of resources per BA [10, 50] VMs

Unit cost of a resource [10, 100]$

No. of resource types per CA [1, 10] VMs

VMs per ICSPs [25, 400] nodes

Processor’s speed [2, 4] Mghz

Processor’s memory [4, 8] GB

Jobs [50, 500] applications

Jobs Arrival rate [5–100] jobs/milliseconds

Payoffs [0–90]$

Jdeadline [60, 150] sec./job

Max_negotiations [2,10] iterations

Consumers [10, 250]

Buffered resource [100, 200] VMs
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Table 2.6 Payoffs for different simulation sets

Strategies Simulation set 1 Simulation set 2 Simulation set 3

User leaves (0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0)

One defects, one
cooperates

(4, 1) (100, 1) (90, 10)

Both defect (2, 2) (40, 40) (50, 50)

Both cooperate (3, 3) (60, 60) (60, 60)

topology and setting of individual clusters are derived from the grid test-bed DAS-2.
The experimental workload (tasks stream) is generated by using Lublin-Feitelson
model, which is derived from the workload logs of real supercomputers.

The implementation of the CNA-BNA interactive negotiation game is based on a
publicly available Matlab implementation of the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma Game
[38], which has been extended to include all existing and proposed strategies exam-
ined in Algorithm 3. We use simple numbers as payoffs to get scores for different
strategy combinations. These numbers follow the relationships of the payoffs, as
described in general case in the repeated game models. The payoffs for the different
simulation sets are summarized in Table2.6.

2.4.2 Simulation Procedure

Simulation procedure is as follows.

1. Deploy RCAg, RBAg and RPAg to create the Cloud environment
2. Concurrent job submission is done by RBAg for resource analysis
3. Employ MMA to find the eligible VMs and then recommend required number of

VMs
4. Employ BNA to play concurrent negotiation game with CNAs for negotiating

resource price
5. Employ JAA to schedule user jobs to RPAg, collect results from RPAg and send-

back to CAs
6. Compute performance parameters.

2.5 Results

This section presents the results of the proposed scheme obtained during the simu-
lation.

Analysis of waiting time, negotiation time, and execution time: To examine
the effects of resource requirements on response time, we enlarge the workload’s
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Fig. 2.4 Response time
versus resource requirement,
when VMs = 200

Fig. 2.5 Response time vs
resource requirement, when
VMs = 400

resource requirement from 200 to 400 VMs. The results are shown in Figs. 2.4
and 2.5 respectively. Comparing with auction model, [35] is effective in reducing
communication-related costs. However, our simulation results indicate that, its nego-
tiation time increases significantly when resource requirement increases to higher
levels. By examining the logs, we found that re-negotiation occurs more frequently
than before, that is, [35] can not efficiently finish the trading for all resource require-
ments. Based on the above simulation results, we can say that the proposed method
is effective in reducing the negotiation time.

Analysis of payoffs: Figures2.6 and 2.7 illustrate payoff analysis for CNA and BNA
respectively. The most profitable strategy for CNA and BNA is Tit-for-Tat strategy
for all payoffs except for the payoff received from the combination with the CNA’s
deceive-and-exit strategy. However, the difference between the payoffs received by
the BNA from playing either the Tit-for-Tat strategy or the deceive-and-join-back
strategy, in combination with the CNA deceive-and-exit strategy, is negligible. Also,
the combination of the two most profitable strategies in the same game profile offers
the highest cumulative payoffs to both players.
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Fig. 2.6 CNA payoffs
versus BNA strategies

Deceive-and-Exit
Harsh-Trigger

Deceive-and-Joinback

Fig. 2.7 BNA payoffs
versus BNA strategies Harsh-Trigger

Deceive-and-Exit
Deceive-and-Joinback

2.6 Summary

Cloud computing is, no doubt, an emerging trend in ICT domain. Resource allocation
is an important aspect for improving the performance of large-scale Cloud applica-
tions. Moreover, performance evaluation of different workload models catering to
different applications is the need of the hour. Resource allocation techniques and
algorithms in Cloud environment under different configurations and requirements
are needed. Obviously, there is still lack of tools for enabling developers to compare
different resource allocation strategies regarding both computing servers and user
workloads. To fill this gap in tools for evaluation and modeling of Cloud environ-
ments and applications, this chapter discusses different optimization techniques for
resource allocation in Cloud computing environment.
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Chapter 3
Energy Aware Resource Allocation Model
for IaaS Optimization

A. Radhakrishnan and K. Saravanan

Abstract This chapter illustrates the resource allocation in cloud IaaS. We detail
how to optimize the VM instances allocation strategy using the novel ANN model.
This chapter narrates the functionality and workflow of the system using the NFRLP
and EARA algorithms. Further, several issues in implementing the resource alloca-
tion are also detailed. This chapter illustrates how the artificial neural network and
genetic algorithm techniques are used in IaaS frame work to efficiently allocate the
resources for VMs.

Keywords IaaS optimization · Energy efficiency · Resource allocation · ANN

3.1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a new computing paradigm, which offers computing resources
for solving complex IT related problems in fast and low cost under pay per usage basis
through internet. These features attract the industries and individuals to load their
computation and data in cloud environment that significantly reduces infrastructure
setup and maintenance cost. Cloud provides its services in three fundamental models
namely SaaS, PaaS and IaaS. Among the three service models, IaaS is called as
foundation of cloud computing because of its resource provisioning capability to all
other cloud servicemodels. Since all cloud services are depends on IaaS for resources,
resource allocation is an important activity in IaaS to provide better cloud service.
In IaaS service model, the entire computing environment is provided as a resource
to service requests in the form of Virtual Machines (VMs). The VMs are created as
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machine instances in cloud data centers servers, which could work as a dedicated
computer system to consumers. The cloud data centers are located in geographically
different locations with high configuration servers and interconnected together to
share their workload.

In cloud environment, both consumer and providers are much interested parties to
augment their profits, particularly the providers are much concern about maintaining
trust and Service Level Agreements (SLA) in front of loyal consumers. The violation
of SLA brings down the trust worthiness about cloud provider [1]. For instance, one
of the prime factors for SLA violation is resource failure during service consumption.
The efficient and strategic resource allocation in IaaS greatly supports the provider
to deliver failure free resource to consumers and handle more number of service
requests without any hitch. It also facilitates the consumers to complete their task on
time with low rental cost. This chapter discusses the optimized resource allocation
model in IaaS aimed to fulfill the expectation of both consumer and provider as
well as elevate the cloud service in high altitude. In the novel approach, the resource
allocation in IaaS is takes place based on the energy level of resources in present as
well as near future. It helps the provider to provide reliable and trustworthy resources
to service requests. The energy aware resource allocation model utilizes genetically
weight optimized Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to predict the near future energy
level of resources in cloud data centers. Typically, the initial weight factors in ANN
are assigned randomly during learning, whereas the projected model possess genetic
algorithm to optimize the initial weights of ANN. The genetically optimized weight
enriches the ANN to improve its prediction accuracy. As per the novel strategy, the
resources present and near future energy level are taken in to account for allocating
a resource to service request. The resources found to be heavily loaded in near
future never to be targeted for allocation. This feature supports the resource manager
in cloud to distribute the workloads in balanced manner as well as minimize the
migration of VMs that occurs due to hefty workload. The minimization of VMs
migration automatically improves the performance of data centers.

In clouddata centers,workloadof eachphysical server ismost reliable substance to
measure their energy level. In the energy based resource allocationmodel, theANN is
associated with each computing servers that could predicts its near future workload
based on their recent past workloads. This powerful ANN extends great support
to the resource allocator to identify the reliable resource for service requests. The
novel model encompasses the algorithms of Near Future Resource Load Prediction
(NFRLP) and Energy Aware Resource Allocation (EARA), which implements the
strategic approach of resource allocation for IaaS service requests. It certainly allays
the fear of cloud consumers about the failure of resources in mid of the computation
and makes the cloud service as trustable and reliable service.

Cloud computing is spreading from private enterprises to public sectors as it meets
the agility expected by both sectors. The reason behind the rapid adaptation of cloud
computing is its features of service delivery mechanism such as ubiquitous, scalable
and elastic. A typical cloud computing framework consists of four major areas that
is depicted in Fig. 3.1.
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Fig. 3.1 Typical cloud computing framework

The application layer in the frame work consists of two different type of appli-
cation specifically native cloud application that is developed to be working in cloud
platform. Another application is ported in cloud, which were originally developed
in licensed software and ported into cloud environment. The middle layer of the
cloud framework is called platform layer that offers common framework model for
building application. The major services of this layer are data service, workflow,
authorization/authentication and multitenancy support.

The bottom layer is infrastructure layer that contains the most basic informa-
tion technology resources with service capability. It delivers the whole infrastruc-
ture requirements such as hardware, software and other associated resources for the
development and execution of cloud applications. The cloud framework also contains
management layer to monitor and manage the cloud environment activities. The core
management activities are analysis and administration across the layers, metering,
pricing and billing capabilities.

In the cloud computing framework, the bottom most infrastructure layer is play-
ing a vital support to the top layers by providing required IT resources. Since all
layers are completely depends on infrastructure layer for its service, infrastructure
service is called as foundation of cloud computing. Any refinement and revamp
in infrastructure layer activities reflects in entire cloud computing service so that
this chapter mainly focuses on infrastructure service especially revamping its prime
responsibility of resource provisioning. The introduction about the core functional-
ities of infrastructure layer and the methodologies used for revamping its resource
provisioning is as follows.

3.1.1 Introduction About IaaS Service Framework

The service architecture of IaaS is shown in Fig. 3.2, which consist of four important
compartments namely cloud computing system with virtualization, cloud storage
system, content delivery network and IT infrastructure.
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Fig. 3.2 IaaS service framework

The IaaS platform utilizes virtualization as their prime technique that provides
illusion on hardware. This enables portability of high level functions and sharing
or aggregation of physical resources. Virtualization can be applied to all aspects of
computing systems such as storage, memory, processor, and networks. This feature
allow multiple guest OS to run simultaneously on a single system so that a sys-
tem in cloud environment is able to handle multiple service requests. The popular
virtualization techniques currently used in IaaS framework is VMware, XEN and
KVM.

The virtualization technique supports IaaS model to deliver VMs as a resource
to service requests. The VMs are created on cloud data center servers as machine
instances that could act as an independent computer system. A hypervisor or virtual
machine monitor is a software that could create and run VMs on physical server.
A machine a hypervisor runs one or more VMs is called host machine, each VMs
are called guest machines. The VMs can be classified into different types such as
small, medium and high according to their capability in terms of processor, memory
and bandwidth. Allocating reliable resource to VMs is a challenging and responsible
task of IaaS framework because it avoids VMs failure and frequent migration. The
strategic allocation of resources to VMs leads cloud service as a trustworthy and
reliable service to all walks of cloud consumers. This chapter illustrates how the
artificial neural network and genetic algorithm techniques are used in IaaS frame
work to efficiently allocate the resources for VMs.

3.1.2 Overview of Artificial Neural Network and Genetic
Algorithm

TheANN is a computation system inspired by the structure, processingmethodology
and learning ability of a biological brain. The ANN is mainly used for prediction
process through its learning capability. The important component in this system
is the structure of information processing. It is build by large number of highly
interconnected processing elements known as neurons, which are working together
to solve any specific problem.ANNattempts to imitate theway a human brainworks.
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Fig. 3.3 Generic structure of artificial neural network

The ANN architecture consists of three core layers, which are input layer, output
layer and hidden layer of neurons. The generic architecture of ANN is depicted in
the Fig. 3.3.

In ANN architecture, the layers are well connected with each others. The input
layer units are connected to the hidden layer units, and the hidden layer units are
connected to the output layer units. The input layer represents the information which
is fed into the ANN as input. The hidden neurons functions are identified by the
activities of the input neurons and the connecting weights between input and hidden
unit. Similarly, the role of the output unit depends on the activity of the neurons
in the hidden unit and the weights assigned between the hidden and output unit. In
ANN, the hidden neurons are free to construct their own representation of the input.
Each node in ANN has the same node function. The node function is a composite
of the weighted sum and a differential nonlinear activation function. The nonlinear
activation function is any one of the following namely, logistic, hyperbolic tangent,
and identity. They were used to transform the incoming signal into an output signal.

The learning process in ANN is a result of modification of the network weights
with the learning algorithms at some extent. The main objective of learning is to
find a set of weight matrices that would applied to the network to map any input to
correct output. The popular learning paradigms are namely supervised, unsupervised
and reinforcement learning. There are several classes of ANN, which are classified
according to their learning mechanisms. The arrangements of neurons into layers
and the pattern of connecting within and in-between layers are generally called as
the types of neural networks. The most fundamental classification of ANN falls into
three categories namely single layer feed forward network, multi layer feed forward
network and recurrent network.

The term Genetic algorithm (GA) was initially introduced as a probabilis-
tic optimization algorithm. The GA is a family of computational model influ-
enced by natural progression. The original idea came from the biological evolu-
tion process in chromosomes. The GA exploits the idea of the survival of fittest
where best solutions are recombined with each other to form better solutions.
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There are three basic processes in GA, which are selection, crossover and muta-
tion. Selection is a process for choosing a pair of chromosomes which are fitted for
survival. The crossover operation performs the exchange of genes between two indi-
vidual chromosomes for reproducing.Mutation process refers to arbitrarily changing
the chromosomes. In GA, set of individual number named as population. Each indi-
vidual denotes the life form of chromosome. There is a fitness function to determines
how fit each individual for survival and select the fitted individuals from the popula-
tion to reproduce. The two selected chromosomes performs crossover and split again,
followed bymutation that produce two new individuals. The process is repeated until
best individual is good enough. The term fitness in GA measures the goodness of a
chromosome, how well the chromosome fits to solve the problem.

In the energy aware resource allocation approach for VMs, the ANN mechanism
utilizes GA for optimizing its initial weights matrices. This kind of weight optimiza-
tion increases the accuracy of ANN prediction. The subsequent section illustrates
the existing resource allocation methodologies in IaaS framework followed by the
functionality and utilization of energy aware resources allocation technique using
ANN with GA.

3.2 Existing Resource Allocation Methodologies in IaaS
Framework

Resource allocation is the process of assigning cloud resources to the required
cloud applications; inefficient allocation will lead to resource contention, scarcity of
resources and resource fragmentation. The complexity of finding an optimal resource
allocation is high in huge system such as data centers and grid. Since the resource
availability and demand are dynamic and scalable, variousmethods for resource allo-
cation in cloud should be followed. The researchers found different type of resource
allocation strategies in cloud, but the prime focus of all are, cloud must provide QoS
guaranteed computing environment to the end user.

The resource allocation strategies are based on policy, execution time of applica-
tions, utility function, Gossip protocol, hardware resource dependency, auction and
SLA. Kuo and Kuan [2] has proposed the most fit-processor policy for resource allo-
cation. This policy assigns the job to the cluster, which produces a leftover processor
distribution. The fit policy requires a search process to determine the target cluster,
which leads to high time complexity. The work done by Shin and Akkan [3] cre-
ates decentralized user and virtual resource management for IaaS through new layer
called domain layer. Based on role based access control, the virtualized resources
are allocated to users through domain layer. Li et al. [4] has proposed task execution
time and preemptable scheduling for resource allocation. It avoids resource con-
tention and increases the resource utilization by using different modes of renting.
Themajor problem of this approach is that estimating the execution time of a job. The
advanced reservation based resource allocation strategy for distributed environment
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is proposed by Melendez and Majumdar [5]. It is based on any scheduling criteria
for assigning a job to resource in heterogeneous environment subjected to advanced
reservation of resource. The work done by Kumar et al. [6], have assigned a virtual
machine to a job based on the cost and speed of available VMs in IaaS. It allows the
user to select the VMs according to their budget level.

Zhen et al. [7] have proposed stochastic approximation method to model and
analyze the QoS performance of virtual resources. This approach enforces the VMs
to report their credentials truthfully, based on that the virtual resources would be
allocated to the requests. Wuhib and Stadler [8] have suggested a Gossip-based
protocol for resource allocation in cloud. This protocol implements a distributed
cloud resources allocation scheme, which assigns the applications that have time
dependent memory demands and dynamically increases a global utility function.
The work given by Niyato et al. [9] has proposed Gossip based co-operative VMs
with VMs allocation. In which, cost is reduced by sharing the available resources to
the VMs. The co-operative formations of organization are based on network gam-
ing approach so that none of the organization will be deviated. The work proposed
by Nguyen et al. [10] considers the utility function to assess the application fulfill-
ment in resource allocation. The utility function computes the workload of enter-
prise online applications and CPU-intensive application then resources could be
allocated to applications accordingly. Weisong et al. [11] has proposed job optimiza-
tion scheduler for resource allocation. The jobs are classified by scheduler based on
their hardware resource dependency such as CPU, memory, network bandwidth and
I/O. Afterward, the scheduler detect the parallel jobs of different category, based
on the category resources are allocated. Xiaoyi et al. [12] have analyzed adaptive
resource co-allocation approachbasedonCPUconsumption amount.Gradient climb-
ing approach is used to determine the actual CPU share that each VM occupies on
a system and its optimizing level. It mainly focuses on CPU and memory resources
for co-allocation and does not consider the dynamic nature of resource request.

The auction based resource allocation strategy is proposed by Wei et al. [13].
This methodology is based on seal based biding, where the cloud provider collects
the entire sealed bid from users and determine the price. The resource is distributed
to the users based on highest bidder. This strategy does not enlarge the profit due
to its truth telling property under severe constraints. The main objective of this
resource allocation strategy is to increase the profits of both cloud consumer and
provider by balancing the resource supply and demand according to market level.
Xindong et al. [14] has introduced market based resource allocation strategy using
equilibrium theory. It determines the number of fractions can be used in one VM and
can adjust dynamically according to the varied resource requirement of workload.
The proposed market economy system balances the resource supply and demand
in the market system. Uthaya and Saravanan [15] defined Kalman filter prediction
model for predicting resource demand in both reservation and on-demand pricing.

The nature of the application is also considered for resource allocation in cloud.
Tram and John [16] has designed a virtual infrastructure allocation strategy for work-
flow based application, where resources are allocated based on the workflow rep-
resentation of the application. The application logic is interpreted and exploited to
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produce execution schedule estimation. Xiong et al. [17] has designed a database
replicas allocation strategy in cloud, in which the resource allocation module sep-
arates into two levels. The first level optimally divides the resources among the
process and the second level expands database replicas based on learned predicted
model. In cloud, SLA must be ensured during service to sustain the trust over cloud
computing. Hence, various resource allocation strategies are suggested by the prime
consideration of SLA. The work done by Linlin et al. [18] has focused on SLA
driven user based QoS parameters to maximize the profit of SaaS provider, which
map the customer request into infrastructure parameters and policies. This approach
maximizes the cost by optimizing the resource allocation within a VM.Ma et al. [19]
has proposed a framework for resource management for SaaS provider to effectively
control the SLA of their users. It mainly concentrates on SaaS provider profit and
considerably reduces the resource wastage and SLA violation.

The aforementioned various resource allocation strategies are the results of intense
analysis by researchers in cloud domain. All the resource allocation strategies are
designed to consider one or more prime parameters such as policy, SLA, auction,
execution time, hardware dependency and utility function. The main objectives of
all allocation strategies are providing failure free and optimized resource allocation
for cloud consumers, through which the cloud service should be made as affordable
and trustworthy service to all kind of consumers. The highlighted resource allocation
strategy of this chapter is illustrated in the remaining sections.

3.3 The IaaS Cloud Architecture with Energy Aware
Resource Allocation Model

The IaaS architecture for cloud computing service is depicted in the following
Fig. 3.4, which encompass various functional components along with the energy
aware resource allocation methodology for handling service requests. The cloud
data center consists of number of high configuration servers to handle the requests.
It requires a mechanism to equally distribute the load across the data center servers
in order to meet QoS expectation of consumers from different locations. The elastic
service of IaaS leads very hard to implement load balancing due to the reasons of (i)
The provider must deliver enough resources to hold peak time resource usage, (ii)
The service should grow depends on the development of resource consumption, (iii)
The service provider should be able to predict the growth of resource consumption
well in advance and strategic planningmust bemade tomeet the requests. These com-
plexities are one of the major hindrances for the growth of IaaS service. The energy
aware resource allocation strategy lends support to address these issues effectively.

The computing hosts in the cloud hub is called as data center servers, which are the
foundation of cloud as it renders all kind of resources to cloud services. In the above
architecture, the genetically weight optimized ANN is attached with each computing
hosts to predicts their near future availability when it required [20, 21]. It helps the
cloud resource allocator to provide reliable computing resources to consumers.
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Fig. 3.4 The IaaS cloud architecture with resource allocation model

3.3.1 Architectural Components and Its Functionalities

The architecture contains a variety of functional components and their functionalities
are well defined in sequences (Fig. 3.5) to handle the service request. The major
architectural components as well as their functionalities are described as follows.

Request Receiving and Authentication Unit: This unit receives the IaaS service
request from the users. The user authentication is examined and authorized based
on cloud security strategy which is either third party or internal authentication. If
the authentication of the user is valid, then the request is forwarded to resource
availability checking unit.

ResourceAvailabilityCheckingUnit: It keeps the availability details of resources
in the cloud hub. The authenticated requests are evaluated by this unit. If the hub is
able to provide resource for a request then it triggers resource selection unit, other-
wise request is readdressed to some other cloud hub. This unit is updated by resource
allocation and deallocation unit.

Resource Selection Unit: This unit selects a suitable host for resource allocation
with the support of activating genetically weight optimized ANN attached in all
computing hosts to predict their near future load. Finally, it chooses a suitable host
whose present and near future load is adequate compared with all other computing
nodes. The ANN of a host is activated if its current load exceeds mid of its capacity
during selection.

Resource Load Prediction Process: It is fabricated by genetically weight opti-
mized trained ANN that is attached with all computing hosts. It takes recent past
loads of computing host from queue data structure to predict its near future load.
The prediction process is initiated by resource selection unit. The predicted near
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Fig. 3.5 Sequence diagram of architecture activities

future load is reported to internal cloud admin and resource selection unit for further
process.

Resource Allocation and Reallocation Unit: It allocates the requested resource
to aspirants based on the resource identity obtained from resource selection unit. This
activity reflects in accounting unit for metering the service as well as resource avail-
ability unit for availability update. It also takes care about reallocation of resources
after usage is over.

Accounting and Price Fixing Unit: This unit is responsible for accounting the
resource usage details such as how long the resource was consumed. The usage
charges also calculated based on the metering and pricing policies of the provider.
The invoice of the payment voucher is sent to the cloud user to enable payment.

3.3.2 Workflow of Architecture

1. The IaaS requester log on by valid authentication and submit their request details.
2. The requested resources availability is checked in cloud hub database.
3. If availability exits then assess the current load of working hosts as well as its near
future load if necessary by ANN for host identification.
4. The current and predicted load of each host is brought to the attention of hub
administrator as well as resource selection unit for VMs creation.
5. Resource selection unit calls decision making algorithm for identifying suitable
host by providing dynamic and static parameters such as resources predicted load,
requested type of resource and user category details.
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6. Decision making process is done by EARA algorithms that identifies targeted
physical host for virtual machine creation with requested resource capability and
notifies the same to resource selection unit.
7. The created virtualmachine is allocated to customer, the update ismade on resource
availability database and accounting unit.
8. Customer received requested resource as virtual machine instance, after usage
relinquish request send to the cloud.
9. Revoke allocated virtual machine from customer and notify to accounting unit and
resource availability units.
10. The cost of resource usage is informed to customer to make payment.

3.3.3 The Genetically Weight Optimized ANN Model for
Load Prediction

The ANN model of near future workload prediction for cloud data center host is
depicted in Fig. 3.6. The ANN must be trained with substantial amount of data
because the trained model only directs the network to behave in response to the
external stimulus or initiate activities on its own. The training and testing dataset
are collected from the load traces of grid workstation node, which is available in
the URL http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~lyang/load/, herein mystere10000.data file
is selected for training and testing. The 200 samples of host load were sequentially
taken to form experimental dataset.

The ANNmodel is build with 5 input nodes, 5 hidden nodes and one output node.
The hosts recent past five seconds loads from tn to tn−4 are given as input to predict
the load at tn+1 s. The recent past loads are kept in queue data structure associated
with each physical host in cloud data center. In ANN prediction model, the initial
weights between the units are optimized by genetic algorithm. Typically the initial
weights are given as random. For optimizing initial weights of ANN, optimization
starts at the multiple random points of initial weights, the weights are encoded into
chromosome format of symbol strings. Each chromosome is evaluated by fitness
function based on mean square error value in ANN training. Once this has been
done, all the chromosomes are operated by the selection, crossover and mutation of

Fig. 3.6 ANN model for
hosts near future load
prediction

http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~lyang/load/
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Fig. 3.7 Flowchart of ANN
weight optimization by GA

GA. The chromosomes which correspond to the best interconnecting weights are
progressively evolved. At last, the weights optimized with GA are given as initial
weights for ANN training. The procedure for the initial weight optimization in ANN
using GA is depicted in Fig. 3.7 as a flowchart.

3.3.4 Categorization of Resource Requests and Consumers

As per the service agreements, the customer raises the service request to the provider.
An IaaS provider might have multiple cloud hubs in geographically different loca-
tions and can transfer the service request fromone cloud hub to other hub if necessary.
In the IaaS architecture, the customers can specify the required infrastructure accord-
ingly the VMs are created with respect to the requirement specification of customers
on cloud hosts. The created VMs are named related to their capability that is helpful
to identify the VMs. The classifications of VMs are specified in Table3.1.

The cloud consumers are classified based on their usage as well as SLA agreement
executed with provider. The consumers are allotted to a grade based on their earlier
usage or contract with provider. When request arrives for VMs, the corresponding
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Table 3.1 Resource classification

Sl. no Customer request specification Virtual machine category

1 Requested resource is more than 2.5 GHz CPU and/or
RAM size is more than 3 GB

High

2 Requested CPU capability is in-between 1.5 and 2.5GHz
and/or in-between 1.5 and 3 GB RAM size

Standard

3 Requested CPU power is less than 1.5GHz and/or RAM
size is less than 1.5 GB

Small

Table 3.2 Categorization of consumer

Sl. no Type of customer Grade

1 Consumers with contract A

2 More than hundred hours usage B

3 Less than hundred hours usage C

grade of the requested customer is obtained from cloud database. The taxonomy of
cloud customer is denoted in Table3.2.

The host identification process to launch the requested VMs utilizes consumer
grade and virtual machine category as key parameters for decision making. The
preference is given to loyal and long term customers during resource allocation. The
providers are much careful in avoiding SLA violation and providing trustworthy
service to their consumers.

3.3.5 Energy Aware Resource Allocation Algorithm in IaaS
Cloud

The main objective of the proposed algorithms Energy Aware Resource Allocation
(EARA)andNearFutureResourceLoadPrediction (NFRLP) are to efficiently handle
IaaS service requests in terms of trust and cost worthy. The algorithm EARA is
developed to receive the required resource specification from consumers and then
choose an appropriate physical host in data center to create a virtual machine with
required resource capability. The NFRLP extends support to EARA, which classifies
the hosts of cloud hub into three categories such as heavy, medium and low according
to their current and predicted load level in near future. The heavily loaded hosts are
never considered for resource allocation [22]. Also, the algorithm EARA accords
preference to loyal customers in resource allocation, which are presented in Figs. 3.8
and 3.9 respectively.

The algorithm EARA consists of two sun functions, NFRLP (N) and Host-Class
(Load, Host-Id). The sub function NFRLP (N) is used to predict the near future load
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Fig. 3.8 Pseudo code of Energy Aware Resource Allocation algorithm (EARA)

of each physical host. The parameter N specifies how long past load are taken into
account for prediction process. The function Host-Class (Load, Host-Id) performs
the categorization of hosts according to their load specified by parameter load. The
physical hosts in the cloud hub are having its identity that is represented by parameter
Host-Id. The pseudo code of the algorithm NFRLP is given in Fig. 3.9.

The proposed algorithms are developed to identify the right resources for IaaS
requests after ensuring their energy level in present as well as near future. To reduce
the overhead, the ANN mechanism for load prediction is activated when the current
load of resources are above their average level. It gives the new dimension in resource
allocation strategy in cloud environment. The pseudo codes of the algorithms are
converted into JAVA code while implementing cloud environment.
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Fig. 3.9 Pseudo code of near future load prediction algorithm

3.4 Implementation Results of Proposed Methodology
in Cloud Environment

The implementation of the IaaS architecture with energy aware resource allocation
strategy is done as two parts. The first part contains the implementation and per-
formance evaluation of genetically weight optimized various ANNs and the second
part contains the implementation and performance comparison of novel resource
allocation strategy in IaaS cloud environment.

3.4.1 Experimental Setup and Prediction Performance
Results of ANN

The training of ANN is required sizeable amount of data, the dataset for training
and testing is collected from load traces of grid workstation node that can be found
in the URL in http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~lyang/load/. The 200 samples of host
load were taken successively to run the experimental setup. The transformation of
identified dataset for neural network training is specified in Table3.3.

The training model of ANN possesses 5 input nodes, 5 hidden nodes and one
output node. The identified 200 load samples are further split into training, valida-
tion and testing purposes. The experiment is conducted in MATLAB environment,
the implemented MATLAB program is converted into JAVA code using MATLAB
Builder JA tool for the evaluation in cloud environment. The prediction performance
is evaluated by parameters such as CPU time taken for training that is used to mea-
sure efficiency, and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) that is used to measure accuracy.

http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~lyang/load/
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Table 3.3 ANN training dataset model

Input value1 Up to Input value m Output value

Load (1) .. Load (m) Load (m+1)

Load (2) .. Load (m+1) Load (m+2)

.. .. .. ..

Load (t−2) .. Load (t−m−1) Load (t−1)

Load (t−1) .. Load (t−m) Load (t)

Table 3.4 Prediction performance result comparisons

ANN
models

Parameters

Standard way of optimized weight Genetically optimized weight

MAE R-Square CPU time
(s)

MAE R-Square CPU time
(s)

BPNN 0.037 0.949 8 0.01 0.962 6

ELNN 0.023 0.971 6 0.006 0.984 3

JNN 0.002 0.995 5 0.0005 0.996 2

The R-Square value is used to measure the successful fitting between targets and
predicted. The R-Square value closer to one indicates a better fit of prediction.

The prediction performance comparison between standard weight and genetically
weight optimized three neural networks namely Back Propagation Neural Network
(BPNN), Elman Neural Network (ELNN) and Jordon Neural Network (JNN) is
shown in Table3.4. In standard weight optimization, JNN possess high accuracy of
prediction among three neural networks. The R-Square value of JNN is near to one
and the time taken by the CPU is 5 s to predict the given load samples, which is less
compared with the other two neural networks.

The evaluation parameters in Table3.4 shows that the genetic optimization of
weight increases the performance of all neural networks compared with standard
weight optimization. The performance of ELNNand JNN are very close in prediction
but comparing theCPU time taken, JNN took only two seconds to predict the samples.
The time taken is drastically decreased by genetically optimized weights. Hence, the
cloud architecture for IaaS service management affixes genetically weight optimized
JNN for its computing host near future load prediction. The reasons behind the
selection of JNN among other neural network are its prediction accuracy and time
taken for prediction.
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3.4.2 Experimental Setup and Performance Results of
Energy Aware Resource Allocation Strategy in Cloud
Environment

Cloud architecture setup is made in CloudAnalyst toolkit that provides simulation
environment for IaaS cloud computing service. It also facilitates to customize the
functionality of core IaaS system components such as data centers, VMs creation,
resource allocation policies and requestmaking pattern.CloudAnalyst is another sim-
ulation tool from cloudbus.org for modeling and analysis of the large scale cloud data
center environment. This simulation is used to measure the statistical measurement
of response time of simulated applications, usage patterns of applications, time taken
by data centers for servicing user requests and cost of the application. The Cloud-
Analyst simulation environment splits the data centers in the earth into six regions.
In experimental setup, three data centers and seven user hubs are configured. Each
data center and user base is having unique identifier and located in different regions.
The position of user bases (UB) and data centers (DC) in simulation environment
is shown in following Fig. 3.10 where the user bases which are distance from data
centers are getting network latency compared with user bases near to data centers.

In simulation screen, the data centers are not exists in the region of user bases 1,
3 and 7 therefore the requests of these user bases are sent to data centers in another
regions. It increases the network latency that reflects in response time of consumer
application in these user bases. The three data centers are made to serve the consumer
requests irrespective of regions. The physical hosts in data centers are configuredwith
Linux OS, X86 architecture, 8 GB RAM, 1terabyte storage, 4 cores and 1 G.Bit/s

Fig. 3.10 User bases and data centers in simulation environment
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Fig. 3.11 Response time
comparison of EARA with
existing algorithms

Band width. The simulation duration is set as sixty hours and made hundred requests
per hour from each user hubs. The requests are equally mixed up to acquire different
category of VMs.

The performance of the proposed algorithm EARA is evaluated against the exist-
ing resource allocation algorithms Throttled and Active Monitoring. The simulation
is first run with existing algorithms with the aforesaid set up. After that, the EARA
is executed with the same simulation setup, where the VMs are created as per the
request specification of customers in reliable physical host that is predicted by genet-
ically weight optimized ANN. The CloudAnalyst simulation tool helps to evaluate
the performance of the proposed technique in terms of response time of user hubs
and data centers processing time to serve the requests. The response time of user
request is measured by the time taken between request initiation and completion
by provider data center. The average response time of user hubs using the existing
resource algorithms Throttled and Active Monitoring as well as the novel algorithm
EARA is depicted in Fig. 3.11.

The average response time of user hubs in Fig. 3.11 shows that all user hubs get
less response time in algorithm EARA when compared with existing Throttled and
Active Monitoring algorithms. The user hubs 1, 3, 5 and 7 are having high network
latency since the requests are processed by data centers DC-1 and DC-2 respectively
which are far away from request bases. The network latency reflects in response time
of user bases. The remaining user hubs are close to the data centers hence they get
low network latency.

The minimization of response time is a major concern for service provider to
sustain profit, trust and maintain SLA. The reduction of response time helps the
consumer to complete their task in less time and reduce the rental cost of the hired
resources from cloud provider. In data center perspective, the EARA algorithm is
significantly reducing processing time of data center servers because of their near
future load also consider for assigning tasks. In experimental set up three data centers
are made to cater the need of user bases. Table3.5 represents the average processing
time of data centers using EARA algorithm and existing algorithms.
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Table 3.5 Data centers processing time comparisons

Data center Active monitoring Throttled EARA

DC-1 14.62 12.17 10.11

DC-2 16.11 13.98 12.01

DC-3 8.72 7.64 6.19

Table3.5 shows that EARA considerably reduces the processing time of data
centers compared with other two algorithms. The data center DC-3 had very less
processing time since it handles only the request of user base 4 due to service prox-
imity based request routing. The remaining user bases 3, 6 and 7 are handled by
data center DC-1 and user bases 1, 2 and 5 are handled by data center DC-2. The
diminution of data centers processing time minimizes the internal cost of the service
provider. The overall performance of the energy aware resource allocation method-
ology EARA is proved that it can effectively optimize the infrastructure requests in
IaaS cloud environment.

3.5 Advantages of Energy Aware Resource Allocation
Methodology

The energy aware resource allocation strategy in IaaS cloud optimization renders
number of support to the both: cloud consumer and provider in various dimension.
Themajor activities of cloud which are benefited by the novel methodology are listed
below.

• Reliable resource provisioning to cloud consumers
• Reduce the rental cost of resources by completing the tasks on time
• Increase the number of request handling at provider site
• Support to maintain Service Level Agreements
• Support to sustain trust about cloud provider
• Load balancing among cloud data center servers
• Alleviate the fear of SMEs by providing failure free resources
• Reduce the migration of VMs among data centre servers.

The enhancement on above activities makes cloud computing is more trustable
and reliable service to all kind of cloud consumers. It also supports to green world
initiative by conserving the energy of cloud data centers, which reduces the carbon
emission of data centers.
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3.6 Conclusion

The cloud computing offers many IT related service options to large and small IT
business companies and individuals. It opens up the world of computing to a broad
range of uses and increases the ease of use by giving access through internet. The
cloud services are basically classified into three major categories namely SaaS, PaaS
and IaaS. These services greatly cut off consumers infrastructure setup cost andmain-
tenance cost by loading their computation and data in cloud environment. Among all
cloud service, IaaS is called as foundation of cloud service because resources for all
servicemodels are obtained from IaaS. The performance of all the services are highly
depends on IaaS. In spite of lot of benefits provided by cloud, the cloud consumers
especially the Small andMedium Enterprises (SMEs) are worried to utilize the cloud
service due to the standing issues of trust and getting reliable resource for their com-
putation. The SMEs are playing vital role for the key success of any technological
development, currently SMEs are stay away from cloud business. Since IaaS cloud
service can allay these kinds of issues, this projected methodology was concentrated
on enriching IaaS service internal activities to mitigate the standing issue of reliable
resource provisioning and maintaining trust.

The IaaS cloud service provides VMs as resource to consumers. The provided
VMs can act as dedicated computer systems to customers to cater their needs. The
VMs are created on physical host of cloud provider data centers. The reliable host
selection for launching VMs as per the requirements of consumers is a challenging
task for service provider. The deficient selection of hosts for VMs creation leadsVMs
failure in middle of the computation or deprived the performance of VMs due to the
heavy workload of physical host. In the energy aware resource allocation approach,
the physical hosts selection for VMs creation is based on their current and near future
availability. The availability of computing host is measured by its workload. The load
prediction process is fabricated bygeneticallyweight optimizedANN.TheANN load
prediction model is trained and validated by the real load samples of grid workstation
node. The future load prediction of a computing host is based on its recent past load
history. The load prediction mechanism is embedded in the algorithm EARA, which
facilitates the VMs creation process to identify the reliable physical host for VMs
creation. The reliable host selection improves the performance of VMs and avoids
VMs failure during service. The performance of EARA is validated in CloudAnalyst
tool. The results demonstrates that the response time of consumer applications and
processing time of provider data centers are decreased immensely by using EARA
compared with existing methodologies in cloud environment.
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Chapter 4
A Game Theoretic Model for Cloud
Federation

Benay Kumar Ray, Sunirmal Khatua and Sarbani Roy

Abstract Cloud federation has become a consolidated paradigm in which set of
cooperative service providers share their unused computing resources with other
members of the federation to gain some extra revenue. Due to increase in conscious-
ness about cloud computing, demand for cloud services among cloud users have
increased, thus making it hard for any single cloud service provider to cope up with
cloud users demands and satisfying the promised quality of service. Hence, the cloud
federation overcomes the limitation of each cloud service provider for maintaining
their individual cloud resources. This chapter emphasizes on different approaches for
cloud federation formation based on game theory and also highlights the importance
of trust (soft security) in federated cloud environment. Different models for cloud
federation formation using coalition game and the role of a cloud service broker in
cloud federation are presented in this chapter.

4.1 Introduction

In recent years, Cloud computing has emerged as a new computing paradigm, where
different cloud services like Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as a Service
(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) are provision on-demand. The on demand
provisioning of computing resources has attracted many big organization and led to
rapid increase in cloud market due to their cost benefit. Moreover, with the increase
in consciousness and growth in the cloud, requirement for computing resources
has increased in such a way that, single service provider available resources become
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insufficient to dealt with cloud users resources requests. Therefore, not able to deliver
cloud services with committed QoS. This necessitates service providers to reshape
their business plan in order to deliver uninterrupted cloud service to cloud users by
increasing their resource scaling capabilities and availability (uptime) of resources.
Hence federated cloud offers a practical platform to service provider for delivering
uninterrupted cloud service to cloud users.

Cloud federation is a paradigm where the cloud environments of two or more
service providers can collaborate and share their unused computing resources with
othermember service providers to obtain someextra revenue. In federation user appli-
cations need to be provider independent so that they can be easily migrated across
multiple cloud service providerswithin the federation. In addition to this, the security,
privacy and independence of the members of federation should be preserved to moti-
vate cloud providers to take part in federation. Cloud federation provides substantial
advantages to service providers and cloud users. Cloud federation enables service
providers to earn some extra revenue by sharing their idle or underutilized com-
puting resources. Second, cloud federation also allow service providers to increase
their geographic space and allow to overcome unexpected rise in resources (virtual
machine) request without having to invest in new infrastructure. Third, cloud users
can avoid vendor lockin scenarios if their associated cloud service providers support
more than one federations standards.

Cloud broker plays an important role in forming the cloud federation. A cloud
broker is amiddleware that provides cloud services to cloud users butmay not provide
any of its own computing resources. Cloud federation introduces new avenues of
research based on the assistance it receives from the cloud broker, such as:

• Formation and management of the cloud federation.
• determining the number of computing resources, each cloud service provider
should contribute within the federation and how the profits can be shared among
the member of federation.

• Standardizing andmonitoring theQoS and promised SLA among the cloud service
providers within the federation.

• Providing a single unified view to the applications and cloud users.
• Formation and management of Trust of the cloud service providers for ensuring
security of sensitive data and computation within the federation.

Forming cloud federation among different cloud service providers and sharing rev-
enue among them are often complicated acts; so cloud broker helps different cloud
service providers to work in federation.

Recently, popularity of game theory has considerably increased in the research
field of cloud computing. This chapter will focus on a broker based cloud federation
framework using game theory. We present the formation of cloud federation as a
cooperative (coalition) game where different service providers collaborate to form a
federation to cope up with fluctuation of users resources demands. The framework
calculate the profit of every member service providers of federation based on their
contribution of resources in federation and help them to gain highest profit while
being part of federation. The cloud broker determines the individual satisfaction
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level of each CSP in a federation and based on that the existing federations are
merged or split. It produces a stable federation partition where not a single service
providers get better incentives in a different federation. Cloud broker is responsible
for managing cloud federation, allocation of resources to cloud service users, service
level monitoring etc. If these service providers can collaborate to form a federation
then the available computing resources of these service providers can be combined
to maximize their profit by using idle resources and support more cloud users. One
of the main problems for service providers to take part in federation is the absence
of trust between different service providers taking part in federation. Moreover, to
guarantee the committedQoS and security of critical and sensitive data of cloud users,
it is necessary to evaluate the trust of service providers and then form federation.
The framework maintains the trust of each CSPs and the cloud broker selects trusted
cloud service providers based on their individual QoS parameters like performance,
scalability, availability. Cloud broker also combined services of more than one cloud
service providers and provides an combined framework to the service providers
or cloud users. This framework provides immense advantage to both cloud users
and as well as service providers as cloud broker provides a single entry point to
multiple heterogeneous cloud environments. Our focus is on laying emphasis on
different approaches for cloud federation formation based on game theory and also
highlighting the importance of trust (soft security) in federated environment.

The chapter is organized as follows. The Sect. 4.2 presents the role of cloud broker
in cloud ecosystem. Section4.3 provides brief overview of cooperative game theory.
A game theoretical model for cloud federation formation is discussed in Sect. 4.4
followed by discussion of different framework based on coalition game theory.
Section4.5 discusses about the importance of trust in cloud federation. Section4.6
concludes this chapter.

4.2 Role of a Cloud Broker in the Cloud Ecosystem

A cloud broker is a middleware that provides cloud services to cloud users but may
not provide any of its own computing resources. Due to increase in cloud comput-
ing demands, the need for some expert to provide the optimal cloud offerings for
enterprise business and technical requirements is also increasing. The provisioning
task becomes more complicated in a heterogeneous cloud environment. Cloud ser-
vice broker plays an important role by leveraging specialize expertise to provision
cloud services in such a heterogeneous environment. In order to deliver reliable ser-
vices, cloud service broker should be trusted and should have sound knowledge of
the available cloud market. Trusted cloud service broker will make cloud service
more secure to select and manage complicated cloud services, in federated cloud
environments. A cloud service broker help cloud users by clearly defining technical
and business needs while cautiously assessing the security policies, infrastructure
capabilities and unique differentiating features provided by every service providers.
Thus cloud broker provides a brokerage services to the cloud user’s. The important
characteristics of cloud service brokers are:
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• It is a middleware between cloud service providers and cloud users.
• It does not provide cloud service of its own.
• Manages relationships between cloud service providers and cloud users.
• Provide single platform to deal with heterogeneous cloud providers.
• Cloud service broker provision resources optimally and add some value to inter-
action.

Increase in consciousness and growth in the cloud market, resulted in increase
of variety of heterogeneous cloud services, thus increasing the need for specialized
expertise (cloud service broker). As the demands of cloud service increases and num-
ber of service provider and infrastructure increases, the complexity service offered
by cloud market also increases. Due to increase in complexity of cloud market, users
have to manage many different heterogeneous services in terms of cloud interfaces,
type of instances and price schema. For example, virtual machine instances are char-
acterized, based on their configuration (number of core, memory, storage, compute
unit) and each virtual machine provided by different service providers are of different
quality as it these service providers provides service with different quality. In this
scenario, the problem for cloud user was to select, best cloud service provider, who
can deliver good quality service at low price. The cloud service broker’s help cloud
users to save their time by analyzing best negotiated services from different service
providers and availing the cloud users with information about the best quality ser-
vices at negotiated price. After analyzing best negotiated service, the broker provides
the cloud users with a short list of selected service providers.

Based on above discussion, cloud brokering procedure will be essential to over-
come variety of heterogeneous cloud services, for example, choosing computing
resources for task at negotiated price, management of Service Level Agreement,
monitoring of service for SLA violation. Ray et al. [1] in their work, proposed (a)
broker based cloud service provider selection architecture and (b) game theory based
SLA negotiation framework is proposed. The objective of cloud service broker was
to determine a most suitable cloud provider, who can deliver good quality service
at low price to cloud user and negotiating SLA on behalf of both cloud providers
and cloud users and determine optimal value for price and quality for both cloud
providers and cloud users. Their service broker architecture is given in Fig. 4.1.

In the proposed architecture, as shown in Fig. 4.1 [1], the service broker is con-
sidered as third party between cloud provider and cloud user. Their service broker
assists cloud user to select the most suitable provider who will provide cloud service
based on negotiation on parameters like price and quality. The working principle
of the architecture is describe as follows, (a) Client submit task and SLA template
to Resource Request Requirement (RRR), (b) Forward resource request to Request
Analyzer (RA), (c) RA check for similar task in history, (d) If task matched then its
corresponding resource details are forward to Resource selection module otherwise
task information is forward to Service Provider Broker (SPB) module, (e) SPB sub-
mit the details of matched resource with task to Execution TimeAnalyzer module, (f)
Execution TimeAnalyzermodule, after analyzing time t for task on different selected
resource, submitted to RAmodule, (g) RA forward cloud user SLA template to SLA
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Fig. 4.1 Cloud broker
architecture

negotiationmodule and ask initial offered value (price and quality) to execute task for
estimated time t from SPB module (consist of different service providers), (h) best
values for chargeable price and quality of service of service providers are submitted
to resource selection module and (i) History module is updated.

Cloud service broker can deliver different categories of services. Cloud service
broker are categorized based on functionality provided by them.As stated byNational
Institute of Standards and Technology [NIST], (2011) cloud service brokers are of
three different categories and are differentiated based on their functionality. They are
discussed below:

Service Aggregation: service broker unites many heterogeneous cloud services into
one or more new services. The cloud service broker offer data integration and
guarantee secure movement of critical data among users and service providers.

Service Intermediation: Cloud service broker upgrade a cloud service by enhanc-
ing some particular capacity and deliver value-added services to cloud users.
The capability enhancement includes access and identity management, security
enhancements, etc.

Service Arbitrage: Service arbitrage and service aggregation are almost similar,
but the only difference is, that the combined cloud services not stable. Service
arbitrage means a cloud service broker is flexible to pick cloud services from
multitude of cloud services.
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Cloud service broker plays anmajor part in forming the federation. A cloud broker
aggregates and integrates cloud service providers and managed their services from
multiple providers through a single entry point. Cloud brokering establishes rela-
tionships with multiple cloud service providers. Forming cloud federation between
multiple private and public clouds and sharing revenue are often complicated acts;
so cloud broker helps different cloud service providers to work in federations. Cloud
federation introduces new avenues of research based on the assistance it receives
from the cloud service broker. Some of them are, (a) Formation and management of
cloud at federation level, (b) Management of resources at cloud provider level and
(c) Standardizing and monitoring the QoS and promised SLA.

Cloud broker can make profit from aggregating all types of services frommultiple
cloud providers and delivering that service to users and thus easily include their own
value-added services into the overall solution. Users of cloud broker gain substantial
amount of benefit by continuously outsourcing their IT needs while cloud broker
able to manage the complexity, cost and risk of using cloud services. Currently many
cloud users, beyond selecting the cloud service providers, are looking for trusted third
party (cloud broker) for monitoring, managing of cloud services provided by cloud
providers. In addition to strategic and technical challenges, commonly associated
with migration of application workload to other cloud, the cloud providers also need
support over post-deployment, so that they may maximize their return from their
investment. For instance, it is very essential to obtain suitable service broker such
that it can guide a user to understand the technical and business aspects of cloud.

4.3 Overview of Cooperative Game Theory

Game theory is the branch of mathematics which dealt with the study of strategic
decisionmaking. Specifically, determines strategies for dealingwith situationswhere
the outcome of one players choice of action depends on the actions of other players.
The cloud federation formation framework is modeled based on problem of a coop-
erative game. In cooperative game, a group of players can take a set of joint actions.
These groups of rational players are referred to as coalition and enforce a cooperative
behavior. The outcome of a cooperative game will be specified by which coalitions
forms, and the combine action that group takes. Cooperative game theory examines
condition where set of players can cooperate to create value by joining coalitions.

In coalition game two important components are the players and the coalition
value. Let currently set of rational players be indicated by ξ = [1,m] who interact
with each other to form cooperative group (coalition) and try to improve their pay-
off in the coalition game. In a coalition game coalition F ⊆ ξ represents group of
player cooperative with each other and act as a single entity in a given game. On
the other hand the coalition value u(payoff), is defined as the utility of a coalition
in a cooperative game. Again, based on the considered definition of coalition value,
different properties of a coalition game can be defined. Therefore a coalition game
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can be defined by the pair (ξ, u). The mathematical model of the Coalition Game is
given by:

Definition: A coalition F in any subset of ξ . The set of all coalitions is denoted by
2ξ . A coalition game is mapping u : 2ξ → R such that u(∅) = 0. For any coalition
F ⊆ ξ , the number u(F) is called the worth of F.

In general, a coalition value can be of three different types:

Characteristic form: The characteristic form is the most popular form of coalition
value in game theory and it was first introduced by Neumann [2]. The value of
coalition in characteristic form depends on each players of coalition, i.e., the value
or utility of any coalition F ⊆ ξ is not relied on the coalitions formed between
the players which are not the part of F.

Partition form: Any coalitionF ⊆ ξ are in partition form if utility of coalition game
is dependent on the coalitions formed by the members in ξ\F and as well as
members of F. The concept of the partition form was introduced by Thrall and
Lucas [3].

Graph form: In coalition game, the value of gamemay be strongly affected if mem-
bers of coalition may communicate through pairwise links in a graph. Therefore
in such coalition game, the value of game is considered in graph form because
a different game value can be determined for each different graph structure. The
characteristic form and the partition form are not suitable to determine the value
of a coalition F, as they are not dependent on the connection between the mem-
bers of coalition. The concept of modeling interconnection graph within coalition
game was first introduced by Myerson [4].

In any coalition game, the value of any coalition denotes the total utility obtained
by a coalition. The payoff of a player, denotes the total utility obtained by an indi-
vidual player. Based on how payoff is divided among the members of coalition, the
coalition game can either be with non-transferable utility or with transferable utility.
In transferable utility game the total utility obtained by any coalition F can be shared
in any way among the players of coalition F. For an example, in transferable utility
game, if the value represents an amount of money, it can be distributed in any way
among the coalition members. Based on property of transferable utility, the total
utility obtained can be distributed in any order among the players of coalition (using
some fairness rule). The amount of utility that an each players of coalition obtained
from the sharing of total utility u(F) comprise the players payoff and is represented
by y j . The vector y ∈ R

F with each element y j being the payoff of players j ∈ F

constitutes a payoff allocation.
Coalition game with transferable utility is a popular and accepted method, there

exist a number of circumstances, where the value of coalition cannot be assigned
a single real number or there exists a rigid restriction on the utility division. These
types of coalitional games are known as game with non-transferable utility. The
concept was known using basis of non-cooperative strategic games according to
Aumann and Peleg [5]. In a game of non-transferable utility, the payoff received by
each player of coalition F depends on the joint action taken by the players of that
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coalition. In game theory literature most aspect of coalition game theory are studied
in characteristic form with non-transferable utility or transferable utility. For these
types of coalition game, different game properties and solution concepts are defined.
Some of the properties of a game in characteristic form with transferable utility are
provided below:

• Superadditive: The subset of two disjoint coalition will have an incentive to
cooperate only when profit obtained in case of cooperation are greater than the
profit obtained alone according to Drechsel [6].

F1 ∩ F2 = ∅ ⇒ u(F1 ∪ F2) ≥ u(F1) + u(F2)

• Monotone: A cooperative game (ξ, u) in characteristic form is monotone if for
all F1, F2 ∈ 2ξ .

F1 ⊆ F2 = u(F1) ≤ u(F2)

• Symmetric: A coalition game (ξ, u) is symmetry if the coalition value u(F1) only
based on the number of players in the coalitions F1 according to Gilles [7]. Hence
there is some function f : ξ → R such that u(F1) = f (|F|) for all F1 subset ξ .

• Constant-sum: A cooperative game (ξ, u) is constant sum if for every coalition
F1 subset ξ is

u(F1) + u(ξ \ F1) = u(ξ)

• Simple: A cooperative game (ξ, u) is simple if, for each coalition F1 subset of ξ

we have either u(F1) = 0 or u(F1) = 1.

4.3.1 Classification of Coalitional Game Theory

Based on the properties, coalitional game can be mapped into three different groups.
The three different types of coalition game are (i) Canonical coalitional games, (ii)
Coalition formation games and (iv) Coalitional graph games.

4.3.1.1 Canonical Coalitional Games

Canonical coalitional games refer to the group ofmost popular type of coalition game,
which is well studied in cooperative game theory. These groups of coalition game are
widely used, thoroughly formalized, well understood and its solution concepts are
clear. To classify the game in canonical form, the game must satisfy the following
properties:

1. The value of the game must be in characteristic form or the value may be mapped
to this form through some assumptions. The characteristic form will either be of
the transferable utility form or non-transferable utility form.
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2. The game follows a superadditive property. Increasing the number of participating
players in the coalition will not decrease its value, i.e. no group of players will
worsen off while joining the coalition. That is, cooperation among members of
coalition will always be beneficial.

3 Proper study is needed to divide utility and gain among the members of coalition
in a fair manner, so that grand coalition (coalition of all the players) can be
stabilized.

The motive of canonical game is to examine the stability of grand coalition under
certain payoff allocation rule. Hence assessing the total profit that the grand coalition
can obtained and fair payoff division is also another important key objective of
canonical game. In game theory, various methods and broad range of concepts are
available for solving canonical game.Almost all the solution concepts,which are used
for solving canonical game, satisfy all the properties and key objective of canonical
game. Thus the solution concepts which are used for finding solution of canonical
game are (i) The core, (ii) the Shapley value and (iii) the nucleolus.

The Core

The existing game theoretical literature considers the core as the most important
concept for solving a canonical coalitional game. In canonical coalitional game the
core defines the set of payoff allocations which assured that not a single player in
a group will have an incentive to join new coalition F ⊆ ξ while leaving the grand
coalition ξ . Therefore the main idea of the core in canonical games is to distribute
the payoff to players that will stabilize the grand coalition. It is to be noted that
in canonical game, the grand coalition will help to generate maximum payoff due
to superadditivity. Though mathematically, the core definition is different for both
transferable utility and non- transferable utility game, the important concept of core
is applied to both. The core of a canonical coalitional game (ξ, u) in a characteristic
form with transferable utility game is defined as follows:

coreTu = {y :
∑

i∈ξ

y j = u(ξ)} and {
∑

i=F

y j ≥ u(F)∀F ⊆ ξ}

Therefore, the core denotes the set of payoff allocation where none of the coalition
F ⊆ ξ has benefit to leave grand coalition and form other coalition F and reject the
allocated payoff to the players. The concept of core guarantee that deviation from
grand coalition does not occur due to the reason that in the core any allocated payoff
y, guarantees at least u(F) amount of utility for every single coalition F ⊂ ξ . Note
that, for an NTU game, an analogous definition of the core can be used according to
Saad et al. [8].

At any instance, in canonical coalition game, solution of grand coalition will be
stable and optimal, only if obtained payoff allocation lies in the core. This highlights
the important of core in solution concept. However, the core of a coalitional game
suffers from several drawbacks, such as (a) In canonical coalition game if the core
is empty, there does not exist payoff allocation that can stabilize grand coalition,
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(b) If there exists a payoff allocation that can stabilize the grand coalition, then the
core will be a vast set and providing a fair payoff allocation from this set will be
a complicated task. So to avoid this type of problem, there exists many classes of
canonical coalitional games where the core is non-empty and based on this class of
game respective properties may be derived. More detailed explanation can be found
in [8].

The Shapley Value

To deal with the drawback of the core, the Shapley value is used as a solution
concept for canonical coalition game. Shapley value deals with the concept of value.
Shapley provides a unique approach to assign unique payoff vector (value) to each
game in coalition form given by (ξ, u). Let φ j (u) denote the payoff provided to
player j by the Shapley value φ with characteristic function u. Therefore, φ(u) =
(φ1(u), φ1(u), . . . , φn(u)) is the value function that is assigned to each possible
characteristic function of a n-person game. According to Shapley, there exist a unique
mapping, Shapley value φ(u) from the space of all coalition games to R

ξ .
Alternative definition of Shapley value considers the order of each player joining

in grand coalition. In coalition game, if a player randomly joins the grand coalition,
the allocated payoff (calculated based on Shapley value) to player j ∈ ξ is said to be
the expected marginal contribution to player j . Thus based on this interpretation for
any canonical coalition game with transferable utility game (ξ, u), the payoff φ j (u)

assigned to each player j ∈ ξ of Shapley value φ(u) can be given as:

φ j (u) =
∑

F⊆ξ\{ j}

|F|!(ξ − |F| − 1)!
ξ ! [u(F ∪ { j}) − u(F)]

From above equation, u(F ∪ { j}) − u(F) denotes the marginal distribution of each
player j ∈ F. The weight before u(F ∪ { j}) − u(F) denotes the probability of player

j facing the F, while joining in random order. Therefore from
|F|!(ξ − |F| − 1)!

ξ ! it

can be noted that in coalition F the players can be positioned at the start of ordering
in |F|! ways and the remaining players can be positioned at the end of an ordering in

(ξ − |F| − 1)ways. The probability of occurrence of such order is
|F|!(ξ − |F| − 1)!

ξ !
and the finally calculated value φ j (u) denotes the expected marginal contribution of
player j . The Shapley value is mostly used, but the problem of using this solution
concept is that the complexity of finding the solution by Shapley value will increase
as the numbers of players increases.

The Nucleolus

Other than core and Shapley value, solution concept used for n-person canonical
coalition game is nucleolus. The solution concept of nucleolus was introduced by
Schmeidler [9]. Nucleolus as a solution concept in cooperative canonical coalitional
game (ξ, u), provides a payoff allocation that reduces the dissatisfaction of players
in coalition from obtained allocation. Thus nucleolus help to find imputation y,
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that minimize the maximum dissatisfaction. For a given coalition F, the measure of
dissatisfaction of an imputation y for F is defined as the excess and is given by:

e(y, F) = u(F) −
∑

j∈F
y j

Itmeasures the excess bywhich coalitionF falls short of its potential in the imputation
y. Thus, this is one of the main reasons behind the concept of nucleolus.

4.3.1.2 Coalition Formation Games (CFG)

In many cooperative scenario, cooperation among the members may accompanied
with an extra hidden cost, and hence limit from getting advantage of this cooperation.
Thus formation of grand coalition may not be always guaranteed. In this type of
scenario, using of canonical coalitional games for modeling the cooperative behavior
between theplayers is not preferred. InCFGcost of cooperation andnetwork structure
play a vital role. Some important characteristics of a coalition formation game are
discussed below:

1. Coalition formation game is non-superadditive in nature and grand coalition for-
mation is not guaranteed. This due to the reason that, though coalition formation
brings profit to its members, the profits of member are limited to the cost of
coalition formation.

2. The coalition formation game can be in characteristic form or in partition form.
3. The CFG important aim is to study the coalitional network structure. From coali-

tional structure, the question which can be answered are (j) what is the size of
optimal coalition, (ii) which coalition will form and (iii) how structures charac-
teristics, can be assess and many other.

In contrast to canonical game finding solution to coalition formation game ismuch
more difficult. This is because in many coalition game problems, coalition formation
bear an extra cost for an information exchange process and negotiation process, thus
reducing the overall profit obtained from coalition formation. In coalition formation
game, finding solution in presence of coalition structure by using previous solution
concept is not easy and need significant changes in their definition. But even after
significant change in definition, finding solution of game is not straightforward and
can be complicated. Therefore it will be quite challenging to find optimal coalition
structure and characterizing their formation. In case of coalition formation game no
formal and unified solution concepts exist unlike canonical coalition game. Therefore
inmany researchworks, dealingwith coalition formation game, the solution concepts
which are defined are specific to the problem.

In this type of coalition game, the most important part is to determine the coali-
tion partition that is appropriate to the respective game. The respective coalition
structure of the game in transferable utility, helps to maximize the total payoff of
the game and in non-transferable utility game, the coalition structure is found with
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Pareto optimal payoff distribution. For finding this type of solution a centralized
approach is used and such approaches are mostly NP-complete as has been shown
[10] and [11]. The problem is NP-complete because, finding optimal coalition par-
tition (which provide highest payoff) required continuous iteration over all coalition
partitions of player in ξ . If players in ξ increases then number of coalition partition
in set ξ also increases exponentially [12]. In order to avoid complexity of centralized
approach, in many practical application it was observed that the process of coalition
formation takes place in a distributed manner. In distributed process, players can
make their own decision to join or leave current coalition. Hence the demand for
distributed approach and complexity of the centralized approach has requirement
for huge development in the coalition formation. The objective of this requirement
is to find low complexity centralized approach and distributed algorithm for coali-
tion formation. The different approaches used for distributed coalition formation
are (i) Markov chain-based methods, (ii) heuristic methods, (iii) set theory based
methods and (iv) method that use negotiation technique or bargaining theory from
economics. Again it is noted that, there are two approaches for coalition formation,
fully reversible and partially reversible [13]. In coalition formation game, with fully
reversible approach, players can leave or join particular coalition with no limitation
whereas in partially reversible approach, players are not allowed to leave coalition
after coalition formation. Though fully reversible approach is flexible and practical,
forming such an approach is complicated. In case of partial reversible approach, it
is easy to construct but their practicality is limited, because players are not allowed
to leave from current coalition and join new coalition thus breaking the agreement.
Depending on the type of application, most favorable approach can be selected.

4.3.1.3 Coalitional Graph Games (CGG)

Overview of two types of cooperative coalition game (a) canonical game and (b)
coalition formation game are discussed above. The utility or value of coalition for
these games is not depended on the internal connection of players within the coali-
tion. But in many coalition games, the impact of interconnection or communication
between the players can be reflected on the characteristic function and outcome of
the game. The interconnection between the players can be captured by graph. This
graph helps to determine connectivity of the players among each other in coalition.
Therefore some of the properties that differentiate CGG from others are discussed
below:

1. The cooperative coalitional graph game can be of type transferable utility or
non-transferable utility and the value of the game may depend on internal inter-
connection between players within the coalition.

2. The internal structures of playerwithin the coalition have great impact on outcome
and characteristics of the game.
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The main objective of CGG are given below:

1. Study the properties like stability, efficiency, etc. of the formed directed or undi-
rected network graph. If network graph is provided for some coalition game, then
analyzing properties like efficiency and stability is the only goal of the game.

2. Coalitional graph games are a suitable tool for the gameswhere hierarchy governs
the interactions between the players.

In [4] Myerson et al. first proposed the idea of coalitional graph game, through the
graph function form for transferable utility games. In their work, Myerson et al. tried
to define fair solution for the game, starting from canonical coalitional game with
transferable utility and in presence of undirected graph (interconnects the players)
in the game. Afterwards these fair solution proposed by Myerson et al. was defined
as Myerson value. Myerson et al. work, motivated the future work significantly, and
many new approaches was developed for coalition graph game and one of them is
network formation games. Network formation game is a mixture of two game, CGG
and non-cooperative games. The main aim of Network formation game is to study
the interactions between the players in a group that wants to form a graph. The more
details literature can be found in [4, 8].

4.4 Coalition Game in Cloud Federation Formation

Coalition games have huge applicationwithin cloud federation. For instance, in cloud
federation cooperation always required between different cloud service providers.
Cooperation helps cloud service providers to maximize the use of idle resource and
increase their profit. This section presents three different models of cloud federation
formation. Ray et al. [14] in their work proposed a cloud federation framework based
on satisfaction level. Mashayekhy et al. have also model cloud federation formation
problem using coalitional game theory. Their model let the cloud service providers
to decide of its own, to form a federation and obtaining the highest gross profit [15].
The author of [16] have present trust based cloud federation formation model based
on hedonic coalition game theory. The different models are discussed as follows:

4.4.1 Cloud Federation Formation Based on Satisfaction
Level

Theobjective of thework byRay et al. in [14]was tofindbest federation for individual
cloud service provider. The criterion for selecting most suitable federation is, on the
basis of two important Quality of Service (QoS) attributes price and availability.
Availability a is stated as the uptime of the cloud service. Price p on the other hand
is the amount paid by cloud user for using the cloud service. It is assumed that cloud
service provider with high availability will have higher price. Thus relation between
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Fig. 4.2 Broker based cloud
federation architecture

availability and price is given by pi = ρ ∗ ai where a = {a1, . . . , an} denotes the
availability, p = {p1, . . . , pn} denotes the price of ξ number of players and ρ is
considered as the proportionality constant and its value represent the price of cloud
service provider with availability 1. It has been assumed that cloud service provider
with same availability will have same price.

Cloud brokers are identified as the key component for federation. The role and
responsibility of the service broker is to find the best federation from a set of federa-
tions. Ray et al. [14] describes, broker based cloud federation formation framework.
The cloud federation framework are divided into twomodule (a) FederationView and
(b) Cloud View (see Fig. 4.2). The detail discussion of each component of individual
module is discussed below.

Cloud View

• Service Provider Broker (SPB): manage a set of service providers and cloud
federation.

• Federation: Federation are formed among different service providers. Each feder-
ation consist its own broker coordinator and heterogeneous set instance of different
cloud service providers.

Federation View

• Broker Coordinator (BC): handles all the resource requests by user on behalf of
federation and provide each and every update to SPB.

• Virtual machine instance type (V MITIx ): retain information of homogeneous
types of instances of different cloud service provider of particular federationwhere
I = {Ia, . . . , Iy} denotes different instance types.

• Sub Broker Coordinator (SBC): keep details of all instances in V MITIx . It also
handles all the request received from BC.

A coalition game with transferable utility is used to form federation among different
service providers. Here a set of rational player is denoted by ξ and u is the value of the
game, i.e., the total profit achieved by member of cloud service providers in a federa-
tion. Here players are referred as cloud service providers. Broker coordinatormanage
the cooperation among the members of cloud service providers in federation, based
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on optimal arrangement order α = {ESPi

j | j = [1, z] and SPi ∈ ξ}. Therefore cloud
users requests are processed based on arrangement order of cloud service providers
in α. Again, availability of V MITIx (service of resource) of cloud service providers
in federation is achieved by cooperation among them. When, unavailability of each
cloud service providers will have effect on overall availability of federation. Thus
based on conditional probability, probability of availability of V MITIx in federation
f d j is given by:

AVMITx
f d j

(α) = 1 −
ξ∏

i=1

uSPi

Ix

Each instance type I SP
i

x are differentiated according to amount of compute unitCuSPi

Ix

amount of storagemSPi

Ix
, amount ofmemory sSP

i

Ix
and specific number of coresCoSP

i

Ix
.

The cost incurred by instance type I SP
i

x of cloud service providers are given by:

cSP
i

Ix = CoSP
i

Ix · pc + CuSPi

Ix · pcu + mSPi

Ix · pm + sSP
i

Ix · ps
In these equation pc denotes the cost of single core, pcu is the cost of each compute
unit, pm is the cost of one GB of memory and ps is the cost of one GB of storage.
The cost of federation is formulated based on the availability of each V MITIx in
federation. Therefore the total cost of federation f d j will be define as the sum of
cost of all instances I SP

i

x of all the service providers in federation and is given by:

C f d j (α) =
∑

Ix∈I

ξ∑

i=1

i−1∏

k=1

uSPk

Ix · aSPi

Ix · cSPi

Ix (4.1)

In this equation aSPi

Ix
represent the availability of cloud providers SPi of Ix types of

instance. The chargeable price for each instance depends on the availability provided
by federation. Hence that is defined as follows:

Pf d j (α) =
∑

Ix∈I
ρSPi

Ix (α) · C f d j (α) (4.2)

The characteristic function (payoff) of federation is model based on total profit
obtained by group of cloud service provider in federation. That is, payoff uα( f d j ) is
the difference between the revenue Pf d j (α) received by cloud users and costC f d j (α)

incurred by cloud federation. Process of Shapley value is used for fair allocation of
payoff among the members of federation in this coalition game. The payoff of cloud
federation is given by:

uα( f d j ) = Pf d j (α) − C f d j (α) (4.3)
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To form federation they introduce the concept of satisfaction level. The different
measured satisfaction levels are (i) sat SP

i
( f d j ) denotes the satisfaction level of SPi

in federation f d j , (ii) sat SP
i
(I (SPi )) denotes the satisfaction level of single service

provider in federation or satisfaction level of service provider without being in any
federation and (iii) sat ( f d j ) denotes the satisfaction level of federation. The value
of satisfaction level sat SP

i
( f d j ) and sat SP

i
(I (SPi )) are calculated based on cloud

providers two QoS parameters, availability and profit and satisfaction level sat ( f d j )

is determined based on payoff value and availability of federation. The satisfaction
level are model based on idea describe in [14].

The Coalition (federation) formation algorithm follows a distributed approach.
It is assumed that at any instant of time any cloud service providers may merge
new federation or split from existing federation. At each time period SPB checks
for available of each type of instances for every federation. If available resource
(virtual machine) is below certain threshold value, then BC of those federation are
informed by SPB. BC on being informed it request to join with new federation or
cloud service providers. Based on satisfaction level, some set of preference rules
are defined over possible federation (coalition) partition. The preference rule are (i)
a cloud service providers merge with new federation only if, its satisfaction level
maximizes during formation of federation otherwise service provider will leave the
federation (ii) federation will collaborate with other providers, if its satisfaction level
increases in newly formed federation.

4.4.2 Merge and Split Based Cloud Federation Formation

Mashayekhy et al. [15] proposed themodel for the problemof cloud federation forma-
tion based on hedonic coalition game.According to their proposedmodel every single
service provider form federation to serve users’ virtualmachine requests. Theirmodel
maximize the overall profit obtained by federation by delivering required request to
cloud users. Further their proposed model consider group of service providers and
group of cloud users that submits their requirements about different types of virtual
machine instances. Out of this group of service providers a subset of this group will
be selected as a federation to serve the required virtual machine request of users.

A hedonic game with additional properties of fairness and stability has been
chosen as a model for the proposed game, with well-defined preference relations.
Further their proposed model enables the formation of a federation yielding the
highest total profit. Merge and split operations are performed on cloud federations in
order to form a federation serving the user with his requested resources. According
to Mashayekhy et al. every service providers obtain its discrete profit based on its
market share. Their cloud federation model provides a stable federation structure,
i.e., not single service providers, will get extra benefit to join with new federation or
split from an existing federation to join with new federation.
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4.4.2.1 Proposed Model

Their system model is comprised of (a) group of service providers, (b) a cloud
broker, and (c) cloud users. In their model broker is considered as the trusted third
party entrusted with 1. receiving requests, 2. executing CFFM, 3. receiving payment,
and 4. profit division. A set of cloud providers serve resources requests of cloud
users. Each VM instance are characterized by their total cores, size of memory, and
storage. A specific capacity is reserved by a cloud provider for private users, and the
balance virtual machine load is contributed to the federation according to current
load conditions.

A user request is consists of the number instances of different virtual machine
types. The broker receives the request, and charges a user based on the virtualmachine
instances types apportioned to him, who finally pays an amount that is free of the
service provider providing the virtual machine instances.

4.4.2.2 IP-CFPM

The problem of federation formation with the objective of profit maximization is
formulated as an integer program, called IP-CFPM. The total profit is determined
by the weighted sum of the profits per VM instance, the weights being the number
of allocated virtual machine instances of different types, which are the decision
variables here and are constrained to be integers. The constraints ensure that the
resources (cores, memory and storage) delivered by a service providers taking part in
federation formation process are less than their respective total amounts of resources.
A separate constraint ensures that every single provider at least provide one virtual
machine in federation.

4.4.2.3 Game Formulation

The cloud federation game is a coalitional game that models federations among
different service providers. A cloud federation game is defined based on the concept
of coalitional game (I, u) with transferable utility. Every single service provider in
I (set of service providers) is considered to be player of the game, and u is the
utility function, of the federation F ⊂ I . In this game, profit is considered as the
characteristic function i.e., if federation is formed then profit is considered as the
utility of the game otherwise the utility is 0 if no federation can be formed. Their
cloud federation game satisfies twomain properties (a)Fairnessmeans a fair division
of the profit achieved by a federation by dividing the total profit among the members
of federation and (b) Stability means a federation should be stable, providing no
incentives to the participating cloud providers to leave the federation.
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4.4.2.4 Profit Division

The system employs a fair profit distribution among the member of federation based
on the share of the service providers. The author have used normalized Banzhaf value
for distribution of profit among the members of federation. The normalized Banzhaf
value ensures that the member of federation which contributes more resources in
federation obtain higher profit. The main idea of Banzhaf value technique is to
divide the payoff for the grand federation that takes into consideration the power
of the players and represents the average marginal contribution of provider Ci over
all possible federations containing Ci . Although computing the Banzhaf value for a
game isNP-hard, some of the possible federations are checked by iteratively applying
the merge and split rules and their values are estimated. These checked values are
used to define an estimated Banzhaf value.

4.4.2.5 Cloud Federation Formation Framework

The salient features of their proposed model are:

1. Players are partitioned into disjoint sets.
2. The formed federation partition consist of the single federation to deliver the

service to the corresponding requests of the users.
3. The remaining service providers are free to take part in federation formationwith

other service providers to service the requests of the users, without affecting
the decision of the other service providers participating in the corresponding
federation.

4. The preference relation for the hedonic game is based on the characteristic func-
tion, which is in turn based on profit.

5. A CSP prefers a federation over another if the characteristic function for that
federation with respect to that CSP higher than that for the other, i.e. if it yields
more profit.

6. The merge comparison relations and split comparison relations are defined for
service provider.

7. The merge comparison compares the merged federation to its two constituents
and is valid only if all CSPs prefer the merged federation to the constituents.

8. The split comparison compares two disjoint federations to their merged form
and is valid if any CSP prefers the constituents to the merged form.

9. Two rules - Merge Rule and Split Rule are defined based on these comparisons.
10. According to merge rule two federations will merge to form a new federation if

total profit of new federation increases.
11. According to the split rule a federation will splits if there is present atleast one

subfederation that achieves identical profit with respect to its constituent service
providers.

12. A split may lead to decrease in the profit of the other sub-federations.
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4.4.2.6 Algorithm CFFM

The CFFM mechanism is carry out by a broker and uses merge and split rules
discussed previously. The CFFM algorithm takes users request as input. From an
initial federation structure consisting of singleton federations a final federation is
obtained by repeatedly solving IP-CFPM and applying the merge and split rules in
two procedures - MergeFederations() and SplitFederation(). The proposed algorithm
converges to a federation partition consisting of only single federation and produces
an individually stable federation. CFFM avoids performing an extensive search on
the set of federation by employing the merge and split procedures.

4.4.3 Trust Based Federation

The trust-based model of cloud federation formation, called DEBT (Discovery,
Establishment, and Bootstrapping Trust, Wahab et al. [16]) aims to address the
problem of credibility assignment to different cloud service providers in the sce-
nario where it is uncertain that they will adhere to their commitments detailed in
the clauses of official contracts such as SLAs. The malicious agents (here, other
providers) may collude to give false information regarding the trustworthiness of a
provider. Their purpose is to artificially raise or lower a provider’s face value. Also, in
the situation where there is no past interaction between two providers, it is important
to assign initial trust values. This is called trust bootstrapping. The DEBT frame-
work provides a stepwise guide for services to build trust relationships starting from
discovering services and collecting feedback, down to bootstrapping new services
and aggregating feedback in a collusion-resistant manner. Here trust is modeled as
a private relationship between each pair of services rather than a global absolute
value that can be referenced by all services. Based on DEBT it is possible to design
a trust-based hedonic coalitional game with nontransferable utility that aims to find
the coalition partition that minimizes the number of malicious members.

4.4.3.1 System Model

Since services may be either truthful or collusive in judging the other services, each
pair of services (Fi , F j ) has a belief in credibility, Cr(Fi → F j ) = n,Cr(F j →
Fi ) = m, also called a credibility score, that represents each services accuracy level
in judging the other services, where n and m are two decimal numbers. Each ser-
vice Fi develops a measure of belief in the trustworthiness of another provider F j ,

referred to as belie f
F j

Fi
(T ) and a belief in its maliciousness, denoted by belie f

F j

Fi
(M)

before forming a coalition. These belief measures are based on a satisfaction metric
which is the ratio of the number of satisfactory experiences to the total number of
experiences. Thus, these measures depend on past history between the two services.
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The community formation is designed as a hedonic coalition game, which results in
a coalition structure or partition. It is a set of non-empty coalitions that partitions the
existing set of services into mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsets. The utility
of service Fi in a certain coalition Ck is obtained by summing up Fi ’s beliefs in
trustworthiness in Ck’s members. This utility is given by

UFi (Ck) =
∑

F j∈Ck

belie f
F j

Fi
(T )

4.4.3.2 Attack Model

There are two situationswhenattacks are likely: (1) during trust establishment (2) dur-
ing and after communities formation. During trust establishment, collusion attacks
may take place between services to mislead the results. During and after communi-
ties formation, passive malicious services may misbehave to save their resources and
gain illegal advantage over the other services. Two major attack types are considered

• Collusion Attacks: Such attacks occur when several malignant services collab-
orate together to give misleading judgments either to increase the trust score of
some services (i.e., a promoting attack) or to decrease the trust score of some other
services (i.e., a slandering attack).

• Passive Attacks: Such attacks occur when passive malicious services cheat about
their available resources and/or QoS potential during communities formation in
order to increase their chances of being grouped into powerful communities. After
communities are formed, these malicious services would renege on their agree-
mentswith both services and clients by benefiting from the other services resources
(e.g., physical computing infrastructure) and refraining from sharing their own
resources to dedicate them for their own workload.

4.4.4 DEBT Framework

DEBT (Discovery, Establishment, and Bootstrapping Trust) framework presents a
step by step guide for services to build trust relationships beginning from discovering
services and collecting feedback, down to bootstrapping new services and aggregat-
ing feedback in a collusion-resistant manner. The brief description is provided below.

4.4.4.1 Service Discovery

DEBT incorporates a discovery algorithm that allows services to inquire about each
other from their direct neighbors is proposed to collect judgments for the purpose
of establishing trust. The algorithm capitalizes on the concept of tagging in online
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social networks (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn) to explore the direct neighbors of a certain
service. The basic idea is to keep tagging or nominating intermediate services until
identifying all the reachable direct neighbors of the intended service. The algorithm
is a variation of the Breadth-First Search (BFS) strategy in graph theory.

4.4.4.2 Trust Establishment

During the trust establishment process, services may collude with each other and
provide dishonest judgments, generating false trust results. Moreover, these services
usually tend to refrain from revealing their opinions due to a lack of incentives for
doing so, which leads to meaningless or biased computations of the aggregate trust
value.

In recognition of these problems, theDEBT system includes an aggregationmodel
for the collected judgments that is able to overcome the collusion attacks even when
attackers are the majority and an incentive model for the services to motivate them
to participate in the trust establishment process. An aggregation technique based on
the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence which takes into account the existence of
colluding services is used. The performance of the aggregation technique depends
heavily on the credibility scores assigned to the services. The proposed aggregation
technique overcomes the collusion attacks even when attackers are the majority if
and only if (1) the credibility values are between 0 and 1, and (2) the credibility
scores of the trustworthy raters are higher than those of colluding ones. Thus, the
authenticity of this metric is essential to the trust establishment process and should be
protected. Therefore, the credibility metric should be updated continuously to ensure
that truthful services always hold higher credibility scores than those of colluding
ones.

4.4.4.3 Trust Bootstrapping

Trust bootstrapping is assessing trust, i.e. allocating initial trust values for newly
deployed Web services, in the absence of historical information about the past
behavior of newcomers. The bootstrapping mechanism is based on the concept of
endorsement in online social networks that is resilient to white-washing. Each ser-
vice maintains a dataset that records its previous interactions with several services
having different functional and non-functional specifications. Whenever a request
from service i to bootstrap a new service j is received, the services that are interested
in the request train a decision tree classifier on their datasets to predict an initial trust
value for j. The decision tree classifier analyzes services training dataset that con-
tains properties and specifications for some existing services (e.g., providers name,
deployment country, etc.) and learns the patterns of the data by pairing each set of
inputs with the expected output (e.g., the judgment on the services).
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4.4.5 Trust-Based Hedonic Coalitional Game

4.4.5.1 Game Formulation

In the proposed game the players are the services that seek to form multi-cloud
communities. The objective is to form trusted communities wherein the number of
malicious members is minimal. The proposed coalitional game is a non-cohesive
game and utility of the game is non-transferable. It is hedonic in nature, with a
preference relation defined as follows:

PFi (C) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

−∞, if a ∈ C and belief a
Fi

(T ) < belie f a
Fi

(M),

0, if C ∈ hFi (t),

UFi (C), otherwise

(4.4)

where hFi (t) represents the history set of service Fi at time t , consisting of all the
coalitions it has joined and left at any time t ′ < t .

4.4.5.2 Hedonic Coalition Formation Algorithm

The system relies on a distributed hedonic coalition formation algorithm that enables
services to make decisions about which coalitions to join so that the number of
malicious services is minimized in the final coalition structure. The algorithm takes
as input an initial partition of services at a certain time t and outputs the final coalition
partition. The algorithm converges to a final coalition partition consisting of a number
of disjoint coalitions which is Nash-stable as well as individually stable.

4.5 Role of Trust in Forming Cloud Federation

In above sections, following are discussed: (1) the importance of formation of cloud
federation by different cloud service providers (2) different technique based on game
theory for cloud federation formation (3) role of broker in cloud federation formation.
But above of all these topics discussion about importance of trust or soft security
in cloud federation formation is important. Formation of cloud federation by cloud
service providers has various advantages, but though has various challenges to over-
come like allocation of optimum resource, interoperablity service issue, migration of
resource, establishing trust between cloud service providers in federation. Absence
of trust between cloud service providers in federation, establish the major problems
for cloud service providers in adoption of federation. To guarantee committed QoS
and security of critical data of cloud users, it will be necessary to assess and build
trust between multitudes of cloud providers. Again in federation, image of instances
or partial data objects are migrated from one cloud service provider to other and
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hence there is matter of concern for privacy and security of cloud user’s. Thus in
order to guarantee, privacy and security of data of cloud user on new cloud provider’s
platform, it is necessary to identify trusted service provider. Thus evaluating trust
of each participating cloud service providers in federation is identified as essential
condition to participate in Cloud federation according to Kanwal et al. [17]. Trust is
an important issue for cloud federation. The issues which need to be taken care off
are as follows:

1. Defining specification of security policy for cloud federation.
2. Defining techniques to manage and implement security policies for cloud feder-

ation.
3. Some security measure must be present to guarantee the security of the informa-

tion. The considered security measures are (a) Encryption of data integrity, (b)
access controls, (c) confidentiality of the data and (d) availability of data.

4. Determining reliable cloud service supplied by different providers.

The trustworthiness of cloud service providers can be determined based on their
reputation and reliability. The reputation can be defined based on the opinions of
cloud users, cloud broker and other cloud service providers, whereas reliability of
particular cloud service providers is measured through observation obtained by the
cloud user while using the service according to Zant et al. [18]. In cloud federation
every security system may depend on the trust of different cloud service providers
in federation [19]. A very basic security problem faced by cloud service providers in
federation is the service which is delivered to cloud user is trusted or reliable. Thus to
tackle this problem there is a need to develop trust based securitymechanism in cloud
federation. In case of soft security one service provider in federation may not trust
any other member of same federation initially but if some securitymechanism is used
to select cloud service providers in federation then every member of federation may
trust on each other as trustworthiness of each cloud service providers, have already
been verified. If suppose, there are no security mechanism available for selecting
service providers then no service provider will have belief on service delivered by
other cloud service providers in federation, because there is no trust between them.
Therefore if some security mechanism is provided then these service providers will
surely trust each other in federation, thus increasing overall Quality of delivered
services. The trust of cloud service provider can be obtain based on defined set of
rules in security system.

Though considerable amount of work over the last few years have been done on
trust evaluation and establishment in cloud computing, the issue of trust evaluation
in cloud federation is important challenge to overcome. Some of the works done on
this respect are discussed below:

Mashayekhy et al. [20] in their work, have proposed data protection framework
for cloud federation. Their framework considers the data privacy and security restric-
tions as well as minimizes the cost of outsource computing resources to the service
providerswhich aremember of federation. They have proposed two conflict graph for
restricting privacy of data (1) one graph denotes the conflicts among virtual machine
and (2) second graph represents the conflicts among virtual machine. An integer
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program is used to formulate the problem of data protection in cloud federation. An
extensive experimental analysis is performed and obtained result is compared with
the optimal result.

Kanwal et al. in [17] have also proposed the security model to guarantee the
security of critical data of cloud users. Thus proposed protocol will help each cloud
service providers to determine the trustworthiness of each cloud providers before
taking part in federation to share their resources in reliable and trusted way. The
main objective the author was to establish two-way trust between home and foreign
cloud service providers. They have formulated trust value based on service level
agreement of provider and feedback obtained from registered cloud users. Based on
this two parameters final value of trust is formulated and this trust score is considered
as the overall level of trustworthiness of each cloud service providers. On getting
trust score, the credentials of trust are interchanged between home and foreign cloud
service providers. The credentials are (a) aggregated trust value, (b) service level
agreement of service providers and (c) their Level of Trust.

In [21] Messina et al. dealt with problem of measurement of trust of cloud service
providers in cloud federation environment. They have proposed their model as an
extension of RRAF model [22]. The RRAF model is used widely with the advance-
ment ofmulti-dimensional approach. This new approach of RRAFmodel solvemany
reliability issue, which originally exists in cloud computing. Their trust model iden-
tify trusted service provider based on (a) measuring of reputation, is obtained based
on recommendation made by other cloud service provider and user and (b) evalu-
ation of services delivered in the past. This technique helps cloud users to make a
fine grained evaluation of cloud services, which are delivered in the past by service
providers.

4.6 Conclusion

With the advent of cloud computing technology, it has become utmost importance to
extract benefits out of idle or underutilized resources maintained by different cloud
service providers to yield more revenue. This requirement has led to the birth of the
concept of cloud federation. This chapter deals with how the concept of cooperative
game theory can be applied in forming the cloud federation. It also discusses differ-
ent framework of cloud federation formation based on coalition game theory where
different cloud service providers form a cooperative group based on some preference
rule and examines the benefit of a cloud service broker in cloud federation. Establish-
ing trust between cloud service providers is necessary, so this chapter presents some
brief theoretical idea about the importance of trust in cloud federation and discusses
some existing problem and its solution.
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Chapter 5
Resource Provisioning Strategy for Scientific
Workflows in Cloud Computing Environment

Rajni Aron

Abstract Cloud computing has emerged as a computing paradigm to solve large-
scale problems. The main intent of Cloud computing is to provide inexpensive com-
puting resources on a pay-as-you-go basis, which is promptly gainingmomentumas a
substitute for traditional information technology (IT)-basedorganizations.Therefore,
the increased utilization of Clouds makes successful execution of scientific applica-
tions a vital research area. As more and more users have started to store and process
their real-time data in Cloud environments, resource provisioning and scheduling
of huge Data processing jobs becomes a key element of consideration for efficient
execution of scientific applications. The base of any real-time system is a resource,
and to manage the resources to handle workflow applications in Cloud computing
environment is a very tedious task. An inefficient resource management system can
have a direct negative effect on performance and cost and indirect effect on function-
ality of the system. Indeed, some functions provided by the system may become too
expensive or may be avoided due to poor performance. Thus, Cloud computing faces
the challenge of resource management, especially with respect to choosing resource
provisioning strategies and suitable algorithms for particular applications. The major
components of resourcemanagement systems are resource provisioning and schedul-
ing. If any system is able to fulfill the requirements of these two components, the
execution of scientific workflow applications will become much easier. This chapter
discusses the fundamental concepts supporting Cloud computing and resource man-
agement system terms and the relationship between them. It reflects the essential
perceptions behind the Cloud resource provisioning strategies. The chapter also iden-
tifies requirements based on user’s applications associated with handling real-time
data. A model for resource provisioning based on user’s requirements to maximize
efficiency and analysis of scientific workflows is also proposed. QoS parameter (s)
based resource provisioning strategy has been proposed for workflow applications
in cloud computing environment. Validation of resource provisioning strategies is
presented in this book chapter.
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5.1 Introduction

The concept of Cloud computing gives us an illusion of availability of infinite com-
puting resources on demand. The emerging trends in this field have up tomuch extent
eliminated advance commitments related to provisioning by cloud users [30]. The
smaller companies in this field now can start small and increase h/w resources as
and when the need arises. It provides the users ability to pay-per-use of computing
resources even on a short-term basis. Any application here comes with three require-
ments: computation, storage and network. Resources here are virtualized in order to
give the illusion of infinite capacity as well as to hide the implementation of how
they are multiplexed and shared [15].

The basis of distinguishing between various utility computing offerings basically
lies on the level of abstraction presented to the programmer and the level of manage-
ment of resources. Whenever a demand for a service varies with time or the demand
is unknown in advance, utility computing is preferred to run a private cloud. There
are mainly five critical obstacles to the growth of cloud computing such as

1. Bottlenecks in Data Transfer,
2. Performance Unpredictability
3. Scalable Storage,
4. Occurrence of Bugs in Large Distribution Systems and
5. Quick Scaling On Demand.

If we concentrate on the second obstacle i.e. Performance Unpredictability, it can
be resolved through:

i. Improved VM support
ii. Provisioning of VMs

Taking view of the above observations and analyzing the current public utility com-
puting likeAmazonWeb Service, GoogleAppEngine andMicrosoft Azure, resource
provisioning and scheduling has become important research area in a cloud comput-
ing environment [29].

Workflow and bag of tasks are the two main categories of applications usually
considered for execution in a cloud environment. Bag of tasks consists of a num-
ber of independent tasks whereas workflow is a combination of several mutually
dependent tasks. Bag of tasks having negligible inter-task dependencies are almost
expected to get a predictable performance under some suitably chosen provisioning
policy. The picture is not exactly same in case of workflows driven mostly by inter-
task dependency. Vast use of Clouds by scientific workflows has come up with many
challenging issues related to execution performance. Execution performance of sci-
entific workflows get influenced by task dependency which might lead to massive
inter-task communication involving heavy data traffic.

The traditional way to evaluate the performance of a workflow system is to record
and compare the execution time. Our work which focuses mainly on workflows
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and being well aware with inter task dependency has taken count of the total data
movement too. In a cloud computing environment having a limited bandwidth guided
by the Internet, reduction in the total data movement leads to the reduced execution
time too.

In [17], the cost is only computed according to the BTUs. However, data and com-
munications represent other costs, such as storage and communication, that should be
taken into account. In a cloud computing environment providing a limited bandwidth
based on the Internet, reduction in the total data movement leads to the reduced exe-
cution time correspondingly [29]. Furthermore, it leads to the reduced cost of data
transfer. We focused on resource capacity in terms of bandwidth for execution of
scientific applications. We proposed a resource provisioning model and provision-
ing strategy considering data transfer and data storage impact on VM provisioning
strategies. The main contribution of the work are thus:

• To show need resource provisioning strategies to handle large volume data jobs.
• To proposed model for resource provisioning in Cloud Computing Environment.
• QoSparameter based resource provisioning strategy for scientificworkflowswhich
have more data dependencies.

Themotivation of ourwork stems from the challenges inmanaging and an efficient
utilization of the resources in cloud computing environment. In real life situations,
there are many constraints including (i) satisfying user’s requirements in terms of
QoS parameters (ii) minimizing consumption of resources for workflow application
by choosing appropriate strategy and (iii) minimizing the time for execution of an
application by meeting the deadline requirements which will be submitted by the
cloud user. The main intent of this work is to provision the resources along with
achieving the practical constraints mentioned above. This paper presents resource
provisioning model and resource provisioning policy. By implementing the model
itself, actual provisioning and scheduling of resources can be well anticipated.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Relationship between cloud comput-
ing and resource management systems along with resource provisioning’s require-
ments is presented in Sect. 5.2. Section5.3 discusses related work in the area of
resource provisioning policies and communication effect on data intensive work-
flows. Cloud resource provisioning model is proposed in Sect. 5.4. Section5.5
explains our assumptions and the problem we address in this paper. In Sect. 5.6, we
proposed PCH based hyper-heuristic resource provisioning strategies. We present
the existing different strategies, which are evaluated in Sect. 5.7. The experimental
set up is described in Sect. 5.8 and the results are further discussed in same section.
Section5.9 concludes with our paper and future work plans.
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5.2 Relationship Between Cloud Computing and Resource
Management Systems

Cloud computing is an elaborate and complex distributed computing paradigm pro-
viding an easy to use, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources involving networks, servers, storage, applications and services
that can be dynamically provisioned and released with least management effort as
well as service providers interaction. This cloud model can be visualized as an amal-
gamation of five essential characteristics and three servicemodels. Cloud Computing
services offerings can broadly be put into three major categories: Infrastructure-as-
a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS).
Cloud Computing is primarily concerned about sharing of the resources. Any appli-
cation in this paradigm comes with three requirements: computation, storage and
network. Resources here are virtualized giving us an illusion of infinite capacity as
well as hiding the implementation of their multiplexing and sharing [3]. In Cloud
computing, huge volumes of data is distributed over dynamic and geographically
remote sites probably all over the world. In case of an application running on a site
not holding the required data, reliable and efficient data management facilities are
required to take care of the requiredmovements across variousmachine [8]. The term
resource management system is used for managing large number of resources hav-
ing resource provisioning policies and scheduling procedure. Cloud resource man-
agement systems as a research area has captivated the attention of many research
organizations, academia and industries world-wide. Efficient resource management
is a key component to run scientific applications and to attain high performance in
Distributed environments such as grid and clouds. So, resource provisioning and
scheduling has become an important issue in cloud resource management. To handle
cloud resource management systems efficiently, it is required to design provisioning
strategy in an efficient and effective way. Most operations are still largely dependent
on experience based cloud user decisions. With the explosive growth of compute
intensive applications, it is essential that real time information which is of use to the
business, industry and scientific community can be extracted to deliver better insights
by using appropriate resource provisioning strategy. In the cloud, a large number of
resources are distributed over dynamic and geographically remote sites probably all
over the world [3]. The main aim of Cloud computing is to provide facility of on
demand resource provisioning for compute and data intensive applications. In case
of an application running on a site not holding the required data, reliable and efficient
resource management facilities are required to take care of the required movement
across various machines.
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5.2.1 Resource Provisioning for Scientific Workflows

5.2.1.1 Definition

Deployment of a cloud involves an efficient and effective management of geograph-
ically distributed, heterogeneous and dynamically available resources [3]. Cloud
platforms host various independent applications on a shared pool of resources with
the ability to provide computing capabilities to them as per their demand. This is
possible due to the concept of virtualization which creates an emulation of hard-
ware or software environment that appears to a user as a complete instance of that
environment. Virtualization actually serves the purpose of supporting the dynamic
sharing of data center infrastructure between cloud hosted applications [20]. In the
context of Cloud computing, resource management can be explained as the process
of allocating computing, storage and networking resources to a set of applications
in a manner that intends to fulfil the performance objectives of the applications, the
data center providers and the cloud resource users. It henceforth deals with all the
issues and procedures involved in locating a required capability, arranging of its use,
monitoring the use as well as ensuring the efficiency of use under the assigned billing
model. Cloud Resource Management needs to meet QoS (Quality of Service) agree-
ment within the constraints of SLAs (Service Level Agreements) without expecting
any cooperation from the resources being managed as none of the resource is typ-
ically dedicated to a specific virtual organization. Cloud providers’ main aim lies
in fulfilling consumers QoS requirements while minimizing their operational costs
through a well-planned and strategic resource management policy.

5.2.1.2 Requirement of Resource Provisioning Strategies

1. Efficient: Effective Resource Provisioning should work towards minimizing the
overheads of scientific workflows in clouds. There should be an efficient man-
agement of cloud resources to handle scientific workflows jobs. Scheduling too
is required to be very efficient and based on fair policies.

2. Efficient Resource Usage: Wastage of the valued resources should be reduced
through employing wise provisioning and scheduling strategies. Scientific work-
flows applicationswaiting for some events should bemade to release the resources
not being used currently and be granted dynamically to the other jobs needing
them.

3. Fair Allocation: There should be fair provisioning of resources and the amount
of resources allocated to individual users should be independent of the number
of scientific workflows jobs executed by the user.

4. Adaptability and Scalability: The scheduler should be adaptive and should totally
be in tune with the resources that can be allocated to and released by the jobs thus
ensuring an efficient scientific workflows execution anyhow.
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5. Predictable Performance: Every application should be ensured about a certain
level of guaranteed performance in terms of cost, time or several other conceivable
parameters that exist within the cloud environment.

5.2.1.3 Types of Resource Provisioning

In this section, types of Resource Provisioning in cloud resource management sys-
tems have been discussed.

• Virtual Machine (VM) Provisioning: VM Provisioning is allocation of virtual
machines (VM) to particular task for execution of an application. In Virtual
Machine (VM) Provisioning, provider will configure Virtual Machine (VM) as
per the requirement of application. Authors have proposed Virtual Machine (VM)
strategies for compute intensive applications [16].

• Static Provisioning: In Static Resource Provisioning, all resourceswill be allocated
in advance before starting the execution of application [11].

• Dynamic Provisioning: In Dynamic Resource Provisioning, provider will allocate
the resources and then user releases the resources immediately after the execution
of application [34].

5.3 Related Work

In this section, we have highlighted some points of the existing research papers
related to resource provisioning in cloud computing. A large amount of work has
been reported in concern with various provisioning strategies and their performance
for IaaS Clouds. We can put these work broadly in two categories.

5.3.1 Provisioning Policies

Jiyuan Shi et al. [31] designed an elastic resource provisioning and task scheduling
mechanism to perform scientific workflow jobs in cloud. The intent of their work is
to handle as many high-priority workflow jobs as possible under budget and deadline
constraints. Villegas et al. designed SkyMark, an evaluation framework that enables
the generation, submission and monitoring of complex workloads to IaaS clouds
[34]. The provisioning and allocation policies for IaaS clouds have been presented
in this work. They have calculated cost and performance of provisioning policies.
The concept of data storage and data transfer have not been considered in this work.

Maciej Malawski et al. have considered resource provisioning for scientific work-
flow ensembles on IaaS clouds [26]. They have considered both static and dynamic
resource provisioning approach to handle scientific workflow. The proposed algo-
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rithms assumed that all workflow data is stored in Cloud storage systems such as
Amazon S3 and the intermediate node transfer times are included in task run times.
They have not considered data storage and transfer cost.

In [10], a provisioning technique that automatically adapts to workload changes
according to applications has been presented for facilitating the adaptivemanagement
of system. They have used queuing network systemmodel and workload information
to supply intelligent input about system requirements to an application provisioner.
The author have given emphasize on workload pattern and resource demand instead
data transfer between workflow tasks and resource utilization.

Lin, Cui et al. presented SHEFT workflow scheduling algorithm to schedule a
workflow elastically on a Cloud computing environment [24]. They have used a task
prioritizing, resource Selection method for scheduling of applications. In cloud com-
puting environment, the number of resources can not be automatically determined on
the demand of the size of a workflow and resources assigned to a workflow usually
are not released until the workflow completes an execution. It leads a long execution
duration and many resources might become idle for a long time during workflow
execution which leads to a waste of resources and budgets. Data transfer time and
cost between workflow has not been considered.

Wu. Zhangjun et al. [35] presented a market oriented hierarchical scheduling
strategy for cloud workflow systems. They have used transaction intensive workflow
for scheduling. They have considered the problem of workflow systems in terms
of QoS constraint based scheduling and general service oriented scheduling instead
of application specific scheduling. They didn’t considered the communication time
between workflow.

Srinivasan et al. [32] presented one approach forVMprovisioningwhich does help
to cleanup tasks added to workflow. There is one limitation of the proposed approach
is disk usage. It would not be scalable for large scale workflow applications as each
VM will run hundred jobs and in result the machine will run out of disk space.

R.N Calheiros et al. [9] have enhanced IC-PCP(EIPR) algorithm for workflow
application execution by meeting deadline and budget constraints. They have taken
into consideration the behavior of Cloud resources during the scheduling process
and also applies replication of tasks to increase the chance of meeting application
deadlines. Data storage has not been considered to give optimum result to user.

Zhou, A. et al. [36] developed a scheduling system calledDyna by usingA*-based
instance configuration method for performance dynamics. They have considered
the problem of minimizing the cost of WaaS (Workflow as a Service) providers
via satisfying individual workflows. They have not designed any algorithm to run
scientific application. Only one framework has been developed.

Abinaya and Harris [2] proposed an approach for provisioning of resources while
considering QoS parameters. They focused to keep balance load on machine and
increase resource utilization. They didn’t consider workflow application with data
storage and data transfer parameters.
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5.3.2 The Role of Communication and Data Transfer
in the Execution of Scientific Workflows

The works in [21, 23] have emphasized on the storage system that can be used to
communicate data within a scientific workflow running on cloud. Juve et al. have
emphasized on the storage system that can be used to communicate data within a sci-
entific workflow running on cloud. They have considered three different applications
named as Montage (Astronomy application), Broadband (Seismology Application)
and Epigenome(bioinformatic application) to run different storage systems such as
S3, NFS, PVFS2 and GlusterFS. In this work, only a shared storage system with
multiple nodes was used to communicate data between workflow tasks. In result,
S3 storage system is useful for memory intensive application; GlusterFS is useful
for other I/O intensive (Montage) and CPU-intensive (Epigenome) application. The
runtime of the applications tested improvedwhen resources are added. The run-times
reported in experiment do not include the time required to boot and configure. They
have considered the size of input output files are constant. Resources are all pro-
visioned at the same time and file transfer, provisioning overhead are assumed to
be independent of the storage system [23]. In [21], the time required to provision
and configure the VMs has not been considered. In [17], the cost is only computed
according to the BTUs. However, data and communications represent other costs,
such as storage and communication, that should be taken into account.

Juve et al. have studied the performance of three different workflows named
as Montage, Epigenome and Broadband on Amazon EC2 [22]. In this work, they
have used a single node to run a workflow. In this paper, some points have been
highlighted such as the provisioning resources onEC2, the trade-off between cost and
performance, the trade-off between storage cost and transfer cost. The comparison
of cost of running scientific workflow applications in the cloud using Amazon’s EC2
and NCSA’s Abe cluster has also been done. In result, cost of data transfer is higher
in comparison to acquiring resources to execute workflow tasks and storage costs.
They have not considered communication between workflow tasks in a Cloud.

Bittencourt et al. [4] focussed on workflow scheduling problem and used Path
Clustering Heuristic (PCH) [5] to schedule workflow application. They have not
considered available bandwidth for provisioning of the resources. Although many
resource provisioning strategies and scheduling algorithms for clouds have been
proposed for BOTs and workflows [16, 27, 34] even analyzing the impact of VM
provisioning, none have addressed the importance of the provisioning strategies
considering network and storage issues for the case of workflows. For BoTs tests
have shownadependencybetween the twowhich impacts both themakespangain and
the paid cost. In [11], stochastic programming based resource provisioning algorithm
has been proposed for cloud. They have considered the over provisioning and under
provisioning of resources and tried to minimize the cost. They have not considered
the bandwidth constraints at the time of provisioning.

Line et al. [25] have studied the effect of bandwidth at the time of task scheduling.
They have designed an algorithm for scheduling of task on the VM. The major
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drawback is that they have studied the effect of bandwidth only for independent
tasks not for workflows. We have considered the workflow application to study the
effect of bandwidth at the time of resource provisioning.

5.3.3 Our Contribution

Our contribution in this paper is twofold. Firstly, we have defined a Cloud resource
provisioning model for cloud resource management systems in which a Resource
Provisioning (RP)manager has been incorporated. Themain aimof theRPmanager is
to determine some strategies leading to an efficient, comprehensive and performance
driven VM provisioning strategy for a Cloud environment and finding the relative
benefits of increasing the network bandwidth in case of data dependency among
tasks in the execution of scientific workflow and then we get the provisioned set of
resources from the total available resources in the cloud. Secondly, the final decisions
about mapping and execution of the job to the corresponding resource is done by
using the proposed PCH resource provisioning algorithm. It should be noted that we
have considered the cost (BTU) and makespan of the application’s execution as the
user’s and resource provider’s functions respectively which are components of any
real-life based problems.

The main contribution of this paper is the development of a resource provisioning
model that enables the execution of an application according to the users require-
ments. To achieve this, firstly, we generate the workload on the basis of actual experi-
ment on schlouder. Techniques used in the traditional distributed computing systems
have not been very successful in producing efficient and effective results to man-
age the resources. Our proposed implementation of hyper-heuristic based resource
provisioning algorithm minimizes the cost and makespan simultaneously.

5.4 Resource Provisioning Model

We have proposed a resource provisioning model where resource providers give the
facility of resource provisioning to the user for optimum results and better services
and avoid violations of the service level guarantees. The main intent of this model is
to reduce cost and time of workflow applications by considering communication time
and data storage space too. The implementation of this model enables the user to ana-
lyze customer requirements and define processes that contribute to the achievement
of a product or service that is acceptable to their resource consumers.

Figure5.1 shows the resource provisioning in the model. The model executes the
requests as follows:

• In resource provisioningmodel, first of all user tries to access the resources through
cloud portal. User will submit task’s requirements for execution of application.
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Fig. 5.1 Cloud resource
provisioning model

• Onceworkflowapplication is submitted, itwill be given toworkflowanalyzer to get
to know specification of workflow.Workflow analyzer takes the information about
resources from resource information unit and consult with resource provisioning
manager.

• Workflow analyzer then collects the information of available resources from the
Resource Information Unit (RIU). RIU contains the whole information about the
resource providers resources. Resource information unit will keep track the status
of resources and monitoring of resources.

• Resource ProvisioningManager (RPM) takes the information fromworkflow ana-
lyzer.After studying the various parameterswhich the user has demanded,manager
checks for provisioning strategy. The selection of resources is made on the basis
of workflow application’s requirements.

• RPMprovisions the requested resources to the user for the execution of application
in the cloud computing environment only if the requested resources are capable to
the complete the application’s executionprocess on time as per user’s requirements.

• If the requested resources are not available in the current time according to the
resource provisioning to satisfy user’s requirements then the resource provisioning
unit asks user to resubmit specifications for application’s execution.

• After provisioning of the resources, job is submitted through the job scheduler.
After completion of application’s execution; the result is then sent back to the
resource provisioning manager. Finally, the user collects the result. Thus, this
framework exhibits how resource provisioning can be done in the cloud envi-
ronment. A resource provisioning algorithm has been identified as a part of this
model.
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5.5 Problem Statement

The complexity of resource provisioning model is to find ingredient resources for
corresponding application. Any distributed computing environment including either
Grid or Cloud needs to satisfy scalability, management and performance demands.
Scientific applications require huge amount of data for processing. The cost and time
of data transfer and data storage in clouds play an important role to run any scientific
application. Scientificworkflows run on the cloud infrastructure,which is operated by
virtual machines in cloud providers’ data centers and each VM has a limited resource
capacity. Resource capacity constraint plays major role in the VM provisioning on
the task. So, there is a need to exploit resource capacity in terms of Bandwidth to
improve the performance of the application. In this model, provisioning problem
has been considered from both client and resource provider perspectives. We have
considered cost and makespan criteria to check the performance of proposed model.

To consider this problem, a scientific workflow application is represented as a
directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which graph nodes represent tasks and graph edges
represent data dependencies among the tasks. In a workflow, an entry task does not
have any parent task and an exit task does not have any child task. In addition, a child
task cannot be executed until all of its parent tasks have completed.

Thus, even though the problem can be solved by using exhaustive search meth-
ods, the complexity of generating the schedule becomes very high. The over-
all finish/completion time of an application is usually called the schedule length
or makespan. So, the objective of provisioning techniques is to minimize the
makespan and cost of scientific application by proper allocation of the resources
to the tasks considering resource capacity constraint. Let us assume workflow W
(T, E) consisting of a set of tasks. To consider this problem, we have taken a
set of tasks T = {t1, t2, t3, ..........tm} and a set of dependencies among the tasks,
E = {< t1, t2 >,< t3, t4 > .......... < tx , ty >, tm} where tx is the parent task of ty .
V = {v1, v2, v3..........vn} is the set of active virtual machines, connected through
network links. Each resource vi ∈ V has a set of links L = {liv1 .....livk }, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
where li j ∈ R+ is the available bandwidth in the link between resource vi and v j . The
external bandwidth is usually lower than the internal bandwidth, which is common
configuration in real environments. For problem formulation; few assumptions have
been considered as follows:

1. First, we assume that task have unique id with known durations.
2. Users submit their application through a local resource management system,

which requires users to specify a maximum runtime.
3. Second, tasks are not preemptable, i,e the migration of a running tasks is not

possible and jobs can not be suspended to run another job.

The problem is the provisioning of VM to tasks so that the makespan Tmakespan is
minimized. The total execution time can be calculated as:

minimizeTmakespan = maxEFT (t) (5.1)
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minimize(Tmakespan) subject to, Total Cost ≤ Budget. Where B is the user given
constraint on cost. Estimated Finish Time EFT (ti , vn) represent the estimated finish
time of task ti on the resource vn .

EFT (ti , vn) = EST (ti , vn) + win (5.2)

EST (ti , vn) =
{
T ime(vn), i f i = 0

max(T ime(vn), STi ) otherwise
(5.3)

where STi = max∀t_m∈pred(t_i)(EST (t_m, r_n) + w_mn + c_mi) EST (ti , vn) rep-
resent the earliest start time possible for the task i in the resource n at a given schedule.
T ime(vn) is the time when the resource n is available to execute the task i.

Let us consider ti be the task size and p is the processing capacity of resource.

eiv = ti
p

(5.4)

di j = datai j
lr,s

(5.5)

eiv represents the computation time of the task ti on the resource v.
di j represents the communication time between task ti and t j using the link l between
resource r and s. sc(i) is the set of immediate successor of task ti . pred(i) is the set
of immediate predecessors of task ti . eiv and di j are used to calculate the priorities
to the tasks.

Pri =
{
eiv, i f sc(i) = 0

eiv + max∀ j∈sc(i)(di j + Pr j ), otherwise
(5.6)

5.6 PCH Based Hyper-heuristic Resource Provisioning
Strategy

A hyper-heuristic employs at a higher-level of abstraction to stipulate a low-level
heuristic. Low-level heuristic could be applied at any given time, depending upon
the characteristics of the region of solution space currently under exploration [7]. The
work presented in this paper is based on the four low-level heuristics as discussed in
[6, 12]. The procedure of hyper-heuristic is split into two parts: heuristic selection and
heuristic acceptance. Heuristics selection method is very simple to select the low-
level heuristics. Heuristics acceptance can be further segregate into deterministic
and non-deterministic. In the proposed algorithm, we have used tabu search [18] as
heuristic selection method and Path Clustering Heuristic [5] as heuristic acceptance.
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Path Clustering Heuristic algorithm is used to design the initial plan for VM
Provisioning. For each task, a priority based on execution time and transfer times
is computed. Tasks are the ordered descending by their priority rank. Tabu search
is used for low-level heuristic selection with feasible solution for provisioning of
resources in cloud environment. For workflow application’s execution, best heuristic
is found and then the procedure is repeated until all tasks have been scheduled. In
this section, we have discussed solution which will be used to solve the problem.

5.6.1 The Proposed Algorithm

The proposed algorithm first initially schedule the number of jobs using path cluster-
ing heuristic. An efficient resource provisioning strategy has been designed with the
task allocation using PCH as heuristic information. SCHIaaS broker works on the
behalf of the users for all the details related to VM creation, destruction and number
of VM allocated to that application. The main task of broker is to bind the task to
particular VM. The selection of the job for rescheduling and the resource are directly
influenced by the available bandwidth in the communication channels.

In this section, we present the pseudo code of PCH-based hyper-heuristic for
resource provisioning in the Cloud environment. Initial schedule is a partial solu-
tion and is represented as a heuristic (e.g., select, move, swap, drop) or a sequence
of heuristics. A low-level heuristic is any heuristic which is operated upon by the
hyper-heuristic. Low-level heuristics can be simple or complex and are implemented
as follows: (1) task selection and scheduling: the heuristics select task from the
unscheduled list and schedule it in to the best available resource. (2) Try for the best
combination of all tasks and resources until the best combination is found. (3) Move
task ti from its current resource/schedule. (4) Swap tasks: select the tasks randomly
which can swap. (5) Remove a randomly selected task from task list already sched-
uled [28]. This is the only heuristic which will move the search into an unfeasible
region because any task may be unscheduled.Wemake sure that the search can move
back into its feasible region by un-scheduling job that has other valid resources so
that it can move into the next iteration. The low- level heuristics are then applied
so as to find an optimal solution of the problem instance. The objective of PCH is
to find the best low-level heuristic that generates the best solution for resource pro-
visioning problem. The selection process of low-level heuristic in hyper-heuristic
stops after a pre-defined number of iterations. We set a fixed number of iterations to
keep the computation time low. The particle rejects the new solution if it is poorer
than the current solution. The pseudo code of PCH-based hyper-heuristic is given in
Algorithm 1.

• Task list and a random feasible solution is initialized. Then, resource list is obtained
from resource provisioning unit after provisioning of users requests.

• The task to choose best heuristic from low-level heuristics is started.
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Algorithm *
KwDataA DAG G=(T,E) with task execution time and communication. A set V of V VMs with
cost of executing tasks and available Budget B.
KwResultA DAG schedule S of G onto V

initialize Resource list[Number of Resources]
initialize tasklist[Number of Tasks]
Initialize a random feasible solution
tasklist= get task to schedule()
resourcelist= get available resources()

Whilethere are unscheduled tasks in the queue
Forevery resource is in resource list

get the next task from queue
Calculate the priorities of task
IfPCHcost < Budget

compute Estimated Finish Time EFT (ti , vn) and EST (ti , vn) of task ti on the resource
vn
schedule the job on the resource on the basis of finishing time

select the best heuristic from non tabu list
initialize the heuristic list h[h1,h2,h3...hn]
boundary= F_current

For m = 0 → m = k
i= selectheuristic(h_c)

IfFi < Fcurrent

Applyhc
Fcurrent = Fi

addh_cintothetabulist
until terminating condition satisfied

Repeat the every step until terminating condition is not satisfied
PCH based Hyperheuristic Resource Provisioning Strategy

• The value of boundary is set with current feasible solution for accepting the best
heuristic from non tabu list. It calls each heuristic which is not tabu.

• Path Clustering Heuristic [5] acceptance criteria has been used in this algorithm.
After the selection of heuristic, its solution is compared with current solution.

• If the solution is less than the boundary value, then the heuristic is accepted for
resource scheduling.
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• After heuristic selection, heuristic will assign each job to resource from the queue
of unscheduled jobs.

• The process of provisioning of resources to tasks is performed till there are no
unscheduled task in the queue.

5.7 Existing VM Provisioning Strategies

VM provisioning deals with: allocation of VMs, reuse of existing running VMs,
renting a new VM for a new task or when execution time of the task exceeds the
remaining Billing Time Unit (BTU) of the available VM.

In this section, we describe VM provisioning strategies used in the experiments.

• As Soon As Possible (ASAP) minimizes the walltime, regardless of renting cost,
by deploying a VM for each job that could not be serviced immediately by already
provisioned VMs, or when the boot time exceeds the wait time for one VM to
become available.

• As Full As Possible (AFAP) aims at utilizing the BTU as much as possible, hence
minimizing the number of rented resources by delaying the execution of the sub-
mitted jobs.

Both strategies that tend to allocate VMs are better suited for tasks with larger
data dependencies and file sizes. On the other hand these give larger idle times which
do not provide cost efficiency.

5.8 Performance Evaluation and Discussion

SimSchlouder allows to simulate Schlouder with SCHIaaS. SCHIaaS allows to sim-
ulate IaaS with SimGrid. SimGrid implements hypervisor level functionalities (e.g.
start and stop VMs) [1]. SCHIaaS implements cloud level functionalities (e.g. run
and terminate instances). It also supports main VM management functions: run, ter-
minate, suspend, resume and describe instances; description of available resources;
image and instance types management; automatic VM placement on the clusters (in
a round-robin way); boot and other VM life-cycle processes; cloud storage man-
agement. The SimSchlouder has been used for the evaluation due to the following
reasons:

• It supports main cloud broker management functions for scientific computation.
• The type of application can be Bag-of-Tasks and workflows execution;
• Extensible provisioning and scheduling policies.
• There is no limit on the number of application jobs that can be simulated.
• Application Tasks can be heterogeneous and they can be CPU or I/O intensive.
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The experimental setup for cloud resource provisioning model is considered as
Amazon on demand instances with one BTU = 3, 600s. Communication cost is
calculated in terms of GB. The default execution time of simulator is considered to
be the one for the small instance. Transfer times are computed based on a store and
forward model.

5.8.1 Performance Evaluation Criteria

The main aim of the evaluation is to check the validity of the proposed PCH based
hyper-heuristic resource provisioning strategy. To do so, we have implemented
resource provisioning model and the aforementioned proposed provisioning algo-
rithms in a SimSchlouder. We have defined the performance evaluation criteria to
evaluate the performance of strategy. Two matrices, namely makespan and cost is
finalized for evaluating the performance of the proposed work. The former indicates
the total execution time whereas the latter indicates the cost per hour resource that
is consumed by the users for the execution of their applications. The makespan and
cost are measured in seconds and BTU respectively.

5.8.2 Results

In this section, we present the results of our experiments for data intensive tasks. Sci-
entific workflows are both data and computation intensive, with data up to hundreds
of gigabytes exchanged between tasks. A key challenge here is to allocate tasks on
specific cloud instances in order to ensure a minimum amount of data is transferred
between dependent tasks. An analytical model is used for calculation of runtime
by using Feitelsons results [13] Montage workflow ideally suit to this situation as
approx 99% of its execution consists data transfer [33].

Montage is a workflow used in astronomical image processing. Its size varies
according to the dimension of the studied sky region. In our tests we have used a
version with 24 tasks. In general, a workflow application is represented as a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) in which graph nodes represent tasks and graph edges represent
data dependencies among the tasks on the nodes. The workflow dependencies are
quite intermingled and data dependencies may exist across more than one level. This
type of workflow makes it particularly interesting for locality aware data intensive
scheduling. At the same time presence of a large number of parallel tasks makes it a
good candidate for studying the efficiency of parallel VM provisioning policies.

MapReduce is a model first implemented in Hadoop which aims at processing
large amount of data by splitting it into smaller parallel tasks. We depict a version in
which there are two sequential map phases. Its original use and the large (variable)
amount of parallel tasks it can hold makes it useful in the study of various parallel
VM provisioning policies for data intensive tasks and in showing their benefits.
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The number of tasks on each allocated VM is defined by the used provisioning and
allocation policies.

CSTEM, an acronym for Coupled Structural-Thermal-Electromagnetic Analysis
and Tailoring of Graded Composite Structures, is a finite element-based computer
program developed for the NASA Lewis Research Center [19]. CSTEMwas divided
into 15 separate tasks. Its relatively sequential nature with a few parallel tasks and
several final tasks makes it a good candidate for studying the limits of the parallel
VM provisioning policies against the OneVMperTask and a particular case of Start-
ParExceed in which all tasks of a workflow with a single initial task are scheduled
on the same VM.

Our main aim is to make an inexpensive strategy for application’s execution
in Cloud computing environment. In [29], we have investigated the effect of both
strategiesASAPandAFAPon increasing the size of files;weproposed a new resource
provisioning model and PCH based Hyperheuristic Resource Provisioning Strategy
in this paper.

Two types of experiments have been performed to check the validity of the pro-
posed work. In the first case, we have checked the result on makespan and cost by
varyingfile sizes of scientificworkflowapplications. Secondcase represents the result
by varying number of resources for the execution of scientific workflow applications.
An average of fifty runs has been used in order to guarantee statistical correctness.
The simulation results have been presented using SimSchlouder discrete event sim-
ulation so as to test the performance of hyper-heuristic based resource provisioning
strategy. In addition, a comparison of makespan and cost of the proposed algorithm
with existing provisioning strategies such as ASAP and AFAP has been presented. In
order to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, the effects of different
number of applications have been investigated.

Thus, minimization of bothmakespan and cost of an applicationmay conflict with
each other depending on the price of the resources. Themost important characteristic
applicable to real-world scenarios is that how each algorithm responds to different
heterogeneity of applications and resources.

5.8.2.1 Test Case I: Effect on Makespan

In this case, the effect on makespan under three resource provisioning strategies. It
can be seen from figure that as we have increased the file sizes of montage applica-
tion, PCH based hyper-heuristic resource provisioning strategy gives less makespan
in comparison to both strategies ASAP and AFAP. From ratio 0.25, makespan is
increasing at very high rate under ASAP in comparison to AFAP. We are getting
higher makespan under ASAP but there is a gradual decrease in under AFAP (cf.
Fig. 5.2a). The reason of growth in the makespan is the simultaneous execution of
all tasks and consumption of more power with limited bandwidth that the platform
is providing. ASAP although being costly gives efficient output due to parallelism
of VM employed and asynchronous data transfer contributing to parallel disk and
network I/O. PCH based hyper-heuristic resource provisioning strategy gives bet-
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Fig. 5.2 Effect on makespan for data intensive workflows

ter result due to optimal decision as communication increases between files. The
proposed strategy tries to use less number of VMs to make best utilization of the
resources as per the user’s requirements. This strategy tries to schedule dependent
job on the same machine. At initial stage, workload analyze will analyze the require-
ments. The maximum communication among the dependent jobs are within single
VM; we are getting less makespan.

Mapreduce is data intensive application (consisting of parallel tasks) and an
increase in the file size results into the increase in makespan (cf. Fig. 5.2). Makespan
for execution of mapreduce application under the proposed resource provisioning
strategy is increase at initial stage when communication is increased. After ratio
0.25, makespan is decreasing. The reason is that PCH based hyper-heuristic resource
provisioning startegy is meta resource provisioning strategy when communication is
zero; this strategy tries to start more number of VMs to reduce waiting time but later
realize communication is increasing then tries to schedule further jobs on the same
already running machines. Whenever there is balance between communication and
computation, the proposed strategy and AFAP starts give same results. On one hand,
ASAP provisions a new VM for job, as long as it predicts that the resulting gain in
performance will overcome the communication time penalty. ASAP gives result in
opposite to other two strategies.

CSTEM workflow application consists of parallel and sequential tasks. For exe-
cution of CSTEM workflow, as we increase the file size, the makespan is noticeably
stable under both strategies PCH based hyper-heuristic resource provisioning strat-
egy and ASAP. Makespan is decreasing under PCHHRP and AFAP as shown in
(cf. Fig. 5.2) At ratio 0.25 onwards, AFAP performs more well in comparison to
PCH based hyper-heuristic resource provisioing strategy and ASAP. For CSTEM
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workflow, the difference between all strategies is decreasing. ASAP performs more
dynamically for virtualized CSTEM workflow.

5.8.2.2 Testcase II

The cost is much lower than in comparison to AFAP and ASAP where as the per-
formance of ASAP is more dynamic as shown in Fig. 5.3a. Figure5.3 shows that
cost per applications increases as the ration increases. The existing algorithm based
application’s execution resulted in a schedule which is expensive in comparison to
PCH based hyper-heuristic resource provisioning strategy. For mapreduce applica-
tion; the total number of BTU is stable underASAP aswe have increased the file-size.
After ratio 0.3, BTU starts increasing under both strategies. A decreases of makespan
under AFAP causes an increase in BTU. The main weakness of AFAP strategy is
its sensitivity to runtime predictions. These predictions are used to determine the
suitable time for the scheduling of the jobs to the same BTU in order to minimize the
cost. It leads to more extra cost. On the other hand, AFAP postpones jobs executions
in order to occupy most of BTUs created by each started VM. The cost for execution
of CSTEM is stable under PCHHRP till ratio 0.25 Fig. 5.3. For CSTEM application,
BTU is more as compare to AFAP. Whenever, ASAP tries to give less makespan
then total number of BTU is increased under ASAP. In this case, ASAP’s limits
could be analyzed. The most interesting case is that of PCHHRP which produces
more stable makespan and BTU throughout the different applications. It has been
concluded that PCHHRPis more reliable for data intensive applications. We have
identified that ASAP is more expensive strategy for data intensive application. The
second observation is that makespan is higher under ASAP for every application

Fig. 5.3 Effect on cost for data intensive workflows
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as file size increases. As we have increased the file-sizes; the makespan for both
policies is increasing but makespan under AFAP is increasing at very slow rate in
comparison to ASAP. ASAP’s efficiency is well analyzed in the presence of parallel
tasks. Result demonstrated the structure of workflow, the task execution times and
file-size. Depending on what user seeks (faster executions and more savings) differ-
ent combinations need to be used. The exception of this point seems to be the case
of sequential application.

5.8.3 Effect of Resources

In this case, we have shown the effect of number of resources on data intensive
workflows. The results depict that by increasing the number of resources, the total
execution time increases thus decreasing the performance of the cloud. PCHHRP
and AFAP perform better when the number of resources is less in comparison to the
number of jobs. As shown in Fig. 5.4, makespan increases at high rate under ASAP
in comparison to PCHHRP and AFAP. For montage scientific workflows, ASAP
increases makespan at high speed but for CSTEM workflow applications, makespan
is less as CSTEM workflow application is combination of parallel and sequential
tasks. In this experiments, we kept the file sizes same and increased the number of
resource to observe the behavior of resource provisioning strategies.

The same trend we can observe in the Fig. 5.5 the effect on cost as we kept same
number of jobs. If there aremore number of resources then cost increases for both data
intensive workflows montage and CSTEM. For mapreduce workflow applications,
cost increases at very less speed. The cost of application execution using PCHHRP is

Fig. 5.4 Effect of resources on makespan for data intensive workflows
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Fig. 5.5 Effect of resources on cost for data intensive workflows

much less in comparison to the execution cost using existing provisioning strategy.As
the cost variations within the cloud resources are not significant so the cost benefits of
only 6–9% were noticed. However, more benefits can be anticipated if the variations
are higher. Thus PCHHRP outperforms all the existing provisioning strategies when
the application execution cost is high, which is an important case for a large-scale
cloud computing environment.

PCHHRP performs better among all three resource provisioning strategies. As
full as possible is always better and more economical than the other strategy ASAP.
Due to denser job packs (VM internal) coupled with less communication partners
(across VMs) the communication overhead is lower. These systems are not set up
with high performance interconnects and too much uncertainty is present in these
allocations. This is why larger number of resources will always be worse, unless you
are in a dedicated high performance network (Infiniband or similar). This observation
indicates that our strategy gives an equally good performance in comparison to that
given by other strategy.

Based on the observations, we concluded that a meta strategy could be expected
to play a major role for execution of data intensive workflows. In cloud computing,
the main goal of the providers is to minimize the makespan whereas the goal of the
user is to minimize the cost for applications.

5.9 Conclusions and Future Directions

Resource provisioning model is presented for the execution of scientific workflows
in cloud computing. We have considered different types of application mix of com-
putation and data intensive application. Communication time can be consider at the
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selection time of resource provisioning strategy. This paper mainly focuses on the
resource provisioning problems for data intensive workflows in the cloud comput-
ing environment. Result demonstrated the structure of workflow, the task execution
times and filesize. Depending on what user seeks (faster executions and more sav-
ings) different combinations need to be used. QoS based resource provisioning strat-
egy is proposed. The experimental results show that the PCH based hyper-heuristic
resource provisioning strategy outperforms the existing provisioning strategies in all
the cases. The proposed strategy not only minimizes cost but it also minimizes the
makespan. A cloud is dynamic and diverse, which is rendered by various applications
and resources. All this raises various theoretical and technical questions. In future,
we’ll consider data storage that is also one another important aspect for the execution
of scientific application in Cloud environment.
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Chapter 6
Consolidation in Cloud Environment
Using Optimization Techniques

Ritesh Patel

Abstract The services offered by cloud computing and its usage are increasing day-
by-day. Due to the elasticity characteristic of cloud computing, many organizations
are now moving their services on cloud data centers. A cloud disaster recovery
requires migration of a VM from one data center to another without disconnecting
the user. Live VM migration is a key concept to transfer VM without disrupting
services. Server consolidation and scheduled maintenance are added advantages of
it. In cloud computing, moving large size of VM from one data center to other data
center over a wide area network is a challenging task.

Keywords Live Virtual Machine(VM) migration · Virtualization · Network
protocol stack · Cloud data center

6.1 Introduction

Process migration was hot topic in virtual computer systems since 1980s. Research
community got some success to carry our process migration for the few category of
applications. Milojicic [22] gave a survey and problems associated with process
migration. Major problem is the residual dependencies that a migrated process
has with operating system. Examples of residual dependencies include open file
descriptors, shared memory segments with other processes and other local resources.
Research community gradually comeupwith newsolution: instated of process,whole
operating system can bemigrated. To achieve this hardware visualization is required.

Increase of bandwidth at end user has increased demand to perform operations on-
line Indeed, it increases the requirement of efficient resource management in the data
center. Many big players of Cloud Service providers such as Google, Amazon and
Microsoft, are providing cloud solutions in terms of product or in terms of services
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[39]. Amazon [4] and Microsoft [21] are providing services through portal. Other
organizations can create their private cloud using product based solutions like VM
ware, Xen and Microsoft hypervisor. Users may demand their services for Compute,
Storage, Networking solutions and much more. Cloud providers are providing these
services through Data Center where all the hardware elements are virtualized and
made available to users based on their need. Cloud providers are able to provide
these services through any one of three levels of Virtualization.

Hardware virtualization [19] is a powerful platform for making clear separation
between real hardware and operating system. Applications and resources can be
loaded in that operating system. It facilitates to virtualize CPU, RAM, Secondary
Storage and Network. Multiple OS can be run simultaneously using hardware visu-
alization.Migrating entire operating system instances [33] across distinct physical
hosts provides ease of manageability for administrators of data centers.

6.2 Virtualization

Virtualization forms strong foundation for cloud computing. It separates strong tie
up between operating system and computer hardware by purring separate thin layer
of virtualization. There are three levels of virtualization exists (i) Application virtu-
alization, (ii) OS virtualization and (iii) Hardware virtualization.

1. Application Virtualization where same application can be executed on different
OS platform by introducing virtual execution environment.

2. Operating System Virtualization where functionality of operating system is
abstracted into container and it can be easily ported on different machine.

3. Hardware Virtualizationwhere components of computers are virtualized to run
multiple operating system.

6.3 Virtual Machine Migration

Virtual machine migration is a key feature of virtualization. It enables a easier man-
agement of large variety of tasks.
Advantages of Live Migration [14] are:

1. Reduce power consumption using VM consolidation.
2. Improve reliability with business continuity and disaster recovery.
3. Efficiently manage IT infrastructure using single management console.
4. Exploitation of resource locality for performance and resource sharing.
5. Simplified system administration and mobile computing for instance as used by

commuters from office to home.
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6.3.1 Live VM Migration

Moving a running virtual machine between different physical machines without
disconnecting the client or user application is known as live VMmigration. But, it is
obvious that, user may not access application for some duration of time depending
on the type of migration. But that duration is negligible with respect to features
provided. Live migration is a key feature [24] of virtualization. It enables a large
variety of management tasks to manage very easily.

There are two approaches to live VM migration. (1) Managed migration (2) Self
Migration. As shown in Fig. 6.1, in managed migration, VM controller is responsible
to monitor and migrate VM on targeted host. While in self migration, migration stub
[11] on host would transfer VM to the targeted host. Migration stub is responsible to
find out suitable host for migration and carry out task related to migration.In either
of above approach do not require to modify guest OS to support live VM migration.
Major advantage of manged migration is it allows various heuristics to be applied at
central controller which reduces implementation complexity.

Migrating an virtual machine involves to transfer of in-memory state and disk
state. Several research problems are identified and solved to perform an efficient
transfer of VM. Depending on whether VM migration suspends user processes, it is
categorized under Cold and Live migration, as shown in Fig. 6.2. In cold migration,
VM is shut down at source host and restart in targeted host. The user would lose the
connection. In live migration, VM is continuously transferred to targeted host while
the user is accessing data. Further live migration in divided into two types, Seamless
migration and Non-seamless migration. In seamless migration, user would not get
disturbed while migration is going on, and non-seamless migration, user processes
would be suspended at source host and resumed at the targeted host [5, 29].

Fig. 6.1 Approaches of VM migration
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Fig. 6.2 Types of VM migration

In cold migration, VM is shut down at source host and started in targeted host.
The user would lose the connection as well as current computing. In live migration,
VM is continuously transferred to targeted host while the user is accessing data. This
kind of scenario is suitable to applications which has characteristics like busty with
small duration of time. Examples includes web traffic.

Live migration in divided into two types, Seamless Migration and Non-seamless
Migration. In seamless migration, user would not get disturbed while migration is
going on, and non-seamless migration, user processes would be suspended at source
host and resumed at the targeted host [5, 29]. Differences among these migration are
(i) downtime suffered by user (ii) whether user need to take some action to continue
operation or not.

Seamless live VM Migration [31] is carried as illustrated in Fig. 6.3:

1. Phase i: Pre-Migration: Selection of VM to be transferred and Host on which VM
will be shifted will be carried out here.

2. Phase ii: Resource Reservation: Resources like primary and secondary storage,
network bandwidth allocation, CPU Cores, on the destination are reserved.

3. Phase iii: Iterative Copy: In-memory image VM is treated as sequential blocks.
One by one block is transferred to the destination host in a number of iterations.
VM is not stopped yet on the source host. Blockswhich aremodified in the current
iteration will be transferred in the next iteration on the destination host. Number
of iterations determine the efficiency of the migration process.
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Fig. 6.3 Live migration steps

4. Phase iv: Pause-and-Copy: Once the number of modified pages reaches to the
below threshold in particular iteration, VM is suspended at source, then CPU
state and other remaining modified memory blocks are transferred to target host.

5. Phase v: Post-migration: Device drivers are mapped to the new VM. To inform
new network attachment, it advertises MAC addresses using the ARP unsolicited
message which changes the network binding of MAC address to layer 2 devices
and mapping of MAC to IP address in hosts in the network.

In pre-copy migration, phase-iii will be iterated until it reaches to some threshold
value. In post-copy migration, phase-v performed after phase-ii, means users will be
connected to targeted host first and required pages are transferred using page fault
at remote location and rest pages are transferred in single iteration.

Pause-and-Copy is an example of non-seamless migration. It is considered the
simplestmigration technique.But it leads to higher downtime aswell as servicewould
not be available for that duration of time. It involves stopping current VM, copying
to target host and restarting VM at target host. Network also plays important role
to transfer VM if network transfer is involved. As compared to Live VM migration,
stop and copy takes less time of VM transfer as it does not need to support the current
connections. This approach is easy to implement and control. Disadvantages is that
users suffers from unavailability of VM during VM transfer. Even if migration is
carried out over WAN, VM would not be available until DNS gets updated. Non-
seamless migration is out of scope of thesis work so it is not discussed further.

Depending on the writable workload on the VM, current hypervisors perform
live VM migration from milliseconds to few seconds. VMware [23] a proprietary
solution and KVM [18] open source solution facilitates with live VM migration.
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The advantages of Live VM migration are as follows:

1. Migrating VM moves residual application and all its dependencies which exist
with the OS. No need to detach applications and its dependencies.

2. VM is migrated with network credentials, application level restarts or reconnect
is not required at the targeted host.

3. Easy administration of virtual machine in clustered and non-clustered environ-
ment.

4. Facilitates efficient use of hardware.
5. Preventive maintenance can be scheduled without disturbing user.
6. Server consolidation becomes easy.
7. User access time can be improved by using follow-the-sun [31] scenario.

LiveMigration time ismostly affectedby the (1)VMmemory size (2)Rate ofmod-
ification of blocks in subsequent iteration (3) Application workload on VM which
increases rate of modification of blocks (4) Current network bandwidth between the
source and destination servers (5) Hardware configuration of the source and desti-
nation servers (6) Amount of buffer allocated to the transport layer of hypervisor.

6.3.2 Properties of the Live VM Migration

Followings are the properties of the VM migration over LAN as well as WAN [12]

• Continuous operation: The VM should continue to provides services while trans-
ferring its in-memory and local storage.

• Consistency: File system is remain consistent after VM migration on destination
machine.

• Minimum service disruption: Migration should not significantly degrade the
performance of services running in the VM.

• Transparency: Treatment of services running inside the virtual machine should
be same as the OS is running on hardware. The VM’s open network connections
remain alive, even after an IP address change, and new connections are seamlessly
redirected to the new IP address at the destination.

6.3.3 Performance Metrics

The following are the metric parameter [17] to evaluate any live VM migration
method.

1. Preparation Time: Time between initiating migration process and transferring the
VMs processor state to the target node, during which the VM continues to execute
and dirty its memory.
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2. Down Time: It is time that VMwould not be available to the user. It is also known
as non-availability time. At the end of migration, user VM is paused and all the
pages are migrated to target host. This time the VM is not available to the user. It
is also known as pause time.

3. Pages Transferred: VM image is divided into a number of blocks called pages [?].
VM image is transferred by picking up one page by page. So, a unit of transfer
is pages. There is a trade-off between size of the page and dirtied pages. If the
page size is larger than the possibility of a number of dirtied pages will be less
and vice versa.

4. Resume Time: It is pause time caused by reconnection to the target host.
5. Total Migration Time: Total time taken by host machines to migrate VM from

source host to target host. Total time is very important because it affects the release
of resources on source node.

6. Performance Degradation: When Virtual machine is migrated from one host to
another, the application would suffer a little bit pause time.

By literature survey and various experiments, it could conclude that totalmigration
time heavily depends on the network throughput and reaction of congestion control
algorithm. Following are the other parameters which also affect the performance of
live VM migration.

1. Total size of VM.
2. Size and Number of pages of VM.
3. Dirtying rate while VM migration takes place.
4. Currently available network bandwidth.
5. Current Network Traffic.
6. Congestion Control Algorithm at transport layer.
7. The buffer allocated to application at Socket Layer (both at sender and receiver

side).
8. Queuing mechanism at intermediate node/switch/router.
9. Network utilization during live VM migration.
10. Ingress and Outgress data traffic.

Server consolidation is one of the requirements of the data center to make energy
efficient [1]. VM Migration is a key concept in server consolidation where heavily
loaded and lightly loadedVMs aremigrated to another host tomeet the SLAviolation
and efficient energy consumption required in the data center. VM migration is also
performed across data centers to perform disaster recovery, pre-planed data center
maintenance and migrating VM as closer to users to solve the problem of response
time [31].

6.3.4 Applications of Live VM Migration

According to need, VM can be migration within LAN andWAN network. Following
are the applications within datacenter.
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• Server Consolidation [27]: Aggregating VMs on single host is known as server
consolidation. Using live VM migration multiple VM can be transferred to single
host to utilize resources fully.

• Energy Conservation [27]: In host, 70% of energy is consumed by non computing
elements. To conserve energy, VMs running on underutilized node are transferred
to other host and under utilized hosts are shuted down. Reducing resources without
affecting application performance

• Avoiding SLA Violations: In case of requirement of performance, VM can be
shifted to under utilized host to avoid SLA.

• Service Load Balancing [27]: Quick instances can be created by copying in-
memory copy of VM.

Following are the needs to perform VM transfer across Data Center

• Fog Computing [6, 30, 32, 38]: Cloud computing is characterized as a group of
PCs and bunch of servers associated together over the Internet to form a client-
server system. Today, the large number of ventures and substantial associations are
starting to receive the Internet of Things, the requirement for a lot of information
to be collected at the center node for the further processing. Fog Computing is a
framework in which certain application procedures are managed over infrastruc-
ture and it is overseen at the edge of the system by a gadget. It is, basically, a center
layer between the cloud and the equipment to empower more proficient informa-
tion handling, investigation and capacity, which is accomplished by diminishing
the measure of information which should be transported to the cloud.

• Follow the Sun: User applications can be brought near to user geographic area to
reduce latency.

• Disaster Recovery The capability to relocate a virtual machine (VM) form one
physical host to other physical host can fundamentally help an organization to
enhance business reliability. It also facilitates to perform server hardware mainte-
nance without affecting users.

• Hybrid Cloud Computing: Private data center is integrated with public cloud. VM
can be migrated from public to private to cut the billing cost. Same way VM can
be transferred to private to public to carry maintenance of private cloud without
worrying of service availability.

6.3.5 Four Decision Pillars of Migration

1. When to Migrate: It deals with requirement of the migration. Where VM need to
be migrated or not. There are many approaches and each approach have pros and
cons. Simplest approach is to manual VM migration where each VM is picked
up manually ans transferred to other data center. Its good for small data center
wherein time consuming in larger data center.
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a. Auto
b. Manual
c. SemiAuto / Semi Manual
d. Host Over loading Detection
e. Host Under loading Detection
f. heuristics

i. An adaptive Utilization Threshold
ii. Local Regression
iii. Robust Local Regression

2. What to Migrate: It deals with proactive VM migration, where it has statistics of
all VMs and applies some heuristics to decide the order of VM migration. It is
also possible to transfer more than one VMs simultaneously.

a. VM Selection
i. The minimum Migration Time Policy
ii. The Random Choice Policy
iii. The Maximum Correlation Policy

3. How toMigrate: Its a reactive kind ofVMmigration,where decisions ofmigration
is made during in transit VM scenario.

a. Compression Algorithm
b. Network aware migration

4. Where to Migrate

a. Within same Data Center: This would transfer VM using LANmostly using
infiniband switches.

b. Outside Data Center (Other data center): This involves transferring data
from one data center to other data center using WAN. Root challenges are
of high latency and higher downtime observed by user.

c. VM Placement: It deals with in which host this VMmust be placed efficient
work. It also requires heuristics to decide best combination of host and VM
combination.
i. An adaptive Utilization Threshold
ii. Local Regression
iii. Robust Local Regression.

6.4 VM Consolidation

VM consolidation is one of the requirements of the data center to make energy
efficient [1]. VM Migration is a key concept in VM consolidation where heavily
loaded and lightly loadedVMs aremigrated to another host tomeet the SLAviolation
and efficient energy consumption required in the data center. VM migration is also
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performed across data centers to perform disaster recovery, pre-planed data center
maintenance and migrating VM as closer to users to solve the problem of response
time [31].

VM Consolidation is technique to reduce the number of active PMs by consol-
idating multiple underloaded VMs into one physical machines. VM consolidation
includes

• VM Selection
• VM Placements

Following are the advantages of VM consolidation

• Reduce the amount of active physical machine,
• Reduce the data center footprints,
• Indirectly reduce power consumption,
• Energy conservation

6.4.1 VM Selection

VM selection refers to selecting VM for themigration to different host. VM selection
can be initiated either by host over-load detection OR host under-load detection.

VM can be selected from one of the approaches:

• Minimum Utilization: The VMs with the lowest CPU utilization are selected for
the migration.

• Maximum Utilization: The VMs with the highest CPU utilization are selected.
This approach is very useful to meet SLA.

• MinimumMigration time: The VMs with the lowest calculated migration time are
selected. Lowest migration time is calculated using current size of VM and current
load on VM.

6.4.2 VM Placement

After VM is being selected for migration, it required to find the suitable host for the
migration is known as VM placement. Once the VM is running and migrated to other
host then it is known as VM placement.
Following are the approaches of VM placement:

• Power Saving based approach
• Application based approach
• Service Level agreement based Approach
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Many algorithms are proposed for efficient VMPlacement like first fit, single dimen-
sional best fit, volume based best fit, dot product based fit, constraint based approach,
bin packing problem, stochastic integer programming, genetic algorithm, network
aware etc.

6.5 Components of Live VMMigration

Virtual machine live migration facilitates to move a virtual machine running on
one physical host to another host without disturbing application availability. Live
migration catches aVM’s totalmemory state and the condition of all its processor core
are collected and send it to memory space on destination host. The destination host
then loads the processor cores and resumes VMs execution. All virtualization tools
offer live VM migration: VMware offers vMotion, Microsoft offers Live Migration
in Hyper-V, and Citrix Systems offers XenMotion.

Live Migration over WAN has some issues. First, because of the high-latency
characteristic of links in the WAN, VM migration takes longer time. Second, after
migration the VM will be allocated new IP address, seamless application reconnect
is require.

Following are the components of live VM migration:

1. Need for the migration
2. Selection of VM to be migrated
3. Selection of host on which VM is to be migrated
4. Allocating resources at destination machine
5. Migrating CPU State
6. Migrating in-memory image
7. Migrating disk pages
8. Migrating network

• Redirecting network to destination machine
• Redirecting clients to destination machine

9. Modeling VM Migration

• Cost of VM Migration.

6.5.1 Need of Live VM Migration

Live migration of VM allows transferring a VM between physical nodes without
interruption and with a very short downtime. However, Live VM migration nega-
tively impacts performance of application performance running inside VM during
migration. Requirement are framed either within or outside data center migration.
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As we have seen the previous section that Within Data Center Energy Conser-
vation,Server consolidation, Mitigating SLA violations and Service Load Balancing
are the major need of VM migration.

ServerConsolidation and energy conservation are co-relatedwith each other. Load
on the server changes based on the customer location of geographic boundary. As
servers would not be heavily loaded during night hours, thoseVMcould be combined
and put on single host.

The benefits of server grouping together include higher efficiency, reducing power
and cooling costs, and the flexibility to move workloads between physical servers.

As we have seen the previous section that Across Data Center Fog Computing,
Follow the Sun, Disaster Recovery and hybrid cloud computing are the major appli-
cation areas.

Availability of computational resources and network resources during migration
are also real time issues [10] to have control over live VMmigration. Processor share
of VM depends on the scheduling policy of operating system. To estimate accurate
time required to transfer pages of in-memory VM, bandwidth should be constant.
Fixed bandwidth of 100Mbps is taken for consideration and probabilistic based LRU
policy is used to evaluate work.

In fact, frequentVMmigrationwould lead to increase of overhead [34]. Therefore,
it is necessary to define heuristics very carefully such that it should avoid frequent
VM migration. Bing wei combined heuristics of energy optimized and workload
adaptive modeling for migration. Workload characteristics are analyzed to avoid the
unnecessary migration. Even in case of decrease of workload, it avoids to migration
VM.

6.5.2 Selection of VM to be Migrated

Selection ofVMcan be based on average post-migrationCPU, load on the destination
PM, cost of the migration, and expected load distribution in the system after the
migration.

Energy guided migration [34] model selects the best VM by considering VM’s
current memory and utilization of CPU [13].

S. Zaman and D. Grosu [40] suggested auction based VM selection policy. Two
strategies are suggested, Push and Pull. In push method, an overloaded physical
machine acts as a seller. PM constitutes actioned parameters PM communicates this
information to other using multicasting protocol. The underloaded PM acts as a
buyers. The buyers may bid on one, several, or all auctioned VMs. The seller selects
the best host from the bids.

In pull strategy, underutilized PM acts as seller and advertises free resources. The
other PMs, mostly overutilized, in the system are potential resource buyers that bid
with for the resources. The seller decides which bid it accepts and initiates the VM
migration.
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6.5.3 Selection of Host on Which VM is to be Migrated

Workload adaptive model [34] selects the best migrating target physical server with
the lowest power consumption. In addition, it determines the suitable migration
moment in terms of both the performance and the trend of workload.

6.5.4 Migrating In-Memory Image

In this section modeling in-memory image and predicting of migration time mathe-
matically are discussed..

F. Checconi, T. Cucinotta, andM. Stein [10] presented technique for livemigration
of real-time virtualized machines. The achievement of research is very low and
predictable down times, as well as the availability of guaranteed resources during
the migration process.

Total time for the migration is calculated by

t f =
(
P + H

bd

) K∑
k=1

nk + td (6.1)

where nk is number of pages in kth iteration, P is page size in Bytes, H is overhead
of bytes, bd is constant bandwidth available during migration and td is downtime
observed by user.

Downtime td is expressed as

td =
(
P + H

bd

)
nk+1 (6.2)

where k + 1 is last iteration of themigration duringwhich all the pages in kth iteration
is dirtied.

As per Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2, total migration time and downtime is inversely proposal
to the bandwidth available during migration.

Assumption: Bandwidth of fixed size 50Mbps.
FutureWork: Different policies can be developed and tested for reordering page

to be transferred. To reduce the migration time

• Derive heuristics which reduces time by reducing dirty rate.
• Perform testing on different values of bandwidth.
• Derive heuristics which rearranges pages to be transferred in each iteration [10].

C.Clark,K. Fraser, S.Hand [11] presented thatmigrating theVM’s fromone physical
host to targeted host can be can be accomplished by any one of three approaches.
Approaches are assessed based on the requirements of minimizing both downtime
and total migration time. The downtime is the period during which the service is
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unavailable to user due to pause time of VM instance. This period will be obased
as service interruption by client. The migration time is the duration between when
migration is initiated and client gets reconnected with VM on targeted host.

Push migration VM continues to destination server and pages are pushed by the
server agent to the destination server. Pull migration has two parallel transmission.
First its normal transmission and second is pulling (page on demand) transmission.
Either on any types of migration, network migration remains challenging task.

6.5.5 Migrating Disk Pages

Following are the classification approaches of migrating disk pages

1. Replica based
2. Pull mode
3. Push mode
4. Hybrid mode

S. Al-Kiswany, D. Subhraveti, P. Sarkar, and M. Ripeanu [3] presented
VMFlockMS, a migration service optimized for cross-datacenter transfer. Authors
suggested two approaches to reduce migration time and minimize pause time caused
by migration. First, VM deduplication: Multiple copies of VM is deployed is active-
passivemode. Once the active copy is unavailable then one of the passice copy of VM
will be made active. Second, Accelerated Instantiation: It crates partial set of data
based the access patterns observed in last few moments. Evaluation of VMFlocks
shows that it can reduce the data volumes to be transferred over the network to as
low as 3% of the original VM size.

Method: Duplicate VM Image is kept on multiple data center. Data are copied
frequently. Its not migration its about VM Duplication

Thought: VM Duplication is solution here. Disadvantages are resource wastage
and lower down efficiency of network bandwidth.

K. Haselhorst, M. Schmidt, R. Schwarzkopf, N. Fallenbeck, and B. Freisleben
[16] suggested replica based solution. Write on both the site. Multiple copies of VM
are kept at multiple sites. Read operation is carried out from any one copy but write
operation is performedonall the duplicated sites. For this purpose, a novelmechanism
based on distributed replicated block devices (DRBD) has been presented that allows
for synchronous writes on the source and the destination host.

Issue: Synchronization of VM storage for live VM over WAN. Main Challenge:
writable part need to be synchronized.

B. Nicolae and F. Cappello [25] suggested to use active push prioritized prefetch
strategy. It uses combination of pre-copy and post-copy to performmigration. It starts
with pre-copy but end with post copy.

Challenge: Disk storage transfer under high I/O intensive workload.
K.Haselhorst,M. Schmidt, R. Schwarzkopf,N. Fallenbeck, andB. Freisleben pre-

sented VM migration over WAN, targeting to synchronize the storage on the source
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and destination before transferring control to the destination. They have introduces
two issues:

• The same disk content may change repeatedly. This lead to frequent write on
destination server. This, increases migration time.

• Rate of change of disk content is higher than the data rate of copying it to destina-
tion. Thus migration becomes impossible and it could have a negative impact on
performance of application.

Problem addressed: When to transfer phase from pre-copy to post-copy.
It uses least frequently access policy during post-copy transfer. It uses sequen-

tial packet transfer in post-copy phase. Along with this it uses hybrid active push-
prioritized prefetch strategy. Performance of live migration reach to 10x faster, con-
sumed to 5x less bandwidth and resulted in high I/O throughput.

J. Zheng, T. S. E. Ng, and K. Sripanidkulchai [42] presented Workload aware
scheduling of transfer of chunk. Also size of chunk depends on workload of VM.
The benefits of scheduling increases as the available network bandwidth decreases,
as image seize gets larger and as I/O rate gets increase. Authors validated results
with five representative applications.

6.5.6 Migrating over Network

Live migration can be carried out differently in LAN and WAN.

• Local area network redirection: In LAN environment, migrating VM would
carry its local IP address with it. There will not be a problem of transport layer
connection reset. Only Layer 2 redirection is sufficient. Layer 2 redirection com-
promise with drop of in-flight packet which are occurring at last iteration of migra-
tion. To ensure about the network remapping of layer 2, ARP advertisement is sent
in the network to assign new IP address and its corresponding MAC address.

• Wide area network redirection: VM migration over WAN is similar to LAN
but VM migration over WAN possesses different challenges which are elaborated
below.

There are some issues while dealing with WAN VM migration are as follows:

1. High latency: VMmigration gets high latency while VM ismigrating from source
host to destination.

2. Network reconnect because of change in IP address.
3. Higher application workload (I/O intensive workload).
4. It Slow downs performance of multiple VM transfer.

Higher latency lead to lower data transfer rate. If data transfer rate is lower than the
VM dirty rate, VM migration becomes endless process. It continuously involves to
transfer pages whichwill bemodified again and again. It is recommended that Higher
bandwidth should be available during the transfer of VM or at least last iteration
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Fig. 6.4 CloudNet:VPN Proxy Based Migration

going on. Layer 3 redirection would break connection. Layer 3 redirection changes
the layer 3 addressing facility. So it would reset application layer connection, network
applications need to be restarted. To mitigate this issue Mobile IP [7] is a solution
where a node on the home network (the home agent) forwards packets destined for
the client (mobile node) in terms of care-of address on the foreign network.

VPN Proxy based method [37] To lower down downtime and migration time, [37]
have suggested CloudNet, a VPN based proxy mechanism to overcome problem of
WAN migration. Figure6.4 shows a pair of VPCs, cloud 1 and cloud 2, that span
multiple cloud data centers, but present a unified pool of resources to each enterprise
sites. A VPN controller is responsible for the remapping of the VM to cloud site.
It uses further MPLS based VPN to increase naming abstraction. Dynamic VPN
reconfiguration deploy and move resources between cloud data centers. Figure6.4
shows a pair of VPCs that span multiple cloud data centers, but present a unified
pool of resources to each enterprise.

J. Cao, L. Zhang, J. Yang, and S. K. Das [9] solved the problem of connection
migration at transport layer level by a secure token negotiated at connection estab-
lishment time. That token will be subsequently used during connection migration to
identify the legitimate session of TCP.

DNS updates are suggested in Dynamic DNS as a means of relocating hosts after
a move. In WANVMmigration, the migrated VM gets a new IP address. Temporary
network redirection scheme [12] provided solution by combining IP tunneling [28]
with Dynamic DNS [35].

Dynamic Rate-Limiting for Migration Traffic [11]

The downtime suffered by user can be reduced by increasing the bandwidth limit
[11] with lower and upper bound. Bandwidth can be adapted dynamically during
each precopy iteration as well. Fixed bandwidth could be allocated to first precopy
round then subsequently, bandwidth could be increased as iteration is progressing.
Bandwidth limit could be derived from the previous iteration’s dirtying rate.

TCP Freeze [8]

M. V. Bicakci and T. Kunz [8] have proposed a cross-layer feasibility for vir-
tual machine live migration between various subnets. The live migration process
is straightforward to the correspondent hosts, and this is accomplished by having the
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Fig. 6.5 TCP freeze: initial topology

old host of the moved virtual machine act as a proxy server at Layer 3. Further TCP
freeze mechanism is used to stop the in-transit packets.

Features of TCP Freeze

1. Guest Operating system is aware of live Migration process.
2. TCP Freeze is used to stop further generation of in-transit packets.
3. Ip-in-IP tunnel is set from source host to destination host to prevent from recon-

nection for existing connection.

Once the virtual machine is live migrated, it will have two IP addresses: IP
address on the new subnet, and IP from old subnet(by means of the IP-in-IP burrow
from the source have). Figure6.5 shows initial topology before migration take place.
Figures6.5 portray the means taken when a virtual machine is relocated more than
once between various hosts. In Fig. 6.5, the virtual machine is running on Host 1,
with an IP address of 111.123.10.10.A customer, C1, has a dynamic association with
Host 1.

As can be found in Fig. 6.6, the virtual machine is then moved to Host 2, which is
on another subnet. The new IP address of the virtual machine is 111.123.20.20. This
point of time all the connection to VM a would get disrupted. Subsequently, Ip-in-Ip
tunnel is created for this connection tonewly created IP subnet address.111.123.20.10.

New client C2 wants to get connected to VM, but this time using the virtual
machine’s new IP address 111.123.20.20.
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Fig. 6.6 TCP freeze: network topology after migration to network-1

Finally, the virtual machine is migrated to Host 3, as can be seen in Fig. 6.7. In this
case, two tunnels will be created at VM running of host 3. Firt tunnel is created from
Host 1 to host 2 to support in-flight data of client c1 and second tunnel is created
from host 2 to host 3 to support in-flight data of client 2. Noe if either C1 or C2 resets
the connections, tunnel is no longer available. It identifies VM with newly allocated
IP address i.e. 111.123.30.20. Any further connection of client will be connected to
11.123.30.20.

VM Turntable [31]

The ability to move live VMs over a other long distanced data center addresses the
issues [31] of many key serious case situations, particularly when user should not be
aware about migration.

For a wide area migration of VM must have short downtime in spite of RTT.
This is particularly valid for data center with hundreds or a huge number of virtual
machines arranged for a hypothetical selection of VM to be transferred. Uponmigra-
tion, the system endpoints be consistently adjusted to the new environment, with no
earlier understanding, ans should also implement different addressing scheme than
the original environment. The adjustment of the endpoints must happen transparently
with respect to end users. Much of the time, the new environment must be thought
to keep equal or better access than the source environment required by the virtual
machine (Fig. 6.8)
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Fig. 6.7 TCP freeze: network topology after migration to network-2

VM Shadow [15]

VM Shadow considers virtual desktops and gaming application servers that required
to bemoved closest to the client.VMShadow is a framework to consequently upgrade
the area and execution of area delicate virtual desktops in the cloud. VMShadow con-
tinuously performs fingerprinting of aVM’s system activity aswell as geo-location of
other data center to conclude best VM-Datacenter pair for each clients. VM Shadow
utilizes WAN-based live movement and another system association relocation con-
vention to guarantee that theVM relocation and resulting changes to theVM’s system
deliver are transparent to end-clients.

Transparent VM migration is achieved in two phase. In the first phase, it iden-
tifies VM to be migrated and data center where the VM is placed. In second phase
it performs transparent VM and connection migration across geo-location without
disturbing current connection.

Given a multiple cloud with L locations and N VMs, the shadowing algorithm
accomplish following steps. In step 1 of algorithm, it identifies good candidates to
move from current data center to other data center based on location sensitive ranks
of all VM. Threshold is defined to make decision whether VM need to be migrated
first or not. It also counts the resources availability at other cloud sites. In step 2, it
determines other data center for transferring VM based on the geo-location of each
VMwith respect to data center. It identifies k closet cloud sites by geographic distance
and determines network distance by observing delay of user with each of k sites. All
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Fig. 6.8 VM turntable IP tunneling

selected k sites are ranked by their network distance. In step 3, cost-benefit analysis
is carried out for the selection of VM and corresponding data center. Cost counts
overhead to transfer in-memory and disk image of VM. Benefit(B) is calculated by
following formula.

B = w1.(l1 − l2) + w2.
(l1 − l2) ∗ 100

l1

where w1 and w2 are weights, l1 and l2 denotes the absolute latency increase or
decrease seen by the VM due to a move and the second term is the percentage
latency decrease. Percentage increase or decrease should not be considered alone to
take decision [12]. Suppose l1 is of 1 unit and l2 is 2 unit. Then percentage increase of
bandwidth is 100%. In other casewhere l1 is 50 units and l2 is 75 units then percentage
increase is only 50%. Above formula counts percentage increase/decrease and also
benefits of absolute value as well. Weighted are associated to increase or decrease
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preference over relative or absolute increase/decrease. Suggested value of w1 = 0:6
and w2 = 0:4 are 0.6 and 0.4 respectively.

Further it formulates cost-benefit trade-off by Integer Linear Program optimiza-
tion. At last, it transfers VM to the selected data center. Simple rank based greedy
approach is used to transfer VM one by one.

Transparent VM and Connection Migration

In the first phase, VMShadow attempts to optimize the performance of location
sensitive VMs by moving them closer to their users, it is mandatory that migration
should be transparent to user. In the second phase, nested hypervisor is used to
relocate the VM easily in new data center without affecting application connection.
Xen-blanket [36] provides nesting of hypervisor. That prevents VM from disruption
of services due to change in network address. As shown in Fig. 6.9 one more layer
added to the Xen hypervisor known as xen-blanket. Xen-blanket layer provides user
level machine monitoring. Xen hypervisor facilitates service provider level machine
monitoring.

Live WAN Migration Over WAN:

Live migration of VM inWAN has more issues than LANmigration. There is limited
work done on migration over the wide area. VM shadow performs following points
to carry out transparent VM migration over WAN (Fig. 6.10).

Fig. 6.9 Xen Blanket Architecture
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Fig. 6.10 Each VM containing two Logical Interfaces

Redirecting Network to New Location of VM:

There exists two solutions as specified below:

1. Network layer solution- IP Tunneling, VM Turntable.
2. Transport layer solution TCB(Transmission control block) change MobiSocket.
3. Application layer solution -Dynamic DNS.

Z. Pan, Y. Dong, Y. Chen, L. Zhang, and Z. Zhang [26] presented CompSC, a solution
of hardware state migration that achieves live migration support on pass-through
network devices.

MobiSocket-Transport Layer Solution

The problems associate of other approaches are non-transparent end-to-end operation
of TCP session, as well as the requirement of new infrastructure entities (the middle
agent) and triangle overhead. TCP Control Block(TCB) maintains connection state
of each client. It contains information about connection sate, associated processes
and state associated with state transition of connection. It usually maintained per
connection basis. The MobiSocket updates new IP address with old IP address in
TCB. In this sense only the TCP at the MH is affected, while at the CH the TCP
session is not disturbed. Working procedure of MobiSocket:

Consider that TCPconnection is goingonbetweenMobile host andCorrespondent
host. Types of message exchanges are mentioned in Fig. 6.11.

MSOCKS [20]: InMSOCKS, Transport LayerMobility is presented that permits not
only change the connection to the network, but additionally to control which organize
interfaces are utilized for the various types of information leaving the network. Here
client is having multiple NIC card is assumed. They have implemented transport
layer connectivity using split-connection proxy architecture and TCP splice is used
to split connection proxy that provides end-to-end semantics.

The architecture of MSOCKS is give in Fig. 6.12. As shown in architecture, the
MSOCKS architecture consists of three pieces: A user levelMSOCKSproxy running
in proxy server, kernel level MSOCKS proxy running in proxy server and MSOCKS
library running in Mobile Node. No modification required in correspondent host.

Disadvantage: Proxy server is required and mobile node need to be modified.
TCP Redirection TCP-R [14] is an extension of TCP which maintains application
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Fig. 6.11 Message exchange of Mobisocket between MH and CH

Fig. 6.12 MSOCKS architecture

level connection in case of change of IP address at network layer. It is backward
compatible to TCP. It provides the efficient and secure support for mobility. Also
it does not require intermediate entity to perform further action. Only sender and
receiver is modified. In mobile computing environment, IP changes very frequently
as users move from one region to other region. “Continuous Operation” is the center
heart of TCP redirection. When mobile node moves from one location to another
location it follows reconnection procedure. It devices that steps into “Continuous
Operations” and “Compensative Operation”.
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Fig. 6.13 TCP-R state transition diagram

Figure6.13 represents TCP-R state transition diagram. Mobile node is in ESTD
state whenever it is communication with correspondent host. When mobile node
moves to other region it sends RD_REQ request and goes to RD_SENT state. Upon
receiving RD_REQ, correspondent host goes to RD_RCVD state and it also sends
AT_REQ request. Either of the side sending of REQ ensures that they have received
all in-transit packets.

6.6 Modeling VMMigration

Modeling Performance Degradation

Performance degradation due to migration and downtime experienced by user
depends on the application’s behavior [33]. If behavior of application is frequent
write, then it lead to updation of pages frequently, it forces to have a higher number
of iteration for VMmigration. Time required to complete the migration [?] for shared
storage area network is defined as

Tm j = Mj

Bj
(6.3)

where Mj is the amount of memory used by V Mj , and Bj is the available net-
work bandwidth. keeping in the ming that Bj is constant bandwidth available during
migration.
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It is also found that during migration CPU cycles of source and destination hosts
are utilized to the migration process. The total performance degradation by V Mj is
defined as Pdj

Pd j = 0.1X
∫ t0+Tm j

t0

u j (t)dt, (6.4)

where, t0 is the time when the migration starts, u j (t) is the CPU utilization by V Mj .
It is also concluded that number of VM migration should be avoided to reduce

the SLA violations.

6.7 Modeling Downtime, Number of Pages Transferred,
Network Utilization

Analytic performance modeling [2] of live VM migration is derived in terms down-
time, total number of pages transferred and network utilization for uniform dirtying
rate.

Downtime observed by user can be modeled as Tdwon

Tdown = P(n + 1) ∗ τ = Ps ∗ τ ∗ pn+1 (6.5)

where τ is time required to transmit a page of VM over the network, Ps is the number
of memory pages of VM, pi is network utilization during i t h iteration of migration,
n is iteration number during which pages are migrated before downtime, so n + 1
is the final iteration for which user observes downtime and P(i) is number of pages
copied during iteration i .

Total migration is sum of rime required in pre-copy and time required during
downtime. Pre-copy itself is iterative in nature. It is modeled as Tpre−copy

Tpre−copy =
n∑

i=0

T (i) =
n∑

i=0

Ps ∗ τ ∗ Pi = Ps ∗ τ ∗ 1 − pn+1

1 − p
(6.6)

Total migration time Ttotal is

Ttotal = Tpre−copy + Tdown (6.7)

Ttotal = Ps ∗ τ ∗ 1 − pn+2

1 − p
(6.8)

Total number of pages migrated during migration PTotalMig is

TtotalMig = Ps ∗
(
1 − pn+1

1 − p
+ α

)
(6.9)
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Gain(G) as the ratio between the downtime without live migration and with live
migration.

G = Ps ∗ τ

Tdown
= Ps ∗ τ

Ps ∗ τ ∗ Pn+1
= 1

Pn+1
(6.10)

The utilization of network Unet is defined as

Unet = p − pn+2 + α(1 − p)

1 − Pn+2
(6.11)

where α is the representation of uniform dirtying rate of VM. α < 1. Most programs
under VM exhibits principle of locality reference. It means probability of accessing
page is very frequent. Those pages are called Hot pages. In the first iteration of VM
it copies all the number of pages of VM. Second iteration onwards it copies only the
pages which are dirtied. There are two different situations. First, all the dirtied pages
will be transferred in multiple iterations. Second, all dirtied pages are transferred
with downtime without any more iterations. In the first situation total downtime,
total pages transferred, Gain and network utilization are modeled as

Deffective = Dnh(1 − β) + Dh ∗ β (6.12)

pef f e = Deffective ∗ τ (6.13)

Tdown = Ps ∗ τ ∗ Pn+1
e f f (6.14)

PTotalMig = Ps ∗
(
1 − Pn+1

e f f

1 − Pef f

)
+ α (6.15)

G = 1

Pn+1
e f f

(6.16)

Unet = Pef f − pn+2
e f f + α(1 − pef f )

1 − Pn+2
e f f

(6.17)

In the second situation total downtime, total pages transferred, Gain and network
utilization are modeled as

pnh = Dnh ∗ τ (6.18)

Tdown = Ps ∗ τ ∗ [(1 − β) ∗ pn+1
nh + β] (6.19)

PTotalMig = Ps ∗
[
(1 − β)

(
1 − pn+1

nh

1 − pnh

)
+ (α + β)

]
(6.20)
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G = 1

(1 − β) ∗ pn+1
nh + β

(6.21)

Unet = (1 − β)(pnh − pn+2
nh ) + (α + β)(1 − pnh)

(1 − β)(pnh − pn+2
nh ) + (β)(1 − pnh)

(6.22)
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Chapter 7
Virtual Machine Migration in Cloud
Computing Performance, Issues
and Optimization Methods

Preethi P. S. Rao, R. D. Kaustubh, Mydhili K. Nair and S. Kumaraswamy

Abstract This chapter tries to broaden the reader’s perspective on Virtualization
and how it works at the heart of Cloud Computing. Advantageous features of vir-
tualization such as cost effectiveness, portability, security etc. can be manipulated
to effectively provide cloud services to users. Virtualization can create an image of
personal servers while in reality storing, processing and manipulation of data is done
on a few physical servers present at the data centres of cloud service providers. We
further focus on need for virtualization in the following topics: migrate workloads
as needs change, protect apps from server failure, maximising uptime, consolida-
tion and resource optimization. That done, we want the reader to learn about the
architectural design of working and storage structures of a key virtualization tech-
nology, VMWare) elaborating on their functionalities, how performance goals are
met, reduction of complexity and increasing reliability, security.

Keywords Virtualization · Big data · Cloud computing · VM Migration ·
Optimization · vSphere

7.1 Introduction to Cloud Computing and Virtualization

This chapter tries to broaden the reader’s perspective on Virtualization and how it
works at the heart of Cloud Computing. Advantageous features of virtualization
such as cost effectiveness, portability, security etc. can be manipulated to effectively
provide cloud services to users.
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7.1.1 Cloud Computing

It can be described as a technique of accessing storage and data processing servers
remotely to overcome the drawbacks of local computation.

7.1.2 Virtualization

Virtualization can create an image of personal servers while in reality storing, pro-
cessing and manipulation of data is done on a few physical servers present at the data
centers of cloud service providers.

7.1.3 Case Study: Benefits of Virtualization Reaped by Sports
Therapy, New York (a Health Care Provider)

Sports Therapy of New York, a health provider having 24 locations across the city,
saw the advantage of virtualization when it was able to overcome the loss of money
and time caused by repeated failure and large downtime of physical servers (Bigelov,
2011). The warranties of the physical servers bought in 2005 had expired, and were
causing around 24–30h of downtime for each crash. They selected VMware for
server virtualization, and currently, 12 VirtualMachines (VMs) are hosted on 3 phys-
ical servers. Future vision is to get 10 desktop virtualization using VMware vision.
This lead to growth in reliability and increased availability, thereby overcoming the
requirement of high maintenance for the small-scale organization.

7.2 Introduction to VM and Its Role in Resource
Management

According to Popek and Goldberg [7], a Virtual Machine is an efficient, isolated,
duplicate of a real computer machine. Here, a physical computers resources are
shared among different virtual environments, which are then presented to the users.

The physical resources of server include memory, CPU, disk and network. VMs
help in making efficient use of physical resources of servers in the cloud. These
VMs are typically used in data centres, where they can be copied, moved, reassigned
among the host physical servers to optimize the utilization of the current underly-
ing hardware. VMs provide partitioning (running multiple VMs in single server),
isolation (VM is isolated from other VMs on same server), hardware independence
(running VMs without modification on any server).
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Fig. 7.1 Example of VM setup

Hypervisor or Virtual machine monitor (VMM) is required to run VMs. Resource
sharing among the VMs, keeping track of the state of VMs, hardware resource emu-
lation etc., is done by the hypervisor. Load balancing, solving resource contention
among VMs, unifying multiple OSes and fault tolerance are other functions of the
hypervisor. In a typical data center, just 5–15% (on an average) of the physical servers
are in use, but use up all the available resources, including high electricity cost (air
conditioning needed to cool down the servers). With the use of virtualization, data
centers can aim at around 70–80% resource utilization, resulting in greater ROI
(Return On Investment).

7.2.1 Typical VMs Setup

Figure7.1 shows a block diagram shows set up of two ESXi hosts managed by
VMWare vSphere tool discussed at the end of this chapter. ESXi host is installed
in two physical machines (PM) with IP address: 10.0.2.70 and 10.0.1.68. On top of
that, VM1 and VM2 are installed on the first host and a single VM is installed in the
second physical host. This is an example to show usage of multiple VMs on a single
host. These multiple VMs share the resources of the physical machine (PM).

7.2.2 Case Study on the Motley Fool

The Motley Fool is a company providing online financial services and is based in
Alexandria, VA, USA. Traditional data centers proved to be frustrating due to low
efficiency, high power consumption, less available space, and difficulty in scaling up.
They decided to move to VMware vCentre and are currently about 75% virtualized,
with 200VMs running on10physical hosts. This lead to 33% less power consumption
of servers, gain in space and improvement in flexibility.
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7.3 VM Performance Overhead in Cloud Data Centers

Many companies are opting for pay-as-use model in the cloud services, where the
users pay only for the specific amount of resources that they use. Investing huge
amount of money in indigenous computer infrastructure is costly, especially for
small-scale companies.

There exists SLA (Service Level Agreement) between the users and the cloud ser-
vice providers, detailing the resources needed at peak and non-peak hours, acceptable
downtime period etc. Overcommitting the cloud resources can end up in violating
the SLA, whereas loss of revenue occurs in case of underutilization. In order to bal-
ance the two, the data centers opt for dynamic resource management while providing
cloud based services [1].

In the data centers, multiple VMs are installed on each physical hardware, which
helps in providing efficient services to the users. Virtualization based approach in
cloud centres has advantages, such as - generation of less heat, reduced hardware cost,
easy backup, faster recovery, reduced carbon footprint, and operational efficiency.

The performance overhead factors, reasons and solutions of VMs used in data
centres are discussed below. Performance overhead might be caused due to VM
migration, snapshotting of VMs, and resource isolation of VMs.

7.3.1 VM Migration

Migration means moving a VM from one host to the other. The host can be in the
same or different physical server [4]. VM migration is done under the following
conditions [6]:

7.3.1.1 Avoiding Server Sprawls

Server sprawls is an event whenmanyVMs are under-utilized but are taking upmuch
more resources than needed for their workload. By migrating the VMs to other host,
the administrator can make better resource optimization. This is also called server
consolidation, where the VMs are all brought together onto fewer machines, and the
free hosts can be shut down to save electricity costs.

7.3.1.2 Balancing of the Load

Load on the VMs have to be evenly distributed. Sometimes, specific VMs may have
severe load, whereas other VMs may be idle. In such a scenario, applications and the
VM itself may be moved from one physical server to the other using VM migration.
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Fig. 7.2 Types of migrations

7.3.1.3 Avoiding Hotspots

Hotspotmeans the conditionwhere theVMdoes not have sufficient resources to fulfil
the SLA requirements. To remove hotspot, the resources can be provided locally by
the same physical machine. Migration of VMs can also be done to remove/mitigate
the hotspot.

7.3.2 Types of Migration

Figure7.2 shows two types of migrations: live (hot) and non-live (cold). In live
migration, the source VM is kept running, and migration is done simultaneously. In
non-live, the user can feel the interruption while the VM is being migrated. Service
will be down until the migration is complete. This non-live migration can be done for
the non-essential services of the cloud, where the continuous working of application
is not necessary.

7.3.2.1 Live Migration

The live migration has two components in it:

1. The control is transferred to the destination of the migration.
2. The data is then transferred to the required destination.

Algorithm for live migration

1. The hypervisor will mark all pages as dirty.
2. Algorithm will then start transferring the dirty pages iteratively across the net-

work till either the remaining pages are under certain threshold or the maximum
iterations are exhausted.

3. The pages at the source are marked as clean.
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4. Since the migration is live, the source VM will be working during the migration.
Hence, previously clean pages may be marked dirty again by the hypervisor, and
will need to be transferred to the destination again.

5. The VM is then suspended and remaining pages are transferred completely. The
VM will now resume its functionality at the destination.

Pre-copy

In this approach, pages are transferred continuously without suspension of source
VM. Once sufficient pages are transferred, VM gets suspended at the source and the
remaining state is transferred to the target physical machine.

Post-copy

As described above, the goal of pre-copy is to keep the service downtime as small as
possible, achieving through minimizing the copying of VM state. In this pre-copy,
throughmultiple iterations, thememory state is transferred, followedby the processor
state. In contrast, post-copy method does exactly the opposite: the processor state is
copied and sent to the target host, followed by transferring the memory state.

Advantage of post-copy over pre-copy is that in pre-copy, if the workload is
write-extensive, more pages are dirtied and have to be retransmitted. This leads to
the increase in VM downtime.

Algorithm for Post-copy

1. The processor state is copied first from source to the target.
2. VM at the target is started.
3. VM memory pages are actively pushed to the target.
4. Concurrently, thememory pages that the target faults andwhich are not yet pushed

are demand-paged to the source through the network.

7.3.2.2 Non-live Migration (Cold Migration)

Its also known as suspend-and-copy. The VM is turned off or suspended till the
migration completes.

Two Cases of Cold Migration:

1. If a suspended VM is migrated, then the compatibility issues of the CPU must be
met in the new host. This is needed to enable the running of suspended VM and
resume executing the instructions from the new destination when the migration
is complete.

2. If a turned off VM is migrated, then CPU compatibility checks are not needed.

In cold migration, the virtual machines can be migrated to different data-store as
well. Generally, the configurations files, the log files, BIOS files and suspend files
are all moved to the destination storage area. The associated disk files can be moved
to the destination host situated in the other data-store as well. The main advantage
of cold migration is that the setup (host and the destination) need not have shared
memory.
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7.3.3 VM Snapshot

Snapshotting is a process, apart from VMmigration, which causes overhead in VMs
performance. Snapshotting of a VM means copying the virtual machine’s disk file
at the given point in time. (Using the snapshot, retrieved from https://www.vmware.
com/support/ws4/doc/preserve_snapshot_ws.html)

In case of any errors, or system failure, the VM can be successfully restored to
the earlier working state through the snapshot.

7.3.3.1 Steps in VM Snapshotting

The following steps take place when a snapshot is taken:

1. The virtual machine is paused.
2. Differencing disk for each VHD (virtual hard drive) is created and is associated

to the VM. Note: Differencing disks mean a VHD (virtual hard disk) that is used
for storing all the changes made to guest operating system or another VHD. The
main purpose of differencing disks is to maintain record of the changes made so
that It can be reversed if necessary.

3. A copy is made of the VMs configuration file.
4. The virtual machine is then resumed.
5. The VMs memory is saved to the disk once the VM resumes.
6. In this process, if the operating system attempts to make a write operation, it

must be intercepted and let the original contents of memory get copied. After
copy operation is done, the write operation is resumed (this write is not reflected
in the snapshot)

7.3.3.2 Restrictions in Snapshotting

• Snapshot alone cannot provide backup in the cloud data centres.
• Size of the snapshot file cannot exceed the size of the original disk file.
• Snapshot requires additional disk space, thereby affecting the performance of VM.
• Reliance on snapshot for VM which has extensive data changes is not recom-
mended, as inconsistencies might occur when the VM is restored through the
snapshot.

• When a snapshot is taken, any writable data now becomes read-only. Size of
snapshot file increases rapidly with write-heavy data.

• Potentially serious and unintended consequences may occur in the form of data
loss if the virtual hard disk which is connected to a VM that has snapshots is edited.

VM snapshots are used mainly in testing and development stages, enabling us to
quickly revert back to a previously working state of the VM. In production environ-
ment too, the snapshots can be used before undertaking a risky operation.

https://www.vmware.com/support/ws4/doc/preserve_snapshot_ws.html
https://www.vmware.com/support/ws4/doc/preserve_snapshot_ws.html
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7.3.3.3 Deleting a Snapshot

When a snapshot is deleted, the saved state file and the configuration files are imme-
diately deleted, and the snapshot entry is removed from the user interface.

7.3.3.4 Types of Deletion

1. If a snapshot which has no other snapshot referencing it is deleted, then all the
files associated with the snapshot get deleted.

2. If a snapshot with only one descendent (snapshot which references the current
snapshot) is deleted, then the snapshot differencing disks will be merged together
and the configuration along with saved state files will be deleted.

3. A snapshot may have two descendants dependent on it (two or more snapshot
referencing to the current snapshot). Deleting the snapshot in such a case will
result in deletion of the configuration and the saved state files - but the differencing
disks wont be merged till the number of descendants is one.

7.3.4 Shared Cloud Network and Contention Issues

• SAN - Storage Area Network
This is a type of network which provides access to block level data storage and
is used to enhance the performance and speed of accessibility of storage devices,
like tape and disk arrays. Typically, the amount of data which can be accessed by
a server is limited by the storage attached to it. Instead, a common storage utility
is made accessible to multiple different types of servers. SAN provides high speed
data transfer between storage and the servers which use the data.
In SAN, the applications servers need not store all relevant data. Instead, they can
be optimized for running their own applications. The shared space storage ensures
the peak storage of individual servers is met easily. The physical machines use
the LAN to communicate with the storage, hence potentially causing performance
issues and creating bandwidth.

• Storage QoS
Storage QoS (Quality of Service) includes bandwidth, latency and queue depth.
Here, queue depth refers to the number of operations waiting to be executed to
the disks. Storage QoS options differ from vendor to vendor, and third-party offer
them too. In the shared network system, a spike in usage from one user can cause
decrease in performance in other users of the same network. This is called “noisy
neighbour effect”.
Using performance monitoring tools, the storage administrator can analyse the
minimum IOPS (input output per second) required by a typical VM. These IOPS
can then be reserved for each VM to avoid contention by the storage QoS. This
method can also be used to put a limit to the maximum bandwidth usage per VM,
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applicable for the high-demand VMs. This way, resource contention can be man-
aged.
Also, reduction in number of VMs sharing common storage is needed to avoid
performance degradation. Bottleneck needs to be identified using performance
monitoring, and this can give the exact cause of the problem.

• Virtual switch
Virtual switch will enable one VM to communicate with another. This is more
than just forwarding packets of data. These switches can monitor data packets
before forwarding them. This helps in moving and migrating VMs from one host
to another and in expanding server virtualization. Functionality of switches also
include maintenance of a table of MAC address to port. This is used to forward
the frames from the ports to the correct destination.

7.4 Optimization in VMMigration

7.4.1 Optimizing VM Migration in Networking

Networking in virtualization brings together globally placed entities into a single
software controlled unit. This embodies various software and hardware resources
and their functionalities to form a virtual network [11, 14])

Some approaches of optimization are:

1. De-duplication

2. Throttling

De-duplication

Pre-copy is a popular method in migration where pages are migrated and copied onto
the target system one after the other. Once a threshold number of pages are migrated
to the destination, the state of the VM is suspended on the host and is completely
migrated.

This approach obviously shows the disadvantage of having to transfer duplicate
data thereby leading to an increase in:

1. Migration Time.
2. Down Time (time for which the hosts have to be suspended).

In the event of repeated updation of a page on the host machine during pre -copy,
the copies of the updates have to also be stored repeatedly on the destinationmachine.
This leads to excess memory usage in the host as well as destination.

The graph in Fig. 7.3 clearly shows the relative improvement for different chunk
sizes when original disk access method was replaced. For 128 bytes it went down to
just 6% and for 512, 4096 and 16384 bytes it went down to 10, 6 and 2% respectively.
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Fig. 7.3 Graph showing chunk size versus relative improvement for disk access [10]

Fig. 7.4 Steps in hash based deduplication (From left to right)

De-duplication deals with this drawback by comparing data blocks/pages to iden-
tify duplicates and erase redundancy during migration. It employs hash based de-
duplication where the data blocks are fed to a hash function which compares them
against the entries in a hash table. If similarity is found the count of occurrence for
that block is incremented and it is marked as redundant. If a unique block is found
it is added to the hash table. Thus it now only contains non redundant data and only
these aremigrated. This leads to efficient storagemanagement and reducedmigration
time.

In the Fig. 7.4, the memory is divided into small chunks and each is allotted a
unique ID. They are compared to find duplicates and these are removed and replaced
by pointers to the actual chunks. Thus only the dissimilar chunks remain and the
migration process is accelerated. Data blocks/chunks in de-duplication can be:

1. Fixed sized: Memory is divided into fixed sized blocks. This makes it fast
and simple. But smaller blocks require more processing to be done to achieve
de-duplication whereas large blocks require less processing but efficiency de-
duplication decreases with increase in size.

2. Variable sized: Takes care of disadvantages of de-duplication of fixed sized
blocks but CPU overhead increases in trying to determine the size and boundary
of each block.
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Throttling

The network may sometimes experience an overload in migrations if all of them are
triggered at the same time. In these situations, it is necessary to throttle the flow of
VMs on a network. Here, throttling means controlling the number of VMs travelling
towards a destination host away from a source host.

One way to achieve throttling to restrict the bandwidth available for the VMs.
A maximum upper limit can be set that will signify the upper boundary of usable
network bandwidth for a VM.

Bandwidth can also be allocated according to the conflicts arising between dif-
ferent VMs migrating at the same time. Some can get a greater bandwidth compared
to others instead of having fixed bandwidth boundaries for all.

• Transfer Throttle
Assume that the pages are being updated continuously at the host machine. These
pages are marked dirty and should hence be updated on the destination machine.
These dirty pages are transferred on the net bandwidth allotted to the VM. The
rewriting rates of each of the pages on the destination machine is then measured.
If this sum is more than the allotted bandwidth, the transfer of pages that remain
on the source are throttled.

• Increasing redundancy to increase network throughput
Bringing redundancy in network components such as the NIC can prevent stop-
pages due to component failure in the network. A physical NIC can be assigned
to each virtual server. This prevents any interference between VMs running on the
same physical machine.
NICs can also be connected to their switches. In case of NIC or switch failure,
each server can directly connect to the backbone network. [13]
Example: In VMware, a virtual dual switch can be configured to act as an interface
on a pair of NICs.

7.4.2 Optimization in Application Performance

• Write throttling
Sometimes, during migration, rate at which applications create dirty pages on the
host can be faster than the allotted bandwidth of migration. This has to be curbed
to have a stable synchronization effect between the source and destination. In the
case of “the number of dirty pages exceeding a limit”, the kernel interrupts the
application and stops it from creating more dirty pages. It then waits for the dirty
pages to be “cleaned” at the destination. This process is write throttling.

• Optimization through resource management
Application performance can be optimized by predicting their performance for a
given allocation scheme of resources. This prediction can also be used for resource
management in an environment where number of applications have increased
rapidly and the number of resources remain the same.
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Conventionally, each application would have a dedicated set of resources that it
can use without having to share. But with growing number of applications on dif-
ferent VMs, resources must be optimally timed and shared across the network of
VMs.
Traditionally, multiple VMs would work on similar applications and demand for a
single type of resource by all VMs had the potential to create serious bottlenecks.
An approach to optimizing application performance can be - allocating different
applications to different VMs. That way all resources can be used uniformly across
VMs without having to send demand for a single resource at the host by all VMs.

• Dynamic write throttling
It is a technique that overcomes the drawbacks of currently deployed static sized
buffers. In case of an event of congestion detection, the clients buffers are to be
dynamically throttled.
This ensures that the rate at which the client’s buffer is being written at is slowed
and an event of bursty traffic (very high bandwidth usage for a short time period)
is avoided to optimize networking conditions and application performance on the
host as well as destination increases.

• Rate Limiting
Rate limiting deals with restricting to and fro traffic between applications running
on VMs either present on their source machines or destination machines.
Some Network Interface Cards on host machines supports hardware that limit
rate of input and output of buffer queues. With increasing server consolidation
(resources provided by the server are optimally used to have less number of
servers), the need to have rate limiting hardware is important to protect servers
from uncontrollable, congestion-causing, traffic.

7.4.3 Power Optimization

Withvirtualization itwas possible formany applications to be runon a limited number
of servers. This drastically reduced the number of hardware resources required.
Furthermore, the possibility of being able to migrate applications from one physical
machine to another leads to optimal load balancing, and while one physical machine
can run more than one application, the other physical machines can be put to sleep
thereby conserving power.

Virtualization and VM migration also reduces the memory power (constitutes
up to 19% of the total machine power) consumed.

Clients usually have complex SLAs and cloud service providers, in order to meet
them, must overprovision resources. Heavy usage of resources leads to high opera-
tional costs of servers in datacenters. The electrical energy consumed and thus the
emission of carbon increases.

Optimal provisioning of resources is the solution to reducing the negative impacts
and keeping up with the SLAs of the clients [11].
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This is a difficult job as applications requested by the clients along with the SLAs
they provide suffer from tremendous diversity.

Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling(DVFS) Algorithm

It is an algorithm developed to optimize energy consumption in cloud data centers.
The frequency of operation of the processor is adjusted based on the current need.

Thermal design point/Thermal design power is the amount of heat dissipated by
a computer system. It is measured in Watts. Now, power is a product of amount of
flow of current in an electrical unit per unit time and the potential across it (voltage).
Thus, a watt = amps * volts, where the current is measured in amps and the voltage
is measured in volts [12].

This equation makes the power be directly proportional to the voltage under a
constant amperage. Hence adjusting the voltage can directly influence the amount of
power dissipated. DVFS algorithm is used to adjust the MIPS (million instructions
per second) frequency and optimize the electrical energy dissipation by fluctuating
the potential (voltage) as per requirement on the selected machine.

The DVFS works by selecting an appropriate Virtual Machine and adjusts the
frequency. The operation of the VM is then adjusted to the required clock frequency
instead of the original frequency it is required to run on.

Input: The algorithm takes the VM that is victimized and the frequency that is
required to be set as the input.

Output: The output of the algorithm is consumption of energy that is optimized. It
is measured in Watts.

Case Study for Power Optimization

Data centres use 40–60% of additional power for maintaining a cool environment for
the servers. Some cloud service providers hence sought to bring down this energy
expenditure by setting up their data centres in places with a cold climate.

1. Facebook: Lulea, in Sweden, has a Facebook data center 70 miles south of the
Arctic Circle. Since it is located very close to the Arctic Circle, the climate is
quite cold and the energy requirement for cooling was largely mitigated.

2. Google: The DeepMind AI (Artificial Intelligence) unit was put in charge by
Google to optimize its power usage. Thismethodwas cited to reduce the electricity
used in cooling by as much as 40

3. Microsoft: The idea of having underwater data centers is being explored at
Microsoft.

7.4.4 Storage Optimization

The concept of virtual storage can be described as - Storage in form of uniform
memory chunks are present on various physical machines either locally or remotely.
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Virtualization helps in accumulating these chunks together to form a picture of con-
tiguous memory for the benefit of the clients. Thus a client does not have to wholly
rely on the constricted memory available on the local physical machine it is running
on [9].

You can pick one the below two steps to optimize virtual hard disk storage:

1. The hardware used to store the virtualized hard disk must have a high through-
put and good performance. A SAN (Storage Area Network) or SCSI disk (Small
Computer System Interface) can be used. SCSI allows a computer to be interfaced
with peripheral such as tape drives, CDS, disk drives, printers, etc. and this allows
a fast and flexible data transfer rates. A SAN provides access to storage devices
that are either present locally or remotely by forming a network of these devices. It
overcomes the limitation of a LAN network that is usually incapable of accessing
devices located outside its reach.

2. Although having fragmented chunks of memory is an advantage over large con-
tiguous chunks, a periodic fragmentation is necessary especially in a dynamically
growing VHD(Virtual Hard Disk) environment. This is because the virtual mem-
ory dynamically becomes larger and the amount of fragmentation increases with it.
This makes it harder to keep track of each of the fragment and also the concept of
contiguous memory becomes harder to achieve.

Storage Migration - Optimization and Best Practices

This concept dealswithmigrating the virtual hard disks of aVMwhile being available
for usage by the VM.

Steps in Migrating a VHD:

1. The read-write operations begin and end at the source VHD all through themigra-
tion process.

2. The new or modified contents are then copied later to the destination VHD.
3. Any dirty or outstanding pages are committed at the destination after checking

with the source VHD.
4. Complete synchronization of the source and the destination takes place and

switching of VM takes over from old VHD to the new one at the destination.
5. The VHD is deleted at the source.

Best Practices

1. Knowing the form of the data in the VHD that is being migrated is important
along with form it will take after migration on the destination machine.

2. Prior to moving the data, its extraction, deduplication and transformation has to
be done.

3. Guidelines for migration must be followed so that the VHD is migrated in a
precise and orderly manner.

4. Accuracy of the data can be checked through various validation tests.
5. Review and verification of the data should follow migration.
6. All the steps from the start of migration to its end must be documented.
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7.4.5 Cost Minimization Algorithm

The cost minimization algorithm can be formulated as,
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The algorithm consists of 3 steps (Table7.1):

• Sorting of Clients and dynamic assignment of resources: Client’s status con-
sideration from the previous timestamp as well as resource demand estimation for
next decision time period determines the sorting of clients. The result is used in
creation of VMs on the available servers. But this may lead to under-utilization of
servers and uncompetitive sharing of resources.
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The above formula describes the minimization of the cost for the client that was
chosen after the sorting process.

Algorithm 1: Dynamic Programming Resource Assignment
Inputs: Cp, Te, costmi , λi , f ci ,C p
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Outputs: φi j , αi j (i is constant in this algorithm)
ga = granularity of alpha;
for(j=1 to number of servers)
for(αi j = 1/ga to 1)
φi j = optimal resource shares based on KKT conditions
C( j, αi j ) = CpTe(P0

j + P p
j )αi j + zi j costmi + Te f ci αi jλi exp(−(C p
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Table 7.1 Variables used in the algorithm [8]

Symbol Definition

λi Predicted average request rate of the i th client

Rc
i , f ci Contract target response time and penalty values for each request in the SLA contract

hci Hard constraint on the possible percentage of violation of the response time
constraint in the SLA contract

μi j Average service rate of requests of the i th client on a unit processing capacity of j th
server

mi Required memory for the i th client

C p
j ,C

m
j Total processing and memory capacities of the j th server

costmi Migration cost of the i th client

P0
j , P

p
j Constant and dynamic (in terms of utilization) power consumption of the j th server

operation

Te Duration of the decision epoch in seconds

Cp Cost of energy consumption

y pi j Pseudo Boolean parameter to show that if the i th client is assigned to the j th server
in previous epoch (1) or not (0)

x j A pseudo-Boolean integer variable to determine if the j th server is ON (1) or OFF (0)

yi j Pseudo Boolean parameter to show that if the i th client is assigned to the j th server
(1) or not (0)

αi j Portion of the i th client’s requests served by the j th server

φi j Portion of processing resources of the j th server that is allocated to the i th client

αi jλi )Rc
i )

End
End
X = ga, and Y=number of servers
For (j= 1 to Y)
For (x=1 to X )
D[x,y] = infinity; // Auxiliary XxY matrix used for DP
For (z=1 to x )
D[x,y] = min(D[x,y], D[x-1,y-z]+C(j, z/ga))
D[x,y] = min(D[x,y], D[x-1, y])
End
End
Back Track to find best α′

i j s and φ′
i j s to minimize the cost.

• Resource adjustment: It is done to minimize cost of servers that are running
applications for multiple clients.
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where, I j is used to represent the Virtual Machines on the server numbered j.
• Dynamic resource arrangement: Resources are allocated as and when data is
fed for computation. This way client requests are serviced and disadvantages like
underutilization of resources is taken care of by turning off the servers that are
underutilized. This reduces costs such as energy cost due to an idling server.
Theminimum cost is found through an iterativemethodwhichmakes use of results
acquired in the previous steps.

1. A threshold is set to compare the extent of utilization of each server. If any
server falls under this or is unable to satisfy the threshold value it is deemed as
underutilized and turned off.

2. Threshold can be set to a value such as 15
3. After a server is turned off, the total cost is calculated.
4. This is compared with the least total cost that was globally calculated. If turning

off the server caused any significant changes in the cost, the state is kept as it is.
5. Else the move to turn off the server is undone.
6. This is carried on until the last server showing low utilization is identified.
7. The removed VMS are then reassigned to other running servers.

7.5 Issues, Goals and Challenges

7.5.1 Issues and Challenges

7.5.1.1 Big VM Migration

In recent times, IaaS (infrastructure as a service) clouds are providingVMswith huge
amount of memory. Amazon EC2 (elastic cloud compute), for example, provides
VM of the size of 2TB [2]. These types of large memory sizes are needed for big
data analysis. Hence, VM migration becomes difficult because of the huge memory
involved.

The destination host would require large amount of free space for migration. Even
in cloud infrastructure, large amount of free space is hard to come by. Reserving hosts
with large memory size for future migration is not cost effective.

Two issues come up while migrating large VMs:

• Migration time: The migration time is an important issue in migrating large sized
VMs. This migration time is directly proportional to the size of the VM to be
migrated. Hence, larger the size, more the migration time.
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This issue can be tackled in two ways:

1. Using high speed interconnections: 25, 50, or even 100Gigabyte Ethernet. This
ensures the VM is migrated on faster connections, hence will save the migration
time.

2. Parallelizing VM migration: Different portions of the data which are unre-
lated to each other can be migrated simultaneously to the destination though the
network. This saves time and large VM migration can be achieved.

• Destination host: The destination host having large amount of free space must
be available for migration. Having huge free memory hosts reserved all the time
for future migration is costly even in the cloud infrastructure. In case large sized
VMs cannot be migrated, then it will result in downtime of services and big data
analysis is disrupted.

7.5.1.2 Inter VM Migration

The VMs use hypervisor to access system resources, whereas the host machine can
access it directly. There exists isolation constraint between VMs, which results in
a VM not knowing the existence of another VM on the same host. Communication
throughput of the VMs running on the same host will be limited by this isolation
constraint. Isolation among VMs of the same physical host is necessary from the
security perspective. At the same time, enforcing this isolation will lead to degrada-
tion in performance, as explained below. Hence, a balance between the two is needed
for effective and secure VM inter-communication.

When two processes residing in the same physical host, but different VMs,
want to exchange data among themselves, it is an example of IVMC (Inter Virtual
Machine Communication). The traditional mechanism for communication between
VMs located on same host is using their VNI (virtual network interface).

Therefore, communication between VMs is done via standard network interface,
as if the VMs dont share the same physical host. This brings in unnecessary overhead
and degrades performance of both the VMs. Now, the data being shared has to be
encapsulated, given an address, transmitted and verified through the network as well
as the virtualization layer.

Problem with this is that it ends up using too much of CPU and low throughput
of network because the network data-path is completely traversed.

This overhead is reduced by using shared memory channel, which is used to
communicate between the VMs located on the same host. Shared memory technique
has the following challenges:

1. Providing Security: The guest as well as the host can access shared memory.
The data which is intended for a VM may be altered or maliciously intercepted
by another VM. Therefore, information leakage has to be contained, so that the
shared communication buffer is not exploited by malicious VM.
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2. Migration: To perform load balancing,VMsmaybemigrated fromone host to the
other. Even when his happens, the communication between the VMs, including
the one being migrated, has to continue.

Other challenges include transparency issues, migration support, data integrity,
security, and denial of service.

7.5.2 Goals

7.5.2.1 Energy Management

Data centres are huge and have large operational costs. Along with this, electricity
consumption is extremely high too. Thousands of servers exists in one data-centre
and they need centralized AC (Air-Conditioning) to keep their temperatures down.

Each servers heats up while being switched on. Cooling systems are needed for
proper working of the data centres. Hence, electricity is consumed by these cooling
systems, and carbon footprint increases due to this. Management of energy is needed
in data centres from an economical as well as environmental viewpoint.

Green IT

This is a type of optimization in which the goal is to reduce the carbon footprint
associated with the IT (Information Technology) industry. Its aim is to reduce ill
effects of IT on the environment by planning, designing, operating, manufacturing,
and disposing of computers and their components safely. Decrease in the usage of
hazardousmaterials, increasing efficiency of energy, increasing the products lifetime,
and reusing the components can be effective in moving towards Green IT.

PUE (power usage effectiveness): This metric is defined as the ratio between the
energy consumed during the process of computing over total energy (including cool-
ing) being consumed for the data centre operations.

In data centres of Google and Facebook, this ratio is close to 1 (other data centres
have PUE ratio close to 2).

It is possible to bring down PUE ratio to less than 1 by reusing wasted energy.
Heat produced is proportional to the I/O operations (input/output) being down by
the servers. The heat which is thus generated can be used to places where heat is
required. According to McKinsey report, energy consumption was $11.5billion in
2010 and has doubled in 2015.

Static Power Consumption (SPC)

This is the power consumed by the components of the system. It is independent of
the usage scenarios and clock rates. This depends on the type of transistors and the
quality of the processors used in the servers. SPC is caused by the leaking of current
by the active circuits.
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This can be prevented in the following ways:

1. SVR (Supply Voltage Reduction): the supplied voltage itself is reduced. This
will ensure server components (like CPU, and cache etc.) have longer life.

2. Reducing size of the circuits: This is done by making circuits with fewer tran-
sistors. Also, the reduction or cut in power supply to the idle components of the
circuit will reduce power consumption.

3. Cooling technology: There is less resistance to electricity in lower temperatures.
And lower degradation of the chips used. Power leakages can be minimized
because the circuits work faster (due to low resistance of electricity).

7.5.2.2 Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance is among the key issues yet to be fully addressed in the cloud comput-
ing industry. It deals with all the techniques and needed to let a system tolerate errors,
software faults, and prevent total system failure. Improved performance, increased
efficiency, better reliability, reduced costs and failure recovery are the advantages of
implementing failure recovery in cloud computing.

On different VMs,multiple instances of the applicationmay be running. If a server
goes down, then there is a need for the implementation of automatic fault tolerance
techniques to reduce downtime and recover quickly.

Fault Tolerance Metrics:

Throughput - it is the number of completed tasks by the system. In every system, the
throughput should be high.
Response time -This is the time taken to reply and respond to the input/query by the
process. Minimum response time is required for high performance.
Scalability - The performance of the algorithm of fault tolerance must not be affected
by the addition of the nodes/VMs/host machines. Adverse effect on the performance
due to scalability of nodes must be prevented.
Performance -Measures the efficiency of the system. This performance metrics has
to be increased while keeping the cost down.
Availability -The reliability of a resource is directly dependent on its degree of avail-
ability. It is the situation where for any epoch of time, the resource must be function-
ing.

Types of Fault Tolerance techniques:

• Reactive Fault Tolerance:
These policies are applicable after the failure effectively occurs. They help in
limiting the effects of application execution failure.

– Checkpoint/Restart: Task is made to restart from the recently saved check-
point when it fails. This avoids restarting the task from the beginning, ensuring
effective fault tolerance for long running application.
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– Replication: Multiple copies of the same application is made to run on different
VMs and hosts. This ensures that even if one copy fails, other copies of the same
application are running smoothly and the application is not affected.

– Job Migration: If a task fails, it has to be migrated to another VM, or another
host.

– Retry and Resubmission: A task is made to retry on the same resource of
the cloud when it has failed. This is one of the simplest techniques of fault
tolerance. Resubmission is when a failed task at runtime is resubmitted to the
same/different resource of the cloud service.

– User-defined fault handling: The user (client or the system administrator) gives
the specific solution to the particular task failure.

• Proactive fault tolerance techniques:
Here, the policies are such that errors, failures and faults are avoided before they
occur. Prediction and prevention is initiated on suspected components which may
fail in the future. Policies like preemptive migration, software rejuvenation etc.
are based on this technique and are introduced below.

– Software Rejuvenation: In this, the system is designed for periodic restarts.
Each time the systems gets a fresh start.

– Preemptive Migration: Here, the system and the application is continuously
checked and analyzed to give a feedback response to decide when to preemp-
tively migrate the application from one VM to the other.

7.5.2.3 Load Balancing

Distribution of work and allocation of resources among servers in the cloud data
centre is known as Load Balancing. This balancing of load helps in achieving higher
performance and simultaneously reducing the operational costs. Energy considera-
tions and constraints are fulfilled as well, and helps in overall reduction of energy
and power consumption [3].

Goals of Load Balancing

1. Reduction of costs: Operational costs of servers reduces due to load balancing
as the load is evenly distributed among the servers. This ensures servers work at
around 80% efficiency workload whereas underutilized servers can be switched
off.

2. Flexible and scalable: The data centre can be expanded and changes can be made
inside the servers and clusters.

Algorithms for Load Balancing

1. Task Scheduling: This algorithm consists of two steps. First step is to map tasks
to VMs and next is to map VMs to the host physical machines. Utilization of
resources is high using this algorithm.
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2. Round Robin: This algorithm assigns processes to the multiple processors, and
each processor is allowed to work for a specified time quanta, after which the
control switches over to the next processor.

Examples of Load Balancing Technologies

1. Cloud service providers like Google, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Rackspace
and Microsoft Azure provide load balancing technology to their clients.

2. Elastic Load Balancer is provided by AWS for their EC2 instances. It manages
the traffic and the workload in their servers.

3. Google Compute Engine is the load balancer provided byGoogle. It is responsible
for dividing the network traffic among its VMs and servers.

4. Traffic Manager is the name of the balancer by Microsoft Azure. Across multiple
data centers, the traffic is distributed by Traffic Manager.

5. Rackspace has its Cloud Load Balancer which is responsible for managing the
servers for the distribution of workload.

7.5.2.4 Server Consolidation

The main goal of server consolidation is to avoid server sprawls. Server sprawls
occur when many under-utilized VMs run on the cloud platform leading to high
energy consumption. In this technique the number of active PMs is minimized. This
is achieved by migrating the VMs in the under-utilized, lightly loaded PMs to other
active PMs, so that the lightly loaded PMs can be switched off to save energy.

7.5.2.5 Hot Spot Mitigation

‘Hot Spots’ are created in PMs if the VMs associated with them are not having
sufficient resources to run dynamic changes in traffic load of the applications hosted
in them. To mitigate such hot-spots, it is required to migrate VMs from PMs with
hot-spots to other PMs where the required amount of resources to run the hosted
application causing the hot-spot is available.

7.6 Case Study: vSphere 6.0 Cold Migration

One of the authors belongs to Dept. of CSE, Global Academy of Technology (GAT).
vSphere 6.0 lab is setup in GAT premises through VMware IT Academy of VMWare
and ICT Academy, Chennai. Evaluation copy of vSphere and ESXi software is used
to demonstrate the creation of VMs and cold migration of VMs.
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7.6.1 Screenshots of vSphere Client with VMs Creation
and Snapshotting

Figure7.5 shows usage of vSphere Client, physical host on which EXSi operating
system is installed is connected and the console of the VMs running in that physical
host can be viewed. The vSphere Client helps the administrator gain access to the
ESXi physical hosts as well as the VMs installed on top of them, and gives a GUI
(graphical user interface) to the administrator.

The Fig. 7.6 shows two VMs, named vm_win7_70_1 and vm_win7_70_2, are
powered on in the physical host (with IP address 10.0.2.70) and are simultaneously
running. These VMs share resources of the physical host machine to carry out the
applications in the VMs.

Figure7.7 shows VMWare vSphere web client, where new VMs can be created in
different connected physical hosts, snapshots of any VM of any connected physical
host can be taken, and also, migration of VM from one physical machine to the
other (to manage workload) can be done. In this figure, a cluster with two physical

Fig. 7.5 VM installed on a physical host

Fig. 7.6 2 VMs on a single physical host
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Fig. 7.7 Option to create new VM

machines is present, and 3 VMs are installed on them. Right clicking on the name
of cluster gives options in which a new VM can be easily added by specifying the IP
address of the physical host on which the VM needs to be placed.

In Fig. 7.8, it can be seen that by right clicking on any of the VMs, and on clicking
“all vRealize Orchestrator plugin Actions” , we get various options like “migrate
virtual machine with vMotion”, “remove all, excess, old snapshot”, “shut down and
delete virtual machine”. One host IP address is 10.0.2.70 and the VMs placed on
it are named: vm_68_2 , vm_win7_70_1 and vm_win7_70_2. Other physical host
with ESXi has IP address of 10.0.1.68 and the VM placed on it is named: vm_68_1.

7.6.2 Screenshots of ESXi Hosts

This Fig. 7.9 shows the display on the monitor of the physical host of IP address
10.0.2.70.A total of 16 GB of memory space is allocated to this ESXi from the
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Fig. 7.8 Various options on a VM

Fig. 7.9 Display on the monitor of the physical host

physical hosts memory. Using vSphere Client, VMs can be created on this ESXi
host.

The Fig. 7.10 shows the host with IP address of 10.0.1.68. Memory of 16 GB is
allocated to this ESXi host from the physical machine. VMs on top of this ESXi host
can be created by specifying this IP address while using VMWare Web Client by the
administrator.

Figure7.11 shows the interface of the vSphere Client. On the left, there are
the details of the VMs installed on the physical host with IP address 10.0.2.70.
VMs vm_68-2, vm_win7_70_1 and vm_win7_70_2 are installed in the ESXi host.
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Fig. 7.10 Host with IP address of 10.0.1.68

Fig. 7.11 Interface of the vSphere client

vm_68_2 is in the powered off state, while the other two VMs are in the running
state (indicated by green colour). On the task bar located on the top, various options
exists like “resource allocation” , “performance” , “events”, “console” and “per-
mission”. Situated below, the recent tasks specify the state and actions done by the
administrator. Here, name, power state, start and end time of the task etc. can be
viewed.
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Fig. 7.12 Cluster setup before cold migration

Fig. 7.13 Determining the migration type

7.6.3 Screenshots of Cold Migration Using vSphere 6.0 Web
Client

The Fig. 7.12 shows the setup of the cluster before cold migration. ESXi server is
installed on topof twophysical hosts, and fourVMsare installed.Hostwith IP address
10.0.0.11 has just one VM named vm_11_3 on it, whereas host with IP address
10.0.2.70 has three VMs, named: vm_11_1, vm_win7_70_1 and vm_win7_70_2.

TheFig. 7.13 shows thefirst step in coldmigrationwhich is to determine themigra-
tion type involving storage and compute resource. Three options, namely, changing
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Fig. 7.14 Computing resources

Fig. 7.15 Selecting destination storage

the compute resource alone, changing the storage alone, and changing both, are
available.

This Fig. 7.14 shows the second step, which is to compute resources. Here, the
destination of theVM to bemigrated is selected. In this example, 10.0.0.11 is selected
as the destination host.

The Fig. 7.15 shows the third step which is, selecting the destination storage for
the migrating VM. Format of virtual disk can be elected, along with storage policy.
In this case study, datastore1 is selected as the destination storage.

The Fig. 7.16 shows the fourth step which is to select the network destination.
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Fig. 7.16 Selecting the network destination

Fig. 7.17 Verifying the information about the migration type

The Fig. 7.17 shows the last step, which is to verify the information about the
migration type, VM to be migrated, host, storage, and disk format. Clicking finish
will start the migration process.

This Fig. 7.18 shows the setup after cold migration is performed. The VM named
vm_11_1 which was on host IP address 10.0.2.70 has now been migrated to the other
host with IP address 10.0.0.11.
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Fig. 7.18 Setup after cold migration

7.7 Optimization in Tool

Networking in virtualization brings together globally placed entities into a single
software controlled unit. This embodies various software and hardware resources
and their functionalities to form a virtual network.

Below a few tips for optimizing networking in virtualization are discussed and
optimization strategies in some example VMs are also listed.

1. Have a Separation Between VM Network and the Management Network

Management network, here, refers to the group of servers and hosts providing
resources and functionalities to the VMs.

Traditionally, a server communicates with the VMs through an interface. This is
also, however, used for managing the VMs. Congestion is easily formed when the
communication traffic increases even a little.

Thus a separate management network can be configured to reduce the overhead
of the network and enhance its performance.

How to Achieve this for ESXi Server?

Locate the Configuration menu and choose Networking � Add Networking. You’ll
have the option to choose between 2 network types.

1. Choose the network type, Virtual Machine, for VM generated traffic.
2. Choose the network type,VMKernel, for vSphere related traffic and for bandwidth

over utilizing services, such as vMotion or iSCSI traffic (Fig. 7.19).
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Fig. 7.19 System configuration menu

2. Have Redundancy in Management Networks

Since failure of a NIC(Network Interface Card) can cause the network to fail, having
redundant network interface cards can brace us for such situations.

How to Have Redundancy?

On the Configuration Panel go to Networking � Management vSwitch properties.
Here select a new physical network card to be connected to vSwitch.

3. Changing Network Properties for Better Utilization of Bandwidth Between
VMs

A VM is capable of using up the entire bandwidth available. This will hinder the
performance of all other entities present on the network. The concept of packet
shaping/traffic shaping can be used to achieve this. It involves regulating the traffic
by setting an upper limit for the usable bandwidth or the density of packets travelling
in unit time etc.

How to Achieve this for All the VMs?

The option of Traffic Shaping can be found under Properties of VirtualSwitch.

4. Simplifying the Network Topology

Introducing changes to the topology often leads to degradation in the performance.
A simple solution is to revert the network settings to default.

How to Revert to Default?

Locate the option to restore the VMWare to default on the ESXi host panel. This
resets all the characteristics of the network to initial mode of operation.

Caution: Resetting drops all the changes made and boots the server anew
(Fig. 7.20).
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Fig. 7.20 Dialog box to confirm the changes made to host’s management network

5. Using a Pass Through Card Instead of Having Dedicated Servers

VMs requiring the entire bandwidth must ideally be allotted a dedicated server that
opposes the whole idea of virtualization. A solution for this is to have a pass through
card. This approach allows a VM to access a physical NIC directly, bypassing the
hypervisor. Thus a dedicated network board is possible for the bandwidth consuming
VM.

How to Configure a Pass Through Card?

On the Configuration menu choose Configure Pass Through. Here, choose the net-
work card to act as a pass through card and further assign this to the VM.
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Chapter 8
Frameworks to Develop SLA Based Security
Metrics in Cloud Environment

Satya Ranjan Dash, Alo Sen, Pranab Kumar Bharimalla
and Bhabani Shankar Prasad Mishra

Abstract Cloud computing, the growing technologywhichmost of the small aswell
as large organizations adopt to maintain IT as it is a very cost effective organization
should consider the business risk associated with cloud computing all of which are
still not resolved. The risk can be categorized in several issues like privacy, security,
legal risks. To solve these types of severe risks, organization might make and develop
SLA for the establishment of an agreement between the customer and the cloud
providers. This chapter provides a survey on the various frameworks to develop SLA
based security metrics. Various security attributes and possible threats are having
also been discussed in this chapter.

Keywords Cloud computing · Security metric · Service level agreement (SLA) ·
Cloud-hosted application SLA (A-SLA) · SLA-tree

8.1 Introduction

Cloud computing is one of the most emerging technology now a days and grabbing
popularity day by day because of reduction in cost of investment as well as consump-
tion of energy of the shared computing resources like software, servers, networking
and storage. Though it enables efficient use of IT resources and increases flexibil-
ity to expand the new infrastructures quickly [1], it also has many security risks to
the business that have to resolve effectively. These types of risks include handling
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of access to privileged user, to ensure legal compliance, to ensure segregation of
data, to maintain recovery of data and no assurance of guarantee of cloud service
providers for long term viability [2]. For this reason, cloud customers should adopt
some techniques to improve and measure their data security in the cloud. Cloud
providers should make their data security metrics using a Service Level Agreement
(SLA). SLA can be distinct as an concurrence among cloud providers and aloud
customers to manage and control the service. Thus, SLA metrics help to assess ser-
vice level between them and take a part in improving services [3]. But there are no
actual standard format to prepare SLA. Different cloud service providers use their
own format to prepare it, thus it leads to a huge risk to have faith on the service
from the viewpoint of customers [4]. To solve this issue CSA provide STAR Reposi-
tory to be included for different security issues and common rule within SLA STAR
[5]. However, secure SLA should be provide to the customers so that they can have
faith on Cloud Services. Many researchers proposed various security mechanisms
for cloud services agreement, but a novel secure approach was introduced partially
over FP7-ICT project SPECS [6] team for automatic management of secure SLA and
deploying automatic secure mechanisms proposed by [7] and SPECS project [6].

This chapter has four sections which includes introduction and conclusion. 2nd
Section covers some basic concepts of cloud computing, 3rd section describes service
level agreement and Sect. 4 describes the security metric with the list of security
attributes and threats as well as the list of different frameworks to develop SLA
based security metrics in a cloud environment [8].

8.1.1 Cloud Computing Characteristics

• Self on demand service: Cloud providers enables the provisioning of cloud
resources on demand whenever they are required. The resources are self pro-
visioned without much human intervention, and the client will be charged as per
the usages.

• Ubiquitous access of network: Cloud services can be accessed everywhere though
standard terminals like laptops, desktops, mobile handsets, PDAs etc. with Internet
connectivity.

• Easy to use: The Internet based interface offered by the cloud providers is much
simpler than APIs, so user can easily use cloud environment.

• Business model: Cloud is a standard business model as it is pay for use of resource
or service.

• Elastic: The illusion of infinite computing resources is provide by the cloud
providers to their consumers. As a result, consumers expect to get resources in
any quantity at any time from the cloud.

• Customizable: In a multi-tenant cloud environment all the resources rented from
the cloud must be customizable. Customization means to allow the users for
deploying special virtual appliances and to give root access to the virtual cloud
servers. Other cloud service models (PaaS and SaaS) provide less flexibility thus

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-73676-1_4
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not suited for general-purpose computing, but provide limited level of customiza-
tion [9].

• Location independent resource pooling: The cloud providers dynamically assign
the virtual resources according to the consumer demand irrespective of the location.

8.1.2 Cloud Computing Deployment Models

• Public cloud: Public cloud environment service is available to the general pub-
lic over Internet. The providers other consumers share the computing resources.
Public cloud is a pure cloud computing model.

• Private cloud: Private cloud environment is solely operated by small or large orga-
nizations where they want to keep their services, application programs, own data
in cloud by taking the responsibility for security of their data.

They implement firewall behind their cloud environment and enable pooling and
sharing of resources among various departments, applications, etc. The main advan-
tage behind this cloud is compliance, security and QoS.

• Community cloud: As the name suggests, community cloud environment is shared
by multiple organizations. The third party suppliers provide the necessary com-
puting infrastructures, or it may be provided inside.

• Hybrid cloud: Hybrid cloud atmosphere is a combination of two or more clouds.
Many organizations prefer hybrid cloud by using public cloud for general com-
puting purpose where the data of the customers are kept within other types of
the cloud model. It enables portability of data application by balancing the load
between clouds [10].

8.1.3 Cloud Computing Solutions

• Infrastructure as a service: This service provides virtualmachines, some abstracted
hardware, and operating system on the Internet.

• Software as a service: This is software on the Internet through which customers
can rent full applications without purchasing and installing the software on their
own computer [11].

• Platform as a service: Cloud providers provide a platform of developed environ-
ment as a service where users can run their application.

• Storage as a service: In this service, it provides database like services. Users are
charged based upon their usage e.g., gigabyte per month.

• Desktop as a service: In this service, desktop environment is provisioned as a
terminal or within a browser.
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8.2 Service Level Agreement (SLA)

A SLA is agreed upon agreement between two parties, namely cloud environment
providers and customers, which provide the guarantees of a service [12]. This guar-
antee includes the list of transactions need to be executed with the best procedure
of execution. SLA had been defined as the what without considering the how. SLA
tells the different types of service, customer should get with respect to information
security though SLA do not specify by what procedure the service levels will be
achieved. It also provides a common understanding between two parties on prior-
ities, responsibilities, services, guarantees and warranties. In a cloud environment,
when customers submit their vital information to the cloud service providers, then
they don’t bother about the storing and processing of their information. So, SLA
is needed by the cloud providers to convince people to access their services and
guarantees about their information security.

Following are the types of SLAs:

1. Cloud Infrastructure based SLA (I-SLA): Cloud providers offer this type of SLA
to the cloud customers to give assurance for the level of quality of the cloud
computing resources like performance of the server, speed of network, availability
of resources, storage capacity etc.

2. Cloud-hosted Application SLA (A-SLA): This type of SLA gives assurance over
the quality level for the deployed software applications on a cloud environment.

Actually, cloud customers sometimes offer such type of assurance to the software
end user in classify to give promise to the excellence of different type of services like
the response time of the software and data freshness. Figure8.1 illustrates different
SLA parties in the cloud environment.

8.2.1 SLA Life Cycle

A standard SLA life cycle has been proposed by Roja (Fig. 8.2) [13]:

Fig. 8.1 Different SLAs in cloud environment
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Fig. 8.2 SLA life cycle process [13]

8.2.2 Features of SLAs

SLA has the following characteristics:

• SLA format should be properly maintained so that it will be easier for a consumer
to understand the details of the available services by a cloud provider.

• Explanation about the level of performance.

– Description about monitoring of system parameter and report.
– Penalties for the violation of rules or in the case of unable to provide all the
requirements to the consumer.

There are many functional, as well as non-functional necessities which should be
fulfilled to meet the expectation of the customers. All the requirements can be clas-
sified under different services provided by the cloud providers. Figure8.3 classifies
the cloud services.

As per the non-functional requirements there are many things to be considered.
The most vital criteria are quality of service i.e. availability of the desired service
on time. This is the assurance for the customers about the probability of the cloud
services perfectly. Cloud customers can use the service or the resources and pay as per
usages. Sometimes they have a need to scale up or down for some specific resources.
So, there should be some assurance over the degree of scalability by which cloud
customers can utilize the resource properly. There should be an accurate method for
service billing. In the cloud environment, customers are willing to pay as per their
use of services.
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Fig. 8.3 Classification for requirements in different cloud service

So, a monthly or an annual billing system is not suitable for the service. It is
also not possible to calculate the cost, according to the reservation method. So, an
efficient billing method should be maintained like the billing for storage service can
be made by depending on the size of data and duration of usage of the service.

Cloud environment deals with many virtual machines for each individual server.
As a need, customers should get a flexible access over the VMs to get the ser-
vice smoothly with a little effort of managing the configuration themselves. Secure
medium should be used to accumulate the data on the server and between the dura-
tion of transferring of data between customers and cloud providers. Security features
should be assured by cloud providers so that organizations will to invest on cloud
environments rather than switching to spend on operating their own data centers.

8.3 Security Metrics

Security metrics are measured quantitatively in organization for providing security
operations [14]. It helps the organizations to take decisions related to different types
of security including the architecture of security to control structure for effective
and efficient operations [15]. Security metrics are valuable to the stakeholders and
managerial level of IT [16]. Sometimes, security operations demand high level of
expenditures to them. NIST [8] divides security metrics according to their charac-
teristics into three different types:
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1. Implementation metrics: These types of metrics are for demonstrating the
advancement in implementation of different programs for information security,
controls of security and different procedures and policies [4].

2. Effectiveness/efficiency metrics: These types of metrics are for monitoring
whether the program-level process and security controls of system level have
been implemented properly and operating as expected and achieving the desired
outcomes [4].

3. Impact metrics: These types of metrics are for articulating information security
impact on target of organization [4].

Security metrics can also be decomposed according to their uses. The user group
can be divided into quality assurance, strategic support and tactical oversight [16].
Table8.1 demonstrate different security attributes and threats in cloud environment.

Kaiping [18], anticipated a new safe group allotment structure for public cloud.
The structure ensures that, no insightful data is showing to cloud supplier and invader.
It combines proxy signature, improved TGDH, alternative re-encryption to form a
robust security protocol layer.

Diffie–hellman (CDH) [19] problem in Random Oracle Model. Islander et al.
in 2011 proposed a mechanism for implementing authentication policies in cloud
computing and theydefineddifferent levels of policy consistency constraints.Authors
propose a Two-Phase rationale Committed protocol to provide a explanation which
is customized version of essential Two-Phase Commit protocols [20].

8.4 Frameworks for Developing SLA Oriented Security
Metrics

The SLA parameters are driven by metrics and metrics define the way to measure
cloud service parameters and specify values of measurable parameters [9].

At first, we have tried to identify the various parameters necessary for SLA in
different cloud environment like IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, Storage as a service and param-
eters for all the users for all types of cloud which are general parameters. Table8.2
illustrates list of parameters needed in SLA for different services in the cloud envi-
ronment.

We have surveyed the list of frameworks associated with SLA.

1. Goal Question Metric (GQM): In GQM (Fig. 8.4), evaluation is carried out
in a top-down manner. This approach first formulated Basili. GQM defines a
dimension of replica on three levels [10].
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Table 8.1 List of security attributes and threats in cloud environment

Serial no Security attributes Description Threats

1 Accountability This attribute keep track of the
security actions and
responsibilities [8]

• Ambiguous ownership for
data protection
• Loss of business
• Audit difficulty
• Regularity and legal issues
• Difficult bug detection
• Difficult intruder detection

2 Confidentiality This attribute protect the
sensitive information from the
unauthorized users [17]

• Identify theft
• Unauthorized modification
• Data theft
• Malware attacks
• Requirement of data
segregation
• illegal access
• Data loss
• Eavesdropping
• Insecure data storage
• Inadequate authorization
and authentication
• Cloud provider espionage
• Phishing attack
• Insecure interfaces and APIs

3 Integrity This attribute deals with
completeness, accuracy and
information validation with
respect to business
requirements and goals [17]

• Identify theft
• Unauthorized modification
• Data theft
• Malware attacks
• Data segregation not
sufficient
• Unauthorized access
• Inconsistent data
• Authorization and
authentication is inadequate
• Insecure interfaces and APIs

4 Availability This attribute deals with the
information to be fetched and
accessible later when it is
necessary by the business
procedure as in the prospect
[17]. Though, this information
is not accessible to the
unauthorized users

• Unauthorized modification
• Malware attacks
• DOS/DDOS
• Lack of data segregation
• Unauthorized access
• Data loss
• Loss of business
• Inadequate authorization
and authentication
• Service disruption
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Table 8.2 List of parameters needed in SLA for different services in the cloud environment

SLA for environment Parameters

IaaS • Capacity of VM CPU
• Size of VM cache memory
• Ready time for VM
• Size of data
• Maximum VM per user
• Minimum VM per user
• Time to add one VM
• Time to deallocate one VM
• Maximum VMs run per server
• Service availability
• Time for completion and receiving process

PaaS • Integration with other platforms
• Degree of scalability
• Pay as per use of the service
• Servers and browsers
• Accessibility

SaaS • Ability of operation in each case
• Usage of user interface
• Degree of scalability
• Availability of software
• Flexibility to use

Storage as a Service • Availability of data storage location
• Degree of scalability for updating storage area
• Capacity of storage area
• Cost of storage
• Privacy and security
• Information about the backup of data
• Availability of recovery in case of failure
• System throughput
• Network bandwidth
• Management of data

For all types of users • Detail description of monitoring the system
• Description about the billing
• Privacy and security
• Information of networking system
• Clarification of support and service
• The standard policy should be followed

• Conceptual Level (Goal): An objective is defined for a particular entity for
several reason, with value to many excellence models, from many points of
vision and with respect to a particular environment.

• Operational Level (Question): A put of questions is basically used to
describe the way the appraisal or the accomplishment of a particular goal
is going to be performed based on some depicting form.
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Fig. 8.4 Approach in GQM

• Quantitative Level (METRIC): A set of related and connected information
with each and each query in order to respond it in a computable and quanti-
tative way. The data can be short or long or may be objective or subjective.

2. Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment (EBPP): The framework identifies
security threats using STRIDE model, which is basically derived from acronym
for following six threat category:- (i) Spoofing identity, (ii) Tampering with
Data, (iii) Repudiation, (iv) Information Disclosure, (v) Denial of Service, and
(vi) Elevation of Privilege.
In this model, to measure the levels of security, the architectures components
and the threats are combined together [21].

3. Policy BasedMetrics: This framework is specified in NIST SP800-53 andNIST
800-53 to measure and monitor overall IT security [21, 22].

4. Security Metric Identification Framework: The framework provides a sys-
tematic method for the identification and development of a security metric suite
for software [23].

5. Risk Based Proactive Security Configuration Manager (ROCONA): This
framework is to measure proactive security configuration within a network. It
identifies, formulate, and validate the risk factors which severely affect the net-
work security [24].

6. Security Performance Framework (SPF): The proposed Framework (SPF)
is used for the measurement and monitoring of whole Information Technology
safety performance in an association using NIST SP800-80 procedures [21].

7. Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (COBIT): The
proposed framework is a place of open papers for the declaration of sound IT
authority in an association. COBIT covers assurance, absolute governance and
manage over IT [25] & [26].

8. WebServiceLevel Agreement framework (WSLA): The proposed framework
is developed to monitor and enforce SLA in service oriented architecture (SOA)
for web services [27].
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9. Framework of Service Level Agreements in the Cloud Bank Model
(CBSLA): Cloud Bank model includes the following: (i) Resource Consumer,
(ii) Cloud-Bank (CB) (iii) Cloud-Consumer-Agency (CCA), (iv) Physical layer
(v) Virtual layer, (vi) Cloud-Resource-Agency (CRA) and (vii) Resource
Provider. The CBSLA is proposed to capture the SLAs in Cloud Bank envi-
ronment [28].

10. Framework for Consumer-Centric SLA: The author planned an end-to-end
structure for consumer-centric SLA supervision of cloud-hosted databases. The
SLAdocument is clearly defined by the terms of goals specific for the application
requirements with some constraints [29].

11. Collaboration-BasedCloudComputing SecurityManagement Framework:
The framework is based on the improvement and for the support of association
between cloud stakeholders to expand a cloud security measurement and imple-
mentation framework including all of their requirements. The framework has
been implemented by align FISMA customary with the cloud replica and using
collaboration between the stakeholders [30].

12. SLA-Tree: It is a framework to support efficiently SLA-based earnings tilting
decision in cloud computing. SLA-tree ismostly used to reply professionally two
important questions about the possible earnings modify between queries in the
buffer. SLA-tree can be used for capacity planning, dispatching and scheduling,
etc. [31].

13. Framework for SLA Assurance: This trust model framework addresses the
issues of real-time QoS appraisal. The structure contains two modules that is
reputation assessment module and transaction risk assessment module. Struc-
ture to deal with the real-time QoS appraisal problem. The framework/structure
consists of two modules specifically, standing appraisal module and transac-
tion risk assessment module. The authors have worked on trust-based design to
decide pre interaction andmatter risk-based design to determine post-interaction
of QOS estimation for assessment building [32].

14. SMICloud Framework: This is a method to determine the excellence and pri-
oritize cloud services. Such a structure makes considerable contact and will
create competitive atmosphere between Cloud providers to convince their Ser-
vice Level Agreement (SLA) and get better their quality of service(QoS). The
SMI framework provide a perfect vision of QoS required by the consumers for
the selection of a Cloud service provider based on: responsibility, quickness,
service declaration, performance, price, privacy, safety and usability. The SMI-
Cloud structure provide various features such as choice of services based on
QoS parameters and position of services on past client experience and quality of
services. It is a tool for assessment, planned to evaluate Cloud services in terms
of KPI parameters and client necessities [33].
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Fig. 8.5 secSLA life cycle by [34]

15. secSLA: The research on a secure SLA was proposed by SPECS (SecurePro-
visioning of cloud services based on SLA management) team for FP7 Project.
This is a novel mechanism to reduce the possibility of damages with an auto-
matic remedy by continuous monitoring of secSLAs that detect the violation
occurred in any time and react to it for that agreement by [34]. Figures8.5 and
8.6 illustrates the life cycle of secSLA with remedy.

16. Security SLA: MUSA, the successor team of SPECS had proposed the same
design for secure SLA design but for multi-cloud environment defined the whole
process of step-by-step design of secure SLA [35] in the following Figs. 8.7
and 8.8.
In our survey paper, we had discussed about 17 different SLA based framework
that should be provided by the cloud providers. Users had no choice to interact
directly for defining their requirements for preventing themselves from different
security issues arise in cloud service and they can have a trust on the service
they are getting from cloud service providers. Now we will illustrate another
framework (USRAF) that is basically user-centric.

17. USRAF: This is a cloud security architectural framework proposed by [19],
where user will set the goals, parameters, rules and resources to increase their
security requirement. User send the service request to the cloud service providers
by determining four factors to get their required security.
Then, cloud service providers identify the requirements and provide the service
to the cloud customers according to customer’s choice. Figure8.9 illustrates the
security procedure.
Table8.3 illustrates the stages of the security metric frameworks and illustrates
the comparative study between the different security metric frameworks for
developing SLA oriented security metrics in the cloud environment.
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Fig. 8.6 Remediation flow by secSLA by [34]

Fig. 8.7 MUSA Security-by-design cloud application development process by [35]

Fig. 8.8 MUSA security-by-design cloud application development process by [35]
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Fig. 8.9 Security procedure for USRAF by [19]

8.5 Comparative Analysis

Wehave discussed 16 different frameworks to recognize SLA based security metrics.
Now, in this section we have done a comparative analysis of those frameworks
[36] agreed that the same information security threats are also vulnerable to cloud
computing as the traditional computing. But, cloud security alliance argues that new
security threats are challenged to the cloud computing depends on its deployment
over an organization [37]. To identify manageable number of security metrics among
many proposedmetrics, there is a need of proper identification of ametric framework
[38]. The study shows that researches have identified a large number of security
metrics among which all are not related to cloud computing security treats [39].
They should have been proposed an efficient model to derive such security metrics.
Goal definition are crucial for creating security metrics framework [10], without
which, it is unclear on what metrics to be used and how you interpret it.

Each one of the recognized frameworks have their individual limitations. Experi-
ments have also revealed that bottom-up structuremay not generate improvedmetrics
as here exist also many thing exclusivity to watch. We observed that NIST SP800-
[4]. SANS security metrics strategy [40] and GQM [32], all are measured to be based
on top-down approach. But, they also cannot obtain all criteria of a suitable frame-
work. Among them, GOM fulfills most of the criteria.
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Table 8.3 Stages of the frameworks of SLA oriented security metrics in a cloud environment

Serial no Name of the framework Stages

1 GQM • Business goals are developed. Protection
• Questions are generated
•Measures are specified accurately
•Mechanisms are developed
• Data are collected, validated and analyzed
• Data are analyzed by a post-mortem way

2 NIST SP800-55 [4] 1. Process of information security measures development
• Identification of interest of stakeholders
• Identification of goals and objectives
•Review of procedures, information security policies and
guidelines
• Review of implementation process
• Development of measures and selection
• Templates are build for measuring development
•Feedback are considered in the process of measurement
development
2. Process of information security measurement program
implementation
• Data collections are prepared
• Data are collected and results are analyzed
• Corrective actions are identified
•Business cases are developed and resources are obtained
• - Finally corrective actions are applied

3 EBPP • For each individual components security and criticality
index assessment is done
• Ratings are determined for the STRIDE coercion
• Map of the process current states is done for the three
state transition diagram transversely mechanism
•Measurement of STRIDE fear are done face by a variety
of the state diagrams
• Calculation are performed for vulnerabilities and nor-
malization are completed for the risk sets for the state
diagrams
•Consolidation of situation vulnerabilities are performed
at state diagram intensity
• Origin of the concluding safety score is done finally

4 Policy based metrics •Model the security procedures and policies
• Achieve the security targets and goals
•Measure the security fully
• Develop the metrics and analysis it
•Model the metrics and measurement detail
• Analysis the report
•Module for report and recommendation

(continued)
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Table 8.3 (continued)

Serial no Name of the framework Stages

5 Security metric
identification framework

• Security metrics requirements are specified
• Vulnerabilities are identified
• Software characteristics are identified
• OO models are analyzed
• Security metrics are analyzed
• Security metrics are categorized
• Security metric measures are specified fully
•Metric development process are designed
• Security metrics are designed
• Finalization of metric suite

6 ROCONA • Analysis of traffic
• Analysis of service risk
• Analysis of policy risk
• Calculation of threat portability are performed
• Analysis of risk impact
•Measure the system risk
• and finally, security attain and recommendations

7 SANS security metrics
guideline [36]

• Defining goals and objectives of the metrics program
• Decide the metrics to be generated
• Define a plan for generating the metrics
• Setup targets and benchmarks
• Outline a plan to report the metrics
• Generate an implementation map and start execution,
and Set up a proper program evaluation and alteration
cycle

8 SPF This Framework follows 2 approaches:
• Control-specific approach:- This approach chose a con-
trol depending upon the metric for a better design of orga-
nization chart which will represent the entire family in a
better way
• The cross-cutting approach:- This approach mainly
based on security routine based on one or more than one
being or group of control. Group of control are used
mainly to analyze, develop and collection of matrices

9 COBIT The framework is developed by the basic principle to
provide the required information for the organizations to
achieve objectives for business while managing
investment and resources for IT department

10 WSLA The framework is composed of a set of concepts and a
XML language. Following are services of WSLA:
•Measurement Service
• Condition Evaluation Service
•Management Service

(continued)
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Table 8.3 (continued)

Serial no Name of the framework Stages

11 CBSLA Cloud Bank model forms the cloud economic architec-
ture of the market. From the local cloud, the bank stores
transaction resource related to market. Then the guidance
information is provided to the consumers after analyzing
the resources effectively
Life cycle of CBSLA:
• Initial Specification
• Activation/Execution
•Monitor SLA Performance
•Modification
• Termination

12 Framework for
consumer-centric SLA

• The framework inspect the database workload continu-
ously
• Keep track the execution of the application-based SLA
• Assesses the state of the act policy and takes dealings
when required

13 Collaboration-based
cloud computing security
management framework

• Aligning NIST-FISMA standard with the cloud model
- Service Security Categorization(SSC)
- Security Control Selection(SCS)
- Security Controls Implementation(SCI)
- Security Controls Assessment(SCA)
- Service Authorization(SA)
- Monitoring the Effectiveness of Security Con-
trols(MESC)
• Security automation

14 SLA-tree • Converting delay to slack
• Structured the slack tree S+
• Querying the slack tree S+
• Structured and query the tardiness tree S

15 Framework for SLA
assurance

• For pre-interaction of qos assessment:
- Reputation assessment methodology
- Fuzzy logic-based approach
• For pre-interaction of qos assessment:
- Transactional risk assessment approach
- Evaluating cost due to service level filth
- Evaluating cost due to non-dependable criteria

16 SMICloud Framework • Hierarchical organization for cloud services based on
SMI KPIs
• calculation of comparative weights of each QoS and
service
• comparative value-based weights for position Cloud
services aggregation of comparative standing for each
SMI attribute

17 secSLA • Preparation
• Negotiation
• Implementation
•Monitoring
• Remediation(followed by re-negotiation)
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• GQM framework measures the object for which an organization should define the
goals for measurement related to business goal. It helps to find the security metrics
which are relevant to cloud computing.

• NIST SP800-55 is also an goal based approach. But it is suitable to produce the
metrics for selected customers. This framework is having no global acceptance
because this model is specially used by USA government organizations.

• EBPP framework is developed for a specific system and has no global acceptance.
• Framework for policy based matrices is totally depended on organizational polices
and it is made by US NIST guidelines.

• Security metric identification framework is a newly proposed framework is con-
sidered complicated for practical uses.

• ROCONA framework is proposed for a explicit purpose to determine the security
pattern in a network. It is not validated for academic or industrial purpose.

• SANS security metrics guideline is a general framework developed for intended
customers. This is also an goal based approach. There is no full documentation
available for this proposed model.

• SPF framework is totally depended on organizational polices and it is made by US
NIST guidelines.

• COBIT structure is extra paying attention on industry and it ensure that its function
are enabling industries in planned and industry objectives while rationally running
IT risks [8].

• As cloud is engineering structural design, we thus believe the COBIT struc-
ture is further suitable than other accessible protection frameworks. COBIT is a
measurement-driven structure which offers numerous metrics to determine several
industrial processes as well as metrics for evaluating SLA and security routine.
We have also studied that the COBIT framework describes approximately 340
metrics, even though not all of the metrics described in the COBIT structure are
applicable in cloud computing [34]. SecSLA uses detection and have remedy for
the vulnerability occurred in agreement and have measurement level to measure
the fulfillment of agreed Security Level Objectives which can be used in current
Cloud service trends.

8.6 Conclusion

Cloud Computingmodel will gradually change the landscape of IT industry. Though,
There are several benefits provided by the Cloud environment, A efficient model or
framework for SLA metric for security is needed which can assure the QOS needed
by the consumers. In this chapter, we have surveyed various structure suitable for
SLA in cloud computing. We have explained the detail stages of those frameworks
so that it will be easier for the new researchers to do research on the field of SLA and
make more suitable and flexible framework for SLA security metric in the upcoming
year.
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Chapter 9
Security and Privacy at Cloud System

Nandita Sengupta

Abstract This chapter is focused to provide security mechanism for complete cloud
system by implementing encryption and intrusion detection system. Hybrid encryp-
tion is applied on data at cloud client level so that data in medium will be safe
as well as data will be stored in cloud server in safe mode. Data in server will be
accessible only to the authorized users which have the decryption key. Computation
for decryption becomes challenging and difficult in case of hybrid encryption. The
second phase of security will be applied in cloud server by implementing intrusion
detection system which will detect the anomaly traffic towards server and block the
unauthorized and unauthenticated traffic. Dimension reduction techniques are also
focused in this chapter to make the efficient intrusion detection system.

Keywords Artificial neural network · Cloud system · Dimension reduction ·
Hybrid encryption · Machine learning techniques · Security · Support vector
machine

9.1 Introduction

Use of electronic data is increasing day by day in individual level as well as in cor-
porate world. Various aspects of such data need to be considered for its effective use.
Maintaining data is very important research work in computer science world. Main-
taining data refers the processes like, cleaning, storing, providing security, accessing.
Daily transaction data is generated in large amountwhich are not required to be stored
as it is. Cleaning, i.e., preprocessing of data is very vital for efficient utilization of
data. Cleaning data refers removal of noise, removal of redundant data, and prepa-
ration of data in required format. After cleaning, data is stored for future use in
the form of data warehouse or in big data form. Large size of space is required to
store such huge amount of data. Cloud system provides such storage to store data.
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Cloud system has become popular very recently because of various advantages of
using cloud. Users can use infrastructure, i.e. storage, RAM, etc. in IaaS model of
cloud. They can use different types of software in SaaS model of cloud. They can use
readymade platform in PaaSmodel of cloud.Without buying hardware and software,
people can use those based on pay-per-use model as agreed through Service Level
Agreement between cloud service provider and cloud consumer. There are many
reasons to use cloud system even though many challenges are faced while using
cloud. There are some challenges in using cloud, like uninterrupted high bandwidth
internet connection, security, downtime, service quality etc. Out of these challenges,
most critical issue is to maintain security in cloud system. Security of cloud includes
security of data in client, in server as well as when data is inmedium. Cloud client can
access data in safe mode from cloud server if cloud security is maintained. Though
many researchers from Computer Science field are working on divergent aspect of
cloud security, it needs continuous effort formaintaining privacy of data of cloud con-
sumers. Cloud security refers to the security which is maintained at all cloud actors
level, like cloud consumer level, cloud service provider level, cloud broker level,
cloud audit level and also when data at the medium. Both encryption and Intrusion
Detection System play an important role in maintaining security in cloud. Designing
computationally complex encryption technique for data at transmission medium and
efficient real time Intrusion Detection System (IDS) at cloud consumer site, cloud
service provider site contribute a lot in cloud security system. In this chapter, hybrid
encryption and IDS have been strengthened for improvement of security of cloud
system. Hybrid encryption algorithm is proposed for protection of data in medium
and in cloud service provider. Classifier plays an important role in IDS. Designing of
IDS is proposed where the performance of two classifiers, based on machine learn-
ing techniques, have been compared. Hybrid technique of encryption is consisting of
three phases. In the first phase, simplest transposition technique, rail fence, will be
applied on plain text. One key, which is known as rail key, will be considered for this
transposition technique. In the second phase, Vernam Cipher substitution technique
will be applied on cipher text developed from the first phase of hybrid encryption.
Another key will be considered for this substitution technique. In the third phase,
each digit of cipher text, achieved from the result of second phase, will be comple-
mented. Once the encrypted message reaches cloud server side, the data will remain
protected by implementing IDS at server side. Real life data is too big to handle
where time is very important for effective performance of IDS. Data preprocessing
is a mandatory step before applying any machine learning technique as a classifier.
Data Preprocessing refers the processes involving data conversion, data reduction,
removal of noise, removal of inconsistency, removal of incompleteness. Application
of data preprocessing is very much necessary to develop an efficient intrusion detec-
tion system. IDS at cloud server will analyze the traffic in real time and if it finds
the traffic as intruder, same will be notified immediately to the administrator, so that
the attack can be blocked. Artificial Neural Network has been applied to determine
the traffic for IDS. As a second method, support vector machine has been applied
to determine any abnormal traffic. Learning system will be generated to identify the
traffic. Intruder will be detected by analyzing the attributes of the traffic. Here, in this
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chapter, raw data refers to the data about network traffic. Normally, network traffic
has many attributes and only some of the attributes will be required to determine
the traffic. Values of some of the attributes can be ignored to determine the traffic.
In data preprocessing stage, these attributes are identified and unimportant attributes
are known as redundant attributes. In the analysis, redundant attributes are identified
before applying to IDS, which makes the IDS efficient. Section9.2 explains cloud
system and its challenges, Sect. 9.3 describes hybrid encryption, Sect. 9.4 delineates
intrusion detection system, Sect. 9.5 demonstrates experimental results, and Sect. 9.6
concludes the chapter and expresses future work.

9.2 Cloud System

Cloud provides many advantages through different models of cloud system. There
are three types of model used in cloud worldwide. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
provides different types of infrastructure, like RAM, Hard Disk, Processing Power.
Software as a Service (SaaS) provides accessibility of different types of software to
its clients. Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides readymade platform to its clients.
With affordable cost and resources, computation is achievable by using clouds [1–7].
Service Level Agreement (SLA) is signed between cloud service provider and cloud
client. Depending on the usage, amount is determined which needs to be paid by
cloud client to the service provider. Popularity of cloud is increasing day by day
among the individuals and corporates. One of the challenges of using cloud system
is to have uninterrupted internet connection which is another research area where
continuous improvement is taking place. As there is a remarkable improvement in
communication, use of cloud is increasing. Continuous research work is required to
provide complete solution for security of cloud computing [8–20]. TheNational Insti-
tute of Standard and Technology has framed a clear roadmap for cloud security. In
any of the deployment model, private cloud, public cloud, community cloud, hybrid
cloud, NIST has encouraged to implement security at its highest level. Five common
actors are involved in cloud system, cloud consumer, cloud provider, cloud auditor,
cloud broker, cloud medium. Though in this chapter, security at cloud consumer,
at cloud medium and at cloud server are focused, but cloud security also involves
security at cloud auditor and at cloud broker level. The objective of maintaining
security refers maintaining confidentiality, availability, integrity, accountability. To
protect the cloud system, some countermeasures should be taken like, authentication,
identification, intrusion monitoring detection prevention, authorization, access con-
trol, cryptography, auditing. In this chapter, some countermeasures are explained in
detail with proposed model, like cryptography, intrusion monitoring, detection and
prevention.
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9.3 Encryption

Encryption is a technique which is used for converting plain text into cipher text.
Encryption technique is developed in such a way that the encryption computation
becomes very difficult. Time complexity and computation complexity should be too
difficult for decryption to provide robust cloud, security of data and system [21–23].
If such difficult encryption [24–27] is applied before the data leaves cloud client,
data will be secured in medium as well as in server. To make encryption difficult,
encryption with three phases is proposed for client data. There are lots of substitution
techniques and transposition techniques are used for encryption. In the first phase,
transposition technique, rail fence is applied on plain text. In the second phase,
Vernam Cipher is applied on the cipher text achieved from the first phase. In the third
phase, each digit is complemented achieved from the second phase.

9.3.1 Rail Fence

Rail fence is one of the effective transposition techniques used in encryption. Some
sorts of permutation is applied in this technique.Rail fence is also called zigzag cipher.
Rail key is considered tomake the computation difficult. Depth of zigzag varies based
on the rail key. Suppose the plain text is “security is the biggest challenge for cloud
computing”. Consider rail key is 4, i.e., depth of zigzag is 4 and also considers
the blank spaces for plain text. Cipher text derived from the given plain text is as
STTGCNRDUEIY HIG HEGO U PTCR SEBETALEFCOCMIGUI SL LON. It’s
explained diagrammatically in Fig. 9.1.

9.3.2 Vernam Cipher

In Vernam Cipher, plain text first gets converted into bit stream for each of the
character. One key is considered which also gets converted into its bit stream. Then
cipher text is formed applying XOR operation with plain text and the key. In this
chapter, in the second phase of encryption, Vernam Cipher will be used on the cipher
textwhich is achieved from the first phase of encryption, i.e., after applying rail fence.

Fig. 9.1 Rail fence
encryption with rail key 4
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Fig. 9.2 Flowchart for applying Vernam Cipher

In normalVernamCipher, only one time thisXORoperation is done.But hereVernam
Cipher will be achieved after applying XOR operation with 3 different keys. This is
applied to make the Vernam Cipher difficult from the general one. Computation time
will be 3 times of the general Vernam Cipher. This proposed method is explained
through flowchart in Fig. 9.2.

9.3.3 Digital Computation

This is the third phase of the encryptionmethod proposed in this chapter. Thismethod
will be applied after getting cipher text from the second phase. Cipher text of second
phase will be plain text for this phase of encryption. Each of the letters of plain
text will be converted into corresponding bit stream, if they are not already in bit
form. Each bit of this plain text will be complemented as cipher text. This method is
explained through flowchart in Fig. 9.3.

9.3.4 Algorithm for Applying Encryption

Step 1: Take input as plain text data
Step 2: Apply Rail fence encryption algorithm
Step 2.1: Take input as rail key (n) where n > 1
Step 2.2: Consider blank spaces in the plain text
Step 2.3: Take the letter from plain text and write in the first row of zigzag rail
Step 2.4: Take next letter from plain text and write in the second row of zigzag rail
Step 2.5: Repeat the same n times for coming down via the rail from left corner of
zigzag
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Fig. 9.3 3rd phase of hybrid
encryption with simple
digital computation

Step 2.6: Repeat the same (n − 1) times for going up via the rail from zero depth of
zigzag to right corner of zigzag.
Step 2.7: Repeat the above steps from 2.3 to 2.6 until entire plain text gets over
Step 2.8: Write the letters in order from the first row for developing cipher text
Step 3: Consider cipher text developed from rail fence as plain text for Vernam
Cipher
Step 3.1: Consider ASCII codes for each characters
Step 3.2: Convert each letter of plain text into bit streams
Step 3.3: Consider m = 1
Step 3.4: Consider a key
Step 3.5: Repeat the key and make the length of the key as same as plain text
Step 3.6: Convert the entire length of key into equivalent bit streams
Step 3.7: Apply XOR operation for each bit of plain text with each bit of key
Step 3.8: Result of XOR operation will be the cipher text developed from Vernam
Cipher from m number of key
Step 3.9: m = m + 1
Step 3.10: Repeat above steps from Step 3.4 to Step 3.9 till m < 4
Step 4: Consider cipher Text developed from Vernam Cipher as plain text for digital
computation
Step 4.1: Each bit of this plain text will be complemented and the result will be of
set of 8 bit streams.
Step 5: Each set of 8 bit streams to be converted into the corresponding characters
as assumed in Step 3.1.
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9.4 Intrusion Detection System

The correct IDS [28–40] monitors the traffic, applies detection method on the traf-
fic to identify any suspicious traffic. Mainly two types of detection techniques are
used, misuse detection and anomaly detection. In misuse detection technique, pat-
terns are generated from past records. IDS checks the pattern of new traffic with the
pattern stored in database. If the pattern of new traffic matches with the pattern of
anomaly traffic stored in the database, IDS generates the alarm for the administra-
tor. In anomaly detection technique, IDS tries to identify the traffic which behaves
differently than the normal traffic. IDS generates the alarms, quality and quantity of
these alarms are very sensitive issue. Too many false alarms or missing alarms are
not desired, in such cases IDS fails and system administrator looses the trust. Mis-
use detection model are not able to find the new attack. Anomaly detection model
also finds difficulty in learning new attack and it generates many false alarm due to
addition of new components in the network. Therefore, its very difficult to design a
fixed IDS model. Dynamic design of IDS is the only choice to reduce false alarm.
Different statistical models are used in IDS. Only through experience, learning can
be more accurate. There are various types of IDSs, Network based IDS (NIDS) [41]
which monitors entire network on which it is loaded, Protocol based IDS (PIDS)
detects the traffic based on the protocol, Host based IDS (HIDS) [42] is loaded on
the host which needs to be protected from attack traffic. Here, in this chapter, HIDS
and PIDS are referred for cloud security. IDS has two components, IDS Sensor and
IDS Manager. IDS Sensor identifies the traffic as normal or anomaly by classifi-
cation. Different types of classifiers are used in IDS classification. Performance of
classifiers depends on system data, noise, number of attributes, etc. Different types
of classifiers, artificial neural network, support vector machine, genetic algorithm,
rough set theory, etc. are used in IDS. IDS Manager informs the administrator about
anomaly traffic. In this chapter, it is proposed to implement IDS at cloud server to
restrict the accessing of data. Artificial Neural Network and Support VectorMachines
are used as classifier to classify the traffic. Data preprocessing is required to make
the classification technique efficient.

9.4.1 Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing means preparing system into the form which is easier for classi-
fication. Real life data can have noise, missing value. It can have the combination of
discrete data and continuous data. Many classification techniques do not take both
types of data. In that case, one type of data needs to be converted. Most impor-
tantly, real life data size is too big for quick processing. Classification for IDS should
work in real time. Here, efficiency is considered in terms of accuracy and in terms
of time, i.e., classification techniques should work quickly to produce the result.
If it delivers its output with higher computation time, result may not be useful for
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the system even though it produces the result with high accuracy. For classifica-
tion, study of attributes, i.e., determination of importance of attributes is an essential
part of data preprocessing. In an object, attributes are classified in two broad cat-
egories, conditional and decisional. Decisional attribute means which specify the
classification and conditional attributes are those which determine the value of deci-
sion attributes. Some conditional attributes do not participate in classification. i.e.,
removal of such attributes does not affect the result of classification. Such attributes
are known as redundant attributes. Sometimes, some objects are repetitive in the
data set and in that case, repetitive objects should be removed before computation
/training of classification. Therefore, preprocessing of data refers noise removal, con-
version of data, removal of redundant attributes, and removal of repetitive objects.
Here, in this chapter, for identifying redundant attributes, Rough Set Theory (RST) is
used. Feature extraction is another method by which important attributes are identi-
fied and redundant attributes are removed for classification. Data reduction refers to
dimension/attribute reduction and object/instance reduction of an information table.
In this chapter, both reduction methods have been addressed to efficiently handle the
huge data sets. Dimensionality reduction [43–47] compromises between selection of
most predictive features for class-outcome and rejection of irrelevant features with
minimal information loss. In addition, large database contains redundant objects
or instances which increase system overhead and dominating the important objects
results wrong prediction. Hence attribute and instance reduction is essential to reduce
complexity of the system and increasing scope of accurate prediction.

In the chapter, two approaches of dimensionality reduction are presented while
handling both discrete and continuous domain data sets. First, real valued NSL KDD
network traffic data is discretized and then rough set theory (RST) is applied for
attribute reduction using discernibility matrix and attribute dependency concepts.
In the second approach, information loss due to discretization has been avoided
by extending Fuzzy-RoughQuickReduct (FRQR) algorithm [48], which is applied
on continuous domain data set. Genetic algorithm (GA) is integrated with FRQR
to select optimum number of attributes from the continuous domain data set. The
proposed algorithm (Fuzzy-Rough-GA)generatesminimal attribute set, called reduct
[49] consisting of information that classifies data more accurately compared to the
FRQR algorithm.

Rough Set Theory (RST) has ability to deal with vague data sets and discover
knowledge by processing large volume of data, has been applied in the chapter as
a data mining tool for dimension reduction. Since RST cannot handle continuous
data, efficient way of discretization has been focused in the work with the objective
of minimum information loss while maintaining consistency in a comprehensive
way. Two different discretization approaches have been proposed here to achieve the
discretizationwithminimum loss and primarily applied onNSL-KDDnetwork traffic
data set. To retain important attributes, classification accuracy using Support Vector
Machine is evaluated before and after reduction of attributes. One attribute has been
reduced at a time and the effect on classification accuracy is observed in terms of
percentage of error. The result of classification considering 34 continuous attributes
has been shown in “confusion matrix” [50] and using “error rate”. If change in error
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rate is more than 1% for consecutive two attributes, that attribute is considered as an
important attribute and so retained.

Instance reduction has been tackled here by extending the concept of simulated
annealing fuzzy clustering (SAFC) algorithm [51] with RST. First SAFC algorithm
is modified to partition the objects with respect to individual attribute. Most signifi-
cant cluster for each attribute is evaluated using attribute dependency concept of RST
and thus less informative objects are removed to reduce instances in the information
table. Finally, non-redundant andmost informative instances are retained and reducts
using the reduced instances are obtained. Classification accuracy of reduced data set
is compared with the original NSL-KDD data set, demonstrating effectiveness of
data reduction methods.

Dimension Reduction Using RST

Before illustrating the proposed algorithms, concepts of Rough set theory (RST)
used in the algorithms are presented briefly in this subsection.

Preliminaries of RST

Information system is a data table consisting of objects and attributes with values.
Formally, the table is represented as a set of tuple (U, A, Va) where U is the nonempty
set of objects, A is a nonempty set of attributes and Va is the value of attribute a (aεA)
such that a: U → Va. The set of attributes A is divided into two subsets, namely
conditional set of attributes (C), representing features of the objects and decision set
of attributes (D), representing class label of the objects.

Indiscernibility Relation

The Indiscernibility relation is denoted by IND(P) states that two objects x and y are
equivalent if and only if they have the same attribute values with respect to attribute
set PεA, as defined by Eq. (9.1).

IND(P) = {(x, y)εU | ∀aεP, a(x) = a(y)} (9.1)

Indiscernibility relation IND(P) is referred as P-indiscernibility relation and the class
of indiscernible objects is denoted by [x]P. The partition of U, determined by IND(P)
is denoted as U/IND(P) or U/P.

Lower Approximation

Lower approximation of a set X with respect to attribute set R (R´X) is the set of all
objects, which are certainly or unambiguously elements of set X, as defined using
Eq. (9.2).

R (́X ) = {xεU, [x]R ⊆ X } (9.2)
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Fig. 9.4 Diagrammatical
representation of rough set

Upper Approximation

Upper approximation of a set X with respect to attribute set R (R` (X)) is the union
of all equivalence classes in [x]R, which have non-empty intersection with set X. It
is the set of objects, possibly members of the set X, defined using Eq. (9.3).

R (̀X ) = {xεU, [x]R ∩ X �= φ} (9.3)

Boundary Region

The boundary region of set X consists of those objects which are neither be ruled
in nor ruled out of the set X. It is represented as the difference of upper and lower
approximation of the set X.

Rough Set

The rough set (RS) [52–55] is represented by the tuple (R (́X),R` (X)) consisting of
lower and upper approximation of the set X, as shown in Fig. 9.4.

Positive Region

The positive region of a set X contains all objects that are certainly belongs to set X,
defined in Eq. (9.4).

POSR(D) =
⋃

X εU/D

R (́X ) (9.4)

where POSR(D) is a positive region of the partition U/D with respect to R, the set of
all elements of U that can be uniquely classified by means of attribute R.

Attribute Dependency

An important issue in data analysis is discovering dependencies between the
attributes. A set of attributes D depends totally on a set of conditional attributes
R, where the attributes of R uniquely determine the attributes of D. D depends on R
to a degree k is denoted as R ⇒k D and defined using Eq. (9.5).
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k = γ (R,D) = ΣN
i=1|R´Di|
|U | = |POSR(D)|

|U | (9.5)

where POSRD is called a positive region of the partition U/Dwith respect to attribute
set R and N is the number of labels of attribute set D. If k = 1, D depends totally on
R, and if k < 1, D depends partially (to degree k) on R. k = 0 indicates the positive
region of the partition U/D with respect to R is empty or D doesn’t depend on R. The
higher the dependency, the more significant the attribute is.

Reduct Using Discernibility Matrix

In the information system is there any attribute or set of attributes which are more
important to the knowledge than other attributes. If so, is it possible to remove those
less important attributes from an information system preserving its properties? There
is a minimal subset of attributes which can fully characterize the knowledge of the
information system as the whole set of attributes and maintains partition of data.
Such an attribute set is called a reduct.

In Rough Set Theory (RST) reduct is the minimum attribute set that retains the
indiscernibility relation as defined by the entire attribute set. For dimensionality
reduction of information system, reduct is generated using two different approaches
of RST. First, the concept of discernibility matrix [56, 57], introduced by Skrowron
[58] is applied for computation of reduct.

The discernibility matrix is defined as follows: Given a decision system DS= (U,
A, C, D), where U is the universe of discourse and A is the total number of attributes.
The system consists of two types of attributes namely conditional attributes (C) and
decision attributes (D) so that A = C ∪ D. Let the universe U = x1, x2, . . . , xn, then
the discernibility matrix M = (mij) is a |U | × |U | matrix, in which the element mij

for an object pair (xi, xj) is obtained by Eq. (9.6).

mij = {aεC : a(xi) �= a(xj) ∧ (dεD, d(xi) �= d(xj))}, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n (9.6)

where mij is the set of attributes classifies objects xi and xj into different decision
class labels using partition U/D. The physical meaning of the matrix element mij is
that objects xi and xj can be distinguished by any attribute inmij. The pair (xi, xj) can
be discerned if mij �= 0. A discernibility matrix M is symmetric, i.e., mij = mji, and
mii = ϕ. Therefore, it is sufficient to consider only the lower triangle or the upper
triangle of the matrix.

Consider an information systemofTable9.1 consisting of 10 objects, 5 conditional
attributes, namely a, b, c, d, e and one decision attribute, say f.

Discernibility matrix of the Information System (Table9.1) is shown in Table9.2
and corresponding discernibility function f(s) has been derived as shown.
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Table 9.1 An information system

Objects Attributes (A)

Conditional Decision

a b c d e

O1 1 2 0 1 1 CLASS1

O2 1 2 0 1 1 CLASS1

O3 2 0 0 1 0 CLASS2

O4 0 0 1 2 1 CLASS3

O5 2 1 0 2 1 CLASS2

O6 0 0 1 2 2 CLASS1

O7 2 0 0 1 0 CLASS2

O8 0 1 2 2 1 CLASS3

O8 2 1 0 2 2 CLASS1

O10 2 0 0 1 0 CLASS2

Table 9.2 Discernibility matrix using Table9.1

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10

O1 − − − − − − − − − −
O2 − − − − − − − − − −
O3 a,b,e a,b,e − − − − − − − −
O4 a,b,c,d a,b,c,d a,b,d,e − − − − − − −
O5 a,b,d a,b,d − a,b,c − − − − − −
O6 − − a,c,d,e e a,b,c,e − − − −
O7 a,b,e a,b,e − a,c,d,e − a,c,d,e − − − −
O8 a,b,c,d a,b,c,d,e a,b,c,d,e a,c b,c,e a,b,c,d,e − − −
O9 − − b,d,e a,b,c,e e − b,d,e a,c,e − −
O10 a,b,e a,b,e − a,c,d,e − a,c,d,e − a,b,c,d,e b,d,e −

f (s) = (a ∨ b ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d) ∧ (a ∨
c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ d) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ d) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c) ∧ (a ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (e) ∧
(a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧
(a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ c) ∧ (b ∨ c
∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (b ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ e) ∧ (e) ∧ (b ∨ d ∨ e) ∧
(a ∨ c ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧
(a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (b ∨ d ∨ e)

Equivalent terms (elements connected by logical “OR” operation) are removed
and discernibility function becomes:
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f (s) = (a ∨ b ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d) ∧ (a ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ d) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨
c) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ d ∨ e) ∧ (e) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ c ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ c) ∧ (b ∨ c ∨ e) ∧ (b ∨
d ∨ e) ∧ (a ∨ c ∨ e)

Next absorption law is applied on f(s), which specifies that if one term is a pure
subset of another term and connected with Boolean “AND” operation then the term
with minimum number of variables is sustained. By applying the absorption law,
discernibility function is derived as:

f (s) = (e) ∧ (a ∨ c) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ d)

Finally, expansion law algorithm is applied to retain attributes which are more
frequently appearing in partitions compared to other attributes. AND operation is
applied on attributes having highest frequency and so selected because they play
important role in classification, compared to others which appear less frequently.
Less frequently attributes are not rejected but apply OR operation to select any of
them. Finally apply AND operation on each of the OR term so that any of them may
belong to different reducts by applying distributive law.

Following steps are executed to apply expansion law.
Step 1: Find the attributes appearing most frequently (at least twice).
Step 2: Apply “AND” operation on the terms having such attributes and “OR” oper-
ation on the rest.
Step 3: Apply the connective “AND” between the “OR” terms and the term if con-
sisting of such attribute then eliminate.
Step 4: Combine the terms obtained from Step 2 and Step 3 using “AND” operation.

For the example, most frequent attribute is a, based on which following deriva-
tions are obtained.
From Step 2: (a ∧ e)
From Step 3: c ∧ (b ∨ d)

From Step 4: (a ∧ e) ∧ (c ∧ (b ∨ d))

so, f (s) = (a ∧ e) ∧ (c ∧ (b ∨ d)) = (a ∧ e) ∧ ((c ∧ b) ∨ (c ∧ d)) = (a ∧ e ∧ c
∧ d) ∨ (a ∧ e ∧ c ∧ d) Therefore, reducts are {a, e, c, b} and {a, e, c, d}.

Reduct Using Attribute Dependency

The algorithm for attribute selection or dimensionality reduction has been proposed
based on the attribute dependency concept of RST and implemented using tree data
structure. Initially, the set of all conditional attributes is mapped at the root node of
the tree. Gradually one by one the attributes are removed from the set and dependency
of remaining attributes is evaluated. If dependency remains same to that of the root
node then there is a possibility of reduct in the reduced set of attributes and the path
is extended otherwise, the path is aborted.

Algorithm Reduct

Step1: Indiscernibility of the set of conditional attributes (C) and decision attributes
(D) are evaluated using Eq. (9.1).
Step 2: POSC (D) is evaluated using Eq. (9.4).
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Fig. 9.5 Illustrating
algorithm reduct

Table 9.3 Information system with 13 objects

Objects Conditional attributes Decision attributes

U a b c d e f

1 2 1 1 1 1 3

2 2 1 1 0 1 3

3 2 2 1 1 1 3

4 1 1 1 0 0 3

5 1 1 1 1 0 3

6 2 1 1 2 1 2

7 2 2 1 2 1 2

8 3 2 1 2 1 2

9 3 2 2 2 1 1

10 3 3 2 2 1 1

11 3 3 2 1 1 1

12 3 2 2 1 1 1

13 3 0 2 1 1 1

Step 3: Dependency for the root node γ (C,D) is calculated using Eq. (9.5).
Step 4: One by one attributes are removed from C and dependency for the set con-
sisting of remaining attributes is evaluated using Eq. (9.5).
Step 5: If the dependency is same as that of the root node then go to step 6, else abort
the path.
Step 6: Repeat Step 3 to Step 5 until height of the tree is equal to |C|.

Figure9.5 narrates the reduct generation procedure considering information sys-
tem of Table9.3, which consists of conditional attributes {’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’} and
decision attributes {’e’, ’f’}.
The domain of the conditional attributes are:-

a → {1, 2, 3}; b → {0, 1, 2, 3}; c → {1, 2}; d → {0, 1, 2}; e → {0, 1}; f → {1, 2, 3}
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Discretization is the process by which continuous variables or data get converted
into discrete form. Most of the real-life data sets contain continuous variables need
to be discretized to obtain qualitative data instead of quantitative. Advantage of dis-
cretization is many fold, it increases learning accuracy and processing speed while
producing results in more compact and concise form. Discrete attributes are inter-
pretable, understandable and easier to use and elaborate. But process of discretiza-
tion is associated with few negative effects in data analysis. Existing methods of
discretization are source of information loss resulting inconsistency in data, due to
which classification accuracy gets affected. There are different discretization meth-
odswhich can be applied, like cut generationmethod, center spread encodingmethod,
machine learning based method.

From machine learning point of view, two different discretization processes are
proposed here. Optimized Equal Width Interval (OEWI), an unsupervised method
and Split and Merge Interval (SMI), a supervised method have been presented in
the work. It must be observed that discretization leads to some information loss and
may result in inconsistent rules. So, by discretization process strategies have been
adopted to minimize number of inconsistencies that may arise after discretization.
Both these discretization schemes handle inconsistency in data as illustrated below.

Optimized Equal Width Interval (OEWI)

The Optimized Equal Width Interval discretization is an unsupervised method that
divides the range of conditional attributes into equal width (w) bins, as given in
Eq. (9.6).

w = (vmax − vmin)/k (9.7)

where k is any positive integer denoting number of bins, vmax and vmin represent
maximum and minimum value of the attribute (feature) in continuous domain.

Thus, the continuous data is mapped to one of the bins based on their spatial
distributionwhere the intervals havewidthwand the cut points are at vmin + w, vmin +
2w, . . . , vmin + kw.

However, since the size of each bin is fixed, the number of inconsistent rules
generated due to discretization depends on the value of k. To minimize the number
of inconsistent rules, Particle SwarmOptimization (PSO) technique has been invoked
in OEWI method to optimize number of bins (k).

Particle Swarm Optimization(PSO)

Particle swarm optimization uses a population of particles where it is assumed that
each particle is a potential solution. The system is initialized with a population of
random solutions and searches for optima, according to some fitness function. Par-
ticles are updated over generations where particles “fly” through the N-dimensional
problem search space towards the current better-performing particles. Each parti-
cle remembers its own best position Xpbest (the function was fittest), and searches
globally best value, Xgbest .
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Fig. 9.6 Particle Swarm optimization

At each iteration, the particle velocity vectorsV and position vectorsX are updated
according to Eqs. 9.7 and 9.8 respectively. Factor c1 and c2 are empirically deter-
mined and used to establish a balance between exploration and convergence.

Vi = w ∗ vi + c1 ∗ rand(.) ∗ (Xpbest − Xi) + c2 ∗ rand(.) ∗ (Xgbest − Xi) (9.8)

Xi(t + 1) = Xi(t) + Vi (9.9)

where Vi,Xi,Xpbest and Xgbest are N-dimensional vectors and the parameter w is the
inertia weight, a suitable selection of w provides a balance between global and local
exploration.

After each candidate solution is generated in the intermediate course of PSO,
inconsistencies present in the data set are evaluated as fitness function of PSO which
is optimized. Therefore, after Equal width optimization process, optimized number
of inconsistent rules are formed.

Figures9.6 and 9.7 explains the concept of PSO and the flow of control of the
OEWI Discretization process is shown by the flowchart.

Split and Merge Interval (SMI)

In this scheme, each attribute is considered individually while discretized. Say, x
is the minimum difference between attribute values that differentiates two distinct
classes (normal and anomaly). However, there is no specific range of the values
taken by the attributes, which creates problem due to the heterogeneous nature of
data distribution of different attributes. Homogeneity is achieved by dividing each
attribute value with maximum of modulus values obtained while considering all
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Fig. 9.7 Flowchart of OEWI discretization process

sample points. The standardization operation as described in Eq. (9.9) ensures every
attribute value is maintained within −1 to +1 range.

Standarddata = (originaldata)/maximum(mod(originaldata)) (9.10)

The whole range [−1, +1] is splitted considering ∂x as the split interval length. In
this method, splitting the whole range into small intervals ensures no inconsistency
after splitting. However, if there is inconsistency already present in the continuous
datasets, the SMI discretization method fails to remove it.

After splitting, finitely many intervals are generated. As a next step, consecutive
intervals are merged provided the objects in the two intervals have the same class
label. This method reduces number of intervals and at the same time retains con-
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Fig. 9.8 The SMI process determine the intervals

sistency in the dataset as intervals are merged only when they belong to the same
class. It must be noted that after Split and Merge processes (see Fig. 9.8), the inter-
vals possibly are of different length. SMI discretization process is more adaptable to
non-uniform data distribution and orientation. It partitions the whole data range of
each attribute into distinct and disjoint intervals and thus maintaining consistency.

The intervals are represented as [−1,K1∂v], [K1∂v,K2∂v], . . . , [K(n − 1)∂v,
K(n)∂v]whereK1 < K2 < K3 < K(n − 1) < K(n) and K(n) = 1/∂v, the last inter-
val.

The following theorem proves that the Split and Merge Interval Discretization
process always preserves consistency in the data set.
Theorem I. Split and Merge Interval Discretization process preserves consistency.
The prove follows in two steps, considering first the Split phase and then theMerging
phase.

(i) Consistency is preserved after Splitting

Proof. Assume, after splitting an attribute with values x1 and x2 (x1 �= x2) lie in
the same interval but in different class labels. Also assume that the interval length is
∂v, denoting minimum difference in attribute values that differentiates two different
class labels.

Therefore,|x1 − x2| = ∂x ≤ ∂v
Now if x1 and x2 have two different class labels thenminimumdistance separating

two class labels is ∂x as ∂x ≤ ∂v. But we assume that v is the minimum separating
distance. Therefore, assumption is incorrect and there are no distinct attribute values
belonging to the same interval but with different class labels. Therefore, it is proved
that consistency is preserved after splitting.

(ii) Consistency is preserved after Merging

Proof. In themerging phase consecutive intervals are merged if and only if their class
label is same. Before merging (i.e. after splitting phase) consistency is preserved and
the merging process itself preserves consistency by merging only the consecutive
intervals with same class label. Therefore, consistency is maintained after merging.
To illustrate the method, consider Table9.4 with one attribute and two class labels.

For the given sample dataset, it has been observed that the minimum difference
between attribute value that separates two classes (‘Normal’, ‘Anomaly’) is 0.10
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Table 9.4 Illustration of SMI method

Attribute value Class Attribute value Class

0.04 Normal 0.48 Normal

0.1 Normal 0.55 Normal

0.15 Normal 0.66 Anomaly

0.20 Normal 0.70 Anomaly

0.30 Anomaly 0.85 Normal

0.35 Anomaly 1.0 Normal

Table 9.5 Output of splitting process

Range of attribute
values

Class Range of attribute
values

Class

0.0–0.1 Normal 0.5–0.6 Normal

0.1–0.2 Normal 0.6–0.7 Anomaly

0.2–0.3 Normal 0.7–0.8 Anomaly

0.3–0.4 Anomaly 0.8–0.9 Normal

0.4–0.5 Normal 0.9–1.0 Normal

Table 9.6 Output of the merge Process

Merged Range Class

0.0–0.3 Normal

0.3–0.4 Anomaly

0.4–0.6 Normal

0.6–0.8 Anomaly

0.8–1.0 Normal

(0.30–0.20). After splitting, the result is summarized in Table9.5 that demonstrates
preservation of consistency in the dataset.

Now in themerging phase, consecutive intervals aremerged provided correspond-
ing class labels are same. The merged intervals along with class labels are given in
Table9.6, demonstrating consistency in the dataset after merging.

9.4.2 Artificial Neural Network

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [59, 60] classifies the object based on pattern
matching. For many real life complex applications, ANN works very efficiently.
ANN has many characteristics. It considers some instances based on the attribute
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values, as its training data. It takes long time for training. In the learning data, there
can be noise. Here, rules are generated based on pattern of the objects. ANN learns
the system before classification. There are three types of learning, supervised learn-
ing, unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning. In supervised learning, before
classifying the objects, classifier has set of inputs and the targeted outputs. Classi-
fier algorithm works through the iterations. In each iteration, classifier classifies the
objects and finds the difference between the targeted output and actual output. After
every iteration, classifier decides to change its parameters/algorithms/rules to reduce
the difference between the targeted output and the actual output. In unsupervised
learning, targeted output is not available for the set of inputs. In such type of learn-
ing, classifier tries to learn the system as and when it receives the set of inputs and
finds the output. In reinforcement learning, classifier uses some kind of feedback on
every iteration. If it achieves the reward, the classifier strengthens its algorithms/rules
in the same manner so that it achieves the desired accuracy within a short period of
time. There can be various designs of ANN, like perceptrons, linear units, sigmoid
units. Training ofmultilayer ANNs involves a lot of complexity like hypothesis space
search, representing units and moreover the learning part. Perceptron is one type of
ANNwhich provides the output as 1 or−1. Based on the inputs, linear combinations
of the same are calculated and the sum is derived. Basically, perceptron separates the
objects with the concept of a hyperplane. Some objects lie on one side of the hyper-
plane based on the output of the perceptron, like +1. Some objects lie on another
side of the hyperplane for which the output of perceptron is −1. As the output of
perceptron is either +1 or −1, perceptron can represent many Boolean functions.
Perceptron rule and delta rule yield some acceptable results in learning. Perceptron
rule works successfully when the objects are linearly separable. When the objects
are not linearly separable, perceptron rule fails. In that case, delta rule works. ANN
follows supervised learning for classification. ANN takes the inputs, assumes weight
for each inputs and forms the output. In each iteration, it calculates the output and
finds the difference between the targeted output and actual output. If the output is
far from the desired output, ANN model changes the weights and recalculates the
output. Iteration processes repeat till it achieves the desired output. ANN model is
shown in Fig. 9.9.

ANN classifier assumes the values of weights and finds the output as mentioned
in Eq. (9.8).

output =
n∑

i=1

Iiwi (9.11)

Algorithm for applying ANN is given as follows.

Step 1: Take inputs after dimension reduction and take desired accuracy, targeted
output, Output
Step 2: Assume weights for each input
Step 3: Calculate actual Output applying Eq. (9.8)
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Fig. 9.9 ANN classification

Step 4: Calculate the difference between actual output and targeted output
Step 5: If desire accuracy is not achieved, change weights and repeat step 3 to step
5, else declare the accuracy.

9.4.3 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) [61–65] is an efficient classification method which
uses hyperplane for classifying the objects. Though SVM performs very well in
binary classification and regression problem, SVM has many challenges. Selecting
parameters, pre processing of data, limiting use of SVM are a few of those. For
classifying single dimensional objects, a point is required to classify. For classify-
ing two dimensional objects, a straight line is required to classify those objects. For
three dimensional objects, a plane is required to classify the objects. For n dimen-
sional objects, n−1 dimensional hyperplane is required to classify those objects.
Classification through SVM is shown in Fig. 9.10 for 2 dimensional objects.

The objective of SVM classification is to find out the optimum hyperplane which
classifies the objects.Margin is defined as double the distance between the hyperplane
and the closest point. The optimized hyperplane will be achieved when the value of
margin is maximum. SVM will be efficient when number of attributes will be less.
Though inFig. 9.10, a straight line is shownwhich divides the objects into two classes.
For twodimensional objects, separating line equationwill be normal equationof a line
(y = mx + c). But in reality, objects are with multi dimensions. In multidimensional
cases, straight line equation cannot be considered as a separating line. In that case we
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Fig. 9.10 SVM
classification of two types of
objects

Fig. 9.11 Hyperplane
showing the classifications
of multidimensional objects

need to consider the equation of a hyperplane (WTX = 0) for separating the objects.
The method of determining hyperplane for classifying multidimensional objects is
shown in Fig. 9.11.

Consider the objects a, b, c, d, e for one class and f, g, h, j are the objects of another
class. These objects are considered as training objects. There can be infinite number
of hyperplanes which can classify these objects into two classes. But the objective is
to determine the optimal hyperplanewhere themarginwill be themaximum. Suppose
pp is the hyperplane which classifies those training objects and in this case, margin
= 2Xfk. Now consider another hyperplane qq which also classifies those objects
into two classes and the margin = 2Xam, which is higher than 2Xfk (clear from the
drawing). So, qq is the better hyperplane than pp but optimum hyperplane needs to
be determined.

Algorithm for Implementing SVM

Step 1: Get the training dataset
Step 2: Find two hyperplanes so that between these two hyperplanes no training data
point should be there
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Step 3: Displace these two hyperplanes in opposite direction upto the level where
the distance between two hyperplanes become maximum
Step 4: Distance between these two hyperplanes will be the margin for optimum
hyperplane
Step 5: Hyperplane passing through the mid point of the distance between these two
hyperplanes will be the optimal hyperplane.

Different models of SVM have been designed by the researchers to improve in
performance of classification. Twin Support Vector Machines are proposed by some
researchers where objects are classified by using two hyperplanes. Computation cost
has been reduced in such cases. Algorithms for parallel randomized support vector
machine and parallel randomized support vector regression works very well for the
cases of linearly non separable objects and linearly non separable regression prob-
lems. Incremental learning support vector machine uses hyper distance for learning.
It uses less number of training samples as historical data is used for learning. It takes
less time for training and provides better classification accuracy. One of the objective
of SVM is to reduce the complexity of the decision function of SVM which can be
decreased by reducing the number of training vectors. ClusterSVM provides a better
model where similar types of objects are clustered and the distance from the center
point of cluster to the hyperplane is measured to determine the hyperplane. As in
real life IDS, time is very important, clusterSVM can yield better result. Multiclass
SVM is also very useful for application of multiple classification. As in IDS, dif-
ferent types of attacks can be there, multiclass SVM can also be useful. Smooth
SVM is another type of SVM where kernel function needs to be designed accord-
ingly. Manifold proximal SVM is another classification which takes out maximum
geometrical information from inside data. Boosting support vector machine is an
effective classification method. In such method, dimension of data is reduced to help
in training and in classification accuracy. This chapter tried to focus this boosted
SVM for application in server IDS.

9.4.4 Classification Parameters

Confusion Matrix or table of confusion provides information about actual and pre-
dicted classification achieved by a classification system. Actual values are written
column wise and predicted values are written as row wise. Confusion matrix in
Table9.7 gives the indication how actual and predicted are represented.

9.5 Experimental Results

In proposed IDS, NSL-KDD 2009 Intrusion Detection System data set [66] has
been considered for experimental analysis for phase three implementation. DARPA
network traffic data has been analyzed for SVM. Total 11850 objects have been
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Table 9.7 Confusion matrix

Actual value (p) Actual value (n) Total

Predicted value (p’) True positive(a) False positive(b) P’

Predicted value (n’) False negative(c) True negative(d) N’

Total P N

Table 9.8 Confusion matrix

Anomaly Normal Sum

Anomaly 9591 107 9698

Normal 491 1661 2152

Sum 10082 1768 11850

considered which have 41 conditional attributes and 1 decision attributes. Out of 41
attributes, 34 attributes are continuous and 7 are discrete. 34 continuous attributes
have been applied for SVM and found out the confusion matrix as in Table9.8.

Error rate is found as 5.05% applying SVM. For same set of data, by applying
ANN, error rate is found as 6.67%. As SVM provides better classification result than
ANN, SVM is proposed for implementation of IDS at cloud server.

9.6 Conclusions and Future Work

Security is one of the biggest challenges in cloud system. This chapter has been
focused to provide the mechanism to overcome the above mentioned challenge of
cloud system. Maintaining complete security system of cloud has been discussed in
the chapter. Complex encryption has been suggested for implementation in the client
cloud system so that data becomes secured before leaving the cloud client. Data will
remain secure in the medium as well as in the cloud server. Practically, in the server
level, two tier architecture of security has been applied, first is encryption and sec-
ond is implementing IDS at cloud server level. Robust IDS with SVM classification
technique is applied in server level so that it can protect the server data from any
unauthorized access. In the section of SVM, various models of SVM are discussed
with their merits and demerits. Cloud system provides storage place for various types
of data. Single classification method or a particular model of SVM cannot yield best
result of IDS for cloud server because of heterogeneous nature of data. Here, in the
chapter, SVM is suggested for classification of traffic in nature. In future, for different
groups of data or for different locations of cloud server can involve any SVMmodel
which suits that environment most. Different deployment models, different business
cases should be taken as an experiment for identifying classification model. In a nut-
shell, future work can be done for implementing powerful IDS with more efficiency.
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In this chapter, only some countermeasures for cloud security is discussed, cryp-
tography, intrusion monitoring detection and prevention. Other measures for cloud
security, like, identification, authentication, authorization, access control, auditing
are not explained. These areas need more research work in future. Future continuous
research work can bring the solutions for security of cloud.
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Chapter 10
Optimization of Security as an Enabler
for Cloud Services and Applications

Varun M. Deshpande, Mydhili K. Nair and Ayush Bihani

Abstract The advent of cloud computing has created a paradigm shift in how peo-
ple around the world communicate and do business. Its inbuilt characteristics have
empowered companies to build cutting edge solutions that bring us all together than
we ever were before. Cloud computing provides avenues to use storage and comput-
ing resources in metered basis to provide optimized virtual infrastructure for service
providers to prosper. Service providers can concentrate on building technology rather
than worrying about the infrastructure and the platform for service hosting or server
maintenance. Amount of information being shared and exchanged by users is grow-
ing exponentially by the passing of each hour. People around the globe have openly
embraced the era of information technology, and almost unknowingly, it has become
an essential part of everyday life. In this context, securing our digital life by enabling
cloud applications to perform at its fullest is of prime importance. Security engineer-
ing community is continuously optimizing security standards, tools and practices
to achieve this. This chapter throws light into such methods and technologies that
form the Digital Guardians of our Connected World! In any discussion related to
optimization of Cloud Security, it is important to recognize the current market and
research trends. This chapter adopts a case study based approach to understand the
current scenario and best practices with respect to Cloud Security. We discuss the
overall security objectives and challenges that developers and cloud service vendors
face during life cycle of Cloud software applications. Topics related to Cloud soft-
ware quality assurance including cloud penetration testing are dealt with religiously
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in the chapter. We then propose certain tools and techniques which would help any
developer or cloud security enthusiast to understand how to secure any application to
make it cloud ready. This is very important; especially, with the growing complexity
of web application threats. Hence, we have dedicated a section of this chapter to
identify and mitigate security loopholes in the applications in a smart and focused
manner.

Keywords Cloud security optimizations
Security standards and recommendations · Cloud penetration testing
Tools and techniques for assessment and mitigation of security issues
Security in big data (Hadoop) · Trusted computing and identity management
Efficient security operations management · Open forums and certifications

10.1 Introduction

This chapter is designed for a Cloud Security Enthusiast having solid foundation
of Cloud Architecture and Models, having basic background about web application
security, digital privacy and security management. On completion of reading, the
reader would be able to appreciate and understand through case studies, the Security
and Privacy aspects of Cloud Computing, Big Data and Trusted Computing and how
to optimize the same in real world scenario. The reader would be equipped with
knowledge of usage of Tools, Standards and Methodologies to ensure Security is
used smartly to enable of Cloud applications to perform at its best potential. When
we discuss the optimization of cloud technologies in providing better engineering
solutions to real world problems and requirements; it is important to understand
the security implications of the same. As cloud computing evolves and amount of
data being handled increase exponentially, the necessity to understand the security
concerns and bring out innovative solutions to these concerns is riper than ever. It
is up to the able hands of the security engineering community to stay ahead and
respond to the new threats to the fresh requirements of cloud architecture. This
section deals with understanding the security requirements, design considerations,
risks and challenges of a cloud based systems by means of strategically selected case
studies - Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure.

10.1.1 Current Scenario of Cloud Applications and Security

Cloud technology involves orchestration of several services at difference levels of
abstraction, such as infrastructure, platform and software. The service orchestration
in turn provides the necessary environment for the service provider to host their
applications etc. without having to worry about underlying architecture as well as
maintenance of quality of service. Question comes in ones mind- as to what is the
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level of importance and relevance of Security in this service stack and where does it
fit in? This chapter throws light on just that topic. With case study based approach,
we try to postulate the title of the chapter and convey to the reader as how security
can play a pivotal role in enabling cloud applications to reach its fullest potential.

Drawing parallel with real world, where a lot of funds are allocated to securing
a building, locality or a state; similarly, we have been seeing a notable amount to
IT budget being allocated for securing the computing elements of any organization.
Security can never be an afterthought, rather it needs to be in built at every level of
system. As per report produced by SANS in 2016 top business drivers for security
spending in the IT industry were protection of sensitive data, regulatory compliance
and reducing incidents and breaches.

10.1.2 Case Study: Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Amazon started the Amazon Web Services platform [1] in 2006 to provide services
for otherweb sites and applications.AWSoffers a host of on-demand services over the
cloud. Primary components of AWS include Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
which forms the virtualization and computation core of AWS and other is Amazon
Simple Storage System (S3) which handles the scalable storage unit of AWS. Along
with these, AWS now offering over 70 unique Cloud computing services such as
Amazon Aurora, Amazon VPC etc. These can be availed on the fly on a metered
basis or highly competitive rates. This is one of the reasons for its growing popularity
in the business (Fig. 10.1).

Fig. 10.1 Services provided by AWS
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AWS has helped many organizations solve their challenges through web services.
We will discuss two such case studies involving Avira (A Company that provides
IT Security Solutions) and Alert Logic (An Amazon partner company that provides
security-as-a-service).

Avira Avira offers a several IR security solutions that help its customers who are
home users to large enterprises. Meaning each of the projects would require a cus-
tomized deployment environment. Their local data center was simply not equipped
to handle high amount of data. Also, the effort that would need to be put in to handle a
huge user base would not allow the project to be launched within the required time to
market. Now, Avira choose to work with AWS team to host more that 10 of their top
projects on AWS. Each of these projects are isolated using Amazon Virtual Private
Cloud (Amazon VPC). One of the main benefits that was highlighted during this pro-
cess was that Avira engineers could spend most of their energies in building cutting
edge products instead of worry about their hosting and maintenance. Lot of money
was saved by Avira for not having to procure new hardware and other resources to
maintain it.

Alert Logic Alert Logic has built their business providing security monitoring
solutions for web and business applications. They have built a new vulnerability
and configuration management solution called Cloud Insight. Cloud Insight helps its
customers by identifying potential security threats and remediates them in real time.
Instead of hosting this service on their own which is very costly or a small growing
organization like itself, they used AWS platform features and services such as AWS
CloudTrail. By doing so, Alert Logic estimate that they have saved over $1 Million
in capital expenses and close to 6 months of development time!

10.1.3 Case Study: Microsoft Azure (MA)

Microsoft Azure [2] is a holistic collection of integrated cloud services stack which
developers and IP professionals can use to build, deploy and manage cloud based
applications via their global grid of data centers. Azure provides the flexibility to
build anddeployweb applicationswhere ever the developerwants using anypreferred
tools, applications and frameworks of choice (Fig. 10.2).

Fig. 10.2 Services provided by MA
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The case studies chosen to explain the benefits ofMicrosoftAzure areOneHorizon
Group, a media and cable company from United Kingdom and Daman, a health
insurance company from United Arab Emirates.

One Horizon Group a telecommunications startup company that needed a cost-
effective cloud platform for hosting theirVoIP service called Smart Packet. They used
Microsoft Azure cloud for both software development and hosting of their solution.
They could complete the product releasewithout having to invest on highly expensive
computing resources. This helped them to gain competitive advantage over others
and provide aggressive rates. They also reduced operation costs and enhanced their
product security. All this was possible only because of evolution and optimization
of cloud computing services.

Daman is a healthcare company in the Middle East based in United Arab Emi-
rates. The problem that they were facing is to use the data available to find creative
solutions for getting business insights for managing growing healthcare costs. They
needed to use decision making algorithms based on behavior monitoring, qualita-
tive analyzing, cost control mechanisms and fraud detection. To achieve this, they
essentially migrated their 3TB data warehouse from Sybase IQ to Microsoft SQL
Server 2016 with Column store indexes facility provided by Microsoft Azure. With
this they could 5-fold improvement in the performance and avoided $250,000 annual
expenses and in turn strengthened data security and better change management.

Note: Figures taken from AWS and MA website for illustration and educational
purpose only

10.2 Cloud Computing Security Objectives, Challenges

Security and Privacy has always been an essential factor in discussion related to com-
puting. Security has always been regarded as one of non-functional requirements of
a system such as reliability, maintainability etc. making it hard to measure. Providing
too much security to applications may adversely affect quality of service parameters
like response time, cost etc. However, providing less security may lead to security
breaches of the cloud services which affect the reputation and mean time to recovery.
Hence, planning smartly and providing an optimized security plays a great role in
enabling the cloud applications to successfully function as designed and meet all the
desired quality of servicemetrics. In this section, we discuss about such objective and
challenges. Also Security Policy Implementation and challenges in virtual security
management using VMWare ESX server case study as dealt with in the section.

Consider a scenario where a company is considering to move their products and
information to cloud. Then, security of the organizations critical information in a
cloud environment maintained by cloud service provider is of principal concern.
Especially, when the data is being kept in geographically distributed cloud envi-
ronments which are not under direct control of the company. In order to provide
confidence to the companies and developers, the cloud service providers adhere to
strict set of security requirement and objectives. This section [3] talks about such
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requirements, design constraints of secure cloud systems.Wealso cover topics related
to challenges in policy implementation as well as go over case study of Virtualization
security management using VMWare ESX server as example.

10.2.1 Requirements of Secure Cloud System

Security is a non-functional requirement.Hence, the principle requirement of a secure
cloud based system is that we mitigate any known vulnerabilities in the system and
make sure that system performance is not compromised when it is under external
malicious attack. This requirement is not same as security functionality requirement
such as identification, authentication and authorization. However, it speaks about the
resilience factor of the cloud system that we are building.

The key factors that are required to be exhibited by the secure cloud system are:

• Dependability Software system needs to be dependable even during hostile con-
ditions

• Trustworthiness Ability of not to be compromised by malicious programs and
vulnerability injection

• ResilientRecover from any damage done gracefully and recover to full operational
ability and to secure itself from further attacks. Performing thiswith as less damage
as possible as well as in as less time as possible.

• Availability and Fail Safe Ensure that there is always a fail-safe state functional-
ity which can be used when there are no other options available. This ensures that
system is not compromised and up and running all the time. To achieve the above
said nonfunctional requirements, organization must follow good secure develop-
ment practices and life cycle. During project execution, utmost importance should
be given to security during the execution of the project to avoid possible secu-
rity lapses in the end. While there are several tools and techniques to design, and
develop efficient cloud programs, special attention needs to be given to below
aspects:

• Sensitive Data handling and Input validation Some data generated during com-
puting are sensitive. Revealing of which could be harmful to the users. And leaking
such information could mean facing litigations and legal actions for the service
providers. For example, storing account critical information such as passwords,
account recovery questions etc. in clear text/unencrypted manner in the database;
storing the credit card details and other financial information in unencrypted for-
mat. Sending these parameters via URLs as parameters for easy access. These
kinds of activities should be taken care of very carefully.

• Code practices and Language Options Reverse engineering is quite possible
to trace back some loopholes present in the system and hackers can use it to
exploit the low hanging fruits to gain more information on the system. This can
be used to design more sophisticated exploits later. Hence using secure memory
management via language options are necessary. For example, Java and C# have
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option to dynamically stop buffer overflows etc. Not removing uncommented code
in web visible pages as well as providing detailed version details to the user can
help provide clues to hackers and they can identify loopholes if any. A way to
ensure that requirements of secure cloud system are captured unambiguously is
by using S.M.A.R.T.E.R. method.

– Specific - Aimed at specific goals which can be put on paper
– Measurable - We should be able to measure the extent of success both quanti-
tatively as well as qualitatively

– Achievable - Do not set unrealistic goals. Achievable goals should be set.
– Relevant Goals should be relevant to the organizational goals and objectives
– Time-Oriented - The execution and results need to be time bounded activity.
– Evaluate - The process and result should undergo periodic evaluations and based
on the evaluation, remedial measures should be taken

– Revise - Based on the evaluations, goals may need to revise to achieve the overall
goals.

10.2.2 Risks Involved in Providing Secure Cloud System

Along with traditional risks pertaining to any IT company, cloud computing comes
with its very own set of risk factors. These needs to be evaluated by developers and
service providers carefully.

The 3 basic pillars of information security are Confidentiality, Integrity and Avail-
ability. These three tenets are popularly called as CIA triad. This is used as a yardstick
to evaluate the security levels of a system (Fig. 10.3).

• Confidentiality Prevent intentional or unintentional unauthorized disclosure of
contents. Need to ensure network security protocols, authentication and encryption
services to maintain confidentiality of information.

• Integrity Guarantees that message delivered has not been altered intentionally or
unintentionally from the original data received. Robust Firewall services, intrusion
detection and protection systems help ensure integrity of the cloud system.

• Availability Assurance that the system would be stable, resilient and accessible
always. Fault tolerance mechanisms, redundancy schemes using data backup etc.

Fig. 10.3 Services provided
by AWS
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ensure high availability of the cloud system. Apart from CIA triad, user iden-
tification and authentication, authorization and accountability and privacy form
important concepts which will result as risks if not handled properly.

• Privacy and Legal Compliance RisksWith billions of users using cloud services
on a regular basis, privacy and compliance becomes a high risk area and a pitfall
for any organization using cloud computing. Identity theft resulting in privacy
breach can cause lot of issues for enterprise as well as end users. We will look at
privacy holistically in Sect. 10.5 of this chapter.

• Common Threats and Vulnerabilities Common threats to both cloud and tra-
ditional computing include eavesdropping, fraud, theft, denial of service, logon
abuse, network intrusion etc.

10.2.2.1 Case Studies on Recent Security Breaches

Recent days have seen a high increase in security breaches being reported [4]. These
reaches may cause downtime for the services. This costs the organizations lot of
money due to loss of confidential information which eventually tarnishes their rep-
utation. Cloud computing is one of the most valuable innovations for business, pro-
viding cheap, virtual services. The past decade has seen increasing use of cloud
infrastructure to store data and provide services with major businesses and technol-
ogy companies shifting to the cloud. The cloud also provides the ability to scale up
or down to respond quickly to changing market conditions. Due to this, many orga-
nizations are hesitant to fully leverage the cloud, citing concerns about compliance,
data loss, and unauthorized access with major security breaches having taking place
in the past. Technology giants Yahoo, Dropbox, Adobe security were compromised
and found millions of users credentials including private mails, passwords, and user
profile data exposed.

There have been 5,754 data breaches between November 2005 and November
2015 that have exposed 856,548,312 records. Malicious attacks have gone from
200,000 a year in 2006 to 200,000 attacks a day. Major multinationals, government
organizations have been at the end site of the hack. We highlight some of the recent
incidents to give you an insight.

Yahoo announced in Sep 2016 that over 500 million accounts were compro-
mised and had sensitive information stolen since 2014- over 2 years. The hacker
had gained access to personally identifiable information and digital identities of the
affected users. The first announced breach, reported in September 2016, had occurred
sometime in late 2014, and affected over 500 million Yahoo! user accounts. A sep-
arate data breach, occurring earlier around August 2013, was reported in December
2016, and affected over 1 billion user accounts. The security lapse responsible for the
hack were forged cookies to bypass security protections and access users accounts
without a password.

Sony Pictures - The Sony breach began with a series of phishing attacks tar-
geted at Sony employees. These phishing attacks worked by convincing employees
to download malicious email attachments or visit websites that would introduce mal-
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ware to their systems. This type of attack used social engineering, where phishing
emails appeared to be from someone the employees knew, thus tricking them into
trusting its source. Hackers then used Sony employee login credentials to breach
Sony’s network. Over 100 terabytes of data was stolen and monetary damages are
estimated to be over $100 million.

MySpace - A social media behemoth before Facebookwas the target of hackers in
2016 with more than 360 million emails and passwords of users being leaked online.
This incident threw light at how weak passwords can be cracked easily through brute
force attacks. The hacker responsible for this hack found a users password in the
Myspace dump and allegedly used it to log into different accounts even though the
passwords were hashed with SHA1 algorithm, which is easy to crack. Major number
of hacked users had passwords such as password1, abc213, etc. which are vulnerable
to brute force attack.

Dropbox - A huge cache of personal data from Dropbox that contains the user-
names and passwords of nearly 70 million account holders had been discovered
online. The information, believed to have been stolen in a hack that occurred several
years ago, includes the passwords and email addresses of 68.7 million users of the
cloud storage service. The credentials were stolen in a hack that occurred in 2012
when hackers used stolen employee login details to access a document containing the
email address and passwords of users. The many reason for such hacks were largely
attributed due to weak passwords set by the users which are often easy to brute force
with sophisticated software. Poor security by employees of the company risked data
of millions of users.

Home Depot - A security breach that attacked Home Depot’s payment terminals
affected 56 million credit and debit card numbers. The Ponemon institute estimated
a loss of $194 per customer record compromised due to re-issuance costs and any
resulting credit card fraud. Hackers first gained access to Home Depot’s systems
through stolen vendor login credentials. Once the credentials were compromised,
they installed malware on Home Depot’s payment systems that allowed them to
collect consumer credit and debit card data.

10.2.3 Security Architecture Design Considerations

With all the various advantages that cloud computing brings to the table such as
decreasing costs and time required to deploy new projects to market; cloud security
will always remain to be a major concern. The security of the cloud system is heavily
based on its security architecture. A security architecture of a cloud system is a
cohesive reproducible design process which has holistic plan to address all security
requirements and provides specifications on what security controls should be applied
in which area.
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A variety of parameters play their role in the performance and implementation
of cloud security architecture. Factors related to compliance, security management
and administration, controls and security awareness form the main consideration
constraints for security architecture design.

Information needs to be efficiently classified to demonstrate companys commit-
ment towards data security, identify the critical data units and to devise appropriate
security measures to protect it. Information can be classified as public/sensitive/
private/confidential data and provide data access to employees accordingly.

Secure execution environments is a critical design consideration for effective
cloud platform utilization. In cloud atmosphere, applications need to be executed
on distributed environment. When they interact with outside computing resources or
even sensitive data, the computing needs to be done is a secure environment. Hence it
is imperative for service provider to provide the developers with secure environments
to communicate between cloud, sensitive data and client resources.

One of the advantages of cloud computing to developers or young companies
is that the responsibility of providing the secure execution environment is with the
service provider and not with themselves.

Cloud service providers need to be careful when developer code with potentially
unsafe programming languages like C, C++ which have poor memory management
capabilities. In these cases, they must perform some more compile time and runtime
validations so that the coder executed does not unintentionally harm other computing
resources hosted on the cloud.

CIA Triad must strictly follow in this regards so that the confidentiality, integrity
and availability of the services are not compromised. Virtual private networks (VPN)
are an important tool to provide secure cloud communications. It is one of themethods
to ensure secure cloud environment for communications. Secure remote access to
computing resources can be provided using remote access VPN. Network to network
connections can be provided using network-network VPN.

VPN tunneling can be used to encapsulate data from one network to another by
additional headers for security (Figs. 10.4 and 10.5).

Encryption is a key design consideration for secure communications and the infor-
mation that gets exchanged between the computing resources needs to be encrypted.

Fig. 10.4 Services provided by AWS
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Fig. 10.5 Services provided by AWS

The server calls and communications needs to be analyzed for possible malware
injections etc. In this chapter, we wont go in detail about the public and private key
encryption and how it works. However, for the record we would like to highlight
the usage of digital certificates, LDAP services, time stamping for creating a secure
design for cloud architecture.

10.2.4 Cloud Computing Security Challenges

Some of the challenges faced by cloud based organizations can be broadly classified
into: Security policy implementation, Computer intrusion, detection and response
(discussed later in the chapter) and visualization management.

Security policy implementation forms the most challenging task in cloud com-
puting for service provider. The policies include high level management policies
which are mostly business oriented and lack technical specifications. The lower
level policies are more specific such as regulatory policies which are related to com-
pliance to standards, informative policies which are educating internal and external
stakeholders of the company and advisory policies which are not mandatory to fol-
low like regulation, however advisable to be followed to uphold the company defined
self-standard.

Virtualization management - Virtualization describes a technology in which
application, guest operating system or data storage is abstracted away from the true
underlying hardware or software. The software emulates the hardware from a fully
blown operating system such as Linux, windows or a specifically designed operating
system such as VMWare ESX running on the virtual machine. It has allowed orga-
nizations to scale their operations with increased stability for resource fulfillment.
Virtualization is now a critical part of cloud computing forming the backbone of
the infrastructure as a service (IaaS) which begs the question of security risks of
virtualization.
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10.2.4.1 Case Study: VMWare ESX Server - Challenges in
Virtualization Security Management

Some of the Security Challenges and risks involved especially with Virtualization
are discussed below.

Isolation: One of the key issues in virtualization is isolation. Isolation will guar-
antee that one application in one VM cannot see applications running in a different
VM, or that some process running in one VM cannot affect the other VMs running
in the same machine. If this security assumption is broken, then an attacker can have
access to other VMs in the same machine or even to the host machine. That is why
it must be carefully configured and maintained.

Guest Attack: There can be some external or internal factors that can compro-
mise isolation as mis-implementation/configuration or some bug in the virtualization
software. A dangerous attack can be made if isolation between the host and the VMs
is compromised. That attack is called VM escape and happens when a program can
bypass the virtualmachine layer from inside aVMand get access to the hostmachine.
The host machine is the root of all the VMs, and so if a program escapes from the
virtual machines privileges it will get root, allowing it to control all the VMs and the
traffic between them.

Remote Management Vulnerabilities: Many VM environments have manage-
ment consoles that allow administrator to manage the virtual machines through
HTTP/HTTPS protocol. Older versions of VMs using HTTP stand at a greater risk of
attack such as XSS and SQL injection remotely. If the attacker gains root privileges
to the machine, allowing him to have access to the host, he can gain access to all the
guests running.

Denial of Service: In virtual machine architecture, resources as CPU, memory,
disk and network are shared between the host and the guests. The guest machine can
impose a denial of service to others guest which would eventually affect the host
resources. When other guests request for any resource from the host, they are denied
as the resources are fully occupied by the suspicious guest. In order to prevent DOS
attacks, the host allocates maximum possible resource that can be used a by guest to
each of its guests.

Case Study: VMWare ESX
Hypervisors (Hosts) act as an abstraction between the underlying hardware and

the guest machines running and hence is a sensitive piece of computer software.
VMWare ESX [5] represents the forefront of efforts with respect to hypervisors and
security which is thoroughly examined by security researchers.

VMWare ESX being one of the most common used hypervisor reported more vul-
nerability compared to its counterswith having reported 26 vulnerabilities (Fig. 10.6).

The common vulnerability scoring system is used as a metric to determine the
security lapse of a system. The figure below shows the ESX CVSS severity analysis
from 2003 to 2009 (Fig. 10.7).

ESX reported 7 incidents with high vulnerability. Out of these vulnerabilities 60%
were exploited over a network and 40% locally. Most High Severity attacks are Host
Privilege Escalation exploitable by network. These are possible because the newer
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Fig. 10.6 Comparison between VMware ESX and Xen

Fig. 10.7 Severity analysis
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versions of ESX have a web server to use the client vSphere to management the
server and so have a new door for attacks. For the same reason, can do XSS attacks
against the ESX.

Note: Figures are taken from Internet for Illustration and educational purpose
only.

10.3 Cloud Security as an Enabler for Cloud Applications:
Standards and Tools for Implementation

In this section [3], we look at security elements of open standards for Cloud applica-
tions such as Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards
(OASIS), Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) and Open Grid Forum
(OGF) and deal with latest recommendations for implementingWeb Service Security
(WSS), Cross Enterprise Privacy, and Cyber-Security. The reader also is introduced
to expert groups and task forces such as Computer Security and Incident Response
Team (CSIRT) available in case of security incidents or activities and how to interact
with them. In the same section, we dwell in detail on the Cloud Software Secu-
rity Quality assurance aspects including the 3 stages of Pre-Testing. We look at the
assessment methodologies and techniques for covering Cloud Penetration Testing
using tools such as Visual Trace.

Cloud applications can flourish when they are empowered with necessary design
and tools which help them in delivering the best in class quality of services. Cloud
security is one of the main elements that enable the developers to concentrate on
developing applications the meet the product requirements. To make this happen,
standards need to be put in place and the process must be such that the guidelines
need to be followed at each level of development cycle. In real world is not an ideal
one. Hence, we need to prepare for incidents which happen andwe need to respond to
it. Tools that help in testing the assuring the security quality of software is available
to the product delivery teams to use it and develop high quality products.

10.3.1 Standards, Guidelines and Forums

In this section, we look at some of the standard which are setup to help the developer
community to use security as an enabler for their applications. Although there are
several such standards and guidelines available, there is still no clearwinner orwidely
accepted standard or 3rd party certifications that cloud security providers can affirm.
We are highlighting some of the notable standards and guidelines with respect to
security.
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International Organizations and Standardizations (ISO) - ISO has published
several series of standards pertaining to information system security andweb services
interoperability that are very relevant for cloud security. ISO 27001-27006

TheOrganization for the advancement of Structured Information Standards
(OASIS) - OASIS is a standard that develops standards for security, e-commerce and
web services. OASIS have created cloud related standards on SOA models, security
access, data/import and export, identity management etc.

Open Grid Forum (OGF) - OGF is an international organization committed to
the development and adoption of standards for applied distributed computing tech-
nologies. A sub group has been created named as Open Cloud Computing Interface
(OCCI) to develop open standard APIs for Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) provid-
ing virtualization address management features. These can be used by developers to
reduce possibility of vendor lock-in, develop new cloud applications, provide more
cloud service options etc.

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) - OWASP is an open
source web community that has spent lot of time and dedicated its efforts to enhance
application software community. It is one of those communities that entire security
industry look up to for directions and best practices. OWASP provides standards
and recommendations for cloud system security as well as application security on a
regular periodic basis.

10.3.2 Incident Response Teams

For the cloud computing industry, it is critical to have incident response teams. This
needs to be created using group of experts at the service provider side and well as
from cloud user front. Network monitoring and management considerations have
been discussed by Dr. Mydhili et al. [6]. Incident response teams are responsible for
monitoring the network for any unexpected events as well as maintaining intrusion
detection systems.

• Computer Security and Incident Response Team (CSIRT) - In a cloud based
organization, creating a computer security and incident response team is required
for following activities:
Analysis of any anomaly notification
Immediate response to an incident if analysis warrants it
Escalating the issue based on the priority and severity
Providing timely resolution for the issue and following up with post incident
activities and remedial activities

• NIST Special Publication 800-61 - NIST stands for National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology. In 2004, NIST Special Publication 800-61 published a
guide named as Computer Security Incident Handling Guide, Recommendations
of National Institute of Standards and Technology. This guide described incident
response life cycle as below:
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– Preparation involves securing the computing arena and making sure that there
are no further intrusions.Also, risk assessment needs to be doneduring this phase
to establish incident response capabilities. NIST recommendations include user
awareness training to secure networks, implementation of patch management,
malicious code prevention framework etc. to be set up in the system.

– Detection and Analysis In the heat of the incident, detecting the actual root
cause and source of the issue might not be possible or practical to search for
in the available time. The next best thing would be to analyze the anomalies in
input data etc. and deviation from regular system behavior. This can be achieved
through analyzing the system logs for anomalous events and correlating it with
events that occurred which resulted in current state of the system. Once the issue
is detected, it needs to be immediately escalated to concerned teams and higher
ups to get their inputs on the matter. Each of the incidents needs to be reported to
chief security officer, chief information officer, legal department, system owner
and public affairs team.

– Containment, eradication and recovery Once issue is detected, it is of highest
priority to prevent the spread of the issue to any other components of the system.
In some cases, the incident response teams carefully trace the hackers activity
in case it will help them identify the intention of the attack and the identity of
the attacker. This can be traced by looking at host IP address of the attacker,
email or account details etc. Next steps involve the cleaning activity of system
wherever the attackers traces are found. In many cases, even the files which are
suspicious, are replaced using data backup.

– Post incident activity - After the incident is closed, a thorough analysis of each
steps taken and time lines needs to done diligently. All parties involved need to
be transparent and come up with the shortcomings, learnings and kudos for the
incident response team. It is like a retrospective meeting at end of a sprint in
Agile/Scrum model of application development.

10.3.3 Cloud Application Security Testing

NIST in 2001 provided certain security principles which can use used a postulate
while developing any cloud applications. This was called NIST 33 Security princi-
ples. The principles address each step of software life cycle, from design to end of
life of a product. Some of the highlights of these principles are:

• Principle 1 - Establish a sound security policy as the foundation for design
• Principle 2 Treat security as an integral part of overall system design
• Principle 3 Clearly delineate the physical and logical security boundaries governed
by associated security policies.

• Principle 6 - Assume external systems are insecure
• Principle 16 Implement layered security; ensure there is n single point of vulner-
ability
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• Principle 20 Isolate public access systems frommission critical resources like data
etc.

• Principle 25 Minimize the system elements to be trusted
• Principle 26 Implement least privilege
• Principle 33 Use unique identities to ensure accountability

Above principles show a guiding light for cloud application security testing to
ensure that the cloud applications are built the right (secured) way to achieve its
goals.

Secure cloud software testing involves number of activities and techniques such
as source code analysis, fault injection, dynamic code analysis, fuzz testing, vulner-
ability scanning, black box testing and penetration testing. Although there are no
industry wide security quality assurance terminologies, ISO 9126 standard provides
list of software quality standards and definitions. As per the standard, some of the
attributes that need to be addressed are functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency,
maintainability and portability testing.

Security testing should analyze the security properties of the software as it interacts
with internal components of the system aswell as external systems such as humans or
other systems. SOAR Software Security Assurance State-of-the-art Report provides
a guideline that each of the product security team should adhere to.

• Behavior of software should be predictable
• Should expose no vulnerabilities or weakness
• Secure exception handling and fail safe mechanisms
• Does not violate any security constraints
• Does not support reverse engineering

10.3.3.1 Cloud Penetration Testing

Cloud Penetration Testing is a methodology that is used to find the level of security
of systems network security by simulating an attack from proxy malicious source. It
is done at 3 levels:

• Level 1 High level assessment
• Level 2 Network valuation
• Level 3 Penetration test

Penetration testing is usually conducted without knowledge of the system specific
details. So that the intruders are not influenced by the knowledge of system archi-
tecture and neglect possible issue. Penetration testing involves 3 steps - Preparation,
execution and delivery.

Preparation Non-disclosure agreement is signed for legal protection of tester.
Execution Penetration testing is executed and potential vulnerabilities identified.
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DeliveryResults of the penetration testing alongwith recommendations are formally
communicated to the organization.

Some of the testing tools and techniques used for penetration testing are -
Visual traceroute is a free diagnostic tool that displays the path the Internet packets
take across IP networks to reach a specific destination on a network. The program
requires a domain name that is the site to which the route is traced. An IP address
can be used for the same.

For every trace a report identifying the approximate geophysical location of each
hop and visualizing the route on a map is generated. This report helps in detecting
bottlenecks, quickly track down the problem and isolate it.

Visual Trace provides a graphical interface to trace routes where the underlying
commands used to trace routes are ping and tracert.

Use of visual trace in cloud:

• Improve troubleshooting
• Restore network visibility
• Connect user to apps and services

Visual Route: includes integrated traceroute, ping tests ad reverse DNS and WhoIs
look up.
Smart WhoIs this tool can be used to get host of information about the target such
as IP address, hostname, domain name, country etc. SamSpade Tool used to trace
the spammers. Apart from these port scanning tools, vulnerability scanning tool,
password crackers can be used for penetration testing. Some of the well-known
password cracking tools are - Brutus, WebCracker, Obi wan, Burp Intruder.

10.4 Web Application Security: Security Optimization
Techniques

In this section [3], we concentrate on Web Application Security Optimization Tech-
niques and Big Data Security. We understand several men in the middle attacks
(MITM) attacks such as SQL Injections, Buffer Overflows, Cross Site Scripting
using Burp Suite tool. We discuss how to mitigate these risks by adopting OWASP
web security recommendations and best practices taking practical examples.

10.4.1 Understanding Web Threats and Vulnerabilities Using
Man in Middle Attacks

Using internet comes with the baggage of threats and vulnerabilities. Man in middle
attacks are one such class of web based attack where in a malicious entity intercepts
communication channel between any two entities.While doing so, he canmanipulate
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Fig. 10.8 Example for SQL
injection

the messages being exchanged giving rise to vulnerabilities. SQL Injections: is an
injection attack, where the input is not properly checked before execution. Attacker
can make use of this vulnerability by embedding some SQL commands along with
input.When this is executed at server sidewithout performing proper validation of the
input, the attacker can get control over the database server and cause serious damage
including deleting the whole database. To ensure that SQL injections are stopped,
the input needs to be parameterized and validated before execution. Also, certain
access restrictions should be kept so that unintentional database query execution are
avoided (Fig. 10.8).

Cross Site Scripting (XSS): When the user input such as url redirect is not
properly before execution, it can result in cross site scripting. Attackers can exploit
XSS by generating malicious URLs and tricking users to click on them. By clicking
on the links, attackers client side scripting language like javascript and VBScript,
and it gets executed in victims browser.
Example: URL http://xyz.com/users.php?register=<script>alert(Hacked!)</script>
This vulnerability can be largely avoided if the inputs are properly validated and
they fall into expected set of inputs. Developers should not rely just on client side
validation. They should treat all inputs as malicious and verify the correctness of
input before executing them.
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10.4.2 Tools for Simulating and Preventing MITM Attacks:
Case Study - Burp Suite

Burp Suite [7] is an integrated Java based platform for performing security tests
on web applications. It is an interception proxy which speeds up the entire testing
process, from initial mapping and analysis of a web applications attack surface,
through to finding and exploiting security vulnerabilities. It allows users to integrate
capabilities of various tools present tofindvulnerabilities such asXSS,SQL injection,
configuration in cookie issues etc. faster and in an efficient manner. Burp suite is a
valuable tool to detect security concerns and help organizations to rectify any bugs
and optimize their code. The key components of burp are:

• Proxy -Acts as an intermediary HTTP/S server between the clients requesting for
data and servers providing the data.

• Scanner - Performs vulnerability scans of web applications.
• Spider -A crawler for navigating to different links.
• Intruder - Performs powerful customized attacks to find and exploit unusual vul-
nerabilities.

• Repeater - A simple tool that can be used to manually test an application to modify
requests to the server, resend them, and observe the results.

• Sequencer - A tool for testing the randomness of session tokens and data being
cached that can be unpredictable.

• Decoder - A decoder helps to change and recognize the format of a data. It is used
to transforms encoded data to raw data and from raw data to encoded and hashed
forms.

• Extender - Burp suite allows the use of extensions to extend burps functionality
for solving complex vulnerabilities.

Configuring Burp suite - The primary requirement of burp suite is a browser
(Ex: Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Safari) which receives all the incoming traffic from the
internet and establishes connection to servers on the internet. To allow burp suite to
read the incoming/outgoing traffic from a web browser, a proxy server is required.

The proxy settings for the web browser is the same as the proxy setting used in
burp suite. This is to make sure burp reads all the traffic through the proxy server
before it reaches the browser. If the default proxy in burp suite is 127.0.0.1/8080
which is localhost, the browser must also be configured to use a proxy server with
address 127.0.0.1/8080.

Working with HTTPS traffic requires additional settings since HTTPS is a secure
layer HTTP protocol for secure communication which does not allow traffic to be
snooped. A proxy on the other hand is a man in the middle agent which intercepts
traffic, hence HTTPS traffic cannot be intercepted. To overcome this circumstance,
burp provides a downloadable certificate through the link http://burp/.cert adding it
as a trusted interface.

Defining target - Sitemap and scope: A sitemap is a visualization of the entire
file structure of the website. It logs all the requests made by the browser. In order to
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Fig. 10.9 Burp suite

concentrate only on the website we are testing, the address of the website is added
to the target. This causes burp to log those requests made on the testing website
(Fig. 10.9).

Using Burp Suite - Activating Burps spider will crawl the linked content on the
web application, going down a depth of 5 links down by default, but these options
can be configured under the Spider tab. As you interact with the web application, all
the requests and responses will be logged under the Proxy tab. Each HTTP request
made by your browser is displayed in the Intercept tab. You can view each message,
and edit it if required. The “Forward” button is used to send the request on to the
destination web server. If at any time there are intercepted messages pending, you
will need to forward these for your browser to complete loading the pages it is waiting
for.

Spidering the application - The spider tool is used to get a complete list of
URLs and parameters for each site. The tool considers each page that was manually
visited and goes through every link it finds in the testing scope. A better spider can
be obtained by visiting more links manually as it gives the spider a large coverage
area (Fig. 10.10).

Scanning Applications for Bugs

To find any sort of vulnerabilities in an application, all the links and URLs present in
the application must be exploited. The Scanner tool gives a fine-grained control over
which items get scanned, and gives immediate feedback and results for each scanned
item picking out key security vulnerabilities. Burp gives a dashboard view of all the
key vulnerabilities in order of their severity so that the tester can focus on the critical
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Fig. 10.10 Spidering using Burp suite

issues quickly. Three types of scans can be performed on an application, namely
active scan, passive scan and user directed scans. Burp can be used to perform:

• Passive scanning of all requests and responses made through Burp Proxy, to iden-
tify shortcomings such as insecure use of SSL, and cross-domain exposure. This
lets us safely find bugs without sending any additional requests to the application.

• Active scanning of all in-scope requests passing through Burp Proxy. This lets you
use your browser to walk Burp Scanner through the interesting parts of the appli-
cation’s functionality that you want to actively scan. Burp Scanner will then send
numerous additional requests to the target application, to identify vulnerabilities
such as SQL injection, cross-site scripting and file path traversal.

• User-directed scanning of selected requests. Burp suite allows to select specific
requests within any of the Burp Suite tools, and send these for active or passive
scanning. This usage is ideal when you are manually testing individual parts of an
application’s functionality (Fig. 10.11).

Using the Intruder

Burp Intruder is a tool for automating customized attacks against web applications,
to identify and exploit all kinds of security vulnerabilities and perform semi-targeted
fuzzing. It is used against parameter of HTTP requests such as password and user-
name. The intruder has four panels namely target, positions, payloads and options.
Target: This panel is used to specify the target host (the URL), the port to use for
the connection.
Positions: The type of attack to be performed on the target. There are various types
of attacks such as pitchfork attack, cluster attack, battering ram attack and sniper
attack.
Payloads: This is used to configure one or more sets of payloads, which will be
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Fig. 10.11 Example of scanner output

placed into payload positions during the attack.
Options: This is used to configure numerous other options affecting the attack.

While examining the requests, Burp uses the symbol to highlight potential injec-
tion points. The potential area is given a payload, a list of data which is substituted
individually in the field each made through a separate request. This can be used to
crack passwords with a list of commonly used passwords or perform a SQL injection
to exploit further vulnerabilities.

10.4.3 OWASP Recommendations for Web Application
Security Action Plan

Several projects taken up byOWASP [8] have yielded high results in terms of industry
reach and acceptance as a de-facto recommendations. Some of the major contribu-
tions of OWASP include OWASP Top Ten Project. This is an informed list of cloud
and web application vulnerabilities that developer community needs to be highly
vigilant on. The last published list was in 2013.

• A1 Injection.
• A2 Broken Authentication and Session Management.
• A3 Cross-Site Scripting (XSS).
• A4 Insecure Direct Object References.
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• A5 Security Misconfiguration.
• A6 Sensitive Data Exposure.
• A7 Missing Function Level Access Control.
• A8 Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF).
• A9 Using Components with known Vulnerabilities.
• A10 Un validated redirects and Forwards.

OWASP Development Guide is another guideline which can be used for cloud
application security. These guidelines provide description to developers on how to
make web applications self-defensive in case of intrusion by malicious elements. It
is categorized into 3 sections namely Best Practices that should be part of the web
application. Secure patterns which form optional security features that can be used as
guides and lastly Anti-patterns which are the patterns in the program which increase
vulnerabilities (which needs to be avoided). Some of the topics addressed byOWASP
development guide include secure coding principles, threat risk modelling, session
management, phishing, buffer overflows etc.

OWASP Code Review Guide Security Code review is a process of auditing
the code methodically to assess the security quality of the program. This OWASP
guide identifies the phases of code review as Discovery, Transactional analysis, post
transactional analysis, procedure peer review, reporting and presentation, laying the
groundwork. In a secure code review, developers need to ensure to review for input
validation, secure code design, information leakage and improper error handling,
direct object reference, resource usage, API usage, best practice violation, weak
session management, using HTTP Get query string.

OWASP Testing Guide- provides detailed testing techniques for security testing.
Some of the aspects included in OWASP testing guide are manual inspections and
reviews, threat modelling, code review, penetration testing. It also mandates some of
the common security test that needs to be conducted to evaluate security controls of
the system. They are as follows:

• Authentication and access control
• Input validation and encoding
• Encryption
• User and session management
• Error and exception handling
• Audition and logging.

All above guidelines and recommendations provide the developer and security
community a sense of action plan to execute upon during the product development
life cycle.
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10.4.4 Big Data and Security

Cloud computing has been modelled by its characteristics like rapid elasticity,
resource pooling capabilities, broad network access. While, Big data characterizes
itself by its handling of huge volume of data, high velocity of computation and vari-
ety of data itself i.e., broad network access, elasticity and scalability. These common
characteristics make Big data and cloud computing perfect partners in helping each
other achieves their goals. Cloud computing plays a role of enabler with respect to
Big data.

With the adoption of newer technologies, the baggage of operating challenges
including security comes to the forefront of IT managers. Organizations are in a rush
to adopt Big Data into their Business and data analytics without having understood
complete implications of doing so. There is no question that Big data driven analytics
helps gather a lot of user data. This makes it easier to make data driven decisions
using new generation analytics. However, it brings along with it security implica-
tions related to the data lake that gets created soon after adoption of data analytics
capabilities. Therefore, it is essential to consider data security and ensure that it is
built in in the design; before scaling up the Big data initiatives. This section deals
with understanding how HortonWorks is addressing these issues and helping orga-
nizations in order to reap full value of advanced analytics without exposing business
to security risks.

10.4.4.1 Case Study: How HortonWorks Data Platform is Solving
Hadoop Security Concerns

About HortonWorks (https://hortonworks.com):HortonWorks is a Big Data software
company that develops and supports Apache Hadoop, for distributed procession of
large data sets across computer clusters.

Hadoop is the de-facto standard framework used in the world of Big Data. Hadoop
powered data lake can help provide a solid base for launching new generation of
data analytics. However, it is very important to understand and consider security
concerns before scaling up the Hadoop initiate. It is a widely accepted among leading
companies in all industries that data is the new driver of competitive advantage.

To provide effective protection against security and data governance issues, Hor-
tonWorks (HW) has adopted 5 pillars based holistic approach [9]:

• Administration - Central management and consistent security to set policy across
entire cluster.

• Authentication and perimeter security Authenticate users and system
• Authorization Provisioning access to data and provide access to what user can do
• Audit Maintain a record of data access of what a user did/accessed at what time.

Data protection Protect data stored andwhich is being transported across clusters
using encryption over the wire.

https://hortonworks.com
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Fig. 10.12 HortonWorks data platform 2.3

GivenfiguredescribesHortonWorksDataPlatform2.3 architecturewhich includes
main components Hadoop Distributed System (HDFS), YARN (Data Operating Sys-
tem), Security, Operations and Governance and Integration. As part of Hadoop Secu-
rity, Apache Ranger, Apache Knox and Kerberos form the core components for
enhancing security (Fig. 10.12).

Apache Ranger is a tool to enhance the productivity of the security administra-
tions that reducing anomalous errors by helping them to define clear security policy
and apply them to all the applicable components in the Hadoop stack from a central-
ized location. Currently, other commercially applicable solutions provide only par-
tial support to security administrator. Hence using Apache Ranger helps the security
administrators by providing centralized platform for security policy administration
with respect to authentication, authorization, and auditing and data protection via
encryption.

Apache Knox is a gateway that ensures perimeter wide security for HortonWorks
customers. Using this solution, enterprises customers can extend the Hadoop REST
APIS to new users easily with confidence and meeting the compliance standards.

ApacheKnox is a pluggable framework and a newRESTAPI service can be added
and configure easily into the service stack. It provides single, simple point of access
for a cluster. Its central controls ensure consistency across one or more clusters. It
can be integrated with existing systems such as LDAP, AD, SSO to simplify identify
maintenance.

Current vendors fail to provide a comprehensive solution in this area. Hence Knox
is a market differentiator and can be adopted with high confidence.

With all these and more security features, HortonWorks provides a holistic solu-
tion with respect to administration, authentication, perimeter security, authorization,
audit and data protection.
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Another product developed by HortonWorks Apache Metron [10] can be used
to identify anomalies and other issues in real time cyber security telemetry data in
Big data context. Metron helps security operations professionals to identify issues
in cybersecurity analytics. It can take in inputs from multiple sources and types of
data, analyze and provide results. It has capabilities of log aggregation, advanced
behavioral analytics and data enrichment.

Note: Figures are taken from Internet for Illustration and educational purpose
only

10.5 Digital Privacy and Trusted Computing

Digital privacy and data security are an inseparable part of a successful security
architecture. Current section [11] deals with Digital Privacy and Trusted Computing.
Users online activity along with their accounts created on various service provider
websites form their digital identity.We discuss businessmodels used by cloud service
providers which adopt data monetization for profit using case study of Facebook.
There are even chances of ones digital identity being stolen by use of personally
identifiable information (PII). Identity theft resulting from data/privacy breach is
a serious cause of concern. Hence Digital Identity Management has become more
relevant than ever before in this era driven by information exchange.

Data privacy breaches have been taking place time to time alarming the orga-
nizations, consumers and security researchers. We have already highlighted such
privacy and security breaches earlier in the chapter with examples. This brings to
center stage, the point that no one is immune to data security concerns and it needs to
be addressed with all seriousness. We discuss this in detail in the context of trusted
computing and cloud solutions for social networking.

10.5.1 Business Models of Cloud Service Providers: Case
Study: Google, Facebook

When we are dealing with cloud service providers especially with SaaS model, a
complete end-to-end user experience is provided by the service provider and the
end user is given a simple client interface such as a desktop/mobile application or a
browser to access the services. Some examples that come under this servicemodel are
social networking websites such as Facebook, Google Plus. Social networking has
reunited countless friends and families who were separated by time and space. They
include e-mail/messenger service providers such as Google, Yahoo. Email services
help us to send and receive mails to and from anyone in the world via our email id.

Both Google and Facebook rely heavily on advertisements and in being adver-
tisement platforms for generating revenue. The user generated data becomes their
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input for providing specific tailor made advertisements to the end users. Now, that
Google, via google chrome has a browser product, they can piece in information of
users online activity and build a digital identity out of it. They can provide contextual
advertisements based on users search history, websites that he or she visited, prod-
ucts that he or she bought etc. Similarly, Facebook tries to analyze user preferences
with respect to the content which he viewed, his friends interest, are he is residing,
profession, age, gender, relationship status etc. to provide customized yet automated
advertisements that are too hard to resist for the end users. And hence, these two
giants have could get hold of market share and become big players in the business
area. The user feels that the he is getting the service free of charge, but the service
providers are making money via advertisements based on user data. So, essentially,
users are paying the service providers back with their self-generated content and
online activity.

10.5.2 Advent of Social Networking, Data Sharing Policies
and Concerns

In many instances, SaaS service providers provide service to end users at free of
cost to attract more number of users of the service. Social networking companies
and email service providers rely hugely on personalized advertisements to monetize.
This is how they can sustain and make profit of a free service that they provide
to millions of customers online who use their services extensively. E-commerce
websites make their earnings from commission it gets when an online purchase is
made using their platform. In any case, service providers who provide free SaaS
services have a lot riding upon the number of users using their platform. Also, the
amount of information that is being shared, content created or amount of business
transactions that happen online via their services have impact on their revenue.

As the service providers state the end user license agreement policies and the data
sharing policies, the users are left with no choice but to agree to it if they want to use
the service. By the mere urge and want to use the service, users agree to the terms
based on the product reputation and peer recommendations. Concern with respect to
data sharing policy is that the service providers have huge level of control over how
they are going to use the user data. They can share it with 3rd party, advertisers data
analytics companies etc. When some of these data are aggregated, and used using
Big data analytics, they can be correlated and can reveal great deal of information
about a person and his preferences. This can, in best can scenario lead to targeted
advertisement, and in worst case: identity theft and fraud. There are laws governing
the use of these data and regulations on what data can be stored and used. Still, they
are vague and in many cases, technically incorrect and having legal loopholes. Many
a times, the privacy policy breach is found after the fact when the damage is already
done.
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10.5.3 Towards Trusted Computing

End users are generally exhibit different kind of personas (traits). Few people are
early adopters of new service, technologies. A bulk of users waits for the review for
technical people and then decide whether to use the product or not. Some segment
are very technical critics who use the product to understand the pros and cons of the
product and then decide whether to use of exit from the product. The main binding
force which ensure that the people who started using the product to stay engagedwith
the product is the factor called asTrust. Trust is very important to ensure that customer
is retained and engaged. Hence, the service provider needs to have a vested interest in
ensuring that the customers trust the product and service provider. This is possible by
providing a holistic user engagement starting from first point to contact/sale to after
closure of the contract. The data security policy and the EULA details need to be as
transparent as possible. A clear and open channel of communication and a smooth
user experience goes a long way in gaining end users trust. Several ongoing works
towards providing trustable software solutions for secure cloud based applications
are underway currently giving the consumer the center stage of trusted computing.
Allowing customer to define certain terms of engagement with service provider [12],
selecting the best service for the user based on quality of service requirements such as
level of data security and privacy [13]. Proposal of framework for privacy preserving
advertisement framework for social networking [14] are some of ongoing research
works in this area. All of which aimed at moving towards trusted computing.

10.6 Efficient Security Operations and Management for
Securing Cloud Data Centers

Discussion of cloud security is incomplete without security operations and man-
agement. This section is dedicated for this topic in context of optimal practices for
securing the clouddata centers.Aprocess oriented approach formanagingday-to-day
activities of a security of an organization is critical for its sustainability. Establishing
effective communications channels for managing security incidents, and implemen-
tation of security and access controls form the basic framework of security operations
management of an organization.

One of the important responsibilities of security operations team is to identify
and define what components need to be protected and what it needs to be protected
from. It also involves predictive analysis of high risk areas which needs more atten-
tion. Another important aspect with respect to security operations is the Business
contingency plan. They are designed to ensure that we are prepared for unexpected
circumstances. As any organization grows, the need for having disaster recovery
plans and fail safe mechanisms using redundancy schemes increases.

In this section [15], we talk about how security can be efficientlymanaged in cloud
data centers adhering to legal requirements. Security management is very important
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because it form the first line of defense against the attackers, without which the
underlying security loses context.

Traditionally, physical security has always been kept away from IT paradigm.
However, the industry trend is hinting at convergence of IT security and physical
security aspects. It is important for an IT security manager to understand all the
aspects of physical security and employ efficient methodologies to secure the IT
resources including the cloud data centers. This chapter introduces the reader to
physical security related topics and provides insights on how to efficientlymanage the
security operations to secure cloud data center and thereby enable cloud applications.

10.6.1 Security Operations Management

Security operations and management deals with management of security day to day
basis of security functions. It is the management of ground level tasks including
setting up and implementing security controls, managing security incidents. Top
downapproach ofmanagement is enforcedwhere each of the details can bemonitored
by the higher ups to ensure swift decisions are made.

Security Administration - Communications and Reporting are two of the most
important tasks that arise in a security operations department. This is because, the
responsibility of providing the right measurements and metrics indicating the per-
formance of the services provided by company rests with security operations team.
Administration in an organization with respect to security operations is often driven
by key performancemetrics. Thesemetrics such asmeasuring the set S.M.A.R.T.E.R
goals (Refer Sect. 10.1) provide insights on how the overall performance is faring.

Few examples of the key performance indicators as percentage and number of
resolved intrusion incidents measured in a periodic scale (month/quarter/year), per-
centage and number of blocked attacks from outside through firewall capabilities of
the system, percentage and number of total machines in the organization of cloud
cluster where OS patches are successfully installed and antivirus and other security
features working as designed etc. It is a part of responsibility of security administra-
tors to ensure that security telemetry data are captured and it is part of the design of
the cloud system.

Change management is yet another important task which falls in the purview
of security administration. It essentially involves carefully assessing the changes
done to the system and ensuring the all the risk factors are manages and mitigated
before the release to make sure that there is no negative impact due to change. This
is required to maintain the availability of servers and to ensure that there are no
security backdoors or loopholes created due to unintended misconfigurations during
deployment of changes such as patches, updates or new feature implementations.
Service Oriented framework is a preferred design paradigm in information technol-
ogy as per Dr. Mydhili et al. [16]. Information Technology Infrastructure Library
(ITIL) is a well-known service oriented framework for service delivery in IT sector.
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It provides recommendations of best practices for change management. The change
management steps involve

• Describe Describe the change being done in the system and which are all the
touchpoints for the same. This involves steps Record (the change), Accept (accept
or reject if the changes are required and valid) and classify (if it is a patch, software
update, new features etc.)

• Prepare Prepare for deployment of change. This step involves Plan (plan for
verifying) and Approve (Approve the validity and correctness of changes)

• Execute Ensure to have a pre-production environment which replicates produc-
tion environment to execute the changes done. Build (generate the deployable files
and configurations) and Test in the pre-production environments. Maintaining the
health of these environments to mimic production settings is a separate challenge
all together and something which most of the companies struggle with. Having an
efficient response system which proactively updates all the pre-production envi-
ronments post production deployment is key for ensuring smooth functioning of
the system.

• Check Checking the changes with a set of validation test cases which are regularly
maintained and updated is a crucial step in changemanagement and administration.
Automation needs to be built to evaluate the system for overall functionality of
the system.

We mentioned earlier that security administration is usually enforced top down
from the organization. While security administration is important, we also need to
ensure that the administrators and managers and utilizing their privileges to see over
security operations in an acceptablemanner. Companies need to formulate acceptable
use constraints and enforce it on to all the employees in order to comply with various
security operations administrative management standards. Some examples related to
this:

• dont store, share confidential information to unauthorized personnel
• dont access or misuse information resources where there is no specific job require-
ment.

• Security principles that help in avoiding abuse of administrative power include
limiting authority and separation of duty.

Management Practices and Accountability - Management practices and enforcing
accountability controls can help in efficient security operations management. Some
of the management practices:

• creating user groups for providing controls to computing resources.
• Restricting access and privileges for remote access to consoles
• Use automation for regularly patching the employee OS and have onto virus and
firewalls installed in them.

• centrally control the software installations done on each machine via endpoint
management.
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10.6.2 Business Contingency Planning

Uncertainty of life extends to the binary world of cloud as well. In this regard, it is
highly recommended as well as mandated to have a solid Business continuity plan
(BCP) as well as disaster recovery plan (DRP). These are by extremely important
to formulate and implement and mandated as per compliance standards. BCP and
DRP involves formulation of process that ensure that business critical computational
resources are safeguarded from major system and network failures.

Cloud providers need to address few concerns such as data backup operation
during service interruptions, capabilities for remote execution of business-critical
processes at alternate site, ensuring reliability of the alternate systems, automating
all decision-making processes to remove human dependency during emergency.

An effective BCP andDRP addresses all the cloud resources being utilized includ-
ing LAN, WAN servers, telecommunication links, workstations and work spaces,
applications and data. BCP needs to be tested on a frequent basis and upgraded
whenever needed. Top level management have a big role to play in this regard. They
need to be face of the organization to the employees and all other stakeholders. They
need to provide all necessary resources to team to recover to a manageable state
as soon as possible. When any incident occurs, the BCP team takes the following
steps: Scope and plan initiation, business impact assessment, business continuity
plan development, plan approval and implementation. During the business impact
assessment, the issues are prioritized based on cost and downtime. Based on this,
resources are allocated to mitigate it.

10.6.3 Physical Security

Drawing parallel to the real-world scenario, to live peacefully with calm mind, one
needs a place that can be called home. It needs to be secured by doors, windows and
locks. The perimeter of the house needs to have some amount of protection. No one
should be allowed more access than they require to interact with us. These charac-
teristics of physical security are applicable to the binary world of cloud computers
as well.

The cloud data centers including the computer equipment, communication and
technical equipment, storage media, company assets and records needs to be well
protected. An initial physical vulnerability assessment must be done of the area.
The buildings, computing resources and peripherals, documents and records need
to be safe guarded. Physical location of the site also needs to be decided based on
environmental and neighboring construction and landscape factors.

Entry controls in form or building access control systems,man traps and providing
employee badges as entry pass, use of biometric features, having security guards in
all the entry, exit and business critical locations form the 2nd line of defense.
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Even if the physical security is breached, there should be efficient ways to detect
the intrusion and take appropriate measures. Some of the examples of such tools
and techniques are use of closed circuit television (CCTV), burglar alarm systems,
temperature monitoring, motion sensors etc. These needs to be followed to meet
compliance standards. COBIT and ISO 27002 are the industry accepted standards in
this area.

10.6.4 Forensics Analysis and Compliance

Wehave highlighted inmultiple sections in this chapter that a data breach or evidence
of noncompliance is found usually after the fact. Hence, to gather the evidence, foren-
sic analysis is very important. Forensics basically involves collection of evidence,
examining it, and analyzing it to provide report on the incident.

Forensic evidence is usually used during legal proceedings to find level of confor-
mance with said standards. Evidence acquisition is very important step in forensic
analysis. It can be classified as host based evidence that can be found on the host
machine and network based evidence that can be collected from network based sys-
tem such as IDS or firewall.

While working with a live system to collect data, capturing system contents
becomes very crucial in evidence collection. CPU activity and running processes
can be traced from task manager in windows and ps command in Unix system. Net-
work connections can be documented using netstat and arp command. Open files
can be found using lsof command in Unix. In Windows, a host of forensic activi-
ties can be done using System internal tools which can be downloaded from www.
sysinternals.com. Likewise, there are several other tools that can be used to exam-
ine file system for hidden data, alternate data streams, deleted data, encrypted and
compressed data.

10.7 Parting Words and Useful Information

This section is reserved for our concluding message as well as providing an insight
into current and future research trends in cloud security. We discuss the most impor-
tant questions (related to security) to consider for any organizations before switch
to cloud. Through this chapter, we want to encourage cloud researchers and profes-
sionals to think about security from a holistic perspective, understand the various
issues and incorporate smart ways to tackle them. We want all stakeholders to use
optimized securitymodels, tools and techniques to enable cloud services and applica-
tions. We share some useful details on how researchers and academicians can benefit
by joining hands in the cloud security community by joining open forums such as
Cloud Security Alliance (OCA), Open Cloud Consortium (OCC). For a professional
aspiring to create a career in Cloud Security, we provide key information on acquir-

www.sysinternals.com
www.sysinternals.com
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ing industry recognized certifications such as Certified Cloud Security Professional
(CCSP) and Certificate of Cloud Security Knowledge (CCSK) and how he can apply
the knowledge in create a positive impact in the organization.

10.7.1 Questions to Consider Before Shifting to Cloud

The in-built characteristics of Cloud computing such as rapid scalability, metered
usage and fail safemake it very tempting to switch to cloudwithout a second thought.
However, a reasonable thought needs to be given to ascertain if migrating to cloud
is the best idea for the company or specific project. We earlier provided brief case
studies on companies that adopted cloud technology and became successful.

To introspect what services should be moved to cloud, the various factors need
to be considered. Such as cost to shift to cloud. Cloud expenses include storage
charges, computational changes, bandwidth consumption etc. We also need to assess
if the cloud provider can meet the quality of service that is required for hosting the
product. Another important factor that needs to be considered is if the clouds alternate
environment in case of outage, is reliable or not.

In cases where companies to be use cloud optimally to make best use of available
resources, theymay choose to use cloud for data backup and computational resources
only during the peak seasons. Interoperable cloud providers are always preferred
over others. This means that cloud applications can be built in such a way that the
developer can choose from which cloud provider, it can be executed.

10.7.2 Getting Involved in Open Forums and Useful
Certification Programs

As researchers, academicians, security professionals or cloud security enthusiasts
we need to continuously improve our knowledge base and if possible contribute to
the research community. One of the open forums Cloud Security Alliance (OCA)
[17] works to promote the best practices for providing security assurance within
cloud computing, and provide education on the uses of cloud computing to help
secure all other forms of cloud computing. They also offer a certification program -
Certificate of Cloud Security Knowledge (CCSK)which helps security professionals
demonstrate their level of knowledge and get recognized in global platform. Open
Commons Consortium (OCC) [18] formerly known as Open Cloud Consortium is a
non-government organization which helps inmaintaining and operating cloud infras-
tructure to support scientific, medical health care and environmental research. They
are supported by universities around theworld. They also take care of preparing refer-
ence implementations and standards for cloud. Cloud Security Professional (CCSP)
[19] and related certifications are leading certification body for cloud security in the
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world. They offer several other certifications such as CISSP for Information security,
SSCP Systems security, HCISSP Healthcare security etc. We recommend that the
reader evaluates these forums and certifications as it would help them to move to
leadership positions in security career.

10.7.3 Concluding Remarks and Research Trends

Topic of the chapter reads as Optimization of Security as an Enabler for Cloud
Services and Applications. The aim of the chapter was to show how cloud services
and applications can to be enabled to perform and fair better by optimizing the cloud
security. This chapter is designed to help users to understand security in a holistic
perspective and how managing security will help them develop great products.

To start with, we discussed via case studies about benefits of adopting cloud com-
puting. Later, we understood the security requirements, challenges and objectives of a
secure cloud system.We discussed in detail about available standards and guidelines
for ensuring cloud security. We learnt how Cloud application security testing, inci-
dent response team provide use with tools and processes us to mitigate any security
related issues.

Web applications are the most vulnerable of the all the cloud based services.
We took examples of tools and case studies and showed how to prevent from such
vulnerabilities. Big data securitywas also coveredwith example ofHortonWorks data
platform. Digital privacy issues and concerns were discussed and we recommended
the community to move towards open standards and certification of service providers
for conformance of data security policies.

We then moved to security operations management and how it plays a role in
creating environment for developers to perform at their best and make sure cloud
applications are not affected even in case of emergencies and unscheduled outages.

In the end, we gave call of duty to all the researchers and professionals to take up
certifications based on their interests and join hand with open forums to contribute
towards cloud security community.

Security has always been a silent unsung hero that ensures the high availability of
the servers. Providing too much security to applications may hinder the performance
parameters and response time of the service. However, reducing the minimal amount
of security couldmean a detrimental blow for cloud service and application. Hence, it
is only wise for us to continuously optimize the methods and techniques of providing
cloud security to enable cloud applications to perform to their fullest of potential.
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Chapter 11
Internet of Cloud: Security and Privacy
Issues

Allan Cook, Michael Robinson, Mohamed Amine Ferrag,
Leandros A. Maglaras, Ying He, Kevin Jones and Helge Janicke

Abstract The synergy between Cloud and IoT has emerged largely due to the Cloud
having attributes which directly benefit IoT and enable its continued growth. IoT
adoptingCloud services has brought new security challenges. In this book chapter,we
pursue two main goals: (1) to analyse the different components of Cloud computing
and IoT and (2) to present security and privacy problems that these systems face. We
thoroughly investigate current security and privacy preservation solutions that exist
in this area, with an eye on the Industrial Internet of Things, discuss open issues and
propose future directions.

Keywords Internet of cloud · Cloud computing · Security · Authentication
Intrusion detection · Privacy

11.1 An Introduction to Cloud Technologies

According to forecasts from Cisco Systems, by 2020 the Internet will consist of
over 50 billion connected devices, including, sensors, actuators, GPS- and mobile-
enabled devices, and further innovations in smart technologies, although this forecast
is disputed [53]. New projections talk about 20–30 billion connected devices which
is again a huge number [20]. These revolutionary devices are predicted to integrate
to form hybrid networks based upon concepts such as the Internet of Things (IoT),
Smart Grids, sensor networks etc., to deliver newways of living and working. Under-
pinning such operating models will be ’cloud computing’ technology that enables
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convenient, on-demand, and scalable network access to a pool of configurable com-
puting resources. This remote access to high levels of processing power and storage
provides a complementary platform onwhich to augment the low-power, low-storage
characteristics of IoT devices, providing an integrated environment to provide ubiq-
uitous capabilities to end users.

Cloud computing further offers a range of attractive benefits to organisationswish-
ing to optimise their IT resources, such as increases in efficiency and organisational
ability, reduced time to market (TTM), and a better balance between capital expen-
diture (capex) versus operational expenditure (opex) [30]. However, to achieve such
returns on investment, organisations require a clear understanding of cloud tech-
nologies to drive their strategy, and in particular, the issues surrounding security and
privacy. This chapter introduces the reader to cloud computing technologies in gen-
eral, then proceeds to explain the emerging Internet of Cloud (IoC) before discussing
the security and authentication issues of IoT and finally exploring the issues related
to the preservation of privacy in the IoC.

11.1.1 A Definition of Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is a technological and operationalmodel for ubiquitous, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable infrastructure, processing, storage
and application services that can be provisioned and released for use with minimal
system management effort or service provider interaction [48]. Many of the tech-
nologies that underpin cloud computing environments are not new, as they comprise
existing virtualisation, processing and storage capabilities that have existed for many
years. It is the operatingmodel that surrounds the use of these technologies that deliv-
ers the revolutionary services, where ownership of physical resources rests with one
party, and the service users are billed for their use [12].

As such, it is necessary to consider the essential characteristics, service models
and deployment models of cloud computing.

11.1.2 Characteristics of Cloud Computing

Cloud computing environments comprise five essential characteristics; On-demand
self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured
service [48]. We shall now review each of these in turn.

• On-demand Self-service: In cloud environments, a consumer can request and
deploy processing and storage capabilities, such as server capacity and storage
space, through the use of automated provisioning services that require no nego-
tiation with the cloud provider [48]. This allows connected devices to remotely
exploit such resources and extend their processing capabilities as necessary.
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• Broad Network Access: The services of a cloud are made available over the
network using thick or thin clients, allowing devices using different operating
systems and platforms to access common capabilities [48].

• Resource Pooling: The computing resources of a cloud service are pooled into a
model to serve multiple consumers, with different physical and virtual resources
dynamically assigned and reassigned according to demand requirements, irrespec-
tive of their geography. The customer is typically unaware of the exact location of
the provided resources, although they may be able to define high-level constraints
such as country or data centre [48].

• Rapid Elasticity: Elasticity is the ability of a cloud provider to scale up or down
dependent upon consumer demand, allocating or freeing resources as necessary.
To the consumer, the capabilities provided often appear to be unlimited.

• Measured Service: In cloudmodels, consumers pay for the services they use, so it
is necessary to monitor, control and report upon the consumption of the infrastruc-
ture. This allows usage to be optimised, and provides a transparent understanding
to both the provider and consumer [48].

11.1.3 Cloud Service Models

There are various levels of service model available to consumers when they adopt
cloud services, eachwith their own operating paradigm, offering software, platforms,
or infrastructure as a service.

• Software as a Service (SaaS): In this model, the consumer uses the provider’s
applications that run on the cloud infrastructure. The consumer accesses these
applications without any knowledge of the underlying infrastructure, and does
not request or provision any associated services. They provision and consume
application resources, typically against an agreed service level agreement (SLA)
that determine performance, and the cloud provider scales the infrastructure to
meet its obligations [48].

• Platformas a Service (PaaS): In a PaaS environment, consumers deploy their own
(or their acquired) applications, services, libraries or tools, which they control. The
cloud provider’s role is to provision and maintain sufficient computing, network
and storage resources tomeet the agreedSLAs for the consumer-deployed elements
[48].

• Infrastructure as a Service(IaaS): This service model allows consumers to pro-
vision processing, network and storage resources as necessary, onto which they
can deploy whichever applications and services the require. The consumer does
not control the underlying hardware infrastructure, but can determine the technical
detail of what is deployed, such as operating systems etc. [48].

• Cloud Deployment Models: The provision of SaaS, PaaS or IaaS is dependent
upon the cloud provider’s business model. Similarly, the scope of the cloud itself,
whether private, community, public, or hybridmix of these three, allows consumers
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Fig. 11.1 Cloud deployment and service models mapped to essential characteristics

to constrain the exposure of their information. Irrespective of the combination of
these choices however, the provider should offer the five essential characteristics
of cloud services, as illustrated in Fig. 11.1.

• Private Cloud: The service infrastructure is provided for exclusive use by a single
organisation. It may be owned, managed, and operated by the organisation, a third
party, or some combination thereof, and may exist on or off the organisation’s
premises [48].

• Community Cloud: The cloud is made available for use by a specific community
of consumers with shared requirements. The service may be owned, managed, and
operated by one or more of the community organisations, a third party, or some
combination, and be located either on or off the premises of the community [48].

• PublicCloud: The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for use by the general public.
The infrastructure is deployed on the premises of the cloud provider [48].

• Hybrid Cloud: The cloud infrastructure is a mix of two or more cloud deployment
models (private, community, or public) [48].
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11.1.4 Enabling Technologies

Aspreviously discussed, cloud services are basedupon a common set of underpinning
enabling technologies that were developed before cloud computing emerged as a
business model. We shall now consider a key subset of these technologies in the
context of their operation within a cloud.

• Virtualisation: Virtualisation is the ability to deploy multiple host operating envi-
ronments on one physical device. Typically, operating systems are encapsulated
within a ‘virtual machine’ (VM), a number of which are deployed onto a single
physical server (a ‘real machine’). A ‘hypervisor’ that abstracts the VMs from the
real machine, accessing hardware components of the server as required by each
VM. Hypervisors also allow VMs to be redeployed to other real machines, per-
mitting them to be reallocated to servers with greater or lesser processing capacity
as required by the consumers demands [16].

• Storage: Storage within cloud environment can be characterised as either file- or
block-based services, or data management comprising record-, column- or object-
based services. These typically reside on a storage area network (SAN) that pro-
vides a persistence platform that underpins a data centre. For file- or block-based
services, the cloud ensures that sufficient capacity is provided to support the elas-
ticity of the service, expanding or contracting as required. Record-, column- or
object-based services, however, focus on database persistence and the performance
of the data used by applications.As data expandswithin a large database it becomes
necessary to optimise the storage based on frequency of access and location of con-
sumers. Data within the cloud can be easily replicated to provide temporary copies
in caches etc. that improve performance, as well as reducing the impact of backup
services on production data. Similarly, where multiple data centres are used, these
local caches can be optimised to focus on the datasets most frequently accessed
in each location. The underlying file system elastically supports these replicas of
data, expanding and contracting as necessary to support performance SLAs [27].

• Monitoring and Provisioning: The ability of a cloud provider to automatically
provision services is an key element of its offering. Automated provisioning is
typically based on a catalogue, from which consumers can select the extension or
contraction of a service over which they have decided to maintain control. The
nature of the service they maintain control of is dependent upon the service model
they operate within (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS). Similarly, for the cloud provider, they
require the ability to modify the execution environment in line with agreed SLAs,
with or without human intervention. The provisioning is typically managed by a
service orchestration layer that interacts with the monitoring service to determine
the levels of performance of cloud elements in line with SLAs, and coordinates
the manipulation of the infrastructure, deploying and redeploying resources as
necessary tomaintain a balanced and cost-efficient use of the available architecture
[39].

• Billing: Given the differing service and deployment models that cloud providers
can offer, the billing service must be integrated with the monitoring and
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provisioning to ensure accurate accounting of consumption. The billing services,
in some cases, support both prepay and postpay models, requiring the billing ser-
vice to decrement or accrue respectively. The service must also only account for
consumption as it occurs, and be cognisant of the elasticity of deployment and
release. As the nature of the cloud service provided to consumers may differ, the
billing service must support multiple, and in many cases, complex pricing models
to ensure accurate accounting [19].

Cloud computing is based on a mix of technologies brought together in differing
service and deployment models to provide cost-effective utilisation of IT resources.
The ubiquity of access to these resources allows low-power, low-storage capacity
IoT devices to extend their capabilities by leveraging these services on-demand. This
integration of IoT and cloud into the Internet of Cloud (IoC) provides opportunities
to provide a revolution in the use and exploitation of smart devices.

11.2 Internet of Things (IoT) and Internet of Cloud (IoC)

The Internet of Things is a term that has rapidly risen to the forefront of the IT world,
promising exciting opportunities and the ability to leverage the power of the internet
to enhance the world we live in. The concept itself is not a new one however, and it
is arguable that Nikola Tesla predicted the rise of IoT back in 1926 when he stated:

When wireless is perfectly applied the whole earth will be converted into a huge brain...and
the instruments through which we shall be able to do this will be amazingly simple compared
with our present telephone [36].

What Tesla had predicted was the Internet of Things (IoT), which today has been
defined as the pervasive presence in the environment of a variety of things, which
through wireless and wired connections and unique addressing schemes are able
to interact with each other and cooperate with other things to create new applica-
tions/services and reach common goals [76]. Put more simply, things are anything
and everything around us that are internet connected and are able to send, receive
or communicate information either to humans or to other things. There are three
primary methods in which things communicate. Firstly, a sensor can communicate
machine to machine (M2M). Examples here include a sensor feeding data to an
actuator which opens a door when movement is detected. Secondly, communica-
tion can be Human to Machine (H2M), such as a sensor which can detect human
voice commands. Finally, machine to human (M2H) communication provides the
delivery of useful information in an understandable form such as a display or audio
announcement.When considering the number of things in our world, and the number
of potential combinations of connecting them, the only limit for thinking up valuable
use cases is our own imagination. Some well established use cases for the IoT are as
follows:
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• Healthcare: The use of sensors and the internet to monitor the medical variables
of human beings and perform analyses on them. A real world example is NHS
England’s Diabetes Digital Coach Test Bed [51], which trialled the use of mobile
health self-management tools (wearable sensors and supporting software). This
trial leveraged the IoT to realise a number of benefits. Firstly it enabled people
with diabetes to self-manage their condition through the provision of real time
data and alerts based upon the data from their sensors. Secondly, the sensors were
able to notify healthcare professionals if there was a dangerous condition that was
not being corrected by the patient. Thirdly, the data from the sensors could be
aggregated to provide a population-wide view of the health status of people with
diabetes.

• SmartCities: The use of connected sensors to improve city life and create an urban
information system [34]. For example, detecting the amount of waste in containers
to schedule a pick-up or the use of sensors to detect city-wide availability of parking
and direct drivers to an available space [59]. This has the potential to not only save
citizens frustration, but also to reduce congestion, pollution and fuel consumption.

• Smart Buildings: Both places of business and people’s homes can benefit from
the rise of the IoT. Buildings consume 33% of world energy [76], and there is real
potential for the IoT to bring this usage down. Sensors can turn off lights when they
are not needed, and appliances remotely switched off. Heating can be optimised
based upon sensors detecting occupancy and weather conditions. Aggregations of
this data can be used by energy providers to plan and optimise their operations.

• Smart Transport: The connecting of multiple transport related things. For exam-
ple, sensors in roadways and vehicles to provide a full view of traffic flow and
dynamically alter traffic light sequences, speed limits, information signs or satel-
lite navigation systems to suggest quicker routes.

• Smart Industry: Intelligent tracking of goods and components, smart factories
and innovative retail concepts such as Amazon Go [2], which offer a checkout-less
experience for customers.

A summary of IoT projects around the world ranked by application domain is
provided in Fig. 11.2. As the graphic shows, the most active domains for IoT (as of
Q3 2016) are connected industry and smart cities. However, all of the domains are
showing an upward trend that is likely to continue into the future as new and inno-
vative use cases are developed and the value of IoT becomes increasingly apparent
to actors in each domain [6].

11.2.1 IoT Technologies

Behind the things whichmake up the IoT are a number of essential core technologies.
The literature identifies five overall technologies as follows: [41]:

• RadioFrequency Identification (RFID): PassiveRFID chips have no battery, and
provide information to a reader when it is placed in proximity of the chip. Active
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Fig. 11.2 IoT projects by category

RFID chips can initiate communication, and output information in response to a
change in its environment (e.g. changes in temperature or pressure).

• Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN): Wireless sensor networks are defined as col-
lections of stand-alone devices which, typically, have one or more sensors (e.g.
temperature, light level), some limited processing capability and a wireless inter-
face allowing communication with a base station [29].

• Middleware: Middleware sits between the things and the raw data they generate to
provide interoperability between things and developers who code the applications
for interesting use cases. It provides a level of abstraction, allowing developers to
work with sensors without having to know the specifics of their implementation.

• Cloud Computing: The cloud provides the seemingly limitless storage and pro-
cessing power necessary for IoT use cases to become a reality.

• IoT Applications: The software that provides end users with a useful product -
e.g. A smartphone app through which a driver can find and reserve a free parking
space.

The focus of this section is on the cloud aspect of IoT technology, in particular how
cloud computing and the IoT have found what appears to be a mutually beneficial
relationship and led to the term Internet of Cloud (IoC).

11.2.2 Internet of Cloud (IoC)

The synergy between the cloud and the IoT has emerged largely due to the cloud
having attributes which directly benefit the IoT and enable its continued growth.
In the IoT’s infancy, things either had some local computing resources (storage,
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processing) to produce a useful result, or they sent their data to a mainframe which
had the necessary computing resources to process the data and generate an output. In
effect, the “brain” as Tesla envisioned in 1926 was either highly distributed amongst
the things, or it was centrally located with the things simply acting as sensors. Both
of these approaches have disadvantages. The mainframe’s weaknesses are that it is
expensive to maintain and presents a central point of failure. The highly distributed
approach whereby things communicate and perform some local computation pro-
vides better resilience to failure, but increases the cost of each thing in the network.
This additional cost is both financial (the cost of equipping each thing with suit-
able resources and replacing failed things) and logistical (including such resources
required the thing to be physically larger and consume more power). As use cases
become more advanced, and the goals more complex, the demand for more complex
computation has only increased.

The IoT is not only expanding in its need for more demanding computation
resources. Gartner has predicted that the number of internet connected devices
will reach 20.8 billion by 2020 [26], suggesting that the IoT is not only expand-
ing in computational complexity, but also in the sheer amount of data that needs to
be processed. In effect, the IoT generates big data [58], which places the demand
for smaller and cheaper things directly into competition with the demand for more
computing resources. Traditional approaches to the IoT cannot satisfy both demands -
either the things become more expensive and complex, or limits on their computa-
tion resource needs are imposed. However, the cloud presents a solution with the
potential to satisfy both demands.

11.2.3 Cloud as a Solution

The rise of cloud computing has provided an alternative solution, presenting the IoT
with a virtually limitless source of computing power, easily accessible via the internet,
with better resilience and at a lower cost than utilising a mainframe or including
computing resources at the thing level. The cloud allows IoT developers to be freed
from the constraints of limited resources, and enables the use case to be realised at
reduced cost. In effect, things only require the bare minimum of hardware to perform
their function (e.g. sense something, actuate something) and to communicate with
the cloud. The cloud performs all computation and communicates back the result to
the things. This pairing of cloud computing and the IoT has led to the term Internet of
Cloud (IoC), and numerous literature reviews of this new paradigm are available [9,
17].
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11.2.4 Sensor-Clouds

Cloud infrastructure is not only valuable for taking on the burden of heavy compu-
tation and storage, it has also been identified as valuable in forming what are known
as Sensor-Clouds [1]. In traditional sensor networks, the deployed sensors provide
data for one purpose - to fulfil the purchaser’s use case. Unfortunately, this leads to
an element of wastage, since the data being collected could be useful for other pur-
poses but is not readily accessible by other organisations or third party developers.
For example, if a local council deployed sensors to measure traffic flow in the city
centre, a third party may wish to access the sensor data to improve their satellite
navigation system and direct travellers away from congested roads. Sensor-Clouds
address this scenario by making the sensor data available to multiple parties in the
cloud. In effect, they offer what could be termed sensors as a service. This scenario
brings a number of benefits. Firstly it allows developers of IoT applications to avoid
the burden of manually deploying sensors and focus upon developing interesting use
cases through the use of existing sensor networks. Secondly, sensor owners such
the local council can recoup some of the cost of deployment and maintenance by
charging these third parties to access the data.

A Sensor-Cloud can be visualised in three layers [1]. At the lowest layer, physical
sensors around the world upload their data in a standardised format to the Sensor-
Cloud. This standardisation of data allows users of the service to use the data without
concern over differences in areas such as protocols and formatting. At the second
layer, the Sensor-Cloud allows users to create virtualised groups of sensors for use in
their applications. These virtual sensors are based upon service templates, which are
defined by the sensor owners. At the top layer, application developers can plug these
virtual sensors into their applications. This three layer architecture for Sensor-Clouds
is shown in Fig. 11.3.

11.2.5 Ongoing Challenges

It has been noted that the cloud brings some valuable attributes to the IoT, but it is
not a perfect solution which can solve all of the IoT’s problems. In fact, the use of
the cloud can present some new and interesting challenges as follows [17]:

• Security and Privacy: Cloud security is a well documented challenge, but the
pairing between cloud and the IoT presents additional concerns. For example,
when considering the sensitive nature of some use cases such as smart health,
additional caremust be taken to ensure that confidentially, integrity and availability
of data is not violated. Confidentiality breaches could result in personal health data
being stolen, integrity breaches could be fatal if data is tampered with and a lack
of availability could fail to alert to a life threatening condition.

• Addressing: If Gartner’s predictions on the rapid growth of the IoT are correct,
IPv4 will quickly become inadequate to address all of the things. IPv6 has the
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Fig. 11.3 Sensor-cloud layers

potential to address this concern, but it is not yet widely adopted. It has been
proposed that an efficient naming and identity management system is required to
dynamically assign and manage unique identity for an ever increasing number of
things [37].

• Latency and Bandwidth: The cloud may provide limitless computing resources,
but it cannot necessarily ensure low latency or unlimited bandwidth since this
relies upon the public internet which is outside of the cloud provider’s control.
This challenge has led to the rise of what is termed “fog computing”, where com-
puting resources are placed as close to the things as possible in order to act as an
intermediary. This intermediary can quickly service time critical processing that
is latency sensitive whilst forwarding on non-time critical data for cloud process-
ing [8].

• Interoperability: Due to the high number of things from multiple vendors, cloud
computing alone cannot solve the issue of interoperability. The IoT would benefit
from standards which describe a common format for both handling and commu-
nicating data.
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11.2.6 Japan Case Study

While the concept of Internet of Cloud and Sensor-Clouds can seem abstract, it has
been implemented in some very valuable use cases. One such use case was in the
aftermath of the 2011 tsunami in Japan, which led to the second-largest nuclear
emergency since Chernobyl. With a lack of reliable government information on the
radiation threat, private individuals and organisations donated hundreds of Geiger
counters to the affected region. As standalone devices, the use of these counters was
limited, and researchers began to investigate methods to link the devices together and
make the information available to all. The cloud provided the necessary infrastructure
and agility to quickly connect each sensor, and a Sensor-Cloud of around 1000
radiation sensors was formed. This Sensor-Cloud provided emergency services with
essential information regarding radiation levels, and the same data was leveraged
to produce a smart phone app for local citizens to monitor radiation levels in their
area [74]. The project, today known as Safecast [62], has grown beyond the initial
use case and is now a global network of radiation sensors, allowing the public to
access, contribute and use the sensor data through an API.

This use case highlights how valuable the Internet of Cloud can be not only for its
ability to provide the necessary computing resources but also for the speed at which
such resources can be provisioned - in this case rapidly providing the back end for
a potentially life saving service. As stated in the previous subsection the pairing
between cloud and the IoT presents additional concerns in terms of security and
privacy. However, for these services to be adopted they must be trusted. Therefore,
we must now consider the security and privacy implications of such integration.

11.3 Security and Authentication Issues

IoT ecosystem creates a world of interconnected thing, covering a variety of appli-
cation and systems, such as smart city systems, smart home systems, vehicular net-
works, industrial control systems as well as the interactions among them [28]. Cloud
computing is a technology that is configured to enable access to a shared pool of
resource including servers, data storage, services and application [3]. It has become
an important component of the IoT as it provides various capabilities to manage sys-
tems, servers and application and performs necessary data analytics and aggregation.

It is undeniable that IoT provides benefits and convenience to our everyday life,
however, many of the IoT components (e.g. low cost digital devices and industrial
systems) are developed with little to no consideration of security [35, 38, 63]. A
successful exploit can propagate within the IoT ecosystem that could render the loss
of sensitive information, interruption of the business functionalities, and the damage
to critical infrastructure.

We have already seen the security concerns of the cloud services. These include
but are not limited to malware injection (malicious code injected into cloud and run
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as SaaS), vulnerable application programming interfaces (API), abuse of data and
cloud service, insider threats and the newly emerging Man In Cloud Attack [32].
Cloud involves both service providers and consumers; therefore, cloud security is a
shared responsibility between the two.

Security issues are still yet to be solved for IoT and Cloud respectively. IoT
adopting Cloud services could complicate this situation and raise more security
concerns. This section focuses on the security issues on IoT adopting Cloud services
and makes recommendations to address those issues.

11.3.1 Data Sharing/Management Issues of IoT Cloud

Within a cloud context, nomatter public, private or hybrid, data securitymanagement
involves secure data storage, secure data transmission and secure access to the data.
During transmission, the Transport Layer Security (TLS) cryptography is widely
used to prevent against threats. During processing, the cloud service provided applies
isolation between different consumers. The isolation [80] is applied at different levels
such as operations system, virtual machine or hardware. The secure access to data
sometimes depends on the isolation level. It may sometimes separate completely
from other resources or may have shared infrastructures and softwares that rely
on access control policies. Within an IoT context, one of the benefits is open data
sharing among different things. If the data is isolated as is currently offered in the
cloud services, open wide data aggregation and analytics would become impossible.
A balance needs to be found between data protection and sharing.

There is existing work such as Information Flow Control (IFC) [4, 54] defining
and managing the requirements for data isolation and sharing. People can specify
to what extent they want to share or protect their data. Other work is related to
data encryption, encrypting the things before uploading to the cloud. This would
limit the users access to the data, which again affects the IoT’s data sharing and
analytical capability. There are some solutions to analyse encrypted data. However,
this approach is not mature to be applied in practice at this stage [31, 50].

11.3.2 Access Control and Identity Management

Within a cloud context, access control rules are strictly enforced. The service
providers use authentication and authorisation services to grant privileges to the
consumers to access storage or files. Within an IoT context, there are interactions
between different devices that are owned by different people. Access control is usu-
ally leveraged through device identity management and configuration [46]. Existing
identity management includes identity encoding and encryption [77].

When IoT uses Cloud services, access control involves the interactions among
the applications and cloud resources. Policies and mechanism need to be flexibly
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defined to accommodate the needs of both and resolve the conflicts of different
parties. There is existingwork ongrouping the IoTdevices to enable commonpolicies
[64]. However, cares need to be taken to ensure the flexibly defined policies do not
introduce vulnerabilities to the system.

11.3.3 Complexity (Scale of the IoT)

One of the benefits of Cloud service adoption is the reduction of cost through elas-
tically resource scaling mechanisms. The increase of IoT devices, data volume, and
variety has become a burden for the Cloud. The failure to coordinate and scale the
“things” will impact the availability of the data. Security mechanism will bring extra
burden that can impact the performance of IoT Cloud [60, 80].

Logging is an important aspect of security as it provides a view of the current
state of the system. Logging within the Cloud is centralised and it is an aggregation
of the logs from different components such as software applications and operation
[68]. IoT logging tends to decentralise it among different components. There are
some existing work on logging centralisation (e.g. design analytics tools to collect
and correlate decentralised logs from “things” [57]) and decentralisation (e.g. enable
logging to capture information in a data-centric manner [56]). A balance needs to be
found between logging centralisation and decentralisation.

11.3.4 Protection of Different Parties

IoT Cloud raise security concerns to both service providers and consumers. Cloud
service providers used to apply access control to protect data and resources. Now,
the “things” can directly interact with the providers. Attacks can be easily launched
by compromised “things”. We have already seen some real world exploits of smart
home applications, that are designed with poor security considerations [61].

From the consumers’ perspective, “things” needs to be validated before it can be
connected. If the “things” are determined to be compromised or malicious, alerts will
be sent either in a human readable or machine-readable format. The determination
can be based on reputation, trustworthy network node evaluation [52, 85] and so on.

11.3.5 Compliance and Legal Issues

Cloud demonstrated compliance using contract through service-level agreement
(SLA). A typical method to assess compliance is through auditing. Within the
area of Cloud, Massonet has proposed a framework that can generate auditing logs
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demonstrating that they are compliant with the related policies/regulations [47].
There are also frameworks designed in the area of IoT to demonstrate compliance
using auditing logs.

IoT tends to be decentralised in isolated physical locations. The centralisation of
cloud allows the data to flow across geographic boundaries, which has raised legal
and law concerns of the data across national borders. There are some existing work
on constrain data flow geographically by applying legal and management principles
to the data [66]. Again this will have an negative impact on data sharing capability
of IoT and Cloud.

11.3.6 Cloud Decentralisation

An emerging trend is the Cloud decentralisation in order to accommodate the IoT
and big data analytics. Typical method is decentralised computing such as Fog com-
puting [8] and grid computing [25]. Cloud decentralisation helps reduce the typical
Cloud attacks such as denial of service (DoS) attack; it also raises new security con-
cerns. Instead of targeting on the Cloud services, the attacks are directed to individual
service providers and consumers. There is on-going research in securing the decen-
tralised Cloud through coordinating the communication of things to things, things
to clouds and clouds to clouds [67, 68]. Finally cloud decentralization can provide
more flexible management.

Following the trend of decentralized cloud deployment, security mechanisms that
must be developed for the IoC may also be decentralized. This deployment can have
multiple advantages and in this context Intrusion Detection Systems for the IoC are
analyzed on Sect. 11.3.7.

11.3.7 Intrusion Detection Systems

Intrusion detection systems (IDS) can be classified into centralized intrusion detec-
tion systems (CIDS) and distributed intrusion detection systems (DIDS) by the way
in which their components are distributed. In a CIDS the analysis of the data is
performed in some fixed locations without considering the number of hosts being
monitored [40], while a DIDS is composed of several IDS over large networks whose
data analysis is performed in a number of locations proportional to the number of
hosts. There are numerous advantages of a DIDS compared to a CIDS. A DIDS is
highly scalable and can provide gradual degradation of service, easy extensibility
and scalability [14].

Novel intrusion detection Systems (IDS) must be implemented that need to be
efficient both in terms of accuracy, complexity and communication overhead, false
alarm rate and time among others. IDSs that have been developed for other systems,
e.g. Industrial Control Systems [15, 45], wireless sensor networks [11], or cloud
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environments [49] can be used as a basis for developing new detection systems for
the IoC area. Adaptivity of the IDS on changes in the network topology, which will
be a frequent situation for an IoC, is an aspect that needs to be addressed when new
IDS are going to be designed [70].

11.4 Privacy Preserving Schemes for IoC

In this subsection, we review the privacy preserving schemes for IoC. Based on the
classification of authentication and privacy preserving schemes in our three recent
surveys [22–24], the privacy preserving schemes for IoC can be classified accord-
ing to networks models and privacy models. The summary of privacy preserving
schemes for IoC are published in 2014, 2015, and 2016, as presented in Tables11.1,
11.2, and 11.3, respectively. In addition, Fig. 11.4 shows the classification of privacy
preservation models for IoC.

Cao et al. [13] defined and solved the problem of multi-keyword ranked search
over encrypted cloud data while preserving strict systemwise privacy in the cloud-
computing paradigm. Specifically, the authors proposed a preserving scheme, called
MRSE, using the secure inner product computation. The MRSE scheme is efficient
in terms of the time cost of building index and the time cost of query. Worku et
al. [81] proposed a privacy-preserving public auditing protocol in order to provide
the integrity assurance efficiently with strong evidence that unfaithful server cannot
pass the verification process unless it indeed keeps the correct data intact. Wang
et al. [78] proposed a brand new idea for achieving multi-keyword (conjunctive
keywords) fuzzy search. Different from existing multi-keyword search schemes, the
scheme [78] eliminates the requirement of a predefined keyword dictionary. Based
on locality-sensitive hashing and Bloom filters, the scheme [78] is efficient in term of
the Bloomfilter generation time for a single file.Wang et al. [10] a privacy-preserving
public auditingmechanism, calledOruta, to verify the integrity of shared datawithout
retrieving the entire data. Oruta uses ring signatures [7] to construct homomorphic
authenticators. In addition, Oruta can achieving following properties: (1) Public
Auditing, (2) Correctness, (3) Unforgeability, and (4) Identity Privacy. Yuan and Yu
[33] proposed the first secure and practical multi-party the back-propagation neural
network learning scheme over arbitrarily partitioned data. Based on two phases,
namely, (1) privacy preserving multi-party neural network learning, and (2) secure
scalar product and addition with Cloud, the scheme [33] can support the multi-
party scenario and efficient in terms of collaborative learning and communication
cost compared to both schemes in [73] and [5]. Sun et al. [72] proposed an idea
to build the search index based on the vector space model and adopt the cosine
similarity measure in the Cloud supporting similarity-based ranking. Based on the
vector space model, the scheme [72] is efficient in term of time cost for generating
encrypted query. Dong et al. [18] considered four parties in a network, namely, the
data owner, the data consumer, the cloud server, and the private key generator. Then,
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Identity privacy
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User privacy

Data privacy

Forward security
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Keyword privacy

Search privacy
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Location privacy

Index privacy

User query privacy

File content privacy

Backward secrecy

Fig. 11.4 Classification of privacy preservation models for IoC

the authors [18] proposed an idea that the cloud can learn nothing about a user’s
privacy or access structure, as such the scheme is fully collusion resistant.

To resilient to both time-based and location-based mobile attacks, Zhou et al.
[87] proposed a secure and privacy-preserving key management scheme for cloud-
assisted wireless body area networks. Based on the body’s symmetric structure with
the underlying Blom’s symmetric key establishment mechanism, the scheme [87]
is efficient in terms of storage, computation, and communication overhead com-
pared to the scheme in [75], but the traceability is not considered. Zhou et al. [88]
proposed a patient self-controllable and multilevel privacy-preserving cooperative
authentication scheme, called PSMPA, to realize three levels of security and pri-
vacy requirement in distributed m-healthcare cloud computing system which mainly
consists of the following five algorithms: Setup, Key Extraction, Sign, Verify and
Transcript Simulation Generation. Based on an attribute based designated verifier
signature scheme, PSMPA is efficient in terms of computational overhead, com-
munication overhead, and storage overhead compared to the scheme in [42], but
the location privacy is not considered. Therefore, Liu et al. [43] proposed a shared
authority based privacy-preserving authentication protocol, named, SAPA, for the
cloud data storage, which realizes authentication and authorization without compro-
mising a user’s private information. SAPA protocol [43] applied ciphertext-policy
attribute based access control to realize that a user can reliably access its own data
fields. In addition, SAPA protocol [43] adopt the proxy re-encryption to provide temp
authorized data sharing among multiple users.

Xia et al. [83] proposed an idea to protect the privacy of image data in content-
based Image retrieval outsourcing applications against a curious cloud server and the
dishonest query users. Specifically, the idea is the first work that proposes a search-
able encryption scheme, considering the dishonest query users who may distribute
the retrieved images to those who are unauthorized. Similarly to the scheme [83],
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Xia et al. [84] proposed an idea which the secure k-nearest neighbor algorithm is
employed to protect the feature vectors in order to enable the cloud server to rank the
search results very efficiently without the additional communication burdens. Based
on the pre-filter tables, the scheme [84] is efficient in four terms, namely, (1) time
consumption of the index construction, (2) time consumption of the trapdoor gener-
ation, (3) time consumption of the search operation, and (4) storage consumption of
the index. Pasupuleti et al. [55] proposed an efficient and secure privacy-preserving
approach using the probabilistic public key encryption technique to reduce computa-
tional overhead on owners while encryption and decryption process without leaking
any information about the plaintext. Based on the idea of integrity verification, the
scheme [55] can detect the modifications or deletions of data and maintain the con-
sistency of data, also is efficient in terms of computation cost and communication
cost. Therefore, Xia et al. [82] proposed two secure search schemes, namely, (1) the
basic dynamic multi-keyword ranked search scheme in the known ciphertext model,
and (2) the enhanced dynamic multi-keyword ranked search scheme in the known
background model. Based on the searchable encryption scheme, the idea in [82]
can supports both the accurate multi-keyword ranked search and flexible dynamic
operation on document collection. Song et al. [69] defined and solved the problem
of full-text retrieval over encrypted cloud data in the cloud computing paradigm.
Based on a hierarchical Bloom filter tree index, the scheme [69] can protect user
query privacy. Zhu et al. [89] proposed a privacy-preserving location based services
query scheme in outsourced cloud, called EPQ, for smart phone. EPQ scheme can
achieve confidential location-based services (LBS) data and is efficient in term of
computation complexity compared with the FINE scheme [65].

Lyu et al. [44] design an efficient and secure data sharing scheme, named DASS.
Based on multi-attribute granularity for social applications, DASS can support
searchable encryption over data, and is efficient in terms of communication over-
head and computation cost compared to the scheme in [71], but location privacy and
identity privacy are not considered. Yu et al. [86] investigated a new primitive called
identity-based remote data integrity checking for secure cloud storage. In addition,
the scheme [86] showed that it achieves soundness and perfect data privacy. In a
recent work, Ferrag and Ahmim in [21] proposed an efficient secure routing scheme
based on searchable encryption with vehicle proxy re-encryption, called ESSPR, for
achieving privacy preservation of message in vehicular peer-to-peer social network.

11.5 Summary

The synergy between the cloud and the IoT has emerged largely due to the cloud
having attributes which directly benefit the IoT and enable its continued growth. IoT
adopting Cloud services has brought new security challenges.We have identified key
security issues in data management, access control and identity management, com-
plexity and scale, the protections of different parties, compliance and legal issues, as
well as the emerging Cloud decentralisation trend. There is existing work addressing
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these issues, however future work should primarily focus on the balance between
centralisation and decentralisation, data security and sharing as well as associated
policy issues.

Regarding privacy preservation, it is not a problem that can be treated in isolation
for a system, but interdependencies among different users and platforms must be
also analyzed. Also the combination of privacy metrics can help improve the level
of privacy by combining the positive aspects of different methods while keeping the
total cost, in terms of storage, computation and delay, relatively low.
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Chapter 12
A Novel Extended-Cloud Based Approach
for Internet of Things

Amitabha Chakrabarty, Tasnia Ashrafi Heya, Md. Arshad Hossain,
Sayed Erfan Arefin and Kowshik Dipta Das Joy

Abstract The Internet of Things(IoT) is the future Internet evolution towards a
network of interconnected smart objects such as computers, smart phones, smart
watches, smart televisions, smart cars and many more. It is a matter of concern that
our current infrastructure may not be able to handle large amount of data efficiently
involving the growing number of smart IoT devices. As a solution, in this paper we
came up with proposing a hybrid model of IoT infrastructure, as compared to the
existing infrastructure to overcome its challenges.Our proposed infrastructurewill be
a collaboration of Fog computing combined with intelligent use of Service Oriented
Architecture(SOA) which will be serving as a machine to machine communication
protocol. This model will be able to transfer data reliably and systematically with low
latency, less bandwidth, heterogeneity and maintaining the Quality of Service(QoS)
befittingly.

12.1 Introduction

Timeline of Internet is not that much old, it has been around to people for some
decades. Internet has been serving to community of people, making life much easier.
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Before the birth of Internet, travelling or sending letters across the ocean or next to
home were the paths to transfer information. Internet has taken a truly revolutionary
step in this regard.With emerging time, Internet has become amuchmore complexed
system and is gradually extending to Things. Things with Internet creates a digital
fabric and with the birth of the concept of Internet of Things (IoT), communication
technology has involved things where things can share feelings with other things
because they are uniquely addressable. Moreover, they are able to make successful
media of information across of the globe producing prosperous communication link
among humans, objects and other systems.

Data processing with lots of information remotely, seems to become problematic
as information growth is exponential relative to time. According to recent statistics
in 2016, number of devices outstretched 22.9 billion which will range over trillion
in number within 20201 and as an outcome, more than quintillions of data will be
transmitted through the network. Our present infrastructure is inadequate to have a
hold on this much amount of data transaction in a disciplined manner and may end
up with a clutter communication system.

Fog computing is a geo-distributed computing systemwhich let applications oper-
ate as close as possible to enormous data from machine to machine communication,
coming out of individuals, processes and things. Fog computing is actually an exten-
sion of cloud computing that generates automated replies with desired values at
the edge of the network but its adaptability and geographically closest accessibility
differs it from typical cloud computing. Because of these features, fog computing
ensures mobility support, location awareness and low latency enhancing the Quality
of Service(QoS) which are the requirements of IoT along with real-time interpreta-
tion of big data and distributed compact accumulation of data and processing unlike
cloud computing [1]. Moving all data from IoT to the cloud for computation would
demand gigantic amount of bandwidth. Volume, assortment, and velocity of huge
data that the IoT generates are not aimed by the present cloud infrastructures [2].
Exchanging information via network through Internet without any human collabora-
tions or machine associations, is the supremacy of IoT which incorporates elements,
for example, versatility support, extensive variety of geo-distribution, availability of
wireless support and expansive number of nodes takes Fog computing to a superior
stage for a particular number of IoT services [3].

Considering the ad-hoc network, the communication between different nodes in a
particular network and resolving their next destination network are confined within a
specific local groupwhere all nodes are defined in two categories, (i) smaller sizewith
low popularity and (ii) with many local contacts and higher popularity and to divide
bandwidth in equal parts the traffic through each node can be routed assuming three
diverse circumstances, (i) Nodes that are in transmission mode, (ii) Nodes in relay
mode and (iii) Nodes that are in receive mode, where each nodes transmit one flow
each time and carries trafficwithinmaximumsupportable traffic [4]. Though, location
awareness with less bandwidth, low latency and geo-distribution is one of the center
necessity of IoT which is not by any stretch of the imagination conceivable to handle
through conventional data communication with cloud by taking after this structure
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as it is extremely tedious for vast data, causes issue of bandwidth at remote spots,
depending servers are placed which causes lagged response time and versatility [5].

On grounds of having a significant ramification, cloud computing is an anarchical
technology as it has a few issues in regards to service-level agreements (SLA) with
security and energy efficiency. Uncertainty of availability of utilization in need,
inducing unauthorized application parts and getting victimized by various security
issues are themajor downsides of Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which are three relevant conveyance
models of Cloud Computing [6–8]. Trust administration principle in the agent based
SOA level (third level) of Fog computing model of our proposed infrastructure [9]
is a convincing solution for these obstacles.

An infrastructure which is composed of Fog computing converging with active
Machine-to-Machine(M2M) communication corresponding with the combination of
the service composition model and Agent based composition which are based upon
Service Oriented Architecture(SOA) is proposed for a better approach towards data
computation in case of IoT. This model will have the capacity to exchange data
dependably and efficiently with low latency, less bandwidth, heterogeneity in least
measure of time maintaining the Quality of Service(QoS).

12.2 Proposed Infrastructure

Fog computing uses several layers of nodes based on its usage. In the context of our
proposed infrastructure as shown in the Fig. 12.1, we have put better performance
utilization of the concept of fog computing by dividing it into four layers.

All the devices reside in the lowest layer of our Infrastructure. These are all
consumer devices which can be cellphone, desktop, home thermostat and so on.
From now on these devices will addressed as End Device. These end devices may or
may not have any built-in intelligence, it can be a simple low powered sensor. End
devices communicate with the next two following layers which are ad-dressed as the
MiddleWare. Devices that are involved with it in the same geographical location, can
be designated as the regions. Our lower one of the Middle Layer utilizes the Service
composition model. It is based on Service Oriented Architecture using a very light
weight model that suites devices with lower resources. By sending service request,
end point devices communicate with Service Oriented Architecture model (SOA).

For large scale or complex service composition we have the upper middleware.
This layer utilizes the SOA using agents, so that services can be composed intelli-
gently if a service compositionwas not possible by the lowermiddleware the re-quest
would be passed to the upper middleware.

If the agents do not have required information and simple services to compose
a service it will request to the Cloud service. Cloud services will provide simple
services and the information or metadata of a complex service that indicates the
required simple service which are to be used to compose a complex service.
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Fig. 12.1 IoT infrastructure model with FOG implementation

12.3 Literature Review

Before we dive into explaining what the proposed infrastructure does to validate the
benefits that comes with it, we need to know about the concepts that it is built upon
with and the significance that these concepts has on the proposed infrastructure. A
brief explanation of each of the concepts that made this infrastructure possible is
given below.

12.3.1 Fog Computing

CISCOs recent idea of Fog computing is to empower applications of billions of IoT
devices to run from the edge of the network [10]. Fog computing extends cloud and
cloud services to the edge of the network. Fog provides data, computations, storage
and service applications to the end users similarly as Cloud computing but faster and
in real-time as everything is done on the edges close to the end devices [11]. Fog
computing is a developing technology that is fundamentally made to provide support
for IoT. Fog is a distributed computing model, transporting centralized data storage,
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Fig. 12.2 Traditional cloud computing model versus Fog computing model

processing and applications to the edge of the network, locally hosted near the end
devices [12]. This reduces the traffic as a result of low usage of band-width, reduces
latency and increase the Quality of Service (QoS) (Fig. 12.2).

12.3.2 Real Life Implementation of Fog in IoT

Now industrial protocols are being used instead of IP for machine to connect with
controller which will bring about billions of new IoT devices. Rapid data analyzation
is the main reason for Fog computation making a substantial extension of cloud
computing producing services and applications for enhancing data management and
analytics [13]. The fundamentals of cloud such as, data computation, data storage,
establishing network with the end-devices and data centers are interrelated by Fog
computing. Fog operation is less time consuming as it processes data at particular
access points rather than sending data over the main cloud and as a result demand
for bandwidth falls creating faster response time and scalability for servers [14].

Internet of Things can interrelate customary devices with physical addresses.
Control Packet Switches helps to assemble PCs and information delivery with pro-
ficiency by its built frameworks. As an example, the usages of this advancement are
empowered by remote sensors placed to measure temperature, humidity, or different
gases in the building atmosphere [15, 16]. During this situation, data can be traded
amid all sensors in a location and their analysis can be consolidated to generate
unfailing estimations for a smart building. Low latency and context awareness of
Fog provides localization by its nodes where cloud provides centralization. Both of
these are needed for big data and analytics. Fog collects data from grid sensors and
devices from edges which needs real-time processing related with protection [17].
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12.3.3 End Device Communication

At the very lowest part of each infrastructure lies the end devices with users. Here
devices become both constructor and client of data and within these devices, each
one of these will learn and acquire knowledge to solve everyday life complications
directly with the data acquired, which forms the foundation2 of IoT. Now, connecting
all the devices that are connected would create much more data. This vast volume
of data processing becomes much more critical for existing technologies. Multiple
data streams [18] can generate anyplace around the world, which is reachable via
the Internet if it is made public, which in fact can possess a security threat along
with an imminent chance of clogging the network [19]. Therefore, data streams
have to be administered efficiently providing real-time monitoring. This is where the
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) protocols come into play.M2Mdenotes direct commu-
nication between devices using specific simple and light communication protocols
for both wireless and wired devices. Thus, M2M has a major play in IoT using smart
communication orientation objects, as they are easily reachable and manageable
[20]. From the beginning of working with IoT and M2M, the devices that are used
for this purpose are usually low powered, short ranged and interconnected and with
predefined functions and purpose. Therefore, general Internet protocols could not be
used for these devices. This introduced some new protocols MQTT, CoAP, OMA
LWM2M and many more, keeping in mind of the devices low energy consumption
reducing the payload to keep these running for a long time [21]. These protocols gen-
erally depend on message passing for the use of MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry
Port) various REST APIs used in CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) and
OMA LWM2M (Open Mobile Alliance Light Weight M2M). For each device to be
identified in the network, each has different sets of configurations in their metadata.
it saves name, model, hardware type, version and timestamp locally to the sensor
values creating metadata for devices [22]. A preliminary configuration of the device
and its endpoints is set up by an API with JSON file containing the static description
[23]. This API gets the configuration file via GET request and the configuration of
the device for the API must have certain attributes to be recognized such as,

• Name - Name of the device.
• Id - Unique identification of the device.
• Value - Gives the reading or value of the hardware.
• Location - Location can be designated by GPS co-ordinates.
• Protocol - Type of request.
• Gateway-in - URI to a device connected with the sensor.
• Gateway-out - URI to a device connected with the actuator.

Then the configuration of the endpoint for the API to be recognized has the
attributes as below:

• Name - Name of the endpoint.
• Password - Unique password of the endpoint.
• Token - non-cryptographic token for unique identification.
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Through this API, the devices manage a constant connection with the higher
layer of Fog nodes and requests necessary services for real time problem solving.
This huge amount of data generated from these devices may need to be transferred
to other devices or even data processing may take place in the second layer of fog
computation model. With this, the second layer of our fog computing model works
as a middleware in real time for the devices by which a M2M protocol is always
working for the end devices to provide proper services.

12.3.4 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

For a proficient distributed architecture, the primary concern becomes the commu-
nication process of the end devices between themselves and to the upper layer. The
way devices are going to communicate is a challenging matter. This is where a mid-
dleware is required by creating nodes which will convey the services to the up-per
layers of the Fog architecture. A middleware is what connects different components
or software to enable multiple processes running on one or more devices to interact
across a network.

Now as we know, in Internet of Things these Things can be anything such as
human, car, watch, household things, vehicles etc. Here the entity which is basically
the end device, the focus of interactive experience by clients and it involves amedium
that can monitor the activities of these entities. For this monitoring purpose, the
software or medium that is used, is called resource that can also control and give
information to the entity. A service provides a standardized interface which offers all
required functionalities to interactwith the entities as the resource is highly dependent
on the entity. The services represent the functionality of a device by accessing its
resources. As a result, each device may have a different type of service. Therefore,
the link between a service and a resource needs to be in such a way that will provide
interoperable and automated machine-readable representations [24]. As described in
M2M communication portion each entity as in each device can have some properties
such as, domain value, location and temporal values which also can have several sub
values for each of these properties [25]. Location can be global or Local. For these
location values a kind of URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) named URN (Uniform
Resource Name) is used and for distinguishing each IoT service nodes individually
name or id is applied [26]. On the other hand, resources represent these entities in
digital forms. The resources are specified by access interface by an interface type
which is a set of instances used in distributed technologies, for example, REST,
SOAP, RPC.

This way a fully service model can provide functionality to a IoT structure. Thus,
as it is the service based approach so far for the IoT context, Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) is used as a designing approach to create schemes built from
independent services and in which application components offer services to other
components by a communications protocol over a network. The principles are inde-
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pendent of any business, product or technology [27]. The aptitude of SOA is enabling
agile service via open standards.

For the nodes that are not at the end but is in a lower level of the fog architectures
middleware the composite model is implemented based on the Service Oriented
Architecture. Not all distributed software architecture supports a network of het-
erogeneous devices so the solution is to a middle layer application that can handle
heterogeneous devices running different services on different platforms, which pro-
vides a dynamic distributed system assuring flexibility and interoperability along
with improving robustness, reliability, availability and scalability if existing SOA
lack proper settings of non-functional requirements. This distributed service compo-
sitionmodel is used for improvised data acquisition which will convert basic existing
heterogeneous devices into better software units along with complex functionality.
This functionality is added with corresponding Quality of Service (QoS) features
following the soft-real time restrictions by the most appropriate sampling time of
specific services.

Services of IoT can be represented by five-tuple. We can show them with this
definition:
I oT Servicei =< I di , Psi , I pi , I ri , Ati >

Here, I di= Identification, Psi= Purpose, I pi=Provided Interface, I ri= Required
Interface, Ati= Attributes. This equation characterizes IoT services from rest of the
services on the network [28]. Here each IoT service needs to be identified (I di )
uniquely with an Id or name, has a purpose (Psi ) such as, giving a value of current
temperature, provided (I pi ) and required (I ri ) interface of same API such as REST
API using JSON and attributes (Ati ) as values.

The operation of an IoT service can be either simple or composite. Simple oper-
ation defines a service which does not depend on other services for having full
resources. On the contrary, composite services are depended on other services.More-
over, IoT services can act as both provider and consumer using different interfaces
creating a systematic synchronized mechanism and services may use parameters
based on its configuration when it acts as a provider.

12.3.5 Agent Based SOA

For the nodes in the upper middleware we use the agent based compositions to make
complex compositions. The agent based model does not need to be light-weight, as
a result these nodes have high resources and computation capabilities.

An agent based model signifies that, the interactions by this model is done by
autonomous agents which can be a single entity or a collection of agent working
together to assess the system. The goal of agents is to serve a particular purpose with
the collective knowledge of each group of agents where each group is following a
predefined rule. Due to recent researches with ontology to make machines represent
human like knowledge, agent based model got a significant amount of interest in
various sectors of science and business. Thus, in this model services are managed
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by agents to determine which services should be selected when its requested. This
choice is determined autonomously by learning the priority of the services requested
by the end devices [29].

An agent based composition needs to have three actors, service provider, business
process manager and users to make autonomous agents cooperate to attain its goals.
These agents also must have the capability to do certain activities such as, building
workflows, make web services and monitor performance. This architecture is built
upon with Society of Agents and made up with two components [30]:

1. Component Manager: This is in charge of interacting and communicate with web
services via API in case of this model, JSON messages within the agent society
and vice versa providing flexible services based on some rules given by the uses
as required through the interface.

2. WorkflowManager: The goal is to support clients to build theworkflows, compose
web services and monitor their execution. As this is a complex activity its done
by two processes [31]:

• Predefined workflow: From previous communications many other templates
are generated. Therefore, when a user makes a new communication process,
they can get help from these templates by using them directly. Here the work-
flow manager works by matching services, which is possible be-cause of
common background knowledge of the agents based on shared ontology.

• Dynamic workflow: Another alternative process of making a new communi-
cating process is by using dynamic workflow where new workflow is created
based on user requirements and compose available atomic services, with the
help of a planner [32]. After its creation, it replaces the failed or deprecated
or unavailable web services.

Local names and the credentials are the main factors for the Trust Management
principles. These structures avoid central based system and works as a distributed
systemwhichunlocks theway to build peer-peer networkswith eachnode responsible
for security as it provides proper credentials to access other nodes resources.

Local names and the tokens for each request are the main aspects for the Trust
Management Principle. The Fog model work as a distributed system building peer
to peer network with each node responsible for security as it checks and provides
proper credentials to access another nodes resources. The authorization is very critical
and important as it helps building up the trusted network without a central control
following least privilege [33].

12.3.6 Cloud Service

The cloud services hold a number of resources that a cloud-service provider dis-
tributes to clients over the network. this context now has become known as the
Cloud. Features of cloud services consist of autonomy and elasticity. Meaning, the
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clients can use services on an on-demand basis and terminate them if desired, scale
it on demand and maintain data redundancy and backups [34].

Usage of cloud services has become limited to some common cloud services3,
such as, SaaS, PaaS and IaaS. SaaS is a software delivery model where applications
are given by a service provider and made available to clients in the method of web
services [35], for example, G Suite, Microsoft Office 365, Send Grid etc. PaaS offers
the platform as in, the OS and related services [36]. Which helps users to deploy and
use operating system level services without investing in the infrastructure involved.
Examples include Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, Elastic Beanstalk etc.
IaaS involves having full access to the components used to support operations, which
includes storage, servers, networking modules etc. which are made accessible to
clients over the Internet [37] such as, Amazon Web Services, IBM Bluemix and
Microsoft Azure.

Apart from this, there are some other form of services too. For example, BaaS
known as the Backend as a service and FaaS is defined Function as a service etc.
Therefore, we have the main Cloud in the top or the fourth layer of the infrastructure
where each cloud services are kept. Here these services are ready to receiving data
from Fog nodes, summaries are collected, analyzed on IoT data and data from other
sources to generate business insights and depending on these insights new application
rules can be conveyed to the fog nodes [38].

12.4 Workflow of the Infrastructure

In the Fig. 12.3, the workflow of the infrastructure is described with some sample
service requests and responds. Here we have end devices D1, D2, D3, D4, D5 and D6
where D1, D2, D3 and D4 is in region 1 an D5 and D6 is in region 2. Moreover, here
A and B represents two cloud services. At first D5 requested for the service A to the
lower middleware or SOA. SOA is regionally dependent and does not consume a lot
of power like network servers. SOA is used to listen constantly for service requests
from end devices. When a request is found, it is parsed and service results and values
are searched locally. End devices can request two types of services, simple service
and complex service. If the service requested is a simple service, SOA fetches all
the values and starts preparing JSON reply. When a complex service is requested,
SOA composes the simple services under this complex service and for each of simple
service found, it fetches the details. Now as it got a request of A, it is searched locally
but could not find it.

Things start changing when a service is not found in SOA. It is not particularly
possible to take care of all the services by a low powered device like SOA. End point
devices may request an infinite number of services. So, when a requested service is
not found, it makes a new request to its parent which is Service based Agent (3rd
layer of our model) or simply known as Agent. After getting reply from agent if the
service is present in Agent database, SOA updates its storage for serving that request
in future. Agent society consists of Reply Agent, Fellow Agent and Update Agent.
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Fig. 12.3 Sample workflow of the infrastructure

For implementation purpose, we have put Reply Agent and Fellow Agent together in
Checker Agent. When a SOA request is found, checker agent parses it and forwards
it to the reply agent. Reply agent works just like SOA, searches for that particular
request locally. If it finds with in it, then it gives back all the requested value to the
SOA. One major distinguishes between SOA and Reply agent server is, Reply agent
does not compose any service when requested but SOA does.

Therefore, now Reply agent searches for A and same as SOA it failed to retrieve
it. As some service may not be available to Reply Agent, it calls fellow agent which
resides in the same server as Reply Agent does. Fellow agent has got an IP table of
other Agent Servers and the main server. Thus, it requests its fellow agent in region 1
butwith another failed attempt it requests themain cloud.HereDNSService redirects
to the Cloud service that is requested and provides A to the upper middleware. Now
A is stored locally by the Reply Agent and again relied to lower middleware and
also stored there. Finally, service A is sent to the End device. This is what we call
a worst-case scenario where the middleware does not have the required service and
the Cloud is requested. But now as D6 now requests for the same service A lower
middleware or SOA directly replies with the service thus giving us the best-case
scenario.

In this exact same way, in region 1 when D1 requests for B we have our worst
case again and for D2 the best case is seen. Furthermore, when D4 requests for A, the
request goes to the lower middleware then to the upper but this time Fellow Agent
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retrieves A from the upper middleware in region 2 and replies step by step to D4
storing the service along the way to both upper and lower middleware in region 1.
Thus, as same as before when D3 requests for service A, is gets replied directly by
the lower middleware.

12.5 Implementation

12.5.1 Methodology

At first, we need to find out a service that can be composed using another service
parts which can be created in two ways -

1. Using our own custom services. For example, a service that collects environment
data and gives that to users who are registered for it. Here, the environment data
can be called environment data as a service (EdaaS) which is composed of some
core services such as:

• Temperature. (Temperature as a service - TaaS),
• Humidity (Humidity as a service - HaaS),
• Wind Flow (Wind flow as a service - WFaaS) and
• Air quality (Air quality as a service - AQaaS)

2. Using the existing services to compose a service which is required by the user.
Then we have to create modules using JAVA and Cloud technologies in order to
mimic our infrastructure. Here we chose JAVA for our implementation purpose.
We could also use other languages for like PHP and C++ if necessary.

Finally, after that we have to set up a test environment to run a prototype of the model
and get results for a number of devices from different test cases. The preferred test
cases are,

• Different types of devices asking for same service request from the same region.
• Different types of devices asking for same service request from different regions.
• Different types of devices asking for different service requests from the same
region.

• Different types of devices asking for different service requests from different
regions.

Here, we have to have support for homogenous devices. That is why for the
devices, we can implement each with VMs of Windows or Linux mimicking any
environments. Moreover, we can use two actual single board devices like Arduino
and Raspberry Pi or three android based devices. Therefore, the variation will not
contain all same type of devices.
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Some of the possible outcomes of the test case that we can expect here are -

1. When a device request for a service for the first time in a region, the service is
provided by climbing up to the cloud services and then getting the results and
respond with the composed service. Which can be considered the worst case in
our infrastructure.

2. Once, a service has been composed, the upper and lower part of the middleware
knows how to compose that. Now devices requesting the same service or other
services which has common simple services can be composed without climbing
to the cloud services.

3. For the best case, it can be considered that, a second device requesting for the
same service which can be composed directly at the lower part of the middle layer
and respond to the device directly.

A note to remember here is that, for VMs to work with the context Different
Regions, we will be provisioning VMs in different data centers situated in different
regions. So, even if it is a virtual machine, it is provisioned in different geo-positions
or regions of the world. This makes sure that, even if the VMs are using different
Storage Area Networks (SAN) of some other region, the actual VMs location stays
the same as it states in the VMs provisioning configuration.

Finally, to summarize, to make the infrastructure work properly we need to imple-
ment it in a large-scale environment. However, to prove that this infrastructure can
reduce the usage of traffic and improves QoS, we can just simulate the infrastructure
in the cloud by provisioning virtual machines in different geographically available
data centers by assigning the VMs to represent different layers of the infrastructure
and then simulate the requests and responds with cloud services. Here we will be
using the public network so that we can recreate the real situation of the network
usability instead using the clouds internal private network or any Virtual networks.
After that, we are going to monitor and record the data usage of the virtual network
interface card assigned to each of the VM to get the exact volume of the data transfer
and then finally compare it with the traditional approach of the cloud services to
validate our proposal.

12.5.2 Creating the Prototype Model

We can either use existing cloud services from any cloud service provider like
Microsoft Azure or Amazon AWS or we can create our own cloud services in order
to implement our infrastructure and then test it out. But we cannot use the current
cloud service only to implement our infrastructure because there are a lot of layers
that needs to be implemented physically to test out our infrastructure. If we create
our own cloud service, we can leverage the Clouds potential and add an extra layer
in this case a virtual machine, which will enable us to mimic the hardware that do
not need to be physically present but exist in the cloud.
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Fig. 12.4 Deployed virtual machines for test run of our infrastructure

In our Experimental setup, end devices, SOAArchitecture andAgent basedArchi-
tecture have been represented using Virtual Machines (VM). For this purpose, we
have chosenMicrosoftAzure as an implementation structure. Azure datacenterswere
situated in different geographical positions, this is really efficient and convenient to
perform some test runs. Initially we planned to use two different geographical posi-
tions: North Central US, South Central US and Central US. The VMs represented
the SOA, Agent based SOA and machines which were in the same geographically
available data centers. The main cloud service could be deployed in any region.

Given Fig. 12.4 shows the deployed infrastructure in Azure usingVMs in different
layer. In the Fig. 12.4, SCUSL1M1, SCUSL1M2 and SCUSL1M3 are VMs which
represent the layer 1 (End devices) in the South-Central US region and NCUSL1M1
belongs to layer 1 in the North Central US region. Next, in the second layer (SOA),
SCUSL2M1 and SCUSL2M2 are in the South-Central US region and NCUSL2M1
belongs to the North Central US region. In the third layer (Agent based SOA),
SCUSL3M1 is in the South-Central US region and NCUSL3M1 is in the North
Central US region. Finally, CUSMAIN is the main cloud server (Fig. 12.4).

12.5.3 Technical Properties of the Infrastructure

Asmentioned before in this paper, our infrastructure has four layers from end devices
tomain cloud server. In case of implementation, communication between these layers
was established with different algorithm and pseudocodes as the structure and mech-
anism of each layer follows different approaches. But the request of data requested
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by any of the VM and response of that requested data replied by any server are
represented through a JSON format. Request format is uniform for any request from
any layer and response format is also uniform for every reply in any layer.

Request JSON format:
{
“REQ”:
“authentication”:{
“USERID”:“user.name”,
“password”:“password123”
},
“token”:“2b2c5f9e6655ce42740584f4c25c85b6”,
“ser-vice”:{
“name”:“environment”,
“components”:“temperature,humidity”
}
}
}

Response JSON format:
{
“’RES”:{
“Token”:“2b2c5f9e6655ce42740584f4c25c85b6”,
“C.Service”:{
“Service-Name”:“environment”,
“provider”:“metro”
},
“B.Service”:{
“ServiceName”:[
“temperature”,
“humidity”
],
“value”:[
“32”,
“55”
],
“optionalParameters”:
“protocol”:[
“http”,
“http”
],
“url”:[
“http://www.example.com/temperature”,
“http://www.example.com/humidity”
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],
“ttl”:[
“500”,
“500”
],
“timestamp”:[
“2016-10-08 08:26:27”,
“2016-10-08 08:26:27”
]
}
}
}
}

In our implementation process, we have defined services in two phases: Simple
and Complex. Complex services are combined with several basic or simple services.
For example, from our JSON format we can observe that “environment” is a complex
service which consists simple services such as “temperature” and “humidity”. There
can be many independent simple services as well which are not generalized in a
particular complex service. The main advantage of this generalization of simple
services as a specific complex service is, there can be plenty of simple services with
same name but different category or mechanism for instance “temperature” can be
of many categories such as environment, food, room, water and many more. So, if
a machine wants to request for environment temperature, it is easier to fetch the
data value from the server as a complex service called “environment” which consists
temperature.

12.6 Pseudocodes

To Implement our proposed infrastructure, at first, we built some algorithms for
layer to layer communications for each layer and applied them in datadog in order
to generate graphs to compare the results. Datadog provides monitoring as a service
and to use that we need to integrate datadog agents in azure VMs which sends metric
of the azure VMs to the datadog dashboard. But datadog agents can have delay up to
2min to send the data to datadog dashboard which may cause a bit delay in the
generated graphs.

12.6.1 Communication from End Devices to SOA

In our communication from End devices to SOA algorithm, SOA is always listening
for incoming requests from end devices. When a request for service is received
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its saved as a String serviceName. Then it searches for the values of the complex
services. Next, for each basic services of the complex service, it tries to retrieve all
the components or parameters of the basic services of that service. Otherwise, if the
query result was null, that means the serviceName does not belongs to any complex
service but it can be an independent simple service and therefore it searches for that
service in the simple services and if the result is null, that means SOA layer does not
consist this data, so, it will send an http request to an Agent in next layer which is
the third layer (Agent based SOA) of our infrastructure or else if found it will send
the value to the device. The algorithm is given as follows:

Pseudocode 1. SOA

/* SOA data fetch, wait for request from M2M, Received request */
valueresult ← getComplexServiceValues(serviceName)
if valueresult not null then
Reply valueresult to device

getComplexServiceValues(serviceName):

result ← query for basic services of serviceName
Call getSimpleServiceValues(serviceName)

getSimpleServiceValues(serviceName):

result ← query for values of serviceName
if result is null then
value ← serviceValue from agent based on that region
else
value ← serviceValue
Return value

12.6.2 Communication from SOA to Agent Based SOA

Wehave divided ourAgent based SOA in three parts, ReplyAgent, UpdateAgent and
Fellow Agent. Prioritizing the services based on how frequently they are requested,
success rate and up time, the agents decides as anArtificial Intelligent, which services
should be served at the first place. AReplyAgent always keeps listening requests sent
from layer two(SOA) and an Update Agent also keeps updating the simple services
through HTTP request based on priorities.

In our communication from layer two (SOA) to layer three (agent based SOA)
algorithm, a reply Agent of layer three is always listening for incoming requests from
layer two as mentioned before it works as same as the layer two SOA. An update
Agent also continuously updates simple service values via HTTP request based on
prioritywhere priority is fixed depending on request or update countswhich increased
every time a service is requested.
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The fellow agent is called when an agent based SOA receives null after querying
in database. This agent goes through the lookup table for IP of nearby agents and
request for the service value from those agents. The used algorithm is described as
follows:

Pseudocode 2. ReplyAgent
/* Agent based SOA data fetch, wait for request from SOA, Received request */
Call getComplexServiceValues(serviceName)
Call increaseUpdateCount(serviceName);
Call increasePriority(serviceName);
valueresult ← getComplexServiceValues(serviceName)
if valueresult not null then
Reply valueresult to device

increaseUpdateCount(String serviceName):
Increase and update update_count of serviceName by 1 in Database

getComplexServiceValues(serviceName) and getSimple-ServiceValues(service-
Name) is same as explained in SOA

Pseudocode 3. UpdateAgent
/* Update Agent always runs updateTable() in the background */
updateTable():
result ← query for all complex service by priority
for the size of result
Call UpdateComponents(serviceName)

UpdateComponents(serviceName):
Make threads to send http request and get new value from Cloud
Call updateValues(serviceName, newValue)

updateValues(serviceName, serviceValue):
Update simple service value to serviceValue of the serviceName

increasePriority(String serviceName):
Increase priority count of serviceName

Pseudocode 4. fellowAgent
/* Agent based SOA data fetch, wait for request from SOA, Received request */
ip = ip of other agents from lookup table
Get serviceName value from fellow agent
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12.6.3 Communication from Third Layer to Main Server

When second and third layer is unable to fetch the requested service or data, then agent
sends an http request to the main server. After getting the request from third layer, the
main server call the getComplexServiceValues(String serviceName) method which
follows exactly similar algorithm described in the communication from End device
to SOA alongwith the getSimpleServiceValues(String service-Name) using themain
cloud server(main_server database) except the method named ttlCount(String servi-
ceName, String timestamp) and the main server wont need to send any http request.

12.6.4 Traditional Cloud Computing

Figure12.5 shows the deployed present infrastructure in Azure using VM. Among
the VMs, in the first layer end devices TSCUSMACHINE1, TSCUSMACHINE2
and TSCUSMACHINE3 are situated in the South-Central US region and TNCUS-
MACHINE1 is in the North Central US region. Finally, TCUSMAIN is the main
cloud server.

In case of implementing present computing infrastructure, it is a server client
model where each client request hits the server and the server sends a reply accord-
ingly. Therefore, here the main server directly gets the request from end devices
in same JSON format described before. Afterwards, the main server fetch service
from the traditional_main_server database and send reply to the end devices through
JSON response format.

Fig. 12.5 Deployed VMs in Azure for traditional cloud computing infrastructure
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12.7 Result

12.7.1 Result Graphs for Each VMs

Wemade a small-scale experiment to monitor the network usage of each of the VMs
for our infrastructure by requesting and responding with JSON generating up to a
few hundreds of kilobytes. We have to considered that for a large-scale deployment
the network traffic will exceed by millions and network needs to be adjusted to cope
up to deliver terabytes of data.

12.7.2 Result Graph of South Central US

The graphs below show the network usage of VMs of South Central US which were
involved with the test environment while the experiment was conducted (Table12.1).

For a trial within the first layer, request for the same service was sent from
every device, SCUSL1M1 at 2:31:40am (Fig. 12.6), SCUSL1M2 at 2:36:00am,
SCUSL1M3 at 2:36:00am. In the Fig. 12.6 we can see a spike in the network curve
of 249kb at 2:31:40am. This curve indicates the request that was sent. For the other
small curves, those are the network usage of the VM that were being conducted for
update and other purposes which in this case, we are ignoring by acknowledging
those as noise. The previous network spike curves are also being excluded as we
started recording the network activity from 2:30:00am and this is applicable for all
the graphs for our proposed model. Initially, VM of the second layer SCUSL2M1
received the request but it did not have the service. So, request of the service was sent
to SCUSL3M1 at 2:31:00am (Fig. 12.7) in the third layer. When the service was not
even found in the third layer it was sent to the main server CUSMAIN at 2:30:40am
(Fig. 12.8). Later, from the main server the result was saved and sent back to the

Table 12.1 VM information

VM name Layer Location

SCUSL1M1 Layer 1 South Central US

SCUSL1M2

SCUSL1M3

SCUSL2M1 Layer 2

SCUSL2M2

SCUSL3M1 Layer 3

NCUSL1M1 Layer 1 North Central US

NCUSL2M1 Layer 2

NCUSL3M1 Layer 3
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Fig. 12.6 SCUSL1M1

Fig. 12.7 SCUSL2M1

third layer and after that in the second layer. A note to remember here, we can see
some difference in seconds in the network graph, this occurred due to the difference
in regional placement of the VMs in Microsoft Azure.

We can observe from SCUSL2M1 (Fig. 12.7) and SCUSL3M1 (Fig. 12.8) where
only request from SCUSL1M1 at 2:31:40am was sent as we see a network spike but
not from the other two devices as the result was already saved in the second layer
while processing for SCUSL2M1. In the main server, request received and requested
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Fig. 12.8 SCUSL3M1

at 2:36:00amwas not sent fromSCUSL1M2 and SCUSL1M3but fromNorthCentral
where NCUSL1M1 requested for a service.

12.7.3 Result Comparison

As mentioned before, two experiments were conducted in two different test en-
vironments. Among them, one represented our proposed infrastructure and the other
one represented the conventional infrastructure. For the sake of computing the data
transactions between the VMs and main cloud server and comparing our proposed
and present infrastructure, same service was re-quested from four end-devices of
different regions as mentioned before.

After finishing the data processing, our result was projected through different
graphs. Figure12.9 shows the results of the conventional infrastructure where four
devices have requested for services where first three requests are for the same service
and fourth request is for different service in between 3:33:00am to 3:38:00am. If we
notice on the graph, we can observe that the total amount of data both received (darker
blue) and sent (light blue), shows a constant data consumption.

On the contrary, Figs. 12.10 and 12.11 symbolizes our infrastructure where the
same scenario was imposed, in between 2:31:00am to 2:36:00am where we can see
in the received data graph (Fig. 12.10) two request was received and sent (Fig. 12.11)
to the second layer during that time. As indicated before, from the kilobyte/time
graph we can see that there is a big drop of data consumption in the middle both
while receiving and sending data. This data was recorded in at most 15 s interval,
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Fig. 12.9 Conventional infrastructure result

which gives this inconsistent growth of the graph. Now, comparing the graphs we
can distinctly comprehend that our proposed infrastructure has a very low amount
of network usage as it has a highest usage of 14–11kb where as in the conventional
infrastructure it reaches 70–60kb within that time limit.

From these results of the described algorithms along with the comparison with
present infrastructure, it can be ensured that our proposed infrastructure surpasses the
traditional one in giving better performance, less traffic along with less band-width,
reliability through trust management by providing token authentication and hetero-
geneity maintaining the Quality of Service(QoS).

12.7.4 Result Comparison Between Traditional and Proposed
Infrastructure

1. Local Backup: If the server gets down for any reason, local databases of second
and third layer can be used as local backup for the end devices. Thus, end devices
can still get required results through reply from the local backups. On the contrary,
in the same scenario, the whole communication between end devices and main
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Fig. 12.10 Fog model’s total received data

server gets interjected in the traditional infrastructure because of the lacking of
local backup.

2. Less Bandwidth and Traffic: Less bandwidth and less traffic can be assured in our
proposed infrastructure as all the request are restricted to the distributed locally
updated local backups (second and third layer) instead of requesting the main
server again and again for the same service.

3. Data Redundancy and latency: Form the result of TCUSMAIN, we can see that
for the same service x request the main server had to fetch and reply thrice to
TCUSMACHINE1 and TCUSMACHINE2 (Fig. 12.9). This increases the latency
of the infrastructure. In other hand, the proposed infrastructure gives less latency
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Fig. 12.11 Fog model’s total sent data

since in case of the second request for service x by SCUSL1M2, the response
directly came from layer two instead of themain server (Fig. 12.10) and therefore,
we can say that all of the requests are not handled by the main server, instead,
was handled by layer 1 and layer 2.

12.7.5 Efficiency of Our Infrastructure

In the graph (Fig. 12.12) given below, we plotted the amount of data consumed by
each layer of the infrastructure for each request. In our implementation,we re-quested
for two types of services (x and y) as 6 requests in total. We can observe the increase
of request leads to lower data consumption eventually. For experimental purpose, we
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Fig. 12.12 Data consumption versus request graph

Table 12.2 Data consumption

Requests x1 x2 y3 y4 x5 y6

SCUSL1M1 In/out 192.28/
153.31

148.3/
203.53

SCUSL1M2 In/out 452.01/
370.7

251.35/
277.32

247.65/
274.5

232.05/
274.45

SCUSL2M1 In/out 256.6/
208.29

249.22/
95.9

356.48/
98.43

144.56/
91

144.84/
90.79

144.41/90.94

SCUSL3M1 In/out 122.94/
115.41

97.34/
54.03

202.83/
256.38

96.61/
56.63

10.1/0.56 12.33/ 11.2

CUSMAIN In/out 202.34/
221.4

0/ 10 82.66/
39.24

12/ 11 0/ 15 19/ 0

Total 1472.57 1329.2 1387.95 940.45 783.44 784.38

generated only 6 requests but in future when 20 billion devices will be involved with
the IoT infrastructure, the number of data consumption will get lower because the
Layer 3 Agents will get more intelligent with the passage of time (Table12.2).
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12.8 Conclusion

Traditional approach deals with direct communication to the cloud in order to work
with IoT devices which inefficient as we have already discussed. Our infrastructure
relies on Fog computing model where nodes neighboring to the IoT devices are used
for calculating and providing data to the local nodes. Our infrastructure supports
a light weighted SOA which will be running in the fog nodes, that will provide
services to the IoT devices locally as the second layer of our distributed model.
For complex service compositions, the third layer will be providing agent based
services as artificial intelligence where the more devices will be involved with our
infrastructure, the more mature the agents of the third layer will become over the
time. In addition, monitoring the traffic of the cloud channels, data is periodically
synced with the cloud where the period is determined by the agent. Moreover, the
third layer can implement miniature versions of services like stream analytics, bus
services, machine learning andmanymore as services. That makes our infrastructure
more flexible, proficient and versatile from the ongoing researches regarding fog
computing and IoT.

Some other benefits of using this model will be, firstly, working as local backup
of second layer can maintain the data transactions even if the main server gets down
which results in no data loss or jeopardized data communication. Secondly, busi-
nesses can grow based on the infrastructure. For example, big companies which
needs to serve IoT services to their clients can deploy second, third layer devices
and they can provide other companies to use their nodes for their services based on
some business model. This way users can get their services easily and this will also
open up new opportunities for companies to grow. It can be deployed on the cur-
rent growing infrastructure without changing the way devices work at present with
addition of trust management, low latency, less bandwidth preserving the Quality of
Service(QoS).
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Chapter 13
Data Sources and Datasets for Cloud
Intrusion Detection Modeling and Evaluation

Abdulaziz Aldribi, Issa Traore and Belaid Moa

Abstract Over the past few years cloud computing has skyrocketed in popularity
within the IT industry. Shifting towards cloud computing is attracting not only indus-
try but also government and academia. However, given their stringent privacy and
security policies, this shift is still hindered by many security concerns related to the
cloud computing features, namely shared resources, virtualization andmulti-tenancy.
These security concerns vary from privacy threats and lack of transparency to intru-
sions from within and outside the cloud infrastructure. Therefore, to overcome these
concerns and establish a strong trust in cloud computing, there is a need to develop
adequate security mechanisms for effectively handling the threats faced in the cloud.
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) represent an important part of such mechanisms.
Developing cloud based IDS that can capture suspicious activity or threats, and pre-
vent attacks and data leakage from both inside and outside the cloud environment is
paramount. One of the most significant hurdles for developing such cloud IDS is the
lack of publicly available datasets collected from a real cloud computing environ-
ment. In this chapter, we discuss specific requirements and characteristics of cloud
IDS in the light of traditional IDS. We then introduce the first public dataset of its
kind for cloud intrusion detection. The dataset consists of several terabytes of data,
involving normal activities and multiple attack scenarios, collected over multiple
periods of time in a real cloud environment. This is an important step for the industry
and academia towards developing and evaluating realistic intrusion models for cloud
computing.
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13.1 Introduction

Since the 1990s to recent days the internet has changed the computing world in a
dramatic way. It has evolved from the concept of parallel computing to distributed
computing, to grid computing and recently to cloud computing. Although the idea
of cloud computing has been around for quite some time, it is an emerging field of
computer science.Cloud computing has becomeone of the popular terms in academia
and IT industry. The two main characteristics of cloud computing are: on demand
service, and flexible cost model that allows users to pay according to their needs.
Cloud is just like water, electric, and gas utilities that can be charged according to the
amount used. It integrates and offers several shared computational resources to users
as a service on demand. Furthermore, the cloud model offers enticing features such
as greater scalability, cost reduction, and flexibility. It can provide various levels of
services and enable the completion of different tasks over the Internet. These features
and services enabled the cloud to gain tremendous popularity in IT.

This growing popularity, however, comes with an increasing level of concern
over the security of the cloud computing infrastructure. Shared resources, virtual-
ization and multi-tenancy, which are the essential components of cloud computing,
provide a number of advantages for increasing resource utilization, and on demand
elasticity and scalability. However, they raise many security and privacy concerns
that affect and delay the wide adoption of the cloud. Compared to the traditional IT
systems, cloud computing introduces new and different security challenges that vary
from privacy threats and lack of transparency to increasing likelihood of remote and
inside attacks. Furthermore, these concerns are exacerbated by the fact that there is
often some uncertainty or lack of transparency about the type of security measures
implemented by the cloud service provider to protect the information, as well as
the effectiveness of such measures. Moreover, since cloud computing relies on the
Internet to operate, the security problems that exist in the Internet are not only found
but are also amplified in the cloud. Likewise, all existing threats and vulnerabilities
faced by traditional computer networks apply to cloud-based infrastructures.

To overcome these concerns and establish a strong trust in cloud computing, there
is a dire need for effective security monitoring and defense systems adequate for the
cloud. While traditional IDS can address some of the cloud security threats, they are
severely limited not only by the specificity of some of the threats involved but also
by the regulatory, legal, and architectural considerations unique to cloud computing.
Therefore, several research proposals have been recently published on developing
cloud-specific intrusion detection systems, also referred to as cloud IDS. Developing
such systems, however, is very challenging as cloud IDS researchers are faced with
one of the greatest hurdles: the lack of publicly available datasets collected from a real
cloud computing environment. Most existing projects and works on cloud IDS use
proprietary datasets, which they do not share with others. Sometimes the closeness
of such datasets is justified by privacy concerns. However, this makes it difficult for
other researchers to leverage or replicate the published results, hindering advances
in cloud IDS development. Furthermore, some of the datasets used in cloud IDS
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development are synthetic datasets, which obviously miss important characteristics
of real-world cloud environments.

In this chapter, we describe the ISOT Cloud Intrusion Dataset (ISOT-CID), which
to our knowledge is the first publicly available dataset of its kind. The dataset was
collected in a production cloud environment, and involves multiple attack scenarios,
covering both remote and inside attacks, and attacks originating from within the
cloud. It has a mixture of both normal and intrusive activities, and is labeled. It
contains diverse logs and data sources that will enable the development of diverse
intrusion data models, feature sets and analysis models. The dataset was collected
over many days and involves several hours of attack data, culminating into a few
terabytes. It is large and diverse enough to accommodate various effectiveness and
scalability studies.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section13.2 presents the
current cloud computing models and architectures. Section13.3 discusses cloud
security threats and monitoring for the cloud. Section13.4 outlines the evaluation
approaches used in the literature and the underlying datasets. A particular empha-
sis is placed on the publicly available datasets. Section13.5 presents our dataset by
describing the data collection environment and procedures. The involved attack sce-
narios are discussed in Sect. 13.6, and the main characteristics and components of
the ISOT-CIDwill be presented in Sect. 13.7. Finally, the conclusion and future work
are presented in Sect. 13.8.

13.2 Cloud Computing Models and Architectures

13.2.1 Cloud Computing Characteristics

The idea of cloud computing can be traced back to 1969. In fact, Leonard Klein-
rock [8], one of the chief scientists of the original Advanced Research Projects
Agency Network (ARPANET) project that seeded the Internet, envisioned the spread
of ‘computer utilities’, similar to that of the electric and telephone utilities. Nowa-
days, cloud computing has become a trend in IT, and is able to move computing
and data away from desktop, portable PCs and dedicated remote servers into a large
number of distributed and shared computers. By doing so, the customers do not need
to own the hardware or the infrastructure required to offer their services. They free
themselves from dealing with the infrastructure, its installation and maintenance,
and focus on developing their services on a shared infrastructure offered by another
party in a pay-as-you-use manner. This paradigm also solves the limitations in stor-
age, memory, computing power and software on desktops and portable PCs.

In cloud computing, data, applications or any other services are accessed by users
through a browser or a terminal regardless of the device used and its location. A
key characteristic of the cloud is its large scale. From the customer perspective, the
cloud is of unlimited resources and should be ready to satisfy their computational
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needs no matter how big they are. Therefore, cloud providers have a very large
number of servers to accommodate user requests. The other key characteristic of
cloud computing is virtualization, which allows the cloud to achieve its agility and
flexibility by “segmenting” the shared resources and running any operating system
on them. This makes it easy for the cloud customers to offer their heterogenous
services on the virtualized infrastructure without worrying about the specificity of
the underlying hardware.

13.2.2 Cloud Computing Architecture

Looking at the literature, there is no standardized or universal cloud architecture
reference model available. The cloud computing industry and academia are working
in parallel to define and standardize reference models, frameworks and architectures
for cloud computing [16]. Therefore, cloud reference models are in the development
stage, and are expected to stay that way as long as the cloud computing models are
evolving. According to [44], Forrester Research was able to count more than 75
different parties working on cloud standards in 2010. Today, the number of industry
and academia involved has clearly increased significantly. From the literature, how-
ever, cloud computing architectures are better classified by service and deployment
models. In the next section most common cloud computing service and deployment
models are discussed.

13.2.3 Cloud Computing Service Models

Cloud service models try to classify “anything” providers offer as a service (XaaS),
where X means any service (e.g., infrastructure, software, storage). Cloud service
models are typically classified as: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as
a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). These three models (depicted
in Fig. 13.1) are the basis of all services provided by cloud computing. In IaaS, the
customers get access to the infrastructure to run and manage their own operating sys-
tems and applications. However, they do not control the underlying infrastructure,
and can typically only launch virtual machines with pre-specified flavors and oper-
ating systems. PaaS provides a computing environment on the cloud infrastructure
to the customers to create and control their own applications by using programming
languages and runtime tools offered and supported by the PaaS provider. The cus-
tomers do not, however, manage or control the operating systems or the underlying
cloud infrastructure. In SaaS, vendor offers an instance of a software application as a
service accessible via an Internet browser The service provider hosts the software on
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Fig. 13.1 Cloud Computing
Service and Deployment
models

the SaaS environment so that the customers do not have to install, maintain and run
the software on their own resources. By doing so, the customers are only concerned
with using it and, therefore, benefit from reduced software purchases by on demand
pricing.

It is worth emphasizing that there are other proposed cloud service models includ-
ing Storage as a Service, Hardware as a Service, Data as a Service, and Security as
a Service.

13.2.4 Cloud Computing Deployment Models

Based on the NIST definition framework [29], there are four main cloud computing
deployment models. These models are classified as public, private, community, and
hybrid deployments as shown in Fig. 13.1.

In a public cloud, the pool of resources owned by the cloud provider are available
to and shared among all the customers. They can rent parts of the resources and
can typically scale their resource consumption according to their demands [34, 40].
Since multiple customers are sharing the resources, the major challenges facing the
public cloud are security, regulatory compliance and Quality of Service (QoS) [5].
A private cloud, also known as internal cloud, is a dedicated cloud serving only the
users within a single organization. It relies on internal data centers of an organization
not made available to the general public, whereby all resources are reserved to the
organization’s private use. Although the private clouds are more expensive, they are
more secure than the public clouds [3, 49, 52]. Moreover, the compliance and QoS
are under the control of the organization [21, 53]. A hybrid cloud is a combination
of public and private clouds, and tries to address their limitations while maintaining
their features [37, 46]. The main purpose of a hybrid cloud is usually to provide
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extra resources in cases of high demands, for instance, to enable migrating some
computation tasks from a private to a public cloud [51, 53]. A community cloud is
similar to a private cloudwith the particular characteristic of being shared bymultiple
organizations, usually belonging to a specific community [2, 34, 46].

13.3 Cloud Security Issues and Monitoring

13.3.1 Context

Security concerns are inherent in cloud computing and are delaying its adoption.
In fact, when customers move their information to a cloud infrastructure owned by
another party, there is a high risk of losing full control over their data as well as a
potential leakage of their private information as the resources are not only owned by
someone else but also shared with many unknown users. Moreover, when running
a data processing service on the cloud (via IaaS or PaaS), the provider can obtain
full control on the processes belonging to the service and, therefore, compromise its
integrity [20].

Since the cloud computing system relies on the Internet to operate, the security
problems that affect the Internet can be not only found but are also amplified in the
cloud computing environments. Moreover, given that the cloud computing leverages
the existing IT infrastructure, operating systems and applications, it is susceptible to
the traditional IT attacks aswell. In fact, almost all existing attacks could target cloud-
based infrastructure. Moreover, cloud computing systems may face new security
issues as they combinemanynew technologies that lead to newexploits such as, cross-
virtual machines exploits, and inter-processes and cross-application vulnerability
attacks [17].

There are many academic institutions, research organizations, cloud vendors and
product development enterprises working on different cloud computing security
issues and their solutions. From the literature, these issues are classified into various
categories based on different perspectives. For example, D. Högberg [18] pointed out
that the cloud computing security issues can be divided into two broad categories:
security issues faced by cloud providers including Saas, Paas and Iaas providers, and
security issues faced by their customers. ENISA, which developed a comprehensive
detailed research in cloud computing security, classified these issues into three cat-
egories: Organizational, Technical and Legal. The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA)
identified 15 areas of concerns and grouped them into three general areas: Com-
pliance, Legal, Security and Privacy Issues [1]. V. Amandeep and K. Sakshi [43]
classified the cloud computing security issues based on the delivery and deploy-
ment model of the cloud. Other researchers categorized security issues based on the
different layers involved in a cloud infrastructure, which are application level, net-
work level, virtualization level, data storage level, authentication and access control
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level, trust level, compliance level, and audit and regulations level [31]. Some of the
security issues from the above classification will be highlighted next.

13.3.2 Cloud Security Issues Based on Different Layers

13.3.2.1 Virtualization Level Security Issues

Virtualization is a core technology in cloud computing and an essential element for
a cloud to achieve its characteristics, especially scalability, location independence,
and resource pooling. In a virtual environment, multiple Operating Systems (OSs)
run at the same time on a single host computer using a hypervisor (also called Virtual
Machine Monitor (VMM)) [38], and physical servers contain multiple virtualized
servers on which several virtual machine instances may be running [26, 31].

A major function of the virtualization layer is to ensure that different Virtual
Machine (VM) instances running on a same physical machine are logically but fully
isolated from each other. However, the isolation technologies that the current VMMs
offer are not perfect, especially with the full access and control the administrators
have on host and guest operating systems. This leads to many security issues related
to virtualization [50].

In cloud computing, there are mainly three types of virtualization: OS level vir-
tualization, application-based virtualization, and hypervisor-based virtualization. In
the OS level virtualization, a hosting OS can run multiple guest OSs and has vis-
ibility of and control over each guest OS. In such a configuration, if an attacker
compromises the host OS, the entire guest OSs could be controlled by that attacker.
Bluepill, SubVirt, and DKSM are some well-known attacks for such a configuration
and it is still an open problem to prevent such threats [31]. In the application based
virtualization, virtualization is only enabled at the top layer of the host OS, and each
VM has its specific guest OS and related applications. This kind of virtualization
also suffers from the same vulnerabilities as in the traditional OS case.

Hypervisor or virtualmachinemonitor (VMM) is viewedas anyother code embed-
ded on the host OS. Furthermore, this code is available at boot time of the host OS
to control multiple guest OSs. As with any other code, it can harbour vulnerabilities
that attackers can exploit.

Also, cross VM side-channel attacks and denial of service attack (DoS) attacks
can be performed by the attacker.

However, as mentioned earlier, vulnerabilities in a hypervisor allow a malicious
user to gain access and control of the legitimate user’s virtualmachine. Furthermore, a
shared resource environment introduces unexpected side channel and covert channel
attacks. An attacker if successful in neighboring a target can then use variousmethods
for intercepting data being sent and received from the other resource [31].

The cloud can also be overloaded when trying to serve a huge number of requests,
which can ultimately lead toDoS or distributed denial of service (DDoS). This type of
attacks usually floods the cloudwithmany large number of requests via zombies. The
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DoS attack against BitBucket.org is an excellent example. This attack suspended this
web site over 19 hours during a DoS attack on the Amazon Cloud infrastructure [30].

According to [25], if a hacking tool is installed on a virtual machine, the other
virtual machines and hypervisors can also be attacked. Hsin-Yi et al. [41] infer that
VMhopping is a reasonable threat in cloud computing since it has been shown that an
attacker can obtain or determine the IP address using standard customer capabilities.
Moreover, because several VMs can run at the same time on the same host, all of
them could become victim VMs. VM hopping is thus a crucial vulnerability for PaaS
and IaaS infrastructures.

13.3.2.2 Data Storage Level Security Issues

The security of data on the cloud computing is another important research topic
[45, 52]. One of the cloud computing principles is to move and store data in the
cloud. Once the data is stored in the cloud, the full control of the data is transferred
from the data owner to the hands of cloud computing providers. In addition, the
data is moving from a single, private and dedicated tenant to a shared multi-tenant
environment where untrusted users can harbor their VMs. Gaining access to private
data in such a shared environment can be very catastrophic if the data storage is not
done securely and properly. Therefore, according to [34], data stored in the cloud
needs policies for physical, logical and personnel access control.

When the data resides on the cloud and is served from there only, there is a potential
security risk that it might not be available, especially when needed the most.

The data security risks on the cloud are rising as the number of parties, devices
and applications involved in the cloud infrastructure increases. In the literature, data
stored in cloud, data leaks, data remanence, data availability, data location, data
privacy and data breaches are examples for data security risks that are still open
challenges.

For instance, confidentiality is one of the most difficult aspects of data to guar-
antee in cloud computing. Compared to the traditional computing, an enterprise has
no control over storage and transmission of data once it is in the cloud. Therefore, to
ensure that the data will not be able to accessed by unauthorized party, proper encryp-
tion techniques should be applied [21]. However, increased number of encryption
and decryption operations reduces the application performance and increases the
consumption of cloud computing resources [9].

In IaaS, variety of users can access computing resources from a single physi-
cal infrastructure. To achieve a proper confidentiality level, it is required to isolate
resources among the multiple users and ensure that no user can view the state of
the other users’ resources [41]. Moreover, since PaaS relies on IaaS virtualization,
protecting the state of the resources used by a user from the rest of users is also a
security challenge in PaaS.

There are a lot of challenges in a public cloud computing environment to ensure
data confidentiality. There are several reasons for that, for example, the needs for
elasticity, performance, and fault tolerance lead to massive data duplication and
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require aggressive data caching, which in turn increase the number of targets that
could be targeted by data theft [43].

Given all of the security issues and risks we outlined above, it is clear that cloud
security monitoring is of paramount importance to both cloud service provider and
cloud service customer. The next section is dedicated to this topic.

13.3.3 Cloud Security Monitoring

Since security is the most significant obstacles to the widespread adoption of cloud
computing, there is a dire need for a proper monitoring system to gauge the security
on the cloud. This need has attracted many researchers and cloud providers who are
trying to develop security monitoring systems that can capture suspicious activity
or threats, and prevent attacks and data leakage from both inside and outside of the
cloud infrastructure.

Due to an increase in the amount of organized crime and insider threats, proac-
tive security monitoring is crucial nowadays [13]. Moreover, to design an effective
security monitoring system, a variety of aspects should be taken into account such
as: previous knowledge of threats and their specifications in the new environment,
handling a large number of incidents, cooperation among interested parties and their
privacy concerns, product limitations, just to name a few.

In the literature, there is much research conducted to apply security monitor-
ing systems to cloud computing. These systems are deployed in public and private
cloud platforms and at different layers, and have different properties but each mainly
focuses on a subset of security protection types and security risk mitigations.

Although researchers have approached the cloud security monitoring from differ-
ent perspectives, the most common challenge faced in implementing real monitoring
systems is the availability of dataset collected from real cloud computing environ-
ments. The importance of the availability of such dataset clearly appears when devel-
oping newcloud securitymonitoring systems or evaluating the existing ones.Our first
attempt to address this challenge is to introduce the ISOT Cloud Intrusion Dataset
(ISOT-CID), which to our knowledge is the first publicly available dataset of its kind.

13.4 State of the Art in Cloud IDS Evaluation

Cloud computing introduces a new era of integration of heterogeneous data in varying
formats and from diverse sources and operating systems. This requires an improved
understanding of the concept of a cloud dataset and its related concepts, such as
the formats and the sources of data. By reviewing cloud intrusion datasets in the
literature, there is a floating confusion about what can really be counted as a cloud
dataset. This raises the need to define what a real cloud dataset is, since, not only
there is no or limited publicly available cloud dataset available for researchers, but
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most of the datasets that are mentioned in the literature for cloud computing are not
suitable and do not reflect the real cloud environment. These deficiencies are the
main reasons why there is no effective real cloud intrusion detection datasets yet.

We define the cloud intrusion detection datasets as data collected from real cloud
computing environments and gathered from either one or different data sources.
The dataset may comprise one or more data formats, and can contain strings of
characters, numbers, binary or any combination of them.

This section will briefly present the available works on cloud IDS datasets and
discus the insufficiency and limitation arisingwhen adopting them to develop, deploy
or evaluate cloud IDSs.

13.4.1 Cloud Intrusion Detection Dataset (CIDD)

Kholidy and Baiardi [22] introduced a Cloud Intrusion Detection Dataset (CIDD),
which is based on theDefenseAdvancedResearch Project Agency (DARPA) dataset.
The DARPA dataset was collected from a simulated network for an air force base
connected to the Internet. This dataset contains simulated user activities and injects
attacks at well defined points, and then gathers tcpdumps, process and filesystem
information. CIDD was built by assigning users to different VMs according to their
login session times and the applications that they ran. Using this method, CIDD
was created by extracting and correlating user audits from DARPA dataset, and was
presented to be a dataset for cloud computing.

13.4.2 Cloud Storage Datasets

Drago et al. [12] collected network traffic related to personal cloud storage service
namely Dropbox. They gathered TCP flows with the commands executed by the
Dropbox clients from two university campuses and two Points of Presence (POP) in
two different European countries during 42 successive days. The analyzed dataset
provides a better understanding for the use of cloud storage in different environments,
which have different user habits and access to technology.

13.4.3 Cloud Intrusion Detection Datasets (CIDD)

Moorthy andRajeswari [32] used the samenameCIDDfor their dataset as [22] but the
datasets are different in content. They simulated the cloud environment by setting
up a cloudstack environment using two machines: one running the management
services and the other running a kernel-based virtual machine KVM hypervisor.
The CIDD was collected based on the traffic, which flow to/from specific ports that
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were opened for communications in the simulated cloud. The malicious traffic was
generated based on attack signatures that are prepared manually and scored using a
common vulnerability scoring system. A systematic approach was used to generate
CIDD based on profiling intrusions, protocols, or lower level network entities.

13.4.4 Denial of Service Attack Dataset

Another work on the generation of cloud intrusion dataset is the work done byKumar
et al. [24] as a part of developing their DoS attack IDS. They stimulated IaaS cloud
environment using the open source cloud platform Eucalyptus. They launched 15
normal VMs, 1 target VM and 3 malicious VMs. The normal VMs are used to
generate normal traffic while the malicious VMs are used to perform 7 different DoS
attacks on the target VM. The attacks were run using 4 different scenarios, including
1 scenario depicting normal activities, and 3 different attack scenarios. The traffic
between each VM was captured but was limited to 4 IP-header fields (i.e. source,
destination, transferred bytes and protocol type) without any information about the
payload. Although this work collected different internal traffics between VMs, the
published data does not contain the raw data but, instead, it contains the data obtained
after transformation and feature extraction [23, 42].

13.4.5 Limitation and Deficiencies of Current Datasets

The cloud intrusion datasets described above have limitations and deficiencies that
hinder their adoption for a broad range of cloud intrusion detection investigations.
The most significant limitation is that they were not collected from a real cloud
environment, which is heterogeneous in nature. Therefore, there is a lack of certain
data types that need to be collected from specific sources in the cloud environment.
For example, some datasets are limited to network traffic traces that are only collected
from the host side, and do not include any data collected at the hypervisor level,
instance’s OS level or internal network traffic. This affects the richness of the datasets
and their size, hindering their use in training and testing a wide range of cloud IDS
models. Moreover, current datasets do not reflect cloud IDS characteristics because
they were either collected organically to evaluate the performance of a cloud service
or were transformed and adjusted to be suitable for cloud IDSs. Furthermore, they
do not include some attack types that are new and specific to the cloud computing
environment. But most importantly, these datasets are not publicly available for
researchers to access and use to build, evaluate and compare cloud IDSs.

To overcome these limitations and deficiencies, and help the cloud security com-
munity in its effort to build practical IDSs, we opted to collect and share a real
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cloud dataset called ISOT-CID. This dataset, which was collected from an Open-
Stack cloud production environment, is publicly accessible and available for cloud
security researchers. ISOT-CID is described next.

13.5 ISOT-CID Collection Environment and Procedure

13.5.1 Overview

The analysis and assessment of cloud system based on data collected during pro-
duction provide valuable information on actual cloud behaviour, and can be used to
identify normal behaviours from intrusions, quantify security measures, and perform
quantitative evaluations and verifications for the IDS analytical models. Therefore, it
is not surprising that the availability of cloud dataset has gained increasing momen-
tum within cloud IDS community, and can help in providing the empirical basis for
researching and developing effective models for cloud IDS.

To this date, there is a lack of a cloud IDS dataset that is collected from a real
production cloud environment, publicly available and rich enough to satisfy the
needs of the cloud security community. The reason for this lack is that collecting
a real cloud intrusion dataset is a burdensome task and there are many challenges
and barriers associated with it. Privacy is one of the foremost of these challenges
as cloud environments are built upon sharing resources among many users and any
attempt to collect data on the cloud could reveal private information about the users,
their instances and their data. For a cloud provider, protecting the users’s privacy
is important and revealing some of the data collected on the cloud to researchers is
not negotiable. Moreover, most of the cloud systems are commercial by nature, and
opening their closed infrastructures for external parties could sabotage their business
by breaching privacy agreements they have with their customers. The damage can
even be worse if the data collected revealed a silent breach in the provider’s cloud
environment.

In addition to privacy, the cloud has many different layers such as hypervisors,
networks and guest hosts with different OS environments as well as many compo-
nents, and collecting real data from these heterogeneous sources is difficult and can
increase the complexity of the data correlation for the cloud IDS. The final challenge
worth emphasizing is the data size. When collecting data on the cloud you have to be
ready for enormous amount of data that will be gathered from different computing
resources (more than 8TB for ISOT-CID dataset).

We were able to tackle these challenges and difficulties, and collect a real cloud
computing dataset to be the first of its kind and paving the way for cloud security
communities for more research and finding.

The ISOT cloud intrusion detection dataset is an aggregation of different data col-
lected from a production cloud computing environment and gathered from a variety
of cloud layers, including guest hosts, hypervisors and networks, and comprising
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data with different data formats and from multiple data sources like memory, CPU,
system and network traffic. It contains different attack traces likemasquerade attacks,
denial of service, stealth attacks, anomalous user behaviour and data attacks from
outside and inside the cloud.

The purpose of ISOT-CID is the embodiment of a real cloud dataset for researchers
so that they can build, evaluate and compare their works. It is designed to serve
different and broad IDS models developments and evaluations. Moreover, ISOT-
CID is essentially “raw” and has not been transformed, manipulated or altered. It
is structured and prepared for the cloud security community, and is available for
downloading through ISOTwebsite alongwith the documentation andmetadata files,
which explain its production and use in order to ensure an unambiguous meaning of
the data.

13.5.2 Target Network Architecture

13.5.2.1 OpenStack-Based Production Cloud Environment

The dataset was collected through Compute Canada, a non-profit organizations
that serves the computational needs of the Canadian researchers (see https://www.
computecanada.ca for more details). To address the needs of the non High Perfor-
mance Computing researchers, Compute Canada recently bought two cloud environ-
ments: one in the east (east cloud) located at the University of Sherbrooke, and the
other in the west (west cloud) hosted at the University of Victoria. With more than
16000 virtual cores and 1.5 PB of storage, the west cloud is the largest academic
cloud in Canada dedicated to all Canadian researchers and their collaborators.

The dataset was collected on the west cloud, which is based on OpenStack. With
more than 600 supporting companies, OpenStack is becoming the de facto platform
for public and private cloud deployments. It allows the cloud providers to control
large pools of resources, including compute, storage and network. OpenStack has
a modular architecture composed of many components, each one is usually a full
project on its own with a large development team behind it. Currently, OpenStack
has the following main components:

• Nova: It is a service that runs on the compute nodes (i.e. hypervisors also called
Nova-compute) and manages the instances on them, and on the controller nodes
to provide the scheduling and the API functionalities (Nova-api, Nova-scheduler
and Nova-conductor).

• Keystone: This is the identity management service for OpenStack, which controls
the authentication and authorization of the OpenStack users.

• Neutron: This service manages the network services in Openstack. It allows the
providers to virtualize all the network elements, including routers, subnets, ports,
etc.

• Glance: A dedicated service for storing and managing images and snapshots.

https://www.computecanada.ca
https://www.computecanada.ca
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• Horizon: This is the dashboard of OpenStack. It provides a web-based interface
to OpenStack.

• Ceilometer: This service is the main monitoring service for OpenStack. It offers
many statistics that allow both users and administrators to monitor their resources.

• Heat: This service allows the user to write recipes for deploying and orchestrating
their virtual environments.

• Cinder: The service that manages the block storage on OpenStack. Cinder is
designed to support different kinds of backend storage including Ceph. Using
it, users can create and attach storage volumes to their instances.

• Swift: The cloud object service that allows users to store and retrieve their objects
similar to Dropbox.

In addition to the dashboard web interface, OpenStack offers two other inter-
faces to manage the resources: a command line interface and a programming API.
The communication between differentOpenStack services is asynchronously orches-
trated using RabbitMq.

The west cloud architecture is show in Fig. 13.2. The services Horizon, Key-
stone, Glance and RabbitMq are running on 3 controller nodes (Nefos1, Nefos2, and
Nefos3) designed in a HA (high-availability) configuration. Two high-bandwidth
nodes (Neut1 an Neut2) are dedicated to the Neutron service. All the rest of compute
nodes are hypervisors that are running Nova Compute service. The back end storage
used by Cinder is Ceph.

13.5.2.2 ISOT-CID Collection Environment

The ISOT-CID project aims at setting up a real production cloud environment to
collect the necessary data from all three cloud layers (i.e.,VMs, Hypervisors and
Network traffic). Our lab environment for performing this collection processes con-
sists of two separated environments, namely ISOT-lab environment and ISOT-cloud
environment.

The ISOT-lab environment contains the server that receives the forwarded dataset
fromdifferent sources and stores it in a secureway. The ISOT-cloud environment runs
on the west cloud. The ISOT-cloud environment has all the three sources involved in
the dataset generation (i.e.,VMs, Hypervisors and Network traffic), and is composed
of two hypervisor nodes and 10 instances launched in three different cloud zones
named as A, B and C (Fig. 13.3 depict the ISOT-cloud environment).

The instances located in these zones are organized as follows: 5 instances launched
in zone A, 4 instances launched in zone B, and 1 instance launched in zone C
(instances specifications and hypervisors specifications are shown in Table13.1 and
Table13.2).

All these instances are accessible from outside world through one public VLAN
(namely VLAN3337), except one instance, isotvm_in, that is hidden under a private
internal network and only accessible from specific instances via the internal router.
We designed the cloud environment that way on the belief that generating a real
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Fig. 13.2 Compute Canada West Cloud OpenStack deployment architecture

cloud computing dataset needs to consist of heterogeneous data sources (i.e. VMs,
Hypervisors and Network traffic) to represent the real cloud environment. The ISOT-
cloud network topology is depicted in Fig. 13.3.

13.5.3 Data Collection Procedure

The ISOT-CID project started as a response to our need to build and develop practical
cloud IDSs. This need was then amplified by not finding any source for real cloud
datasets, and ignited a formal data collection procedure structured as follows:
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Table 13.1 Instances specifications

VM Number VM’s OS Specification Zone

VM 1 Centos RAM: 6 GB Disk:
0 GB VCPUs: 4

C

VM 2 Centos RAM: 7.5 GB Disk:
20 GB VCPUs: 2

A

VM 3 Debian RAM: 7.5 GB Disk:
20 GB VCPUs: 2

A

VM 4 Windows Server12 RAM: 7.5 GB Disk:
20 GB VCPUs: 2

A

VM 5 Ubuntu RAM: 7.5 GB Disk:
20 GB VCPUs: 2

A

VM 6 Centos RAM: 7.5 GB Disk:
20 GB VCPUs: 2

A

VM 7 Ubuntu RAM: 7.5 GB Disk:
20 GB VCPUs: 2

B

VM 8 Ubuntu RAM: 7.5 GB Disk:
20 GB VCPUs: 2

B

VM 9 Windows Server12 RAM: 7.5 GB Disk:
20 GB VCPUs: 2

B

VM 10 Centos RAM: 7.5 GB Disk:
20 GB VCPUs: 2

B
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Table 13.2 Hypervisors specifications

ID OS Specification

A Centos RAM: 125 GB CPU: 32
cores Clock Speed: 2.00GHZ

B Centos RAM: 125 GB CPU: 32
cores Clock Speed: 2.00GHZ

C Centos RAM: 264 GB CPU: 55
cores Clock Speed: 2.40GHZ

1. Elicitation of the requirements related to the data collection targeted to cloud
IDSs.

2. Official agreement between ISOT lab and Compute Canada to approve the ISOT-
cloud environment on the Compute Canada West Cloud and obtain the real
datasets thereafter. The agreement took few months to be finalized and approved.

3. Designing and setting up the appropriate ISOT-cloud environment for the data
collection.

4. Setting up and configuring the ISOT-lab environment.
5. Designing and implementing the data collection agents.
6. Collecting the data for normal and attack scenarios.
7. Finalizing the data collection.
8. Publishing the data via a secure webserver on the ISOT-lab environment.

In addition to using syslog as our main logging mechanism, we designed and
wrote agents for collecting specialized data syslog does or can not include. Since
we intended to collect heavy data (e.g. memory and tcp dumps), we deployed three
types of agents:

• Light weight agents that run very often (every ∼5s) and use minimal resources on
the targeted machines.

• Medium weight agents that run less often (every ∼60s) but collect large amount
of data.

• Heavy weight agents that are intensive, run even less often (every 120s), and
collect an even larger amount of data.

The specialized collector agentswere implemented as shell and powershell scripts,
and ran in the background at specific times during normal and attack periods. The time
interval for the data collection in different agents can be adjusted to avoid missing the
attack period. The data gathered at the agent level is either forwarded to the syslog
daemon, or lz4 compressed and transferred directly to the logging server using scp.
The type of data collected by the agents is described in Sect. 13.7. Figure13.4 shows
the general architecture of the logging platform.

After verifying and validating the collector agent scripts, we embedded them into
and ran them simultaneously on the ISOT-cloud machines. The body of each script is
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different according to the targeted source, but in general they are very similar as they
collect information from the same data sources except for the hypervisor agents that
collect extra data and more detailed traces. The main pseudo code for the collector
agents is shown in Algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Light weight agents
send anything printed to stdout and stderr to the syslog
WhileTrue get information about all the processes
get the CPU and disk utilization report
get virtual memory statistics
get information about network connections
get the list of open files
tcpdump the light weight network traffic
sleep 5s
kill tcpdump

When the collector agents are invoked during collection processes, they extract
and collect the required data from low level logs in all specified sources. The collected
binary logs by the agents are forwarded through a secure channel to a dedicated log
repository server in the ISOT-lab for data storage and future processing. Furthermore,
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thedata collected fromeach source is sorted chronologically on the server. Figure13.4
briefly describes the collection processes.

The collector agents can be classified and mapped into the three cloud layers
(instances, hypervisors and networks) as follows: Instance-based agents, Hypervisor-
based agents and Network-based agents into the three cloud stack layers. The goal
of each agent is to collect specific type of real time data that is relevant to the
environment in which it resides as described next.

• Host-based agent: The host-based agent is installed on each VM in ISOT-cloud
environment. The agent’s responsibility is to collect runtime information from the
VM’s data sources such as, operating system and network, and forward them to
the log server in the ISOT-lab.

• Hypervisor-based agent: The hypervisor-based agent runs on each hypervisor in
ISOT-cloud environment. Its main responsibility is to collect runtime information
from the hypervisor data sources and forward them to the log server.

• Network-based agent: The network-based agent also runs on each hypervisor and
collects runtime data from the hypervisor network traffic and forward them to the
log server.

By spreading the agents between all cloud stack layers we were able to build a rich
cloud dataset. We collected different data types by targeting a variety of data sources.
These data sources are: system calls, cpu utilization, windows events log, memory
dumps and tcp dumps.

ISOT-CID collection was performed over several months for the VM instances,
and several days and time slots for the Hypervisors and the Network traffics (more
details will be provided when describing the attack scenarios).

13.6 Attack Scenarios

As discussed previously in Sect. 13.5.2, the aim of our cloud environment setup is to
obtain a rich cloud dataset by gathering different data types from variety of sources.
Moreover, to amplify its richness andmake it comprehensive, we performedmultiple
types of attacks that are ranked as the top threats in cloud computing. All the traces
of these attacks were collected from all the previously specified data sources. This
is essential as cloud IDS researchers/developers need a cloud dataset that covers
different attack scenarios in advance so that they can effectively and productively go
through the development and evaluation cycles.

In addition, there are twomajor categories of users in cloud computing: the insiders
who have some sort of access to the cloud infrastructure, and the outsiders who
are not. Both of this kind of users are included in our ISOT-CID attack scenarios.
Likewise, the ISOT-CID attacks are divided into inside and outside attacks that are
performed by an insider and outsider attackers, respectively. The inside attacks were
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originated from within the ISOT-cloud environment and targeted either the internal
cloud infrastructure or the outside world. In our case, we opted for two scenarios:

1. The attacks are performed by a malicious insider who has high privileges (e.g.
root access) on the hypervisor nodes in our ISOT-cloud environment.

2. The attacks are originated from an instance inside the ISOT-cloud environment.
This instance could be either compromised or used on purpose as a bot to attack
other instances in the ISOT-cloud environment or the outside world.

The outside attacks are defined as the attacks that target the ISOT- cloud environ-
ment from the outside world. In the outside attacks, in addition to the daily attacks
that were performed by stranger attackers, we carried out different masquerades
and DoS attack scenarios from outside world targeting ISOT-cloud instances. Attack
types and scenarios are discussed next.

13.6.1 Inside Attack Scenarios

Most cloud vendors provide little to no information about their policies regarding
recruitment procedures, the level of privileges assigned to their employees, and the
legal actions that could be taken against the malicious insiders. This lack of trans-
parency can encourage the insiders, especially employees, to carry out theirmalicious
activities, and to even have escalated privileges that they are not supposed to have.
With these privileges and the knowledge about the resources to attack, an employee
can easily gain access to confidential data [31]. In most cases, this can even go unde-
tected as the insider activities often bypass the provider firewall or IDS. Moreover,
current data protection mechanisms, such as encryption, have failed to prevent the
inside data theft attacks [39]. Therefore, it is not surprising that the number of data
breaches by malicious insiders have been increasing [4] and malicious insiders are
ranked as the 3rd top threat in cloud computing [19].

In the inside attack scenarios we performed, multiple attacks were run by mali-
cious insider, a user having root access to the ISOT-cloud hypervisors. These attacks
violate confidentiality, privacy, integrity and protection of cloud user’s data. We dis-
cuss below the different categories of inside attacks enacted.

13.6.1.1 Revealing User’s Credentials

Two different techniques were used to attack the ISOT-cloud environment and reveal
user’s credentials. The summary of the first attack scenario as follows:

Step 1 Scan the running instances and their associated disks.
Step 2 Extract the names of the instances from their libvirt.xml specifications.
Step 3 Focus on a single instance, and locate and mount its disk.
Step 4 Copy the password and shadow files, and the .ssh folder.
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Step 5 Copy the private key to the attacker workstation.
Step 6 Finally, compromise the ISOT instance using the copied private key.

The second inside attack was performed by a root privileged user to get memory and
strace dumps. These dumps were obtained using gcore and strace, respectively. As
shown in [11], once the memory dumps are available, the inside attacker can extract
user credential and private information, including passwords in clear text.

13.6.1.2 Extracting User’s Confidential Data

Following the same steps as above, once the inside attacker hasmounted the instance’s
disk he can search, copy, delete and change any user’s data, similar to copying the
.ssh folder above.

13.6.1.3 Back Door and Trojan Horse

In this scenario, the inside attacker shutdown the instance using virsh tools, mounted
its disk using guestfish tools, and created Trojan horse for ls and ps. He also added an
attractive script called psb that runs a malicious code when executed (this is a kind
of back door to access the machine later on).

The other inside attack scenarios that we performed were carried out from com-
promised ISOT-cloud instances. After two instances were compromised, the inside
attacker configured one of them to be a stepping stone, which potentially could be
part of a botnet. Although this stepping stone was setup by an insider attacker, it
could have been launched by the owner of the instance himself.

13.6.1.4 Compromised Instance and Introductory Botnet Activities

These attacks are carried out from an inside attacker who is either aiming at com-
promising an instance and using it for his malicious activities, or owning an instance
that behaved as a normal instance for a while but it then turns out to be part of a
botnet.1 Once the attackers compromise an instance, they start attacking the neigh-
boring instances. The summary of the attack scenario for this step is as follows:

Step 1 After a successful access to an instance VM8 from a previous outside attack
(see Sect. 13.6.2), the attacker started to discover the internal network by
searching local IP information and scanning the subnet. A few VMs with
open ports were then discovered.

1In our particular scenario, the botnet command and control (C&C) server is hosted remotely,
outside the cloud and only one bot is in the cloud.
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Step 2 A file was transferred via scp from the attacker machine to the compromised
instance VM8. The file was used as a password dictionary.

Step 3 The attacker installed hydra on VM8 and launched internal network scans
using nmap. The machines discovered were then subjected to brute-force
attacks using the passworddictionaryfile.Oneof these attackswas successful
against the instance VM5.

Step 4 A quick ssh login into the internal host VM5 from VM8 was logged.
Step 5 Finally, the attacker installed hping3 on VM8 and ran several failed DoS

attempts against VM4.

13.6.2 Outside Attack Scenarios

As we previously emphasized, the cloud is becoming an attractive target to outside
data hunters. Having a centralized environment for virtual machines and data is a
hacker’s dream that is becoming true with the widespread adoption of cloud com-
puting. Many attack attempts are made every single second to access instances and
exploit any vulnerabilities within cloud.We can easily see that in our ISOT-CID; out-
side attackers are performing many different masquerade and DoS attacks attempts.
Just within few months of operations, the Compute Canada’s West cloud detected 5
compromised instances, most of which had weak passwords that the outsider attack-
ers cracked using brute-force attacks. Moreover, at least one of these instances was
compromised within one hour of its deployment.

In the outside attack scenarios, we performedmultiple attacks against ISOT-cloud
environment to breach the confidentiality, privacy, integrity, protection and availabil-
ity of cloud user’s data by performing masquerade and DoS attacks. Moreover, once
the instance is compromised, it is leveraged to attack other instances from within the
cloud environment, executing the inside attack scenarios that were outlined above.

13.6.2.1 Masquerade Attack

Masquerade attacks are very challenging in cloud computing as they can escape
detection because any related trace can be buried in the massive amounts of data
generated from user audits and activities across cloud environments. A masquerader
is an insider or outsider attacker who steals the legitimate user credentials and uses
them to authenticate as a legal user. This allows the attacker to fool the system
and get access to its abundant resources illegally. In ISOT-CID attack scenarios, we
performed differentmasquerade attacks launched from the outside. As an illustration,
we outline the steps of one of these masquerade attacks below:

Step 1 Scanning subnet of the VMs using nmap scanner.
Step 2 Password dictionary attack against VM8 using Ncrack scan leading to

credential discovery.
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Step 3 SSH login to VM8 using the cracked credentials.
Step 4 Running ifconfig to display network IP address info/range, local IP address

determined.
Step 5 Nmap scan (against internal network) from VM8 to uncover a few hosts

with open ports.
Step 6 Transferring a file using scp from the attack host to VM8 (to be used as

password dictionary).
Step 7 Installing hydra on VM8.
Step 8 Internal network scanning using nmap to discover 10 IP addresses (4 hosts

up).
Step 9 Cracking the password using hydra against one of the internal machines

VM5.
Step 10 SSH login to VM5 using the cracked password to check the ssh connection.
Step 11 Setting up hping3 on VM8 after checking that it was not previously

installed.
Step 12 Launching nmap scan against VM4 to discover a host with 2 open ports.

13.6.2.2 Denial of Service (DoS) Attack

The second attack scenario performed from the outside against ISOT-cloud environ-
ment is Denial of service (DoS) attack. In a DoS attack, the attacker overloads the
targeted victim’s system or service with huge number of requests consuming large
amounts of system resources and leaving the system or the service unavailable. Not
only that, in a cloud environment DoS attacks can render the whole cloud infras-
tructure unusable. In fact, two instances running on the same hypervisor are usually
sharing the physical resources of the node. If one of them is subject to a DoS attack,
the effect of this attack leaks into the second instance. In addition, consuming huge
resources leads to an expensive bill that the victim will need to pay. As opposed to
the cloud being a target for DoS attacks, many malicious users are leveraging the
“unlimited” amount of resources in the cloud to launch massive outside DoS attacks.
It is worth mentioning that, in cloud computing paradigm, DoS attacks were marked
by the Cloud Security Alliance as the first of seven top threats [6]. The reader should
also keep in mind that DoS attacks are the most common attacks on the Internet, and
are hard to detect as distinguishing between DoS attack traffic and legitimate system
unavailability is an open problem. In ISOT-CID, we designed and launched three
types of DoS attacks. We performed the most common DoS attack, which targets
the transport layer, and exploits the flaws in TCP three-way handshake procedures,
called the TCP SYN attack. We used the open source hping3 tool [36] to create
a SYN flood attack. The first TCP SYN attack was performed on a compromised
instance inside ISOT-cloud environment against another virtual machine in another
ISOT-cloud zone. The attack flooded the instance with TCP SYN packets consuming
its resources, hindering its use, and causing it to crash.
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The second attack was performed from an outside machine against an instance
inside the ISOT-cloud environment. The last attack was performed from a com-
promised instance inside ISOT-cloud environment against the logging server in the
ISOT-lab. The 1st and 2nd DoS attack scenarios were the last attack steps from the
1st attack scenario, which we explained before. (The full and detailed attack scenar-
ios are available for interested readers along with ISOT-CID documentations). To
complete the 1st attack round, we add the following DoS attacks:

Step 1 From VM8, an unsuccessful syn flood DoS attack was launched against
VM4.

Step 2 Another syn floodDoS attack against VM4 from the attackermachine caused
VM4 to crash and we had to reboot it.

The 1st attack round for inside and outside attacks are depicted in Fig. 13.5.
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Fig. 13.5 1st attack round for inside and outside attacks
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13.6.3 Attack Time and Locations

In designing our ISOT-CID attack scenarios, we chose different attack times and
distinct attacker’s geographical locations. The attacks were divided into 4 rounds,
averaging for 1 hour for each round, and spread over 4 different days. Moreover,
the attackers performed and completed the attack scenarios from two different con-
tinents, precisely Europe and North America. The data collected during these times
were labeled as a malicious traffic and the remaining as a normal traffic. Figure13.6
summarizes the first and second attack scenarios for inside and outside attacks.

13.7 Collected Data

13.7.1 System Calls

A system call is a mechanism by which a user-space application requests a service
from the kernel space of the OS [7, 15, 48]. Although every OS (like *nix and
Windows) has its own specific system calls that are accessed via dedicated APIs, all
of them follow the same bidirectional process in the sense that all requests from a
user-level application to the OS are delivered by a system call interface to the kernel
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before they are executed on hardware. This allows the kernel to run the code on behalf
of the user in the privileged space and get the information requested by the user via
restricted system calls [7]. Furthermore, each one of these system calls has a unique
number that is written in the kernel’s system call table to identify them. Examples
of system calls for OS (like *nix and WinX) are fork, pipe, read, CreateProcess and
ReadFile. In ISOT-CID collection process, we collected the system calls from both
hypervisors and instances. Theyprovide useful information, like opened and accessed
files, execution time stamps and the count of each system call number executed by
the application. This information reflects every activity occurring inside the instances
and hypervisors, and the communication between them. In fact, when a guest OS
initiates a system call to access the host resources, the hypervisor intercepts and
interprets it into the corresponding system call supported by the host OS. By doing
so, the hypervisor has full control over the host OS resources like CPU, memory,
persistent storage, I/O devices, and the network, and each VM access to any of these
resources is accounted for.

13.7.2 Network Traffic

Network traffic is the main mechanism for exchanging information between com-
puters. It is defined as a sequence of packets traveling between two communication
endpoints known as source and destination. Each packet consists of a transport layer
header, a network layer header, a data-link layer header and a payload representing
the actual data exchanged [14]. These network packets can provide rich statistics
that is essential for developing network security tools. In a cloud computing infras-
tructure such as OpenStack, the network traffic travels through different network
points. In our case, the outside traffic first arrives via the entry and top-rack switches
to dedicated network nodes, called neutron nodes, and then travels to the hypervi-
sor on the compute nodes passing through our internal physical switches. Finally,
the hypervisor delivers the traffic to the designated instance. With this OpenStack
networking configuration, we have three different network flows: external, internal
and local traffic. The external traffic is between the virtual machine and an outside
machine (an “instance-outside” traffic). The internal traffic is between the compute
node and another compute node (“hypervisor-hypervisor” traffic). The local traffic
is between two instances on the same Compute node (“instance-instance” traffic).
In ISOT-CID, we were able to collect all of these three different traffics from both
hypervisors and instances. By setting the network interface into promiscuous mode,
we were able to collect all the network traffic that passes through all the network
interfaces on the hypervisors and instances (except for the special network inter-
faces not involved in our network traffic). The utility TCPdump was used to capture
the network traffic [27] on*nix OSs and Netsh on winX OS, and stored in packet
capture (pcap) format. We performed two kinds of network traffic data collections:
the network traffic without payload on both hypervisors and instances, and the full
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network traffic on the hypervisors only (the interested readers can find more details
in ISOT-CID documentations).

13.7.3 Memory Dump

Memory dump is a procedure by which the contents of a physical memory, rep-
resenting the internal states of the system, are printed out or written to a storage
drive. Memory dumps are usually generated when a crash occurred or during debug-
ging [28]. They are very helpful to pin point the source of a crash, to debug system
errors and performance issues, to obtain information about the running programs and
the overall state of a system, to detect any intrusion or attack, to locate deleted or
temporary information, and to carry out malware and forensic investigation.

Unfortunately memory dumps capture sensitive information, like passwords,
encryption keys, and the contents of a private document, which can be very harmful
if it ends up in the hand’s of an attacker [11]. The ISOT-CID contains memory dump
files that were collected using gcore command on the processes of the instances run-
ning of the ISOT-cloud hypervisors. The memory dumps collected resulted in large
amount of data as each instance had around 7.5GB of memory.

13.7.4 Event Logs

On any computer system, there is a specific auditing or event log service used to
capture any predefined events, such as error reports, system alerts, and diagnostic
messages that happen during the daily operation of the system. This event log service
usually runs in background and listens to event sent by processes running on the local
or remote system [33].

13.7.4.1 Windows Event Logs

In WinX OS, an event is defined as a notification posted to the user and raised by a
hardware, software, or system component [10]. The event log service is responsible
for logging and organizing these events in WinX OS. There are three types of event
logs stored on Windows machine: Security, System and Application event logs. In
general, security logs record events related to sensitive components of the system,
such as the authentication component, as well as events related to resource usage,
such asfile operations andprocess invocations. The system log contains events logged
by the system components, for example, driver failures and hardware issues. Finally,
the application events can be triggered by any application as long as it implements
the event API. The developer can generate events by calling the proper Windows
event API. Windows event logs are not only useful in diagnosing problems, but also
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crucial in monitoring activities on a system. ISOT-CID includes all of these event
log files types from the two windows instances that run in different zones and have
been involved in the attack scenarios.

13.7.4.2 Unix Logs

Messages, notifications and events generated by *nix subsystems and services are
usually logged as text under /var/log in specific files. Each process can virtually log
its messages into a dedicated file. For example, sshd logs its authentication events
into /var/log/auth.log and kernel messages are sent to /var/log/messages. This of
course leads to unmanageable large amounts of log files, especially when dealing
with many machines. To avoid that, we installed and configured rsyslog on the *nix
machines to collect the logs in a central and secured location on the ISOT log server.
Our scripts use the logger command to send the collected information to the rsyslog
daemons, which in turn forwards them to the ISOT lab logging server.

13.7.5 Resource Utilization

One of themain functions of the operating system is the scheduling of the resources to
serve all the running processes [35]. Scheduling CPU is the most important schedul-
ing function of the OS as without it only a single program can use the CPU from start
to finish and the rest of processes will starve [47]. When no task is requesting CPU,
the processor becomes idle. By summing up the idle times during a given number
of CPU ticks, one can deduce the overall CPU utilization. There are two types of
CPU utilization, user CPU utilization and system CPU utilization. Both presenting
the percentage of time spent performing user and system tasks, respectively. Analyz-
ing the CPU utilization during different states, especially over long periods of time,
allows for building a profile for the system. This profile can be enhanced by collect-
ing other statistics, such as disk utilization. By monitoring the usage of resources
one can build a baseline profile that characterizes the normal behavior of the system.
Any deviation from such a baseline profile can be detected and subjected to further
investigation. ISOT-CID provides different information about the usage of resources
on all instances and hypervisors. This information was collected using commands
like ps and iostat.

ISOT-CID also contains more information about memory and disk IO in its doc-
umentations. Figures13.7 and 13.8 illustrate some excerpts from ISOT-CID.
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Fig. 13.7 Excerpt from the dataset: sample virtual memory statistics and the CPU and disk utiliza-
tion for one of the hypervisors
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Fig. 13.8 Excerpt from the dataset: sample open files, network connections and TCPdump traces
for an hypervisor
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13.7.6 Excerpt From the Dataset

This section provides snapshots from the dataset that was collected from one hyper-
visor during one attack scenario. Fig. 13.7 shows collected data about virtual memory
statistics and the CPU and disk utilization.

Figure13.8 provides information about the list of open files, network connections
and the collected TCPdump for the lightweight network traffic.

13.8 Conclusion and Future Work

IDSs are by nature inherently pattern recognition systems. The design and evaluation
of such systems require appropriate datasets. It is a fact that cloud computing faces
several of the same security threats as conventional computing networks and devices.
But, cloud computing also involves several new threat vectors due to the specificity
of its underlying architecture and operation. This calls for new datasets that would
adequately capture the characteristics of the threat landscape faced by cloud com-
puting. ISOT-CID is an initial response toward addressing such need. Although,
undoubtedly, there are several limitations in the dataset, we believe that it will prove
useful for academia and industry in developing effective cloud intrusion detection
systems. Our future work will consist of strengthening and extending the dataset
by covering more threat vectors and attack scenarios. The current dataset includes
only introductory botnet traces. In the future, we will extend and diversify the cloud
traces by involving more instances and different botnet architectures. We are also
working, in parallel, in developing new intrusion detection models that will leverage
the richness of the dataset for effective protection.
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Abstract This book chapter discusses the concept of edge-assisted cloud comput-
ing and its relation to the emerging domain of “Fog-of-things (FoT)”. Such systems
employ low-power embedded computers to provide local computation close to clients
or cloud. The discussed architectures cover applications in medical, healthcare, well-
ness and fitness monitoring, geo-information processing, mineral resource manage-
ment, etc. Cloud computing can get assistance by transferring some of the processing
and decision making to the edge either close to client layer or cloud backend. Fog
of Things refers to an amalgamation of multiple fog nodes that could communicate
with each other with the Internet of Things. The clouds act as the final destination for
heavy-weight processing, long-term storage and analysis. We propose application-
specific architectures GeoFog and Fog2Fog that are flexible and user-orientated. The
fog devices act as intermediate intelligent nodes in such systems where these could
decide if further processing is required or not. The preliminary data analysis, signal
filtering, data cleaning, feature extraction could be implemented on edge computer
leading to a reduction of computational load in the cloud. In several practical cases,
such as tele healthcare of patients with Parkinson’s disease, edge computing may
decide not to proceed for data transmission to cloud (Barik et al., in 5th IEEE Global
Conference on Signal and Information Processing 2017, IEEE, 2017) [4]. Towards
the end of this research paper, we cover the idea of translating machine learning
such as clustering, decoding deep neural network models etc. on fog devices that
could lead to scalable inferences. Fog2Fog communication is discussed with respect
to analytical models for power savings. The book chapter concludes by interesting
case studies on real world situations and practical data. Future pointers to research
directions, challenges and strategies to manage these are discussed as well. We sum-
marize case studies employing proposed architectures in various application areas.
The use of edge devices for processing offloads the cloud leading to an enhanced
efficiency and performance.

Keywords Big data · Edge computing · Fog computing · Cyber-physical
systems · Cloud computing · Smart health · Geoinformation systems · Information
systems

14.1 Introduction

Cloud GIS framework facilitated sharing and exchange of geospatial data belonging
to various stakeholders. It created an environment that enabled wide variety of users
to retrieve, access and disseminate geospatial data along with associated meta data
in a secure manner [31]. It has the functionality for decision making, storage for
various data types, fetching data and maps as per user’s demand, querying, superim-
posing and analyzing the data and generating final reports (maps) to administrators
and planners[63]. CloudGIS framework has leveraged for environmental monitoring,
natural resource management, healthcare, land use and urban planning, watershed,
marine and coastal management [32]. There are numerous emerging applications of
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CloudGIS framework. CloudGIS has the ability to integrate and analyze heteroge-
neous thematic layers along with their attribute information to create and visualize
alternative planning scenarios. User friendly CloudGIS has made Geospatial Infor-
mation Systems (GISs) a preferred platform for planning in global, regional, national
and local level using various analyzes and modeling functionalities. CloudGIS inte-
grates common geospatial database operations such as query formation, statistical
computations and overlay analysis with unique visualization functionalities [32].
These features distinguish CloudGIS from other spatial decision support systems. It
is a widely used tool in public and private sector for explaining events, predicting
outcomes and designing strategies [70].

Geospatial data contains informative temporal and geospatial distributions [48].
In traditional setup of CloudGIS framework, we send the data to cloud server where
these are processed and analyzed.This scheme takes largeprocessing timeand require
high Internet bandwidth. Fog computing overcomes this problem by providing local
computation near the clients or cloud. Fog computing enhances the CloudGIS by
reducing latency at increased throughput. Fog devices such as Intel Edition and
Raspberry Pi etc. provides low-power gateway that can increase throughput and
reduces latency near the edge of geospatial clients. In addition, it reduces the cloud
storage for geospatial big data. Also, the required transmission power needed to
send the data to cloud is reduced as now we send the analysis results to cloud rather
than data. This leads to improvement in overall efficiency. Fog devices can act as a
gateway between clients such as mobile phones [7, 12].

The increasing use of wearables in smart telehealth system led to generation of
huge medical big data. Cloud and fog services leverage these data for assisting clin-
ical procedures. IoT Healthcare has been benefited from this large pool of generated
data. It suggests that the use of low-resource machine learning on Fog devices which
kept close to wearables for smart telehealth. For traditional telecare systems, the
signal processing and machine learning modules are deployed in cloud that process
physiological data. This book chapter also presents a Fog architecture that relied on
unsupervised machine learning big data analysis for discovering patterns in physio-
logical data.

So both geospatial and medical data was processed at the edge using of fog
devices and finally has stored at the cloud layer. The present book chapter has made
the following contributions:

• It gives the detail concepts and architectural framework of about the edge, cloud
and fog computing;

• It presents the big data concept in the field of geospatial and medical applications;
• It discusses about management of services, optimization, security and privacy in
fog computing as well as edge computing environment;

• There are two case studies i.e. malaria disease management and telemonitoring of
patients with Parkinson’s diseases have been elaborated with the use of different
fog assisted cloud architecture;
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14.2 Edge Assisted Cloud Computing

14.2.1 Cloud and Edge

Data are gradually produced and processed at the edge of the network. Same works
have been done before in micro data center and cloudlet. Cloud backend does not
efficiently handle the processing of big data that is generated at the edge. Edge
computing allows for more edge devices or sensors to interface with the cloud in
larger scale [34, 62]. Since the cloud computing environments are not efficient for
edge data due to throughput and latency need. The data has to be transferred to cloud
and processing being done there. The analysis is later to be communicated to the
edges. In light of these facts, we need another layer of computational nodes referred
as Fog computing to tackle local processing and inference at reduced latency and
increases throughput [55].

In the edge computing concept, the things are both data producers and/or con-
sumers. Both play important roles. At the network edge, the nodes perform compu-
tational tasks as well as request service from the cloud. Edge computers store data
temporarily, perform computations and in this way translate some of the analysis
from cloud to edge node. In addition, it reduced latency, transmission power and
increase throughput. The design of edge nodes and their arrangement is decided by
the application requirements such as remote telecare of patients with Parkinson’s
disease [23, 28, 52]. The edge computing paradigm manages the computations near
sensor nodes such as wearables, smart watches [21, 64]. Edge computing offers sev-
eral advantages over cloud processing. It assists the cloud backend, in a way that it is
complementary analysis happens at edges and cloud such as preliminary diagnosis
of diseases at edge and long-term decision making in cloud backend.

For example, a smart mobile is the edge between the cloud layer and body things,
a gateway in a smart home is the edge between the cloud and home things, a micro
data center and a cloudlet is the edge between the cloud and a mobile device. From
these point of view, the edge computing is the exchangeable with fog computing.
But edge is focused more towards the things side where fog computing is mainly
focusing on the infrastructure side [3, 57, 62].

14.2.2 Cloud Computing

Cloud facilitates on-demand resources and facilities over the web. It possesses ade-
quate storage and computational infrastructure for data analysis and visualization.
Cloud computing provided a transition from desktop to cloud servers. Various web
processing architectures have created in an open environment with shared assets
[70]. It was facilitated by four distinct types of service model, i.e., infrastructure
as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS) and
database as a service (DaaS). These four types of service models are depicted in
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Fig. 14.1 The characteristics of cloud computing service models

Fig. 14.1. IaaS model includes virtual machines (VM) and storage area for storing of
data. IaaS balances the computational load in cloud computing. Users could access
the software and/or install those through VM. Users have access to hard system vai
IaaS model. This way the end users have online access to hardware platform as per
their needs [14]. PaaS ensures availability of programming models via web. It has
possibility of execution of these program for addressing the user’s need. It ensures
that web apps could be used without installation or download of any software [9,
44]. SaaS service model allows software deployment in a way that users could run
applications without installing those on their system. However, this model is limited
to a set of services [1, 47]. A more flexible model, DaaS provide its users access
to a database without software installation or hardware setup or configuration. All
of the administrative and maintenance tasks are handled by the service providers.
Customers can have control over the database depending on the service providers
[15, 42]. All the above discussed models were used for various application areas.
Particularly SaaS and DaaS model are dedicated for geospatial applications. Analy-
sis and storage of geospatial data requires a robust framework. Such system works
on top of PaaS service model in CloudGIS framework. It is a robust platform using
that organizations interrelate with technologies, tools and expertise to nurture deeds
for producing, handling and using geographical statistics and data.

It deploys a unique instance, multi tenant design that permits more than one
client to contribute assets without disrupting each other. This integrated hosted ser-
vice method helps installing patches and application advancements for users’ trans-
parency.Another characteristic is embrace of geospatial web services and as an estab-
lished architectural methodology in engineering [46]. Many cloud platforms uncover
the applications statistics and functionalities via geospatial web services [30]. These
permit clients to query or update different types of cloud services and applications.
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Fig. 14.2 Systems view of
CloudGIS framework with
three categories of clients
(thick, thin and mobile). It
has client-tier layer,
application-tier layer divided
into different web services
and data-tier layer with
geospatial and meta-data
storage [29]

It is a tool that assimilates software cloud with enterprise SOA infrastructure [58].
Figure14.2 shows the system architecture for CloudGIS framework [29].

The client tier layer consists of three types of clients i.e. thin, thick and mobile
clients. These three types of clients have the main function to visualization function-
ality for geospatial information. Mobile clients are users operating through mobile
devices. The users those are working on web browsers are defined to be thin clients.
In thin clients, users do not require any additional software for the operation. Thick
clients are the users processing or visualizing the geospatial data in standalone system
where it requires additional software for full phase operation [38]. The application
tier comprises the main geospatial services executed by servers. It is an intermediate
amongst the different clients and providers. Dedicated server for each application
is operated for services such as Web Map Service (WMS), Web Coverage Service
(WCS),Web Feature Service (WFS),Web Catalog Service (CSW) andWeb Process-
ing Service (WPS) /emphetc. [58]. Dedicated application server is responsible for
requests to and from clients. In addition, services include three types of applications
namely catalog, data servers and processing servers. Catalog servers are employed
to search the meta information regarding the stored spatial data. It is an important
components for controlling geospatial information in cloud. The catalog service has
implementation of a standard publish-find-bind model. This model is defined by
OGC web service architecture. Data server deals with the WMS, WCS and WFS
[17]. Processing server offers geospatial processes that allow different clients to
smear in WPS standard geospatial data [66]. Detail explanation of every process
done by client request, forward the desire processing service with input of several
factors, specifies and provides definite region in leaping box and feedbacks with
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composite standards. Data tier layer has spatial data long with related information.
System utilizes the layer to store, recover, manipulate and update the geospatial data
for further analysis. Data can be stored in different open source DBMS packages,
simple file system or international organizations (e.g., Bhuvan, USGS, Open Street
Map, Google) [67]. The system architecture of CloudGIS shows that geospatial data
are one of the key components in data layer for the handling geospatial analysis
[61]. The widespread use of cloud for geospatial data storage and analysis lead to
generation of large amount of data from different areas [69]. This gives rise to the
geospatial big data discussed in next section.

14.2.3 Fog Computing

Cloud computing paradigm has the limitation as most of the cloud data centers are
geographically centralized. These data centers are not located near the proximity of
users or devices. Consequently, latency-sensitive and real time computation service
requests by the distant cloud data centers has often suffer large network conges-
tion, round trip delay and degraded service quality. Edge computing is an emerging
technology for resolving these issues [53]. Edge computing provide the computation
nodes near the edge, i.e., close to the clients. It enables the desired data process-
ing at the edge network that consists of edge devices, end devices and edge server
[37]. Devices are the smart objects, mobile phones whereas routers, bridges, wire-
less access points are the employed as edge servers. These components function
co-operatively for supporting the capability of edge computation [62]. This para-
digm ensures fast response to computational demands and after computation, the
analysis report could be transferred to cloud backend. Edge computing is not asso-
ciated with any kind of cloud services model and communicate more often with end
devices. Various combination of edge and cloud computing lead to emergence of sev-
eral computational paradigms such as mobile cloud computing (MCC), mobile edge
computing (MEC) [57], Fog computing. These are considered the budding exten-
sion of edge and cloud computing as shown in Fig. 14.3 [56]. Cisco proposed Fog
computing in 2012 [20] as a paradigm that decentralizes the computations towards
users so that quality of service be improved [59]. Fog computing do not require
computational resources from cloud data centers [60]. In this way, data storage and
computation are brought closer to the users leading to reduced latencies as compared
to communication overheads with remote cloud servers [71]. It refers to a computing
paradigm that uses interface kept close to the devices that acquire data. It introduces
the facility of local processing leading to reduction in data size, lower latency, high
throughput and thus power efficient systems. Fog computing has successfully applied
in smart cities [35] and healthcare [28].

Fog devices are embedded computers such as Intel Edison and Raspberry Pi that
acts a gateway between cloud and mobile clients [5]. From the above discussions,
we can see that it requires an efficient, reliable and scalable Fog computing based
GIS framework for sharing and analysis of geospatial and medical big data across
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Fig. 14.3 Different schemes ofmobile cloud computing, edge computing, Fog and cloud computing
[53]

Fig. 14.4 Fog computing is as an intermediate layer between edge computing layer and cloud
layer. The Fog computer layer has enhanced the efficiency by providing computing near the edge
computing devices. This framework is verymuch useful for geospatial application, healthcare, smart
city, smart grid and smart home etc. [23]

the web. Fog computing is a novel idea that helps to increase throughput and reduce
latency at the edge of the client with respect to cloud computing environment (See
Fig. 14.4).
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14.2.4 Geospatial and Medical Big Data

As Big data from geospatial and medical domains is increasing in terms of variety,
size it demands new architectures for efficient analysis. It includes large data sets
whose sizes is beyond the ability of commonly used software tools. It requires special
tools to acquire, curate, manage, and process big data in realistic time frames [2, 26].
Big data is generated in multiple forms. Most of the big data is semi-structured,
quasi-structured or unstructured, that makes the processing challenging. Big data if
processed in an efficient manner helps in finding useful analytics related to disease
prevention, crime or businesses etc. The data size is increasing at an exponential
rate as a result of increased use of wearable and mobile devices, radio-frequency
identification (RFID) readers, and remote sensing. Geospatial data has always big
data with the combination of remote sensing, GIS and GPS data [48]. In these days,
big data analytics for geospatial systems is receiving attention. Geospatial big data
usually refer to datasets beyond the processing capability of traditional infrastructures
[51].

Geospatial data are categorized into raster, vector and graph data. Raster include
geospatial images obtained from satellites, security cameras and aerial vehicles. The
raster data are utilized by government agencies for analysis, prediction and decision
making. Feature extraction, change detection and pattern mining are some examples
of analyzing raster data. Vector consist of points, lines and polygons features. For
example, in Google maps, the various temples, bus stops and churches are marked
with points data whereas lines and polygons correspond to the road networks. Spatial
correction, pattern analysis and hot spot detection is usually done using vector data.
Graph appears in form of road networks. Here, an edge represents a road segment
and a node denotes an intersection or a landmark.

Due to diversity of health related ailments and variety of treatments and outcomes
in health sector, there are numerous health care data have generated. That gives rise
to the concept of medical big data. Electronic health records, clinical registries,
biometric data, patient-reported data, medical imaging and different administrative
claim record are the main sources for medical big data. Medical big data have several
typical features that are different from big data from other disciplines. These data are
often hard to access and investigators in the medical area are aware of risks related
to data privacy and access [49].

Big data poses some challenges for data analysis with cloud computing. Relia-
bility, manageability and low cost are the key factors that make cloud computing
useful for data processing. However, the security and privacy are the main concerns
for processing sensitive data. Particularly in health geo-informatics applications with
sensitive data, we require secure processing [36]. For minimizing privacy and secu-
rity threats, the data should be utilized as per the user’s context for limited amount
of data access within the model. After processing the data should be transferred to
the next level for final processing of data analysis. That will benefit the data security
and privacy.
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14.3 Performance Criterion

14.3.1 Management of Services

In consideration of management service at edge and fog network, it has argued that
there are different kinds of features such as isolation, extensibility, differentiation and
reliability should assure. Every services in edge and fog network, it has to be execute
with proper priority of services. For example, in health care system, heart failure
detection has the higher order priority as compared with other services [37, 64].

14.3.2 Optimization

Edge computing leads to improved latency, power efficient, at high throughput and
reasonable quality of service. These attributes make edge computing an attractive
alternative for efficient analysis of big data. Initially, businesses would require invest-
ment to augment cloud with edge computing and optimize it for a given application.
The data collection, processing and transfer could be optimized for a given applica-
tion.While some general purpose architectures can be built, the optimization for each
application have to be done separately. It is important to note that in era of edge and
fog computing, we assist the cloud computing by employing edge computers. We do
not intend to replace cloud by edge or Fog computers as cloud is still required for
long-term contextual storage and analysis [21, 57]. Latency is an important aspects
of cloud based systems. For some applications such as remotemonitoring of patients,
it is more important than other. For improved latency, the data analysis should be
performed To decrease the latency, the workload should better to finish in the nearest
layer which has enough calculation ability to the things at the edge, cloud and fog
network. From the point of view with respect to latency, high bandwidth reduces
the transmission time, particularly for large data set. It has to be correctly decide
the workload allocation in each and every layer, it needs to consider the bandwidth
usage information and computation capability in the layers to keep away from delay
and competition [37, 62].

14.4 Case Study I: Malaria Disease Management

14.4.1 Health GIS

For medical solutions, sharing patient’s private data, preparing it further analysis
have been challenging partly due to heterogeneous nature of data and also their geo-
graphical distributions. It lead to confluence of geo-information system and health-
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care solutions into health GIS paradigm. Occurrence and spread of diseases such as
Malaria, Chikungunya is correlated to geographical boundaries and related to time
related factors. So, during few months of an year and for certain regions of a state
or country these are more important than others. In past, Cloud computing has facil-
itated a means of data collection, process, monitoring and managements of disease
information through web interface [65]. However, interoperability, integrating vari-
ous heterogeneous data remains challenges in cloud-based health GIS systems. The
problem can be tackled in different ways. With the emergence of fog computing,
it is possible to have dedicate fog nodes are handling heterogeneity, scalability and
interoperability issues. The cloud would still be the final destination of metadata
and/or processing results [33].

From the different literature reviews, it is summarized that, it requires an effi-
cient, reliable and scalable fog computing based framework for enhanced analysis
of geospatial big data. We proposed the FogGIS framework and associated methods
such as compression techniques, overlay analysis, energy saving strategies, scala-
bility issues [50], various time analysis and comparative study. We considered the
geospatial data of malaria vector borne disease positive maps of Maharastra, India
from 2011 to 2014 for performing a case study.

14.4.2 Malaria Vector Borne Disease Positive Maps
of Maharastra, India

Maharashtra is a state in the western region of India. It is also the second most
populous state and third largest by area. It is bordered by the Arabian sea to the west,
Karnataka to the south Gujarat and the Union territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli to
the northwest, Telangana to the southeast,Madhya Pradesh to the north, Chhattisgarh
to the east and Goa to the southwest. It spans over an area of 307,731km2 or 9.84%
of the total geographical area of India. In total, it has 41000 villages and 378 urban
cities. It has one of the highest levels of urbanization among all Indian states.

The secondary health data positive cases of malaria and number of death due
to malaria are collected from the National Vector Borne Disease Control Program
(NVBDCP), New Delhi. Climatic data includes all the surface parameters like tem-
perature, rainfall, humidity, wind speed etc. are collected from the National Data
Centre (NDC) and India Meteorological Department (IMD), Pune, India.

The inputs of positive cases and the deaths (number of persons) were fed in Quan-
tum GIS software and region wise maps with district boundaries were generated. It
includes incidence of malaria with the interval of 2011–2014 to see the trend and
pattern of the incidence of Malaria in Maharashtra and finally find out the trend with
the help of linear regression equation: y = a + bx where b value shows the rate of
change per decade thus the trend of malaria from 2011 2014 generated in the form
of Map. The creation of geospatial database are significant and tedious assignment
where efficacy in system development and implementation. Integrated geo-health
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database creation include stages such as inputs of data on geo-health data and related
non-geo-health attributes data, its authentication by connecting with same set of data.
Geospatial database delivers a platform in that organizations interrelate with tech-
nologies to nurture actions for spending, handling and generating geo-health data.
The development of geo-health database supports in various administrative and polit-
ical levels through these decision-making functions. Quantum GIS 2.14.3 is the OS
GIS software selected to examine the competences w.r.t. creation of geospatial data-
base. The procedure model of geo-health database creation is recurring or frequent in
nature and each operation improves the study and strategy steps through assessment
and testing of a complete component. In complete component, Quantum GIS has
set up an malaria geo-health database by the help of political map of India. QGIS
is also used for integrated geo-health database creation. After geo-health database
designed, the next step is to propose the model for better analysis of geo-health data.

14.4.3 Proposed Architecture

This section describes various components of the proposed GeoFog4Health frame-
work anddiscusses themethods implemented in it. It has discussed the hardware, soft-
ware and methods used for compression of geospatial big data. It has been employed
Intel Edison and Raspberry Pi as fog computing device in proposed GeoFog4Health
framework [5]. Intel Edison is powered by a rechargeable lithium battery and con-
tains dual-core, dual-threaded 500MHz Intel Atom CPU along with a 100MHz Intel
Quark micro controller. It possesses 1GB memory with 4GB flash storage and sup-
ports IEEE 802.11 a,b,g,n standards. It connects toWIFI and has been usedUbiLinux
operating system for running compression utilities. Raspberry Pi B Platforms have
been used. Raspberry Pi has consisted of a 900MHz 32-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-
A7 CPU with 1GB RAM. For WiFI connectivity in Raspberry Pi, it has been used
WIFI dongle of Realtek RTL8188CUS chip set. In the proposed framework, it has
been used both Intel Edison and Raspberry Pi in every fog node for better efficiency
in time analysis that will be discuss in later section.

Figure14.5 has shown the proposed GeoFog4Health framework, it has catego-
rized into four layers as cloud layer, fog layer, intermediate fog Layer and client-tier
layer. The cloud layer is mainly focused on overall storage and analysis of geo-
health data. In cloud layer, it has been implemented to add GeoSpark [72] for real
time geospatial big data processing on the top of the Hadoop Ecosystem. The fog
layer works as middle tier between client-tier layer and intermediate fog Layer. It has
been experimentally validated that the fog layer is characterized by low power con-
sumption, reduced storage requirement and overlay analysis capabilities. In fog layer,
all fog nodes have been developed with Intel Edison and Raspberry Pi processor for
processing of geo-health data. The additional intermediate fog layer has been added
between fog layer and cloud layer for load overhead in fog layer. Thus, intermediate
fog layer has been used for refinement of processing and storing of geo-health data
in cloud storage area. In client-tier, the categories of users have been further divided
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Fig. 14.5 Conceptual diagramof the proposedGeoFog4Health architecturewith four layers (client-
tier layer, fog layer, intermediate fog layer and cloud layer [6])

into thick clients, thin clients and mobile clients environment respectively. Process-
ing and analysis of geo-health data can be possible within these three environments.
In the proposed framework, the processing of every fog node, it is found that lots of
energy has been realized and it should be properly managed. It also experiments the
different overlay analysis and lossless compression techniques in GeoFog4Health
framework.

14.4.4 Energy Efficiency

In this section, the analytical model has introduced for the energy saving manage-
ment of intermediate fog layer in GeoFog4Health. The proposed framework has
investigated the energy saving management using finite buffer batch service buffer-
ing system with change over time and multiple vacations. It has been studied that the
overall message delay in the uplink channel and performance of mean number of fog
node data packets in the buffer, buffering delay and probability of blocking in the fog
layer. Lots of energy has been required for handling heavy traffic of fog node data
from fog and intermediate fog layer. With vacation mode operation, intermediate
fog layer node does not listen to the node of fog layer continuously but it alternates
the active state and the vacation state. It has considered a finite buffer batch service
buffering system with multiple vacation and changeover time.

Let, it has been assumed a and b as the threshold values of activating the interme-
diate fog layer service and service capacity, respectively. Whenever the intermediate
fog layer node finished all its work, it goes to vacation, an internal timer that is
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exponentially distributed with parameter θ is then started and the intermediate fog
layer node awakes to check the buffer content of the fog layer. When upon awaking
the intermediate fog layer finds that there are still less than j (0 ≤ j ≤ a − 2) data
frames, it goes to vacation again. If the number of data frames in the buffer of the
fog layer is a − 1 either at a service completion epoch or at a vacation termination
point, the intermediate fog layer service will wait for some more time that is called
changeover time. The change over time is exponentially distributed with parameter
γ . If there is an arrival during the change over time, the intermediate fog layer service
will start immediately, otherwise, it will go for a vacation period. If after a vacation
period, the intermediate fog layer finds a non-empty buffer, it serves all data frames
present at that point and also all new data frames that arrive while the intermediate
fog layer service is working, until the buffer becomes empty again at the fog layer
end and the whole procedure is repeated.

14.4.4.1 Analytical Model

It has been considered aMarkov chain with the state space {(i, j)|0 ≤ i ≤ N , j = 0,
1
⋃

(a − 1, 2)} where i gives the buffer size and j represents the state of the server.
The process is in the state (i, 0) if there are i data frames waiting in the buffer and
the server is in sleep mode. It is in state (i, 1) if there are i data frames waiting in
the base station buffer and the mobile station service unit is busy and it is in state
(a − 1, 2) if there are a − 1 data frames in the buffer and the server is waiting in the
system. Using probabilistic argument at steady state, we obtain the following system
of equations

βP0,0 = αP0,1, (14.1)

βPi,0 = βPi−1,0 + αPi,1, 1 ≤ i ≤ a − 2, (14.2)

(β + θ)Pa−1,0 = βPa−2,0 + γ Pa−1,2, (14.3)

(β + θ)Pi,0 = βPi−1,0, a ≤ i ≤ N − 1, (14.4)

θ PN ,0 = βPN−1,0, (14.5)

(β + α)P0,1 = βPa−1,2 + α

b∑

s=a

Ps,1 + θ

b∑

s=a

Ps,0, (14.6)

(β + α)Pi,1 = βPi−1,1 + θ Pi+b,0 + αPi+b,1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N − b, (14.7)

Using normalization condition
N∑

i=0
Pi,0 +

N∑

i=0
Pi,1 + Pa−1,2 = 1we recursively solved

the equations.
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14.4.4.2 Performance Measures

The state probabilities of the incoming job request at arrival times are known, we
can find out various performance measuring parameters like average number of job
requests in the buffer Lq , average time spending in the bufferWq and the probability of
blocking (PBL). They are given by Lq = ∑N

i=1 i Pi,0 + ∑N
i=1 i Pi,1 + (a − 1)Pa−1,2.

The probability of blocking is given byPBL = PN ,0 + PN ,1. The average time spend-
ing in the buffer using Little’s rule is Wq = Lq/β

′, where β ′ = β(1 − PBL) is the
effective arrival rate.

14.4.5 Results and Discussions

14.4.5.1 Data Compression and Overlay Analysis

In the present research, it has beenused awell knownpopular compression algorithms
for reduction of the malaria geo-health data size. The concept of compression in geo-
health data have been used in several areas like in network andmobileGIS framework
for minimization of their data size [16, 43, 73]. Present study, it has been translated
the various compression techniques frommobile platform to the proposed framework
[55]. After completion of compressed resultant geospatial data at fog layer, it later
transmits to the cloud layer. The cloud layer has stored the compressed data or
decompressed the data before processing, analyzing and visualizing the resultant
one. Presently, we are using lossless compression techniques such as .rar, .gzip, .zip,
Various lossless compression techniques has been applied at fog Layer and the result
has shown in Table14.1. In this section, data analysis particularly overlay analysis
is performed for malaria vector borne disease positive maps of Maharastra, India.
Overlay analysis is one of the important data analysis in that, it has superimpose
various geospatial data in a common platform for better analysis of raster and vector
geospatial data. It has been found that 2 number of shape files related to malaria
information mapping are overlaying with google satellite layer. In the present study,
it has been used the malaria death mapping data of Maharastra from 2011–2014; has
been processing in GeoFog4Health. The overlay analysis of various vector data and
raster data of particular area has been performed. Initially, the developed datasets have

Table 14.1 Result of compression in proposed framework using malaria geo-health data

Geo-health data Original data size
(MB)

.rar compressed
size (MB)

.gzip compressed
size (MB)

.zip compressed
size (MB)

India boundary 2.96 2.5 2.2 1.2

Death mapping 0.98 0.55 0.41 0.32
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Fig. 14.6 Integrated geo-health database of Malaria

Fig. 14.7 Overlay operation on thin client environment in qgis cloud [39]

been opened with Quantum GIS; desktop based GIS analysis tools, and performed
some join operations [8].

The desired overlay operation has been done with standalone application, are
known as thick client operation that has been shown in Fig. 14.6. In Fig. 14.6, it has
been visualized with OpenStreet maps and the two shape files are invoked in one
platform on Quantum GIS desktop environment. In Quantum GIS, plugin named as
QGISCloud has been installed. The said plugin has the capability of storing various
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Fig. 14.8 Overlay operation
on mobile client environment
in qgis cloud [40]

raster and vector data set in cloud database for further overlay analysis.After storing
in cloud database, it also generates the mobile and thin client link for visualization
of both vector and raster data set. Figures14.7 and 14.8 shows the overlay analysis
on thin and mobile client respectively. It observes that the overlay analysis is a useful
technique for visualization of geo-health data. In GeoFog4Health, it has been used
Raspberry Pi in every Fog Node for better efficiency in time analysis. In the proposed
framework, during the processing of every fog node consumes so many energy and
cost. Thus, it is found that lots of energy has been realized and it should be properly
management. So the next section describes the better strategy for energy efficiency
and management in GeoFog4Health.
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Fig. 14.9 Performance comparison between CloudGIS andGeoFog4Health framework using intel
edition and raspberry Pi

14.4.5.2 Analysis of Computation Time

We used Intel Edition and Raspberry Pi as fog device in proposed GeoFog4Health
architecture. Running time of Intel Edison is greater time than that of Raspberry
Pi. Intel Edison has been produced the processing time of order of NLog(N) where
N defines the size of dataset. It has found that Raspberry Pi has completed the
desire process almost two times faster than that of Intel Edison with scale up to
larger than 125 or more data sets. The main network has been designed in each
framework between the client-tier layer and the cloud layer. It is assumed that the
mean arrival rate of transmitted data would be once per minute assuming that the fog
node can place in the locations where only a small number of devices in that area
exist. The average waiting time for each and every fog node has been calculated by
Little’s Law [41]. It has been used malaria positive information geospatial data for
the different test of bench-marking experiment. It has also calculated the average load
of memory, CPU, processing time in percentage and average power consumption in
watt. Figure14.9 shows the various performance comparison between cloud GIS and
GeoFog4Health framework using Intel Edition and Raspberry Pi processor. From the
comparison analysis, it has been shown that while running one set at a instant of time,
the average waiting time for Cloud GIS framework is 189:45 s, the average waiting
time for GeoFog4Health framework with Intel Edition processor is 73:57 s where as
with Raspberry Pi processor has around 10:20 seconds. It has also experimented that
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the service rate with Raspberry Pi is one third of Intel Edition in GeoFog4Health
framework. It is found that the proposed framework with Raspberry Pi has been
consuming 199mW = s where as GeoFog4Health framework with Intel Edition has
522mW = s when both these frameworks are in active state.

14.4.5.3 Comparative Analysis of Cloud GIS and Proposed
Architecture

Both Cloud GIS andGeoFog4Health framework have specific meaning for a service
range with in the cloud computing environment and client-tiers that provide the
mutual benefit to each other and interdependent services that leads to the greater
storage capacity, control and communication possible anyplace with in the specified
range [18]. Table14.2 outlines the comparison characteristics of Cloud GIS and
FogGIS framework [6].

Table 14.2 Comparison of Cloud GIS and FogGIS architecture

Characteristics Cloud GIS FogGIS

Bandwidth
requirements
and internet
connectivity

It requires clients to have network
connectivity through entire realm of
services, bandwidth required depends
on total amount of geospatial data
being processed

It operates autonomously with or
without Internet, the data and/or
results are synced later when Internet
become available. Thus, it is more
flexible scheme.

Size At cloud layer, processing has done
with large amount of geospatial data
at a time and each typically contains
tens of thousands of integrated servers

At fog layer, a fog node in each
location can be small or as required to
meet another fog node for customer or
client demands.

Operation It operates in facilities and
environments selected by the specific
domain with well trained technical
experts

In FogGIS framework the
environments primarily decided by
the customer’s requirements.

Deployment It requires highly sophisticated and
suitable strategically planning for
deployment

It requires minimal planning for
deployment but challenges is to
connect with one fog node to other
intermediate fog node.

Server locations It requires centralized server in a
small number of big data centers
distributed environment

It often requires distributed servers in
many locations and over large
geographical areas, closer to users
along with fog-to-fog range or
cloud-to-thing range. Distributed fog
nodes and systems has been
controlled either in centralized or
distributed manners depending upon
the clients/fog node.
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14.5 Case Study II: Telemonitoring of Patients with
Parkinson’s Disease

14.5.1 Telemonitoring of Patients with Parkinson’s Disease

Telehealth monitoring is very effective for the speech language pathology, and smart
devices can be effective in such situations. Several signs indicate the relationship of
dysarthria, speech prosody and acoustic features. Patients with Parkinson’s disease
are always accompanied by dysarthria. Characterized by the monotony of speech,
variable rate, reduced stress, imprecise consonants and breathy and harsh voice. It
suggested that excessive F0 variation and range in speakers with severe dysarthria
exist. Another important acoustic feature for dysarthria is the amplitude of the speech
uttered by the patients with Parkinson’s disease. It also mentioned about reduced
vocal intensity in hypokinetic dysarthria in Parkinson disease. For assisting to the
patients, it presents a Fog Computing architecture, SmartFog (see Fig. 14.10) that
relied on unsupervised clustering for discovering patterns in pathological speech
data obtained from patients with Parkinson’s disease(PD). The patients with PD use
smartwatch while performing speech exercises at home. The speech data were routed
into the Fog computer via a nearby tablet/smart phone [24].

14.5.2 Proposed Architecture: SmartFog

The Fog computer extracts loudness and fundamental frequency features for quan-
tifying pathological speech. The speech features were normalized and processed
with k-means clustering. When we see an abnormal change in features, results are
uploaded to the cloud. In other situations data is only processed locally. In this way,
Fog device could perform “smart” decision on when to upload the data to cloud com-
puting layer for storing. It developed two prototype using Intel Edison and Raspberry
Pi. Both of the prototypes were used for comparative analysis on computation time.
Both systems were tested on real world pathological speech data from telemonitor-
ing of patients with Parkinson’s disease. The increasing use of wearables in smart

Fig. 14.10 Proposed SmartFog architecture for enhanced analytics in wearable internet of medical
things. It is developed and evaluated for telehealth application
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telehealth system led to generation of huge medical big data [23, 25, 49]. The tele-
health services leverage these data for assisting clinical procedures. It also suggested
to use of low-resource machine learning on Fog devices kept close to the wearable
for smart telehealth [13, 22, 27].

That is why in the present book chapter, it discussed the development and imple-
mentation of a smartfog framework. This developed framework helps mitigate the
amount of data processed at the cloud layer. It is also playing as the role of orchestra-
tor in the process of data acquisition, conditioning, analysis and short-term storage.
Finally, it compared the results of benchmarking experiments to those of realistic
payloads to explore limitations in scale. Edge computing refers to the enabling tech-
nologies which allow computation to be performed at the edge of the network. For
downstream data and upstream data, it utilized the cloud services and IoT services
simultaneously. In this case, it defined edge as any computing and network resources
along with the path between cloud data centers and data sources.

14.5.3 Fog-Based Machine Learning

14.5.3.1 Clinical Feature Extraction

Feature engineering is the initial step in any machine learning analysis. It is the
process of proper selection of data metric to input as features into a machine learning
algorithm. InK-means clustering analysis, the selection of features that are capable of
capturing the variability of the data are essential for the algorithm to find the groups
based on similarity. The subjects were patients with Parkinson’s disease and the
features chosenwere the average fundamental frequency (F0) andAverage amplitude
of the speech utterance. Speech data from the patients with Parkinson’s disease
were collected. For analysis 164 speech samples were considered.These samples
comprised of sound files with utterances as a short /a/, a long /a/, a normal then high
pitched /a/ ,a normal then low pitched /a/ and phrases. The feature extraction is done
with the help of Praat scripting language [11]. For pitch, the algorithm performs an
acoustic periodicity detection on the basis of an accurate auto correlation method.
For calculating the intensity the values in the sound are first squared, then convolved
with a Gaussian analysis window. The intensity is calculated in decibels.

14.5.3.2 K-Means Clustering

K-means clustering is a type of unsupervised learning, that is used for exploratory
data analysis of no labeled data [10]. K-means is a method of vector quantization
and is quite extensively used in data mining. The main goal of this algorithm is to
find groups in the data, the number of groups represented by the variable K. This
algorithm works iteratively to assign each data point to one of K groups based on the
features that are provided. The input to the algorithm are the features and the value
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of K. K centroids are initially randomly selected, then the algorithm iterates until
convergence. This algorithm aims to minimize the squared error function J. where
chosen distance measure is Euclidean distance between the data point and cluster
center. Feature Engineering is an essential part in this algorithm. Authors in [45],
uses optimized K-means, that clusters the statistical properties such as variance of
the probability density functions of the clusters extracted features. In [54] the authors
have used clustering on database containing feature vectors extracted from Malay
digits utterances. The features extracted in [54] were the Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCC). In our work we have chosen average fundamental frequency
and average intensity as features extracted from the speechfiles for applyingK-means
clustering.

14.5.4 Results and Discussions

14.5.4.1 K-Means Clustering Plot

For our analysis we have chosen speakers with 164 speech samples with utterances
that are a short /a/, a long /a/, a normal then high pitched /a/,a normal then low pitched
/a/ and phrases. The features chosen are average fundamental frequency and intensity.
Feature extraction is done using praat [11] an acoustic analysis software and using
praat scripts that uses standard algorithms to extract pitch and intensity mentioned
in the discussion above. The results are shown in the the form of plots.The k-means
clustering analysis is done on python programming language. The plots below show
the Clusters of the speech data samples used in the analysis.Different colors represent
different mutually exclusive groups. The analysis is done with 2, 3 and 4 number of
clusters, i.e. the value of k chosen as 2 and 3 and 4 respectively. Figure14.11a shows
the K-means clustering plot for two clusters shown with different colors.The python
script is run on Raspberry Pi and Intel Edison to generate the results. Figure14.11b
displays the k-means cluster plot for 4 clusters designated with four different colors
in a 3D plot.Each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean in k-means
clustering.We have used k-means for feature learning performed in the fog device.

Fig. 14.11 K-means clustering plot
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Fig. 14.12 A comparison of intel edison and raspberry pi

Figure14.11c shows the k-means clustering plot for three clusters with different
colors in 3D.

14.5.4.2 Performance Comparison

The Raspberry Pi provides a low-cost computing terminal. The Edison is a deeply
embedded IoT computingmodule. There is a difference of processor speed and power
consumption in Edison and Raspberry Pi. The Machine Learning algorithms were
run on both of the devices and their Run time, average CPU usage andMemory usage
have been calculated.

The Fig. 14.12 shows comparison of Intel Edison and raspberry Pi fog devices.
The ideal system will minimize run time, maximize CPU usage, and use a modest
amount of memory. The raspberry Pi either outperformed or matched the Edison in
each of these criterion. The raspberry Pi was not capable of generating a graphical
output for this type of analysis in a real-time response threshold of 200ms. How ever,
without a need for complex graphics, the raspberry Pi was able to reach the threshold
clocking in at 160ms.

14.6 Conclusions

In this book chapter, we developed and validated GeoFog, Fog2Fog architectures
for application-specific case studies. Intel Edison processor and Raspberry Pi were
used as Fog processors in fog computing layers. Fog nodes not only reduce storage
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requirements but also results in efficient transmission at improved throughput and
latency. Fog of things is collection of all nodes between client layer and cloud. The
edge computing done on fog nodes creates an assistive layer in scalable cloud com-
puting. With increasing use of wearables and internet-connected sensors, enormous
amount of data is being generated. Clean and curating such data for extraction of
useful features can be easily done on fog nodes. The cloud could be reserved for
long-term analysis.

In this study, we proposed and validated a Fog-basedGIS framework for enhanced
analysis of geo-health data. Fog devices reduced the storage requirements, transmis-
sion power leading to overall efficiency. Fog computing enhances the data analysis by
increasing the throughput and reducing the latency. Geo-health data ofmalaria vector
borne disease positivemaps ofMaharashtra state in India was used for case study.We
analyzed the energy saving and cost analysis for proposed GeoFog4Health architec-
ture. Further, the comparison of computation time showed the efficacy of proposed
Fog architecture over Cloud GIS for enhanced analysis of geo-health data. Thus, the
fog devices add edge intelligence in geo-health data analysis by introducing local
processing within cloud computing environments.

Fog computing emphasizes proximity to end-users unlike cloud computing along
with local resource pooling, reduction in latency, better quality of service and bet-
ter user experiences. This paper relied on Fog computer for low-resource machine
learning. As a use case, we employed K-means clustering on clinical speech data
obtained from patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD). Proposed Smart-Fog archi-
tecture can be useful for health problems like speech disorders and clinical speech
processing in real time as discussed in this paper.Fog computing reduced the onus
of dependence on Cloud services with availability of big data.There will be more
aspects of this proposed architecture that can be investigated in future.We can expect
Fog architecture to be crucial in shaping the way big data handling and processing
happens in near future.
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Chapter 15
Secure Smart Vehicle Cloud Computing
System for Smart Cities

Trupil Limbasiya and Debasis Das

Abstract We acquire or provide most of the services with the help of the Inter-
net in the fast-growing world. We should deploy various kinds of systems globally
so that other users can practice the same effortlessly, and use storage framework
to provide conveniences world-wide effectively. Nowadays, we practice vehicular
communication technology to exchange diversified data for varied intentions, which
helps vehicle operators in diversified manners such as traffic awareness, weather
conditions, road assistance, automatic toll payment system, etc. In this chapter, we
converse about data transmission through vehicular ad-hoc networks, cloud comput-
ing in the vehicular technology. After that, we survey of different schemes related to
secure routing and geo-location details of vehicles. We illustrate concerning security
demands, possible attacks, and challenges in the vehicular cloud computing (VCC)
architecture. Conclusively, we suggest a new identification scheme to get access of
the VCC system from the user end, which can be secured against varied attacks.
Moreover, we do analysis of the suggested system to determine security worthiness
and measure total required time to execute the phases.
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15.1 Introduction

We use different advanced applications to make easy and better experience of avail-
able serviceswith the help of network systems in themodern society. For this purpose,
we should employ high-configured hardware for designing concepts, software for
various operations, and networkwith respect to the transmission channel in the devel-
opment of advanced systems. We should arrange these requirements in such a way
so that it can run efficiently in different environments. Otherwise, there is wastage
of various infrastructures (buildings, hardware devices, network components, and
software computations). Customers ask to provide a network system, which can
accomplish the communication functionality among several computing devices for
a limited time. This kind of network arrangement is known as the ad-hoc network,
which is flexible, infrastructure-less, for a specific purpose, within a specified range,
for mobile devices. It can be worthwhile to military applications, rescue, vehicular
systems, home networking, finding surroundings, and much more. A wireless ad hoc
network (WANET) is a distributed kind of complicated radio framework. This type
of network is structured for a short duration of time because it does not depend on a
pre-planned infrastructure, and each node co-operates in a direction by forwarding
packets to other nodes. Therefore, the selection of an upcoming forwarding node is
periodically focused on the network link up. A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is
a subcategory of WANET, especially for portable appliances. It is helpful to deliver
significant data-grams through single hop or multi-hop communication systems. It
can be applicable to personal area networks, civilian environment, emergency cir-
cumstances. However, there are some concerns such as packet loss, regularly dis-
connections, limited power resources, fixed communication bandwidth, varied link
capacity, broadcast nature, mobility, frequent range updating.

Wedo have different famous applications of theVANETs,which help us in various
circumstances. To better enhancement of ad-hoc facility in the field of vehicular tech-
nology, scientists introduced the concept of the vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET),
which is focused on the vehicular technology to fulfill available opportunities in the
fast-growing world. In the current decade, there is an attention on VANET, and it is
a collection of passing vehicular data in a radio network that implements the infor-
mation communication technology (ICT) to accommodate state-of-the-art services
regarding the vehicle traffic and position based upon the vehicle cloud manage-
ment. Presently, VANET gained notable attention due to the opportunity of investing
novel and agreeable explications in the fields of current status, moving details, traffic
response, street safety, and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS).

Figure15.1 shows the general structure of vehicular cloud computing connections
of various kinds of information sharing links. Vehicles are connected with other
vehicles as well as infrastructures to carry out significant packets at appropriate ends
within a reasonable period to make out it affective in the vehicular cloud technology
infrastructure.

Cloud computing is an enumerating archetype, where many computing devices
are linked in the public or private interfaces, to contrive scalable foundation for
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Fig. 15.1 The vehicular cloud computing framework for smart society

administrative intention, data and file storage in a dynamic manner. Some of the
typical advantages of cloud computing are flexibility, reduced cost, increased stor-
age, expeditious deployment, green computing, rapid data availability, updated soft-
ware accessibility, advanced versatility, etc. Clouds carry out enormous interests
for both individuals and businesses. Clouds promote in financial profits, outsourc-
ing mechanisms, everywhere anytime accessibility, equipment sharing, on-demand
scalability, and co-operation adaptability. Clouds depreciate between the demand for
user engagement by masking technical specifications such as permissions, software
upgrades, and maintenance from its consumers. Additionally, clouds could extend
better security protections against various attacks over public working environments.
However, there are some drawbacks such as data recovery, data protection, manage-
ment strength, data availability in certain circumstances. There are some impressions
(e.g. parallel data computation, extraordinary need of responsive applications, virtu-
alized IT infrastructure, large desktop applications, etc.), which motivate us towards
cloud usage in the fast-growing technology world. There are three types of cloud
namely private, public, and hybrid.

1. Public Cloud
Public clouds are controlled by third bodies; they deliver the higher economies of
scale to clients, as the infrastructure expenses are shared between various levels of
customers. They deliver services to every customer at reduced cost, pay-as-you-
go to plan, etc. All consumers distribute the equivalent infrastructure equipments
with certain configurations, security features, and availability variances. These
are maintained by the cloud service providers. One of the advantages of a public
cloud is that it may be larger than an enterprise cloud.
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2. Private Cloud
Private clouds are formulated for a single enterprise. The primary intent is to work
out data protection obstacles and extend higher command, which are not present
in a public cloud.

3. Hybrid Cloud
This type of cloud is designed to combine both public and private clouds at a time
so that customers can avail different kinds of services in a secure manner along
with effective management.

We use various kind of cloud servicemodels, which can be helpful to avail/provide
different facilities to customers in numerous ways. They are categorized based on
their effective characteristics. We have listed six types of cloud models, which are
available on the technology world.

1. Business Process as a Service (BPaaS)
A primary objective of BPaaS is to contrive services to other companies for
business collaboration. It connects business processmanagement alongwithmore
than one features to a cloud deployment system. One industry can provide data
processes to other companies for specific reasons.

2. Communications as a Service (CaaS)
A communication is the most imperative segment of any device or human life
in the today’s digital world. To fulfill requirements of consumers, CaaS permits
to interact with others as a portion of the communication system. Skype is an
example of CaaS.

3. Database as a Service (DBaaS)
It is a platform to accomplish database-related functionality. There are different
cloud providers, which offer database services to various levels of customers to
provide/avail their services. Some third party industries avail this type of facility
for numerous intentions.

4. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
It is a facility for outsourcing the infrastructure of a network in the interest to
the enterprise customers regarding numerous intentions. The infrastructure is
managed on the Internet and by the third party industries for computing various
operations in a legitimate fashion. There are different IaaS providers, which help
to the organizations in availing related conveniences to provide a sufficient level
of duties within a reasonable time without any incidents.

5. Platform as a Service (PaaS)
A main purpose of PaaS is to allow functionality of any applications at any
machines without installing certain programs. A user can access an application
through any computing system, which will redirect to a server and users can avail
services of the particular application directly. Before this, a company has to deploy
an application on the cloud server else customers cannot acquire the specified
needs. Online programming languages and development tools are examples of a
PaaS, which are available to the customers through the cloud scenario.
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6. Software as a Service (SaaS)
It is on-demand software applications, which can be accessed from a consumer
via the Internet. Most of the web browser focused services are instances of SaaS.
We can consider Hotmail, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc. as an example of SaaS.

We use the concept of wireless technology from last four and half decades, with
few omissions. Researchers came up with an emergent research arena vehicular
technology from the past one and half decade, which effects inmultiple computerized
policies for different intentions. The thought of cloud computing lighted from the
understanding of computing infrastructure establishment physically at one place and
other organizations may obtain their usefulness (to hire the infrastructure to run their
systems) from several places at a time with varied benefits. This dominant plan has
been recommended because of a high-speed Internet, relatively low-cost, advances
in parallel and shared computing and distributed databases, virtualization, etc. One
of the key interests of cloud computing is scalable accessibility to computing devices
and information technology (IT) services [1].

There are several vehicular cloud computing services such as accident warnings,
vehicle maintenance, intelligent parking controlling, road situation awareness, safety
applications, traffic management, etc. The vehicular cloud computing (VCC) is an
innovative model, which provides a facility to vehicles for interacting and collab-
orating to compute the data, understand insight into the environment, generate the
outcomes and more commonly distribute resources. Eltoweissy et al. [2] presented
the vehicular cloud idea, which supports the on-board devices in participating vehi-
cles. Sometimes, vehicle users park their vehicles for long durations, and others are
stuck in overcrowded transportation and progress moderately by modifying their
location in the wireless networks. Ultimately, our vehicles consume vital time in
the street and may face wavering positions periodically. In this circumstance, the
vehicles will support local authorities for fixing traffic occurrences within a limited
period, which is not achievable by themunicipal traffic administrative system centers
simply due to the shortage of enough computational supports. We consider that the
vehicles may be proficient of determining difficulties in many circumstances that
may need an countless time for a converged system.

Chapter organization: In Sect. 15.2, we present a brief discussion on different
vehicular protocols of vehicle data transmission, secure routing, geo-positing of
vehicles, and vehicular cloud computing to address related attack vulnerabilities. In
Sect. 15.3, we explain about security needs, possible attacks, and challenges in the
vehicular cloud computing schemes. In Sect. 15.4, we suggest a verification scheme
to get access to the VCC system legitimately. In Sect. 15.5, we do security analysis
of the suggested model to identify the security level against multiple attacks. Finally,
we conclude our chapter in Sect. 15.6. References are at the end.
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15.2 Literature Survey

The theory of co-operative collision avoidance (CCA) is performed using the routing
layer as well as medium access control (mac) to classify collision avoidance in the
vehicle emergency circumstances. Authors [3] practiced this kind of outline for
highway traffic protection in the V2V technology. A warning message distribution
can be preceded rapidly in case of V2V communication rather thanV2I transmission.
An optical wireless communication V2V transmission scheme [4] operates a specific
CMOS image sensor for acknowledging to light energy fluctuations and an output
circuit with the help of an LED transmitter and a camera receiver.

Now, we discuss regarding the secure routing protocols in the vehicular tech-
nology world. There are different kind of routing etiquettes such as topology-
based, broadcast-based, geography-based, cluster-based, and traffic-aware. These
algorithms work on their own characteristics to achieve better performance in the
specific circumstances.

Topology-based algorithms transmit or forward data-grams using existing trans-
mission connections. There are some standard etiquettes such as AODV, PRAODV,
PRAODV-M,ADOV+PGB,DSR, PFQ-AODV [5–9]. Authors practiced various sce-
narios to execute their thoughts. Scientists [10] designed a new trust model to reduce
trust bias and to maximize the routing administration. They conducted a comparable
studyof their recommended routing etiquette against the non-trust based andbayesian
trust-based routing etiquettes. The effects illustrated that the proposed protocol was
capable to deal with selfish operations and was flexible against trust-based attacks.
Moreover, it can effectively trade off packet overhead and delay for a meaningful
gain as the performance ratio.

An etiquette [11] was recommended to transfer the data packets through the
quickest path amongst the verified vehicles. Transferring the data in a very associated
pathwith a limited connection is a dilemma,whichmagnifies the system achievement
and decides the authorized vehicles in this system. The experiment outcomes have
been reviewed for better secure path routing protocol, anchor-based street, greedy
traffic-aware routing, path length, average end-to-end delay, traffic-aware routing,
and network gap encounter.

Researchers [12] came up with a new etiquette, which enables high-resolution
robust localization based on the vehicle sites. Communication systems related to the
vehicle work in the wireless networks for better functionality implementation in the
scheme. But, we should take care of some constraints such as cost-effective oper-
ations, information alteration, correct position, false location, etc. Scientists [13]
proposed SeRLOC skeleton focused on a one-way hash function and symmetric
key, which can resist against remarkable preservation vulnerabilities (sybil attack
and wormhole attack) in different circumstances. There are some drawbacks such
as advanced keys distribution, public and private keys generation, execution speed,
maintenance of keys, storage, protection of the private key, etc. A new ring signature
policy has been implemented to succeed over multiple concerns. In this method,
three users (the supervisors, the deployers, and the clients) play an important role in
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carrying out a complete model. Ring signature algorithm fulfils anonymity, decen-
tralization, integrity, originality, and privacy [14].

Yan et al. [15] suggested secure vehicle position frameworks, which enable secu-
rity peculiarities (availability, confidentiality, and integrity). They discussed different
paths to make simpler integrity, to improve the existence, and to offer cryptographic
schemes. Sun et al. [16] advised an identity-based vehicular data defending the
scheme without using certificates to preserve the privacy of the vehicle users in cer-
tain states. They also examined other security demands (authenticity, confidentiality,
non-repudiation, and information reliability) in the proposed model. This arrange-
ment has been performed to defeat data location disclose offenses.

Wu et al. [17] suggested a framework focused on position of vehicles. The mix-
ture of ad-hoc networks and RSU infrastructures comprise present probabilistic RSU
amendment etiquette practices effective localization to predict the number and posi-
tion of nearest RSUs. A routing switch framework is used to ensure quality of service
(QoS) in different network connectivity and deployment adumbrations. The execu-
tion of hybrid routing system is assessed under both practical and really test based
experiments. They also discussed an administration of opportunistic routing, prac-
ticing a carry-and-forward scheme to work out the forwarding disruption difficulty
in VANETs. Scientists [18] found two types of vehicle management mapping attacks
and suggested a new-vehicle management scheme to preserve privacy related to a
present position on the vehicle. They also described the scenario for the adversary
to realize the practical outcome of the proposed model.

Cloud computing frameworks facilitate organizations to commute cost of out-
sourcing computations on-interest. There may be concerns related to user or data
authentication, information confirmation, data privacy, data availability, etc. How-
ever, there are significant benefits (cost savings, reliability, less environmental
impact), which lead to the acceptance of cloud computing in the highly expanding
technology world. Hence, most of the industries have accepted cloud services in their
day-to-day businesses. Authors [19] introduced a trusted cloud computing platform,
which enables IaaS contributors to present secure services during the initialization
stage.

We should consider technical concerns such that browser-based authentication at
cloud end, future browser enhancements, cloud malware injection, metadata spoof-
ing, flooding, etc. [20]. Wang et al. [21] recommended an auditing system to obtain
the privacy of public cloud database, which combines the theory of the homomorphic
authenticator focused on asymmetric key along with random masking. This model
mainly enables two demands, which are as the followings: (1) the cloud database
audit process can be implementedwithout the local data and extra computing resource
requirements by the third party auditor. (2) A system would not be affected (in terms
of additional exposures about private details) during the execution of cloud data
audit procedures. A third party auditor can conduct numerous auditing engagements
concurrently by using the bilinear aggregate signature method.

Scientists [22] proposed a privacy-preserving public auditing etiquette, which
enables public data auditing, no additional impediment to the cloud server, quick
execution. As we know, users can ask for the stored data (at the cloud end) anytime
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due to different goals and hence, there is always a requirement of parallel computing.
The batch auditing scheme can satisfy it, and it has been achieved in the proposed
protocol.

A new threshold reputation-based scheme [23] is proposed, and it is focused upon
the population dynamics efficiently to counter the node compromise attacks, stimu-
late the cooperation with intermediate nodes, increase vehicular nodes attention and
understand the truth of maintaining the probability of conveying data-grams for cred-
its. This etiquette is intended to determine the dilemma of withstanding layer-adding
attack. The vehicle privacy is quite preserved from both (the transportation manager
and cloud) ends. Ultimately, formal security proofs and the extensive simulations
have been explained the effectiveness in their proposed system in opposing the com-
plicated attacks and potency in different parameters, e.g. high delivery ratio, special
reliability, and moderate average delay in cloud-assisted vehicular delay tolerant
networks.

15.3 Security Discussion in the Vehicular Cloud Computing

The vehicular cloud computing is a vast system and is not an easy architecture to
handle simply. However, it is highly helpful for different types of vehicle-related
services easily in the today’s technology enabled universe. This kind of system com-
municates in the public environment during their packet transmission stages and
vehicles distribute significant information with other vehicles or infrastructure units
for the specific intention. Hence, the data comes in the picture and data regarding
care should be taken by the concerned authority else there are opportunities to attack-
ers for disturbing various natures of connected systems efficiently. Consequently, we
explain different security needs, security challenges, and security attacks in the vehic-
ular cloud computing. Figure15.2 describes various needs, attacks, and challenges
in terms of vehicular cloud security in the present world.

15.3.1 Security Requirements

We know that a system has to fulfill security requirements else a system or users may
be exposed, and an attacker can avail advantages on the same, which leads to seri-
ous trouble for various appliances and/or humans throughout the technology world.
We illustrate essential needs of security (authentication, accountability, availability,
confidentiality, integrity, privacy) into the real-time systems. Figure15.2 indicates a
security taxonomy (needs, attacks, and challenges) of the vehicular cloud computing.

In our day to day life, we use vehicle communication sessions for numerous
intentions as mentioned earlier. Here, we consider an example of the toll plaza and
toll plazas aremostly found on national highways and bridges andwe spend an ample
amount of time over a queue for paying a tax there. Consequently, there is a wastage
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of money by using unnecessary fuel. Furthermore, the mobility of vehicles gets
interrupted by this method, which takes a higher travel period, more consumption of
fuel and pollution level gets increased near to that region, etc. Themethods frequently
used by enterprises and technology-enabled organizations are the automatic payment
systems, which provide multiple superiorities rather than traditional methodology in
the vehicular systems.

1. Accountability
Every person whoworks with an information system should have specific respon-
sibilities for information assurance. An individual is engaged with the particular
information security management system and he/she is responsible for the same.
Person’s duties can be measurable by a concerned authority. The security goal
that generates the requirement for actions of an entity to be traced uniquely to
that entity, and it supports non-repudiation, restriction, fault isolation, intrusion
detection and prevention, and after-action recovery and legal action.

2. Authentication
Authenticity is the property of holding genuine and being able to be validated
as well as trusted. Authentication is a method in which the credentials provided
by users are checked with the credentials stored in a database (either on a local
operating system or at an authentication server). If credentials match, the pro-
cess is completed and the user is granted authorization for access. Vehicles have
been identified as the basis of their unique identity number, which is directly con-
nected to their individual bank account. A matter related to financing comes from
the picture and hence, people worry on the same. Therefore, there is a need of
proper level authentication during communication between vehicle and payment
collection arrangement.

3. Availability
It means that a system should ensure timely and reliable access of facility and
use of resources to customers. Availability of information refers to ensure that
authorized parties should be able to access the data when needed. Information
only has value if the right people can access it at the right time. This feature of
the automatic payment system ensures that the details and information about the
vehicle will be available to affiliated authority in case of any need or verification.

4. Confidentiality
A system should preserve details about authorized clients, access, and owned
information. Data has extraordinary value especially in today’s world. There is
always a requirement of cryptography so that only authorized device/person can
understand the meaningful data. Here, there is a need to compute details concern-
ing bank accounts of users. All the confidential data provided by the customer
should be taken care by the related authority.

5. Integrity
A certain level of security should be present in the information computation to
restrict unauthorized modification or disruption of the communicated data in the
publicmedium. Integrity is related to the data into the system/human. Information
only has value if and only if it is correct at the requiredmoment. The system should
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include similar functionality, which ensures the customers that the information
will not be leaked and will not be manipulated by any unauthorized person(s).

6. Privacy
Privacy refers to information shared with visiting sites, how that information is
used, what information has been shared with whom, or if that information is used
to track users or not. A term often used to describe an individual’s anonymity
and how safe they feel at a location, about personal activities, regarding private
details, etc. Most of the present web-related services share their clients’ data with
others. But, Systems should provide a certain level of assurance related to sharing
users’ confidential data and privacy.

15.3.2 Security Attacks

An attack is an interference in a legitimate facility, that can affect the vital infor-
mation/data from the customers and/or system elements. The attack is a spiteful
exercise, which can be performed to collapse the software and/or hardware segments
of an arrangement. It can influence pertinent data of either a server or a client or both.
In this manner, private data to the server or customer can be divulged or familiar to
others. There are numerous attacks, which can disturb vehicle operators or vehicle
cloud computing framework.

1. Denial of Service
Denial of service (DoS) is a one type of attack, which can be practiced by a
moderate knowledgeable people to disturb various levels of computing facility,
which can be availed by different systemusers. Themain intention ofDoS attack is
to keep busy computing servers with fake service requests by malicious attackers.
Hence, authorized users may not gain particular services at appropriate time and
then, an user might not obtain needed facility during emergency circumstance(s).
For example, a vehicle user is interested in knowing the traffic status of precise
road network, but he/she may not receive proper packets containing fruitful data
within a limited time. Then, an user may lose his/her valuable time.

2. Impersonation
An attacker can impersonate a legal road side unit (RSU) infrastructure to other
vehicle users if he/she has some information from previous conversations as
being long time same range sharing vehicle user. The vehicle customer regularly
updates its stored information when the RSUs do not update data frequently,
therefore, resynchronization can be transpired. Hence, the vehicular cloud storage
is not updated as per current status. If the RSU is not protected, there is an
opportunity of a server impersonation; if a vehicle operator is not secured, then
a user impersonation attack can happen in the VCC system. Thus, an attacker
can acquire the stored private data. A primary conception behind this attack is to
target upcoming vehicle transactions (regarding significant information) to avail
a facility without the knowledge of valid vehicle users and/or RSUs. This type of
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attack also acts in silence mode; therefore, it is not easy to capture the identity of
a malicious vehicle customer.

3. Insider
An insider attack is a one kind of malicious activity implemented on numerous
networks or computer systems by illegal objects or legal objects those are already
available within the same range of the vehicle(s). An attacker can gain the access
to restricted information or confidential data when this attack is performed in
a vehicle span or VCC system. An insider attack is typical in any computer
system or network because anyone might or might not be the truthful in advance
technology world. An authorized officer can misuse related user credentials for
different objectives.

4. Modification
Amodification is hard to identify in the VCC. The main objective behind a mod-
ification attack is to alter transferred data. A User/RSU sends a packet to other
RSUs/users; at that moment, an attacker tracks packets, transforms the message
information, and retransmits the changed information to the RSU/user. Thus,
the RSU will not receive correct packet data. In other words, the attacker keeps
recording of earlier vehicle communication transactions. After words, when the
certified vehicle users access a system/network, the attacker changes communica-
tion requests from the users and re-sends reformed packets to RSUs/VCC. Thus,
legal users will not be capable to contact the system/network.

5. Masquerade
A masquerade attack is one kind of attack that practices an invalid identity of
the vehicle user. Such an attack can be prosecuted over an insecure verification
processing.Masquerade attacks are performed by utilizing known pass-codes and
login credentials of original vehicle users. A masquerade attack can depend upon
the prominence of the users. When the communication medium is not dominant
in verification schemes, an attacker can proceed for this type of attack to identify
significant information effortlessly that is passed in the public communicating
channel.

6. Parallel Session
When more than one login request from different vehicle customers are received
concurrently for the same users/RSUs, at that moment, the occurrence of a paral-
lel session attack transpiring will arise. Such a parallel session attack is practiced
to similar communication transactions, methods and tasks. In these advance tech-
nology systems, computations are frequently executed in an identical way due to
limited time availability. Therefore, a parallel session attack can be performed in
the vast technologyworld easily.A simple objective of the attacker is a disturbance
during significant vehicle transactions.

7. Plaintext
An attacker will choose some portion of normal text. A plaintext is concomitant in
public-key cryptosystem especially. Awell-known plaintext attack is linear crypt-
analysis against block and stream ciphers. Its principal objective is to obtain data
and to reduce performance ratio of the VCC system. The plaintext attack is per-
formed by an attacker if the relevant information is transferred in a simple form.
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In other words, secure cryptographic functions are not in use during the authen-
tication mathematical calculations. Therefore, an adversary can be succeeded to
get meaning of the transmitted texts easily.

8. Replay
A replay attack is practiced by an attacker to stop/delay the transmitted packets
through a public communication channel so that a request (to get some service)
made by a legitimate vehicle operator may not be available to the recipient end
to proceed with further step(s). There is a situation, where a delay of significant
information may disturb the system/human at the extreme level. Consider that a
vehicle is at the toll-plaza (enabled with the automatic toll payment system) and
the system is unable to receive the request for payment from the vehicle operator
end due to some attack, then there is no use of the automatic toll payment system,
which requires more time to complete the payment process.

9. Session Key Disclosure
This type of attack can be applied to the system when an attacker has knowledge
of required credentials to compute a session key for establishing a transaction ses-
sion. There is another situation, where an attacker can calculate needed parame-
ters to enumerate a session key for creating a transaction circumstance for further
step(s). Assume that, some vehicle user (acting as an adversary) has computed
some other user’s session key to do transaction for different facility. This kind
of situation can happen to the case of same secret key has been practiced in the
system from the server end. Hence, he/she can avail different level of services
behalf of a targeted vehicle operator without his/her knowledge.

15.3.3 Security Challenges

Here, we explain different present challenges during the vehicular cloud computing
system. Vehicle nodes share their present position after every specified interval.
Vehicle operators may get issues regarding denial of service, user authentication,
data verification at the receiver end.

1. Network Availability
A vehicle user is interested in getting some information (e.g. petrol bank) within
the particular range of kilometers. However, all vehicles have limited network
range. Due to this, he/she must request to other vehicle users for assisting on the
same. Other vehicle customers might reply to the requester; a vehicle user will
receive more responses from different vehicle operators. At the same moment,
a vehicle (original sender) may fail to fulfill normal operations to be alive in
the network due to high traffic of ripostes. There may be a concern regarding
high mobility because vehicles are always in moving situation. Hence, a vehicle
may fall into the dead circumstance sometimes due to lack of required significant
information. At the end, a vehicle user cannot avail needed information in a
reasonable period.
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2. User Authentication
We consider the similar scenario (Sect. 15.3.1.1) to clarify a need for user authen-
tication in the vehicular networks. A vehicle operator requested to provide infor-
mation about nearby public facilities and various vehicle users may reply with
different information based upon their knowledge. A vehicle (original sender)
has to verify the source of the data because a user may have received information
from numerous vehicles. There is a possibility that a vehicle user may act as
an adversary in the present network. Attackers have an opportunity to distribute
incorrect data among several vehicle consumers. There is another point for a
requirement on the user authentication system in the vehicular ad-hoc networks.
Consider that there is a network of some vehicle operators presently and another
vehicle (not belongs to a current network) is going to join a present network. At
the same time, existing vehicle users must verify that a newmember is authorized
to communicate to other group members or not. Because, members of a present
network may share various information with their group members in the future,
and a new member can also distribute it in a malicious manner, which leads to
various problems in the future. Hence, there is a demand of user authentication
in the system of vehicular ad-hoc networks.

3. Information Validation
Here, vehicles share various kind of facts with other vehicle users in case of
demand from a precise user(s). However, they can distribute required information
through a common communication channel. The adversary has also access to a
public transmission medium, and he/she can modify a message (which is sent
by a legitimate user to an original sender as a reply) or create a bogus response
based on available information of normal vehicle consumers. Vehicles are located
at varied places and there is a probability of dissimilar information from many
users additionally even though they are legal users. A vehicle (original sender)
must confirm the originality and correctness of the received information from
numerous vehicles.

4. Delivery Ratio
Adelivery of packets to the particular recipient party should bewithin a reasonable
time else a sender cannot have access for requested facility at appropriate time and
is not able to perform certain step(s) to accomplish other procedures. Consider
that, a vehicle user is interested in informing the situation regarding weather as
well as road of particular place to future (few hours) visiting vehicle users so that
they can use alternative route to reach the destination without any concerns. Here,
the concept of multi-hop communication comes into the picture. Due to some
reason(s), a packet is delivered to future (few hours) visiting vehicle users after
reaching very close to that place. Hence, data should be available at appropriate
recipient within a reasonable time else it is meaningless.

5. Key Agreement
The key agreement is a concept, which is practiced to provide mutual verifica-
tion at the both ends (sender and receiver). Generally, we believe that a server
(which is used to authenticate users) is always genuine. However, there are some
conditions in which an attacker can create fake server and tries to establish
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communication sessions with original users on the system. In this circumstance,
a legal user may be trapped of an adversary and transfer important credentials to
an attacker due to considering a legitimate server communication. By using the
theory of key management, the sender verifies to the recipient, and the receiver
authenticates the sender. In the vehicular technology, we use infra-structureless
network as per characteristics of ad-hoc networks. Consequently, there is a
requirement of mutual authentication between the receiver(s) and the sender(s).
To provide mutual authentication, both (sender and receiver) have to compute dif-
ferent required operations as per designed scheme and have to establish a same
session key within a reasonable time. This session key is valid up to a limited
duration. It is not an easy deal to provide mutual authentication facility to vehicle
operators during their communication sessions in the vehicular ad-hoc network.

6. Localization
Vehicles are in moving situation generally so that we should consider dynamic
nature of the vehicles in the system. Thus, there is a need to know the current posi-
tion about a specific vehicle at different periods to provide better facility to users.
Consider that a vehicle user is traveling from one station to other stations, and
he/she is interested in knowing about his/her availability time to the destination or
sharing his/her present location detail with family members due to awareness of
locality. We can assume another circumstance of the medical vehicles (carrying a
patient from home to the hospital). Here, staff members (present at hospital) are
interested to know current position or reaching time of a patient traveling through
the medical vehicle so that they can arrange medical components accordingly in
the emergency case.

15.4 Proposed Model for Vehicle User Identification

In this section, we suggest an authentication scheme to verify legitimacy of a vehicle
user. If a receiver verifies a vehicle user correctly, then both (sender and recipient)
can communicate with each other to share significant information in the vehicular
ad-hoc networks. In this framework, we design three phases (initialization, login and
authentication) systematically,which have been practiced in themost of identification
model generally. Table15.1 shows used different notations, which can be helpful to
understand the recommended design in the vehicular technology. Table15.2 states
an initialization phase, Table15.3 dictates a login phase and Table15.4 presents an
authentication phase to understand a suggested identification model clearly.

15.4.1 Initialization Phase

This procedure is a one-time exercise for Vi, which should be completed. The ini-
tialization phase includes the following steps:
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Table 15.1 Notations used in the model

Symbol Description

Vi A vehicle user

Vis A sender vehicle user

Vir A receiver vehicle user

V IDi An identity of Vis/ir
PWDi A password of Vi
SCi A smart-chip for V IDi

SCRis A smart-chip reader of Vis
SCRir A smart-chip reader of Vir
RC A registration point for Vi
ListXV IDi

A list of personal keys of different V IDi

T1, T2 Timestamps

δT A predefined maximum time to generate SK

�T The permitted delay in transmission

SK A session key

h(·) A one-way hash function

‖ The concatenation operation

⊕ The exclusive-or operation (ExOR)

Table 15.2 Initialization phase of the proposed scheme

Vehicle (Vi) Registration Center (RC)

Chooses V IDi , PWDi and ru
Computes RPWi = h(ru ‖ PWDi)

{V IDi,RPWi}−−−−−−−−→
Secure channel

Chooses XVIDi

Computes...

Ai = RPWi ⊕ h(XVIDi )

Bi = Ai ⊕ V IDi

SCi = {Bi, h(·)}
{SCi,ListXV IDi

}
←−−−−−−−−
Secure channel

Computes Ci = V IDi ⊕ h(ru||PWDi)

Updates SCi with Ci
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Table 15.3 Login phase of the proposed scheme

Sender (Vi) Smart-chip Reader (SCRis)

Inserts V IDi and PWDi
{V IDi,PWDi}−−−−−−−−→
Secure channel

Retrieves Bi,Ci from SCi

Computes...

Di = Bi ⊕ Ci ⊕ (V IDi||T1)
{V IDi,Di,T1}−−−−−−−→
Open channel

Table 15.4 Authentication phase of the proposed scheme

Smart-chip Reader (SCRis) Smart-chip Reader (SCRir)
{V IDi,Di,T1}−−−−−−−→
Open channel

Checks T2 − T1 ≤ �T

Computes...

h
′
(XVIDi ) = (V IDi||T1) ⊕ Di

h
′
(XVIDi )

?= h(XVIDi )

SKS
?= SKR

1. Vi chooses V IDi as per vehicle identity number allocated by the respected author-
ity and selects PWDi as well as ru (a random number) freely.

2. Vi computes RPWi = h(ru||PWDi).
3. Vi sends V IDi,RPWi to RC.
4. After receiving it, RC generates a personal key (XVIDi ) for V IDi and computes

Ai = RPWi ⊕ h(XVIDi ) plus Bi = Ai ⊕ V IDi.
5. RC saves credentials (Bi, h(·)) into SCi and installs it along with ListXVIDi

into a
particular vehicle.

6. Vi calculates Ci = V IDi ⊕ h(ru||PWDi) and updates SCi with Ci and RPWi.

15.4.2 Login Phase

This phase is performed between Vi and SCRis. They perform the following steps to
get login into the system as well as to proceed further in order to communicate with
other vehicles:

1. Vi enters V IDi and PWDi.
2. SCRis extracts Bi,Ci from SCi. Then, it calculates Di = V IDi ⊕ Bi ⊕ Ci ⊕ T1

and transmits {V IDi,Di,T1} to the receiver.
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15.4.3 Authentication Phase

An authentication phase is practiced to check the sender (SCRis) before starting a
communication at the recipient end. The receiver (SCRir) performs subsequent steps
as the followings:

1. SCRir receives V IDi,Di,T1 and checks a validity of a verification request by
performing a timestamp validation. If it is valid, then proceeds to next step else
it drops a request immediately.

2. SCRir computes h
′
(XVIDi ) = V IDi ⊕ Di and matches with h(XVIDi ). If both are

same, then the receiver starts a communication session. Otherwise Vi terminates
a request directly.

3. SCRir computes a session key, SKR = V IDi ⊕ Di ⊕ T1 ⊕ T3. SCRis computes a
session key, SKS = V IDi ⊕ Di ⊕ T1 ⊕ T3. Where, T3 = �T + δT .

15.5 Security Analysis

We do analysis of the proposed model in terms of security after considering certain
suppositions, and these assumptions have been practiced by multiple researchers
[24, 25] in order to measure the security level of different authentication schemes.

1. Impersonation Attack
An impersonation attack can be applied if an attacker (A ) has some significant
data of earlier packet transmissions as well as basic information (an identity)
about a targeted person. Finally,A can impersonate either receivers or senders if
he/she can manipulate these data and is able to put into effect at receiver/sender
ends, then we can consider that there is an opportunity to apply an impersonation
attack into the scheme. SCRis transfers some parameters (V IDi,Di,T1) to SCRir

for verification. However,A does not have knowledge of ru, Ai and PWDi. As a
result,A cannotmanipulate any data of a packet request. Therefore, the suggested
model is secured against an impersonation attack.

2. Insider Attack
It is an attack, which can be applied by an internal user (he/she belongs to the
same organization.) of the system and internal person acts as an attacker (A ). So,
he/she knows an identity of a user. At that point, he/she does not have familiarity
with some credentials (PWDi, ru). In this case, s/he should guess one parameter
at a time, which is a guessed password (PWD′

i). But, A does not know ru cor-
rectly, and it is difficult to apply an attack with two guessed parameters within
a polynomial period. In this way, the proposed scheme can withstand against an
insider attack.

3. Modification Attack
In order to apply a modification attack, an attacker should able to update the
transmitted credentials (from SCRis to SCRir) according to his/herwish and should
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be succeeded to pass the verification test.A cannot able tomodify the transmitted
request by using V IDi,Di and T1 in the advised system. To update Di, A needs
Bi,Ci,RPWi, which are not accessible to A easily in a reasonable duration. As
a consequence, the recommended mechanism is protected against a modification
attack.

4. Masquerade Attack
In this attack, an attacker uses an identity of other users to obtain unautho-
rized/authorized access to the system. For this action, he/she should be aware
of PWDi and should get access of other user’s vehicle physically. We assume
thatA makes use of guessed password (PWD′

i) but, it is difficult to get physical
access to a vehicle without knowledge of an original vehicle owner for an attacker.
Now,A cannot proceed further to execute certain steps in order to be successful.
Consequently, the suggested system is secured against a masquerade attack.

5. Parallel Session Attack
A parallel session attack is applied to the system to get rights of authorized user
when an original user tries to obtain services of the system for some intention(s).
At that time, an attacker (A ) intercepts a message request ({V IDi,Di,T1}) and
redirects it towards its end. After that, A updates credential(s) and forwards
to allow permission for getting different kind of services illegally. However, a
verification test will not be passed at SCRir end if A has done any modification,
and a session will be terminated automatically. If a session key is not computed,
then there is no chance to establish a communication session in the proposed
method. Therefore, the advised system can withstand against a parallel session
attack.

6. Plaintext Attack
SCRis does not transmit any value in the simple form so that, it is not useful
up to some extends, and we use the concept of time-stamp. Here, it is difficult
to retrieve any credential without having proper knowledge of other parameters.
In order to understand Di, A should have knowledge of Bi and Ci but A does
not know these credentials. As a result, a plaintext attack is not feasible in the
proposed model.

7. Replay Attack
We practice the concept of time-stamp in the system in order to keep secure
communication. If A tries to change T1, then he/she requires some amount of
time to process this operation. Thus, A will fail at the recipient end to clear the
verification process (T2 − T1 ≤ �T ). SCRir terminates a session straightaway if a
time-stamp test fails. In this manner, the suggested scheme can withstand against
a replay attack.

15.6 Conclusion

We describe concerning various type of wireless ad-hoc networks and their numer-
ous applications in the smart city concept. Afterwords, we deliberate for the cloud
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computing systems along with their various level of applications. We discuss dif-
ferent schemes regarding V2V communication, vehicular cloud computing, secure
routing, geo-graphic position of vehicles in the vehicular ad-hoc networks. Then,
we explain about essential security requirements, possible security attacks, various
security challenges in the vehicular technology. Finally, we design a scheme, which
is useful to identify the vehicle user in establishing a communication session to share
remarkable information. Furthermore, we discuss the security analysis of the same
scheme to recognize the security level.
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Chapter 16
Video Transcoding Services in Cloud
Computing Environment

Sampa Sahoo, Bibhudatta Sahoo and Ashok Kumar Turuk

Abstract Nowadays, online video consumption is an outstanding source of info-
tainment. Current social media era allows people to communicate with others around
the world via Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube and other platforms by sharing/sending
photos, videos over the Internet. The proliferation of viewing platforms, file formats,
and streaming technologies generate the need for video transcoding. The transcod-
ing process ensures that video content can be consumed from any networks and
devices, but it is a time-consuming, computation-intensive method and requires high
storage capacity. The rise of video distribution and consumption makes the video
service providers face unpredictable CAPEX and OPEX, for delivering more videos
across multi-screens and networks. A cloud-based transcoding is used to overcome
the limitations with on-premise video transcoding. The virtually unlimited resources
of the cloud transcoding solution allow video service providers to pay as they use
today, with the assurance of providing online support to handle unpredictable needs
with lower cost. This chapter is designed to discuss various techniques related to
cloud-based transcoding system. Various sections in this chapter also present the
cloud-based video transcoding architecture, and performance metrics used to quan-
tify cloud transcoding system.

16.1 Introduction

The Internet is now an important part of entertainment media, i.e., a user can watch
a video of their choice or watch live events or matches through the Internet. The vol-
ume of media assets is increasing rapidly due to the growth of on-line viewing, social
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media and mobile outlets. Current social media era allows people to communicate
with others around the world via Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube and other platforms
by sharing/sending photos, videos over the internet. The variation in video quality,
file sizes, and compression codecs makes the job of media professionals critical to
maintaining it. Growth in other technologies like internet connectivity, increase in
bandwidth put additional pressure. More recently, a significant new data modality
has emerged due to unstructured data from video and images. A plethora of videos
generated by digital devices demands attention in the current Big Data market. The
video uploading rate of most popular online video archiving systems YouTube is
around 100 video per minute. In recent time, one of the research challenges is anal-
ysis and processing of video data to support anytime anywhere viewing irrespective
of devices, networks, etc. [1]. Video service providers use broadcast-quality video
streaming services to reach local and worldwide audiences irrespective of networks
and devices. Streaming is the process of fragmenting the video files into smaller
pieces and delivered it to the destination. Streaming use buffering technology to col-
lect several packets before the file being played. For example, Imagine a glass filled
with water with a hole at the bottom, then there is a constant stream of water drainage
as long as there is enough water in the glass. The streaming technology applies to
both live streams and progressive downloads for audio and video on demand. Stream-
ing can be done at the streaming server or by renting streaming service provided by
streaming service providers who can host the video on the cloud. Streaming service
can be rented on an hourly or monthly basis, i.e., the user needs to pay only for the
resources consumed.

Cloud computing is used to provide ubiquitous, on-demand network access such
that user can access computing resources anywhere and at any time through the
Internet. It is built on the base of distributed computing, grid computing, and virtu-
alization, which delivers the on-demand computing resources over the Internet on a
pay-for-use basis. Users can access the resources without considering the installation
details and use it as required with paying only for the used units. The cloud service
model can be Software as a service (SaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS), Infrastruc-
ture as a service (IaaS). SaaS is a subscription model to access software running
on Service Providers servers. Few examples of SaaS applications are Google Apps,
Box, Dropbox. PaaS provides a computing platform for development and deploy-
ment ofweb applicationswithout buying andmaintaining software and infrastructure
required for it. Examples of PaaS include Google App Engine, Microsoft Azure Ser-
vices, Force.com, etc. Infrastructure resources like storage, network, andmemory are
delivered as on-demand service in the IaaS cloud service model. Examples of IaaS
providers are Amazon Web Services, Rackspace, etc. [2–6]. A virtualization tech-
nique used by cloud computing allows splitting of coarse-grained physical resources
into fine-grained virtual resources to be allocated on-demand [7]. The cloud-based
video delivery architecture allows storage and distribution of single, high quality,
high bitrate video files in multiple formats without the expense of purchasing and
maintaining own infrastructure [8]. In Video-on-Demand (VoD) cloud, the content
provider rent resources (e.g. storage and bandwidth) from the cloud provider. The
resources can be rescaled based on fluctuating demands of the user to satisfy some
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Quality of Service (QoS) (e.g. video start-up delay). There are several advantages of
moving video streaming services to the cloud and are listed as follows:

(i) The company converts upfront capital expenditure (CAPEX) to operating
expense (OPEX). Cloud eliminates the massive capital investment for on-
premise hardware (e.g. servers, storage arrays, networks) and software. It also
puts an end to investment for continuously expanding andupgradingon-premise
infrastructures.

(ii) In the cloud, a user pays as they go for processing intensive services such
as encoding (transcoding), asset management and storage of video streaming.
The payment can be paid on a transaction basis, monthly subscription or as an
annual fee. For example, a file-based video content can be transcoded on an
hourly, pay-as-you-go basis in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) marketplace.

(iii) To build a massively scalable encoding on-premise platform with support for
latest devices and players is costly and not trivial. But, the infrastructure needed
for this can be upgraded by the cloud provider without the knowledge of user
very easily and with less effort.

(iv) A user can work from anywhere in the world at any time.
(v) The time-consuming uploads, downloads or inefficient bandwidth use is elim-

inated and thus making cloud time-efficient.
(vi) The cloud offers flexibility and scalability. On-premise scaling-up/down of

resources is not hassle free sometimes. As resources can’t be added on the fly
content providers, need to start thewhole process of buying andmaintaining the
new resources. Whereas in the cloud, the addition of new resources is simple
and quick as the user only need to change its requirement details. The cloud
service provider will accordingly either reduce or add resources for the user
and charge for the same.

(vii) Whether Video delivery is on-demand or live streaming cloud ensures high
quality and stability.

Different video streaming services used in practice are storage, transcoding, con-
tent delivery. This study mainly focuses on video transcoding service. The Cisco
white paper [9] discusses why and how the cloud can support video delivery to mul-
tiscreen, i.e., more devices. London Olympic, 2012 is considered as a milestone that
takes traditional viewing to a new level, i.e., shifting towards connected devices like
tablets, smartphones, etc. for anytime anywhere viewing. The challenge lies in cre-
ating an effective multiscreen offer with the consideration of a different combination
of devices, networks, service platforms, etc. The cloud architecture used for both
homogeneous and heterogeneous environments could reduce the potential cost from
36 percent to 13 percent compared to traditional video architecture. One of the ways
to manage the cost of multiscreen access is to allow a temporary bandwidth increase
for premium consumers, who are ready to pay extra for the better experience. The
paradigm shift will also help video service providers to reduce CAPEX/OPEX as
well as coping with the growth of online video industry. According to statistics pre-
sented in [10], 462 million active Internet users are there in India, which is 34.8%
of the whole population and 13.5% of the world Internet users. Despite a significant
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percentage of Internet users, the average connection speed in India is 3.6Mbps, the
lowest in the Asia-Pacific region. The average peak connection speed is also the
lowest in India with 26.1Mbps. In Asia-Pacific region, South Korea has the high-
est average connection speed, i.e., 27Mbps, and average peak connection speed in
Singapore is the highest with 157.3Mbps [11]. From the report we can see that
country-wise, there is variation in Internet speed. So, a single format of a video for
all will not be sufficient. The advancement of mobile devices, tablets, PC support
multiple formats, and it adds additional challenges to the video service providers. So,
there is a need of video format conversion that will satisfy the demand for the various
user devices and network. The format conversion process is known as transcoding.

An online video consumed by a user on multiple screens, such as digital TVs,
smartphones, and tablets, need to be conveyed in a device suitable format. Video
content providers require many formats of a single video file to provide service to
users with varying need. It is practically impossible to prepare a video in all for-
mats as it requires large content storages. There is also continuous development in
the field of coding and encoding technology, codecs, etc. So, there is a need for a
solution that will convert a video into the required format with less effort and cost
[12, 13]. The conversion of video from one digital format to another format termed
as transcoding. Video transcoding method helps video content providers to generate
all the possible formats of a single video [14]. To provide such a transcoding capa-
bility, video content providers need enormous computing powers and storage space.
Video service providers want their videos to look good and playable irrespective of
devices or platforms. The proliferation of video distribution and consumption makes
the video service providers to face unpredictable CAPEX and OPEX, to deliver more
videos across multi-screens. Video transcoding solution requires enormous comput-
ing power andmust deal with issues related to cost, scalability, video quality, delivery
flexibility, and ubiquity. Cloud computing has emerged as a front-runner to give a
solution to time-consuming and resource-aware transcoding process.

Video transcoding was initially employed to reduce the video file size, but now
the priority has changed, i.e., transcoding is not only used to reduce the file size but
also make the video viewable across platforms, enable HTTP streaming and adap-
tive bitrate delivery. Transcoding may results degradation in video quality. So, it is
desirable to start with a high-quality mezzanine file and carefully do the transcod-
ing based on specific target formats and content types. Transcoding a large, high-
definition video to a diverse set of screen sizes, bit rates, and quality requires a lot of
time, computation, storage capacity. To overcome the difficulty associated with the
transcoding process content providers are using the cloud services. The cumbersome
transcoding is simple, take less time and pocket-friendly in the cloud as compared
to in-house process. A user only needs to specify its requirements and subscribe the
services provided by the cloud which is only a single click away. The rest of the task,
i.e., resource allocation and time-consuming transcoding process will be performed
in the background. Finally, the user is charged only for the resources consumed
without much overhead. Before discussing transcoding in the cloud further first, we
present various terms used in video transcoding in next Sect. 16.1.1.
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16.1.1 Terms in Video Transcoding

A video consists of video sequences where each video sequence consists of Group
of Pictures (GOPs). Each GOP has several video frames. Usually, transcoding is
performed at GOP level or frame level. Few more terms related to video transcoding
are

(i) Codec: The method used by a system to determine the amount of change
between frames is called a codec. Codec stands for Compressor-Decompressor,
and it either encode or decodes the video.

(ii) Bitrate (Data rate): It is the amount of data that is used for each second of video
(Kbps,Mbps, etc.). Bit rate can be constant (CBR), i.e., the same amount of data
every second or variable (VBR), i.e., the amount of data is adjusted depending
on changes between frames.

(iii) Resolution: Resolution is the actual size of the video (1 frame) measured in
pixels. For example 1920×1080 resolution = 2,073,600 pixels. Let each pixel
uses 24 RGB color bit, then the size of one frame is 2,073,600×24 = 0.25MB
(1 MB = 8388608bit).

(iv) Frame rate: Number of frames shown every second is known as frame rate.
Popular frame rates are 24 fps, 30 fps, 50/60 fps, etc. If 1 frame size is 0.25MB
then bandwidth (data rate) requirement of a video@60fps is 15MB/s, whereas
@24fps is 6MB/s.

From the above calculation, we can see that even a video with few frames need
a significant amount of bandwidth. For a movie or long duration video, it will be
even more. A video is also demanding a substantial amount of storage. Different
ways to deal with massive storage and bandwidth requirements are: buy and use
infrastructure or convert video into a format (transcode) thatwill consume less storage
and bandwidth. As transcoding is time-consuming and computationally intensive,
cloud-based video conversion is preferable to reduce a provider’s expense.

16.2 Video Transcoding Process

Transcoding (Encoding) is the process of changing the input video file from one for-
mat to another for video delivery to different programs and devices without losing
originality [15]. Transcoding is commonly used as an umbrella term that covers some
digital media tasks, such as transrating, trans-sizing [16]. Transcoding is typically the
change of codec, bitrate or resolution. The change of bitrates, i.e., 5Mbps to 3Mbps
or 1.8Mbps, etc. are known as transrating, and change of resolution (video frame
size), i.e., 1080p–720p is referred as trans-sizing. Transcoding involves following
two steps: first decoding is done to convert input video file to uncompressed format
and after that re-encoding is done to generate data format supported by the user’s
device [17]. Screen size 1080p racking up the pixel dimensions to 1920×1080 for
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Fig. 16.1 Transcoding
Process

full high definition. Here p is for progressive scanning, meaning each line is drawn in
sequence upon screen refresh. 3Mbps represents bit rate. Figure16.1 shows that how
transcoding will generate different formats. The encoded video file can be delivered
on-demand or live. The video file can be transferred entirely before playing it (down-
loading) or stream to the user device. Video content delivery depends on the distance
between user location and media server containing the requested file. If the distance
is less content delivery is fast, but if distance is more user experience choppiness,
loading lag, poor quality. The advantage of transcoding in the cloud is lower cost,
virtually unlimited scalability, and elasticity to counter peak demand in real-time.
The cloud transcoding solution allows video service providers to pay-as-you-use,
with the assurance of providing online support to handle unpredictable needs [18,
19]. Video transcoding service in cloud uses popular cloud servicemodel that include
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS), and hybrid model [20].

Video service providers want their videos to look good and playback irrespective
of devices or platforms. The proliferation of video distribution and consumption
makes the video service providers to face unpredictable CAPEX and OPEX, to
deliver more videos across multi-screens (smartphones, PCs, TVs, tablets, etc.) and
network (2/3/4G,mobile, broadcast, etc.). Encoding is not just compression; it means
having to choose and accelerating, not declining as the number of renditions are
needed to support the diversity of user devices and networks. The encoding solutions,
whether in-house infrastructure, the third party need to deal with cost, scalability,
video quality, delivery flexibility, and ubiquity issues. One of the solution to solve
these problems is cloud-based transcoding. The advantage of transcoding in the
cloud is lower cost, virtually unlimited scalability, and elasticity to counter peak
demand in real-time. The cloud transcoding solution allows video service providers
to pay as they use today, with the assurance of providing online support to handle
unpredictable needs [21]. Operators, service providers, and content providers see the
benefits of using standard servers in the cloud and want to move away from special
appliances or dedicated hardware. Pushing video to the cloud, in real-time requires
a high-speed, highly available network. The selection of cloud for any application
depends on following primary requirements: bandwidth, storage, cost, security, and
accessibility. The total bandwidth required for a video stream varies depending on
the number of frames or images being captured per second as well as the quality of
the images being captured. The availability and affordability of bandwidth are not
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consistent from city to city, country to country. Bandwidth and storage requirement
calculation is an essential step in the planning or design of any cloud-based video
delivery system.

16.3 Cloud-Based Video Transcoding Architecture

The system architecture of the cloud-based video transcoding service adopted from
[13, 19, 22, 23] is shown in Fig. 16.2. The architecture consists of many components
like a streaming service provider, a video repository, splitter, transcode manager,
transcodingVMs (Servers), videomerger and caching storage. The streaming service
providers like YouTube, Netflix accepts user’s request and checks if required video
is present in video repository or not. If the video is present in its desired format, then
starts streaming the video. However, if the coveted video is in another format than
the one requested by the user, online transcoding is done using cloud resources. The
service provider charged according to the amount of resource reserved in clouds.
For online transcoding first, the video is split into several segments, or chunks by
video splitter. The video segments are mapped to transcoding VMs by the transcode
manager to be transcoded independently. The video segments can be of equal size,
an equal number of frames, equal number of GOPs, equal-size with an odd number
of intraframes or different size with an equal number of intraframes [24, 25].

Fig. 16.2 Cloud-based
Transcoding Architecture
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The transcode manager dispatches the transcoding jobs (video segments) to
appropriate VMs. The goal of the manager’s mapping of jobs to VMs is to satisfy
some user related QoS likeminimum startup delay, cost, etc. It is the responsibility of
the manager to scale the capacity of the transcoding service up and down by adding
and removing VM instances based on user demands.

The transcoding VM is used to transcode the source videos into targeted videos
with desired video specification concerning format, resolution, quality, etc. with
certain QoS constraints. Each transcoding VM is capable of processing one or more
simultaneous transcoding task. There are two possibilities to do transcoding inside
a VM. First, all segments of a video are transcoded in a single VM and second
different parts of a video in different VMs simultaneously. Since the first approach
is centralized user may have to wait for a video segment if it is not transcoded at the
time of the request arrival. But it eliminates the overhead of maintaining different
segments from the different VMs. The advantage of the second strategy is that always
there is something to serve the user, as several segments are transcoded at a time.
This method suffers if VM does not supply the asked segment at the time of the
request.

Video Merger is used to place all the video streams in the right order to create the
resulting transcoded stream.After the transcoding operation, a copy of the transcoded
video is stored in the video repository to avoid repetition of the video transcoding
process for further request of a video.

From the literature study, we found that video access rate follows a long tail
distribution, i.e., only a few videos (i.e., Popular) are frequently accessed, whereas
the user rarely streams, many other videos. All the possible forms of popular and
frequently accessedvideos are stored in cache storage.Theunpopular video requested
by the user is transcoded online and served to the user. Along with this essential
component, some researchers used prediction module for transcoding on the fly
to reduce waste of bandwidth and terminal power [23, 26, 27]. Xiaofei et al. use
prefetching and social network aware transcoding [28]. Adnan et al. and Zixia et al.
proposed stream-based and video proxy based transcoding architecture respectively
[22, 29]. The overall process must be completed before the deadline, i.e., the delivery
time of the video frame.

Figure16.3 shows the overall working of a cloud-transcoding process. When a
user request arrives at the streaming service provider the video repository invoked
to check whether the video is present in required form or not. If the video is in
inquired form, then it is directly served to the user. If required form is missing in
the video repository, then online transcoding is implemented to produce demanded
form. The first step of the online transcoding process is to break the video into several
segments for easy processing. Video splitter is used to divide original video into
several video chunks. These video chunks are forwarded to one of the transcoding
VMs. The transcoding VMs convert this chunks into requested format. In the end,
video merger is used to arrange the transcoded video chunks of a video and store
them in the repository so that new request of the same video format can be directly
served. As soon as all the operations are over, the streaming service provider start
streaming the requested video.
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Fig. 16.3 Working of Cloud-based Transcoding Process

Table 16.1 Time in different phases of a transcoding process

Time Definition

Reach Time (RT) Time for a request to reach from user to the streaming server

Check Time (CT) Time spent by the streaming server to check video repository for
required video format

Split Time (ST) Time to split the original video into several video chunks

Transcode Time (TT) Time to transcode video segments into requested format

Merging Time (MT) Time for arranging and storing transcoded segments of a video

Response Time (RT) Time to give response to user by the streaming service provider

Table16.1 shows time for different phases of online video transcoding process,
starting from user request reach to a streaming service provider to response sent by
the service provider. Let D be the deadline of a frame to be delivered then total time
taken to transcode a frame must be less than or equal to D as shown in Eq.16.1.

RT + CT + ST + T T + MT + RT ≤ D (16.1)
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16.4 Video Transcoding Techniques in Cloud

The cumbersome transcoding is simple, take less time and pocket-friendly in the
cloud as compared to in-house process. A user only needs to specify its requirements
and subscribe the services providedby the cloudwhich is only a single click away.The
rest of the task, i.e., resource allocation and time-consuming transcoding process will
be performed in the background. Finally, the user is charged only for the resources
consumed without much overhead. Following are different transcoding techniques
in the cloud.

A. Pre-transcoding: One of the ways to deal with the video transcoding problem is
pre-stored multi-version videos. This process stores various transcoded versions
of each video to serve all user’s requests and different types of client devices. The
main drawback of this approach is the usage of large storage and computation
resources. Even though pre-transcoding is a widely usedmethod in VoD industry,
but it induces a high cost. The increase in cost is due to provisioning and upgra-
dations of fast-growing transcoding infrastructure, storage overhead to maintain
all versions of all videos. It becomes cost prohibitive for small and medium size
streaming service providers. The explosive growth of video streaming demands
on a broad diversity of the client devices makes it ineffective [13, 30].

B. On-demand Transcoding: On-demand/real-time/online video transcoding per-
forms conversion only when a particular format is not present in the storage.
This method reduces the expenses of storage as it eliminates the need to store
all versions. The on-demand resource reservation in the cloud makes the video
transcoding process simpler and less costly. A leading content delivery network
provider Akamai uses on-demand transcoding. Along with all the advantages,
some challenges associated with this method are over/under-provisioning of
cloud resources. The reserved resources must be future ready. Transcoder per-
forms on-demand transcoding only for the segment that is not present in storage
but requested by the user [30]. A QoS and cost aware on-demand transcoding of
video streams using cloud resources presented in [13] with the aim ofminimizing
incurred cost of stream providers. Both on-demand and pre-transcoding are done
to reduce the transcoding overhead. Pre-transcoding of video based on popularity
based prediction is done into specific formats and resolution when the transcod-
ing request falls (e.g. at night). A user is given several choices if its required
format is not in local storage. If a user disagrees with the options, on-demand
transcoding is done to generate user-specified form [26]. In [19] QoS-aware
online video transcoding in the cloud is presented. Akamai advocates transcod-
ing of multiple files in parallel for a fast turnaround time. Akamai the leading
content delivery network (CDN) service provider of media and software distri-
bution, uses stream packaging feature to detect the set of stream formats required
by the user device and do the formatting and packaging of video streams at the
network edge servers on-demand. The computation at edge server eliminates
the shortcomings of pre-transcoding and centralized server transcoding process
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as it reduces additional storage cost and content management overhead [31].
Transcoding improves throughput (bandwidth) while preserving quality.

C. Partial Transcoding: In partial transcoding, some segments of a video are con-
verted to other formats and stored in cloud storage. Based on the user viewing
pattern rest segments of a video is transcoded on-demand. The purpose of doing
so is to reduce operational cost, i.e., transcoding cost plus storage cost. Another
approach is to store multiple versions of a popular segment and only one highest
quality version for unpopular segments. If a user request for a segment that is not
in the cloud storage, do the transcoding in real-time. Authors in [32] proposed
partial transcoding scheme for content management in media cloud. Initially, a
partial subset of video contents in different bitrates is stored in local storage that
can be directly consumed. If the user specified format is not present in local stor-
age, then online transcoding is done. The purpose of this approach is to reduce
long-run overall cost. In [30] partial transcoding proposed based on user viewing
pattern.

D. In-network Transcoding: Here, transcoding service can be placed on nodes
inside the network, i.e., the introduction of a transcoding service into a network
infrastructure. But, it requires routers that support this service processing. Fur-
ther service placement of routers requires redesigning of the underlying network
architecture. Thus, the practical implementation of this is not applicable to the
existing network architecture [30].

E. Bit-rate Reduction Transcoding: A bitrate is the number of bits processed
per unit time i.e. usually bits per second. The data rate for a video file is the
bitrate. Example: bit rate of a standard definition DVD is 6 megabits per second
(mbps) whereas video for phones is in kilobits per second (kbps). As the high
rate video demands high network bandwidth, the video stream bit rate is reduced
to ensure smooth streaming. This process is also known as transrating. Video
segmentation is used to perform bit rate reduction transcoding in a distributed
computing environment. The distributed transcoder do transcoding of different
segments parallelly on several machines to speed-up transcoding process [25].
Cloud computing is an extension of distributed computing so the parallel bit-
rate reduction transcoder can be implemented with or without any modification.
This paper [13] introduces bit-rate, spatial and temporal resolution reduction
transcoding techniques.
Video data at 1920×1080 pixels, 60 frames per second means original frame
size is 1920×1080 pixels and each pixel is sampled 60 times per second. Spatial
resolution ascertains information related to each frame and temporal resolution
defines the change between frames represented by frames per second. Example
1080HD is a case of spatial resolution or containing more pixels, but 720HD is
a case of temporal resolution or containing more frames per second. Based on
the reduction in the temporal or spatial domain following type of transcoding are
possible.

F. Spatial-Resolution Reduction Transcoding: The spatial resolution indicates
the encoded dimension size of a video. In spatial resolution reduction transcoding
macro-blocks of an original video are removed or combined without
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sacrificing the video quality. Spatial resolution reduction transcoding produces an
output video with a smaller resolution, but with same frame rate than the original
video. In [24] spatial resolution reduction transcoding implemented in multi-
core distributed system. Since the spatial resolution reduction method reduces
the resolution, the transcoder has to deal with less number of bits. Since a virtual
machine (VM) can have multiple cores, this process can be extended to the cloud
environment.

G. Temporal-Resolution Reduction Transcoding: In a temporal resolution,
transcoding frames are dropped to support frame rate of the client device and
reduce the required transcoding time. To reduce the transcoding time a temporal
resolution reduction transcoding is used for the cloud environment in [22]. Here
the transcoder drops a small proportion of video frames from a video segment of
continuous video content delivery to the user.

H. Scalable Transcoding: Scalable coding consists of a base layer (minimum bit-
rate) and several enhanced layers (gradually increase the bit rate). Depending on
the link capability of the user device one or more enhanced layer delivered along
with a base layer. There is always something to play (i.e., base layer). In [28]
an adaptive video streaming is proposed that can adjust the streaming flow with
scalable video coding technique based on the feedback of link quality. This paper
also discusses the advantage of this method like an efficient use of bandwidth.
The video encoding strategy presented in Zencoder a cloud-based video encoding
service, white paper [33] maintain a base format (e.g. MP4) that is playable
on a broad range of devices. Then decide the number and type of renditions.
For example, short duration (e.g. 1 min) videos can be easily downloadable, so
only a few versions are sufficient. But long duration videos like movies cant be
downloadable in a single go so need extra attention. As the user always expect
a high-quality video, many renditions are required that can be used according to
available network bandwidth and the user device.

Video transcoding can be performed in the client device or on-premise architec-
ture or in any third party architecture like a cloud. The compute intensive and time-
consuming transcoding job suffers from low processing power and energy sources
of the client device (e.g. smart phone). So, it is not feasible to perform transcod-
ing on client devices [13]. The in-house architecture suffers from scalability issues.
Let there is infrastructure for a particular rendition sets. After sometimes a new set
of renditions is required. To satisfy the new demand, the process of buying hard-
ware and installing software will be time-consuming, cumbersome and costly. This
process may also suffer from over/under-provisioning of resources which will have
an adverse impact on the companys investment. Apart from economic inefficiency,
there is also wastage of resources as most of the time servers are in an idle state
[13, 19, 27]. Forecasting transcoding capacity is difficult due to the proliferation
of delivery options, the unpredictability of the volume of video assets, a signifi-
cant lead time required to acquire and prepare the necessary infrastructure [18]. To
overcome the difficulties of in-house infrastructure to deal with the flash crowd,
over/under-provisioning of resources, video service providers can look into cloud
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technology. The scalable cloud architecture allows on-demand resource reservation
with less maintenance and cost. The compute intensive and time-consuming video
transcoding can use on-demand cloud resources to reduce the expenses of video
service providers [13, 19].

16.5 Performance Metrics

Performance metrics determined the benefit/lack of system designs. These are the
metrics used to evaluate the working of a system in all conditions (favourable or
unfavourable). The following section discusses various performance metrics used by
researchers to assess their cloud transcoding system and listed in Table16.2.

(i) Encoding Delay (Transcoding Time): It is the total time used to convert a
video from one format to another.

(ii) Prefetching Delay: This is the time used to pre-fetch video segments for a
user based on his/her social network service activity.

(iii) Watching (Click-to-playDelay): This is a time towait for a user from clicking
a video link to the first streaming arrival.

(iv) TranscodingRate/Speed: It is the number of transcoding operation completed
per unit time.

(v) Number of streams with Jitter (Transcoding Jitter): It is the measure of
streams with jitter where jitter is the time difference in stream inter-arrival
time.

(vi) Number of dropped frames: It is the count of frames being dropped to avoid
deadline violation.

(vii) Queue waiting time: Waiting time of a stream in the queue to be encoded is
known as queue waiting time.

(viii) Launch Latency: It is the time between the opening of a VM and its become
ready to provide service.

(ix) End-to-End Delay: The end-to-end delay is the time between streaming
provider starts to deliver streaming media to the time a user device starts
playing it.

(x) Utilization Rate: It is defined as the ratio between used transcoding capacities
to the total transcoding capacity of the system.Lower utilization rate indicates
the larger idle time of the transcoding system.

(xi) Average Response Time: It is the difference between the time of transcoding
request to the time of first transcoding response of the system.

(xii) Operational Cost: The overall operational cost is the combination of storage,
computing and transcoding cost. The storage and computing cost is adopted
from Amazon S3 and Amazon EC2 On-Demand instances respectively [32].

(xiii) VM Provisioning Cost (Cost): It is the cost to acquire resources in the cloud
for transcoding process. To reduce the VM provisioning cost, the number of
servers required to transcoding process should also be minimized [23].
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Table 16.2 Performance metrics

Sl.No. Reference no. Performance metrics Environment Transcoding
tool

1. [27] [2015] Cost Cloud Own Set-up

2. [22] [2013] Transcoding rate, Number
of streams with Jitter,
Queue waiting time

Cloud Python with
simpy
framework

3. [34] [2016] Launch latency, End-to-End
Delay, Utilization Rate,
Average Response Time

Cloud ffmpeg and
Hi-cloud with
Windows server
2008 operating
system and
Amazon EC2

4. [32] [2015] Operational Cost (storage
cost + computing cost +
transcoding cost)

Cloud Own setup

5. [29] [2011] Transcoding Speed,
Transcoding Jitters

Cloud Own set-up

6. [23] [2013] VM Provisioning Cost Cloud Python with
Simpy
framework

7. [26] [2012] Average CPU Utilization,
Cache Hit Rate, Data
Transfer Rate

Cloud ffmpeg

8. [13] [2016] Average startup delay,
Average deadline miss-rate,
Cost

Cloud Cloudsim

9. [28] [2013] Pre-fetching delay,
Watching delay, Encoding
delay

Cloud U-cloud server
offered by
Korean Telecom
and JAVA based
server
application

10. [19] [2017] Transcoding time, Targeted
Video Chunk Size

Cloud Python, ffmpeg

11. [35] [2014] Energy Cloud Own set-up

12. [30] [2017] Storage and Transcoding
Cost, Average Delay
(startup)

Cloud Own set-up

(xiv) Average CPU Utilization: It measures how efficiently CPU is utilized for
transcoding process.

(xv) CacheHitRate: If the requested transcoded video is present in cache storage it
is a hit. The cache hit rate indicates the ratio between a hit and total transcoded
video request.
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(xvi) Data Transfer Rate: Data Transfer Rate represents the transfer speed of the
transcoded videos from the cloud to the user with the aim of saving user’s
energy consumption in retrieving the requested videos [26].

(xvii) Average Startup Delay: It is the delay occurred at the beginning of a video
stream and represents the delay in receiving the first transcoded video stream
[13].

(xviii) Average Deadline Miss-Rate: This delay occurs when a transcoding task
misses its presentation deadline during streaming of a video [13].

(xix) Targeted Video Chunk Size: The average video chunk size influences the
cloud resources, i.e., the number of CPU cores, so it should be carefully
selected [19].

The study shows that transcoding time, i.e., the time taken by the system to
transcode a video from one format to another format is an important metric. Other
parameters used by researchers are transcoding rate/speed, i.e., the number of video
transcoding per time unit. Some researchers used end-to-end delay (time differ-
ence between service requests in response), cost, etc. Operational cost, i.e., the cost
used to acquire cloud resources such as storage, transcoding is also used by several
researchers.

16.6 Conclusion

Initially, video transcoding performed to reduce file size, but now the perception has
changed. Now transcoding is considered as a facility that provides options to choose.
The options are picked tomake the video viewable across platforms, devices, and net-
works. The cloud transcoding solution allows video service providers to pay as they
use, with the assurance of providing online support to handle unpredictable needs,
i.e., flash crowd. This paper discusses various aspects of performing a transcoding
operation in cloud starting from why to shift the transcoding process to the cloud, to
general architecture andmetrics used to evaluate a cloud transcoding system.The sys-
tem model designed for cloud-based video transcoding must consider the constraint,
i.e., the online transcoding must be completed before the deadline of the frame.
Future studies can be carried out to design and simulate a cloud-based transcoding
model such that it willmeet the constraint with less overhead. The overhead reduction
may be concerning cost, scheduling, and provisioning of cloud resources, energy,
response time, transcoding time, etc.
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Chapter 17
Vehicular Clouds: A Survey and Future
Directions

Aida Ghazizadeh and Stephan Olariu

Abstract Vehicular clouds have become an active area of research with tens of
papers written and a large number of documented applications. We feel this is a good
moment to summarize the main research trends in the area of vehicular clouds and
to map out various research challenges and possible applications. With this in mind,
the primary objective of this chapter is to present a survey of the state of the art in
vehicular clouds, of the current research topics and future directions. We will take
a critical look at the various vehicular cloud models proposed in the literature and
their applications.

Keywords Vehicular clouds · Intelligent transportation systems · Cloud
computing

17.1 Introduction and Motivation

It is intuitively clear that, in order to be effective, Intelligent Transportation Systems
should acknowledge and employ the most recent technologies specially in the realm
of networks and communications. Back in the 1980s, visionaries predicted that the
ability to network vehicles together would be a game changer, redefining the fashion
we use our vehicles and roads and provide safer and more efficient transportation
means which eventually leads to the creation of the smart cities of the future [64].
This idea has inspired scientists to extend the concept of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
(MANET) to roads, highways and parking lots and create the new notion of vehicular
networks. Vehicular Network uses many forms of communication such as Vehicle-
to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications in order to
enhance the drivers’ awareness of impending traffic conditions. In particular, it has
been shown that if the drivers are given advance notification of traffic events, they can
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make informed decisions that either prevent congestion from occurring or contribute
to mitigating its effects [71, 82, 85, 86].

Not surprisingly, in the past two decades, there has been an increasing interest in
vehicular networking and its countless possible applications and services. To support
vehicular networking and to promote its integration with Intelligent Transportation
Systems, the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated 75MHz
of spectrum in the 5.850–5.925GHz band for the sole benefit of Dedicated Short
Range Communications (DSRC) [79].

The research community was quick to notice that the allocated DSRC spectrum
was excessive for the current designed transportation applications [64]. The excess
available bandwidth can be used for launching third-party applications such as vehic-
ular peer-to-peer communication, video and content delivery, vehicle entertainment,
safety, travel and commercial applications.

It has been noticed [68] that under present-day state of the practice, the vehicles
on our roads and city streets are mere spectators that witness traffic-related events
without being able to participate in the mitigation of their effect. Recently, it has
been shown that in such situations the vehicles have the potential to cooperate with
various authorities to solve problems that otherwise would either take an inordinate
amount of time to solve (e.g. routing traffic around congested areas) or could not be
solved for lack for adequate resources [82, 86].

Back in 2010. Abuelela and Olariu [1] called on the vehicular networking com-
munity to “take vehicular networks to the clouds” to use the vehicular resources
available to improve safety, increase efficiency and help the economy. That call to
action has led to an explosion in the number of papers that dealt with various aspects
and applications of vehicular cloud computing. Indeed, it is fair to say that in recent
years, vehicular clouds have become an active area of research with a large number
of documented applications [68, 84].

The concept of vehicular cloud and its possible applications are recent and so are
many challenges and obstacles in the realm of research and implementation [89].
The main goal of this chapter is to provide a critical review of recent research in
vehicular clouds.

At this point, we feel it is appropriate to give the reader a synopsis of the chapter.
Section17.2 offers a brief review of cloud computing and cloud services that has
motivated the vision of vehicular clouds. Next, in Sect. 17.3 we offer a brief intro-
duction to Mobile Clouds and review their main components and characteristics.
Section17.4 introduces the earliest models of vehicular clouds and discusses some
of their attributes. Section17.5 introduces generic system assumptions about VCs
including a description of the vehicular model, a quick review of virtualization and
virtual machine migration as well as a discussion about the merits of static and
dynamic VCs. Next, Sect. 17.6 offers a generic look at a generic VC architecture.
Finally, Sect. 17.11 offers concluding remarks and maps out directions for future
investigations.
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17.2 Cloud Computing

Professor McCarthy, an MIT computer scientist and cognitive scientist, was the
first to suggest the idea of utility computing in 1961. He envisioned that in future
computing power and applications may one day be organized as public utility and
could be sold through a utility business model, like water or electricity. “Computing
may someday be organized as a public utility just as the telephone system is a public
utility. Each subscriber needs to pay only for the capacity he actually uses, but he
has access to all programming languages characteristic of a very large system”
Professor McCarthy said at MIT’s centennial celebration in 1961.

Cloud computing (CC) is a catchy metaphor for utility computing implemented
through the provisioning of various types of hosted services over the Internet [11].
Indeed, it has been argued [4] that CC was inspired by the concept of utility com-
puting and was enabled by the availability of infrastructure providers whose surplus
computational resources and storage that can be rented out to users. In this context, a
user may purchase the amount of compute services they need at the moment. As their
IT needs grow and as their services and customer base expand, the users will be in
the market for more and more cloud services and more diversified computational and
storage resources. This helps users to not worry about over-acquiring of resources
and services that might not meet their needs in future and protects them from being
obligated to pay for what they don’t use. As a result, the underlying business model
of CC is the familiar pay-as-you-go model of metered services, where a user pays
for whatever he/she uses and no more, and where additional demand for service can
be met in real time [11, 56, 57].

The term “Cloud” started to gain popularity when Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt
introduced the term Cloud Computing at an industry conference in 2006. Weeks
later, Amazon used the term Cloud when launching Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2). Jumping on the bandwagon, the National Institute of Standards [62] defined
CC as “A model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool
of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications,
and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction”.

The past decade has witnessed the amazing success of CC, a paradigm shift
adopted by information technology (IT) companies with a large installed infrastruc-
ture base that often goes under-utilized [11, 13, 16, 56, 90]. The unmistakable appeal
of CC is that it provides scalable access to computing resources and to a multitude
of IT services. Not surprisingly, CC and cloud IT services have seen and continue
to see a phenomenal adoption rate around the world [63]. In order to achieve almost
unbounded scalability, availability and security, CC requires substantial architectural
support ranging from virtualization, to server consolidation, to file system support,
to memory hierarchy design [16, 19, 56]. With the help of distributed and paral-
lel computing, virtualization and high-speed Internet that is available for affordable
prices, users easily can rent softwares and infrastructures required for their business
[39, 56].
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17.2.1 A Review of Cloud Services

CC has been associated with hosted services over the past decade. The idea that IT
and specialized services and storage and computational resources are available on
demand creates the opportunity for business to invest inwhat they need at themoment
and acquire more services as their business grow. Similarly, software developers can
easily test their applications and develop their ideas on platforms that are offered by
CC.

There are many benefits and opportunities that are provided by CC, including the
followings:

• It provides the illusion that infinite computing and storage resources and services
are available therefore it helps users to save time on planning ahead and also
reduces any potential risks of acquiring excess services.

• It reduces the upfront financial commitments and unnecessary investments for the
users and companies and it helps businesses to begin their plans as small as they
want and develop and expand it as the number of their customers grow and as their
needs escalate.

• It allows users to purchase computing, storage and IT services and resources on
a short-term basis, for example for months, days or hours. It also gives users the
ability to release these resources as needed, therefore providing more flexibility
and also encouraging conservancy.

There are three basic types of conventional cloud services:
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Here the cloud provider offers its customers
computing, network and storage resources. A good example is Amazon Web Ser-
vices (AWS), where Amazon provides its customers computing resources through
its Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) service and storage service through both Simple
Storage Service (S3) and Elastic Book Store (EBS) [2];
Platform as a Service (PaaS): PaaS solutions are development platforms for which
the development tool itself is hosted in the cloud and accessed through a browser.
With PaaS, developers can build web applications without installing any tools on
their computers and then deploy those applications without any specialized systems
administration skills. Google AppEngine [35] and Microsoft Azure [58] are good
examples of this category;
Software as a Service (SaaS): With SaaS a provider licenses an application to
customers as a service on demand, through a subscription, in a “pay-as-you-go”
model. This allow customers to use expensive software that their applications require,
without the hassle of installing andmaintaining that software. GoogleAppEngine and
IBM [45] are good examples of this category.
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17.3 Mobile Cloud Computing

Mobile phones and other mobile devices have become an integral part of our lives.
The daily time used onmobile phones and the average daily Internet usage formobile
devices have increased drastically in the recent years. Nowadays consumers demand
sophisticated applications, unlimited storage and computing power, however the
mobile devices do not have powerful storage and computational power (e.g., CPU
and memory) and they provide limited resources.

CC offers users advantages such as servers, networks, storage, platforms and
applications at a low cost. These advantages can be used in mobile devices and
allow mobile users to not compromise the service quality and rich experience that
they desire. Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is an integration of CC in the mobile
devices and mobile environments [6]. In MCC, the data processing and storage are
moved from mobile devices to powerful centralized computing platforms in the
cloud. The MCC users can then access these data and the storage services over the
wireless connection based on native thin clients or web browsers.

The Mobile Cloud Computing Forum defined MCC as “An infrastructure where
both the data storage and data processing happen outside of the mobile device.
Mobile cloud applications move the computing power and data storage away from
mobile phones and into the cloud, bringing applications and MC to not just smart-
phone users but a much broader range of mobile subscribers”.

InMCCmobile devices such as smartphones, laptops or personal digital assistants
(PDA) are connected to the network through the help of base stations, transceiver
stations, access points or satellites. Mobile user’s requests and information are deliv-
ered to the cloud through the Internet. The mobile network operators can provide
authentication, authorization and accounting services for the data that is stored in
the databases. Cloud controllers then process the request and information and pro-
vide users with the corresponding and requested cloud services. Monitoring and
calculating the functions of the system will guarantee that the QoS of the system is
maintained until the task is completed.

For a useful survey of MCC the readers are referred to [21] where important
applications are discussed (Fig. 17.1).

17.4 Vehicular Clouds – How It All Started

In 2010, inspired by the success and promise of conventional clouds, a number of
papers have introduced the concept of aVehicular Cloud, (VC, for short), a non-trivial
extension, along several dimensions, of the conventional CC paradigm. VCs were
motivated by understanding that the current and future vehicles are equipped with
powerful computers, transceivers and sensing devices. These resources are usually
underutilized and employing them in a meaningful way has compelling economical
and environmental impacts.Arguably, thefirst researchers that introduced the concept
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Fig. 17.1 Illustrating a possible MCC architecture

of a VC were Eltoweissy et al. [24], Olariu et al. [66, 67]. Their early papers defined
various possible versions of VCs, their various applications and research challenges.
Specifically, autonomous clouds, a precursor of VCs, were proposed for the first time
by Olariu et al. [66] where they also provided an overview of a number of important
applications and research challenges. Later, Florin et al. [25] have extended the VC
model of Eltoweissy et al. [24] to accommodate the computational needs of military
deployments and tactical missions.

The insight that led to VC was that by providing financial opportunities and
encouragements, the drivers and owners of vehicles can rent their excess computa-
tional and storage resources to customers. This approach is similar to the approach
of large companies and corporations that rent out their excess resources in exchange
for financial benefits. For example, Arif et al. [3] suggested that in the near future air
travelers will park and plug their vehicles in airport long-term parking lots. In return
for free parking and other perks, they will allow their vehicles to participate, during
their absence, in the airport-run datacenter.

A number of researchers have pointed out that even under current state of the
practice, many implementations of VCs are both technologically feasible and eco-
nomically viable [44, 66, 67, 84]. Given their large array of applications, it is reason-
able to expect that, once adopted, VCs will be the next paradigm shift, with a lasting
technological and societal impact [68]. It is somewhat surprising that, in spite of a
good deal of theoretical papers, no credible implementation attempts of VCs have
been reported in the literature. The only notable exceptions are the work of Lu et al.
[54] and Florin et al. [26].

One of the fundamental ways in which VCs differ from conventional clouds is
the ownership of resources. In VCs, the ownership of the computational resources
is scattered over several owners as opposed to a single owner as is the case of
conventional clouds run by companies such asAmazon,Google and IBM.Acorollary
of this is that the resources of the VC are highly dynamic. As vehicles enter the VC,
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new resources become available while others depart, often unexpectedly, creating
a volatile environment where the task of reasoning about job completion becomes
very challenging.

Gu et al. [36] published a survey paper where they reviewed key issues in VC
mostly concerning its architecture, inherent features, service taxonomy and potential
applications.More recently,Whaiduzzaman et al. [84] offered an updated perspective
of various research topics in VCs.

Arif et al. [3] were the first to look at the feasibility of datacenters running on top
of the vehicles parked at a major airport. Given time-varying arrival and departure
rates, they proposed a stochastic model predicting occupancy in the parking lot.
Specifically, they provided a closed form for distribution of parking lot occupancy as
a function of time, for the variance and number of vehicles. In addition to analytical
results, they have obtained a series of empirical results that confirm the accuracy of
their analytical derivations and the feasibility of these datacenters.

Further motivation for investigating VCs and their applications was provided by
Olariu et al. [68] where it was suggested that VCs are the next paradigm shift, taking
vehicular networks to the next level of relevance and innovation. The authors of
[68] have also hinted to an entire array of possible applications of VCs. Since the
publication of [68], numerous papers have shown how VCs can enhance the solution
to many problems of interest in security and privacy, reliability and availability,
intelligent transportation systems and the like. Some of these recent papers will be
summarized in this chapter.

17.5 Vehicular Clouds – Generic System Assumptions

The objective of this section is to provide an overview of the assumptions about
the capabilities of vehicles, virtualization, VMmigration and data replication strate-
gies necessary to support the execution of a large variety of user jobs. A high-level
description of a possible VC architecture will be presented in Sect. 17.6.

17.5.1 The Vehicle Model

The past decade has seen significant advances and growing interest in vehicular net-
works and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) with its array of potential appli-
cations. The improved availability of wireless Internet in vehicles has encouraged the
appearance of innovative applications and services related to traffic management and
road traffic safety [64, 87]. At the same time, we have witnessed an unmistakable
trend towards development of smart vehicles and making our cities safer and the
transportation experience more enjoyable and more comfortable [73].
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Fig. 17.2 Illustrating a
virtualization model for VCs
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A typical vehicle is usually equipped with several devices and capabilities such
as sensing devices and transceivers, GPS, tracking devices, camera and powerful
on-board computers and storage [76].

As will be discussed later in the chapter, we assume that, as illustrated in Fig. 17.2,
each vehicle has a virtualizable on-board computer and has been pre-loaded with a
suitable Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). Because of their sophisticated compute
capabilities and ample storage, our vehicles are good candidates for servers in a
Warehouse-Scale Computer [10].

It is reasonable to assume that in the case of static VCs, the vehicles in the parking
lot are plugged into a standard power outlet (to save their battery power) and are
provided Ethernet connection to the datacenter.

17.5.2 Virtualization, the Workhorse of VCs

The Virtual Machine (VM) abstraction is one of the pillars of conventional CC
[16, 39, 56]. The same concept remains fundamental in VC. While the type of
service provided by the VC is largely immaterial, to fix the ideas, in the following
discussion we assume that the VC offers IaaS cloud services. It is well known that in
IaaS, the users can acquire virtualized computing resources. They are able to choose
an operating system and receive a VM with an installed instance of their desired
OS. As illustrated in Fig. 17.2, the VC offers the user a virtualized instance of the
desired hardware platform and operating system bundled as a VM and guest OS. For
fault-tolerance purposes, each user job is assigned to multiple cars. When the VM
running the user job on a vehicle terminates execution, the result is uploaded to the
datacenter.
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As discussed in Sect. 17.5.1, we assume that each vehicle has a virtualizable on-
board computer similar, but not necessarily identical, to the Intel Itanium, AMD
Athlon or Opteron lines of processors. Vehicles are assumed to have been pre-loaded
with aVMMin charge ofmapping between the guestVMand the host car’s resources.
Naturally, to increase system performance, VM consolidation is essential [11, 12,
39]. EvaluatingVC performancemetrics under various VMconsolidation disciplines
is an interesting and worthwhile research topic and is being addressed by one of the
authors of this chapter [89].

However, there are some contexts where the main concern is system dependabil-
ity and availability only, and not system performance [30]. In those contexts it is
acceptable to assume that each vehicle in the VC runs at most one VM.

It is important to distinguish between vehicle residency times in the VC and VM
lifetime. For this purpose, it is useful to remember that VMs are associated with user
jobs while vehicle residency times reflect the amount of time vehicles spend in the
VC. We say that a vehicle leaves prematurely when it departs the VC before the VM
that it is hosting has terminated execution.

17.5.3 VM Migration and Data Replication

Once a vehicle is ready to leave the VC, a number of actions need to be undertaken.
First and foremost, if the vehicle is hosting a guest VM, the VM and all intermediate
data stored by the departing vehicle must be migrated to an available vehicle in the
VC. There are several known strategies for VM migration [9, 48, 49, 72].

In spite of its fundamental importance, somewhat surprisingly, only a few authors
addressed VM migration in VCs such as Baron et al. [9], Refaat et al. [72] and
Florin et al. [26]. For the purpose of this chapter we are not suggesting any specific
migration discipline, although the topic is very important and impacts reliability,
system availability and job duration time [89].

Inspired by the data replication strategies adopted by the Google File System
(GFS) [33] and the Google record storage system Bigtable [17], in support of relia-
bility, dependability and availability, the datacenter will mandate data replication for
multi-stage user applications, such as MapReduce.

As an example, at the end of the Map stage the intermediate result, in the form of
a set of key-value pairs will be stored by a number of vehicles in the VC. Likewise,
when a VM belonging to a multi-stage user job has to be migrated, it will go (if at
all possible) to one of the vehicles that stores relevant intermediate data for that job.

17.5.4 Static and Dynamic VCs

In their seminal papers Eltoweissy et al. [66] and Olariu et al. [67] have argued
that in the near future, vehicles have the ability to use their computing resources in
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a cooperative manner to self-organize into VCs to solve a large number of crucial
problems. While stationary and static VC may mimic the behavior of a conventional
CC, we should remember that vehicles do not have an absolute static nature and they
are involved in several dynamic situations and also unexpected circumstances such
as accidents and traffic congestions.

VCs are still in their infancy and likewise the myriad potential applications and
novel research challenges facing the VC research community. While a good number
of papers were written about various flavors of VCs, there are virtually no studies
concerning the practical feasibility of VCs. As alreadymentioned, a number of recent
papers proposed VCs built on top of moving vehicles interconnected by some form
of wireless communication fabric; some other authors consider a mix of moving
and stationary vehicles. However, as pointed out by Florin et al. [26] their extensive
simulations have shown that VCs based on wireless communications (as are, per
force, all those inherent to moving vehicles) do not appear to be able to support
data-intensive applications effectively. It is our hope that this negative result might
serve as a wakeup call to the VC community.

One of the significant research challenges in the realm of VCs is to identify
conditions under which dynamic VCs can support data-intensive applications. Such
applications, with stringent data processing requirements might not be efficiently
supported by ephemeralVCs, that is to say, VCswhere the residency time of vehicles
in the cloud is too short for supporting VC setup and VM migration. Similarly, VC
implementations with bandwidth-constricted interconnection topologies are not the
perfect choice for applications that consume or produce a large amount of data and
therefore need to be running for an extended amount of time.

17.6 A High-Level Definition of a VC Architecture

The main goal of this section is to present a bird-eye’s view of a possible VC archi-
tecture, similar to the one proposed by Florin et al. [26].

Throughout this chapter we deal with a datacenter supported either by a static
VC built on top of vehicles parked in a adequately large parking lot, or else by a
dynamic VC involving vehicles in a MVC (see Florin et al. [25]) or, perhaps, moving
vehicles in the downtown area of a Smart City where they have full-time connectivity
[37, 69, 80]. We assume that a sufficient number of vehicles participate in the VC
that it is always possible to find one or more vehicles that can be assigned to an
incoming user job.

The participating vehicles share their computational and storage resources to
create a VC-based datacenter that then helps companies and corporations to make
themost out of their underutilized resourced andpotentially save thousands of dollars.

Conceptually, the architecture of the VC is almost identical to the architecture
of a conventional cloud [11, 16, 56], with the important difference that the VC is
far more dynamic than a conventional cloud. As an illustration, assume that the VC
offers only IaaS cloud services. Recall that in IaaS, the users request a hardware
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platform and specify their preferred OS support. Referring back to Fig. 17.2, the VC
offers a virtualized version of an OS based on user preferences and then the assigned
jobs can run on the provided VM and guest OS on top of the vehicles. To reduce
the rate of unsuccessful jobs and improve reliability, each job is assigned to several
vehicles. When the VM running the user job in a specific vehicle finishes execution
and the job is done, then the result is uploaded to the datacenter. In this scenario, the
datacenter waits for the prescribed number of instances of the user job to terminate
and makes a final determination by using, for example, a quorum-based algorithm
or voting mechanism [74, 83, 91, 92].

We suspect that the datacenter is equipped with a system that identifies idle vehi-
cles in the VC. In the simplest form, this can be implemented by assigning a status
bit to each vehicle in the VC. Upon joining the VC, the status bit is set to available.
Upon receiving a job, the datacenter updates the bit to unavailable. For purposes of
fault-tolerance, the datacenter is able to assign multiple vehicles to a user job; this
assignment utilizes some criteria based on locality. Upon a vehicle departure, the
datacenter notifies all other vehicles assigned to the same job.

When a vehicle enters the VC, it will initiate communication with the Resource
Manager component of the datacenter manager. We assume that the drivers of the
vehicle will select an available parking spot at random. The Resource Manager
identifies and keeps track of the location of the vehicle. Finally, the Job Scheduler
identifies and picks the available vehicles for the assignment of jobs.

To get an idea of the type of processing that is going on, consider a user job
submitted for execution by the datacenter and refer to Fig. 17.3 that offers a functional
view of the datacenter manager module. The requirements of the submitted user job,
in terms of the hardware platform that needs to be emulated, the requested OS and
the user-specified input data are evaluated by the Job Admission daemon. If these
requirements can be met by the datacenter, the job is admitted and gets inserted into
a queue of jobs awaiting execution. Otherwise, the job is rejected. It would be of
interest to mimic the Amazon AWS paradigm offering support for different types
of jobs, described by the quality and quantity of system resources they need. To the
best of our knowledge, this approach has not been reported on yet.

Once the job makes it to the front of the queue, control passes to the Virtualization
Agent that bundles the resources specified by the user job into a VM, specific OS,
and the input data to the VM. Finally, the Virtualization Agent passes control to the
Job Scheduler that identifies one vehicle (or a group of vehicles) on which the job is
to be executed.

Figure17.4 presents the logical view of the communication structure of the dat-
acenter. This communication structure is, conceptually, very similar to that of a
standard datacenter (see Barroso et al. [11]). The analogy is better understood if one
assumes a static VC involving the vehicles in a parking lot. Indeed, one can think of a
vehicle in the parking lot as a server in a rack of servers. Accordingly, the parking lot
is partitioned logically into clusters of parking spots, regions of clusters and so on.
The communication in each cluster is under the control of a switch called the Cluster
Controller. Similarly, the communication in a region is under the control of a switch
called a Region Controller. Referring to Fig. 17.4, the parking lot is partitioned into
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Fig. 17.3 Illustrating the functional view of the datacenter manager assumed in this chapter
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Fig. 17.4 Illustrating the logical view of the datacenter communications

N regions. Each such region consists of k clusters. The datacenter manager discussed
above is in control of assigning user jobs to various vehicles in the parking lot.

The datacenter supplies a wired or wireless connection to give each vehicle access
to a network fabric connecting each vehicle in the parking lot [3, 60, 61]. Also
connected is data storagewhere data fromeach job is savedwhen the job is completed.
When a vehicle towhich a jobwas assigned leaves theVCprematurely, the datacenter
notifies the other vehicles assigned to the same job. We further assume that, when
the need arises, the datacenter can assign, using some suitably lightweight criteria,
an available vehicles to the job [11, 56].

17.7 Vehicle Residency Times in the VC, Why Does It
Matter?

Although very few authors seem to pay much attention to the residency time of
vehicles in the VC, it is of fundamental importance to distinguish between vehicle
residency times in the VC and VM lifetime. As mentioned before vehicle residency
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time shows the amount of time a vehicle spends in the VC. If a vehicle leaves the VC
before finishing the job, meaning the VM that is running the job has not terminated,
then we can say that the vehicle has left prematurely.

The VC literature is full of papers discussing fanciful VCmodels implemented on
top of moving vehicles and supported by ubiquitous and pervasive roadside infras-
tructure. Those authors do not seem to be concernedwith the obvious fact thatmoving
vehicles’ residency times in the VC may, indeed, be very short-lived and therefore
so is their contribution to the amount of useful work performed. Worse yet, should a
vehicle running a VM leave the VC prematurely the amount of work performed by
that vehicle may be lost. Unless, of course, special precautions are being taken. Such
precautionary measures involve either some flavor of checkpointing [23, 77] or else
enforcing some form of redundant job assignment [30–32]. Both approaches have
consequences in terms of overhead and impact the mean time to failure [32] and job
completion time [28].

While such supporting infrastructure may well be available in the Smart Cities
[34, 52], of the future, it does not exist today. This state of affairs is casting a
long shadow of doubt on the feasibility of those VC models and is apt to discredit
the entire VC concept. Similarly, zero-infrastructure VCs built on top of moving
vehicle are utterly unrealistic since the DSRC-mandated V2V transmission range
[75], combined with the limited bandwidth inherent to wireless communications,
does not permit VM migration and/or data offloading in case vehicles exit the VC.

As a general comment, we note that for tractability reasons, to a first approx-
imation, vehicular residency times in the VC are considered to be independent,
exponentially distributed random variables with a common parameter.

17.7.1 A Taxonomy of Residency Times

Given the importance of residency times, it is useful to offer a more general look at
VCs in terms of the assumed vehicular residency times in the VC.

• Long residency times: At one end of the spectrum, we find VCs characterized
by long vehicular residency times. These can be further partitioned depending on
whether or not the vehicles are assumed to be parked or mobile. For example,
Arif et al. [3] and other researchers have assumed a VC is developed using the
vehicles in the long-term parking lot of an international airport where residency
times are days or maybe even weeks [32]. Intuitively, it is clear that the users of
such a parking lot may share their transportation plans with the datacenter at the
airport and so the residency times become almost deterministic.
As another example of a VC characterized by long and stable vehicular residency
times consider a plant that operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The patrons
of the parking lot are working at the plant in eight-hour shifts, that creates a pool
of vehicles that can serve as the substructure for a datacenter. We assume that
the vehicles in the parking lot are plugged into a standard power outlet and are
provided Ethernet connection to the datacenter.
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Recently, Florin et al. [25] proposedMilitary Vehicular Clouds (MVC) an instance
of VCs with (relatively) long vehicular residency times. In their vision, a MVC
comprises either parked military vehicles or vehicles that move in formation so
that, for all practical purposes, the distance between adjacent vehicles remains
the same. This controlled mobility regimen applies to military units deployed
in support of a tactical mission. The vehicles participating in the MVC have a
wireless connection to a Mobile Access Point (MAP) which may be connected
to a center of command and control. There are two major differences between
MVCs and conventional clouds. First, unlike conventional clouds that are mostly
public, MVCs are private, catering to the special needs of the military. Second,
because of mobility and of the fact that military vehicles join and leave the MVC
in ways that best support the tactical mission at hand, the MVCs are characterized
by unpredictable availability of compute resources.

• Medium residency times: Some VCs are characterized by shorter vehicle resi-
dency times. Such is the case, for example, of VCs build on top of the vehicles
in the parking lot of a shopping mall. Observe that the vehicular residency times
at the mall are correlated with the average time a standard American spends at
the shopping mall in one visit. While vehicle residency times at shopping malls
are not directly available, there is a profusion of data concerning shopping pattern
statistics – see, for example, [6, 40, 46, 47]. This statistical data indicates that,
during normal business hours, when the datacenter services are required, the shop-
ping center parking lot contains a sufficient number of vehicles which makes the
task of finding available vehicles, for job assignment, feasible. Also, according to
these statistics, the average American shopper spends about two hours per visit at
the shopping mall. Of course, the exact residency time of any one individual is a
random variable and so any form of reasoning here must be probabilistic. One of
the challenges in these types of VCs is to identify the types of cloud services that
can be offered.
Yet another instance of a VC characterized by medium vehicular residency times
are VCs set up in a Smart City [89] where the vehicles have connectivity through
pre-deployed infrastructure provided by the municipality. In such a scenario,
whether the vehicle are parked or mobile, as long as they reside within the Smart
City (as the vast majority do) they participate in the VC without interruption of
service [80].
The challenge facing the implementation of a datacenter built on medium resi-
dency vehicles is to maintain high availability and reliability in the face of the
dynamically changing resources.

• Short residency times: Finally, one can conceive of instances of VCs involving
vehicles with a short residency times. These are vehicles that happen to be in
an area that offers free Internet connectivity, such a gas stations or restaurants at
highway interchanges, where they can be assigned jobs to process. The vehicles
will process their jobs while moving (and not being connected) and will upload
their results at the next interchange.
As in the case of medium residency times, VC involving short-term vehicular
residency times are very challenging to deal with and, to the best or our knowledge,
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no papers in the literature have reported on promoting high system availability and
reliability in the face of the dynamically changing resources.

17.8 Services Supported by VCs

In [68] Olariu et al. have introduced three types of services that will be made possible
byVCs: Network as a Service (NaaS), Storage as a Service (STaaS), and Cooperation
as a Service (CaaS). Since then, other services were proposed. These services will
be discussed briefly in Sects. 17.8.1–17.8.6 below.

17.8.1 Network as a Service (NaaS)

It is clear that, at the moment, not every vehicle on the road has Internet connection.
Therefore the vehicles that have access to Internet can share their excess Internet
with other drivers that request it. Many drivers have limited or unlimited Internet
connection through 3G or 4G cellular network and these resources can be under-
utilized because, for example, not all drivers are constantly downloading from the
Internet. A driver that wants to share the Internet connectivity will advertise it to all
the vehicles nearby. Considering the fact that the vehicles are moving on the same
direction and with relative speeds, this system can be viewed as a traditional VANET,
constructed of a set of static access points and mobile nodes that are moving at low
speeds.

For example in Fig. 17.5, vehicle a, and c have 4G and vehicle d has WiFi con-
nectivity through an access point. Vehicles a, d and c broadcast packets and inform
other drivers about their intention to share their networks. If any vehicle is interested
to rent these Internet services, the requests will be sent to a selected vehicle with a
stable Internet connection. There are several factors such as reliability of the network,
expected connection time, and speed of the network that should be considered for
selecting a candidate.

17.8.2 Storage as a Service (STaaS)

Many vehicles have plenty of on-board storage resources and capabilities, however
there are also some vehicles that need extra storage for running complex applications.
In addition parked vehicles in the shoppingmalls or any large ormedium-size parking
lot can rent out their storage resources to the management of such places. Another
example is using this excess storage in backup purpose, peer-to-peer applications
and various types of content such as multimedia contents that are larger in size and
require more storage support. STaaS in VCs has limitations related to mobility of the
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Fig. 17.5 Example of Naas Service in VCs

vehicles. The vehicles are not static forever; hence the users are able to use storage
resources for an extended period of time. This limitation is an obstacle against renting
storage as a service in VCs.

17.8.3 Cooperation as a Service (CaaS)

Mousannif et al. [59] have introduced Cooperation as a Service, as a new architec-
ture that extends the two types of services in VCs, Network as a Service (NaaS) and
Storage as a Service (SaaS). It aims to provide vehicles with a set of services for free,
and without the need for increased roadside infrastructure. Vehicular networks can
be help in many situations to improve the safety of transportation, decrease traffic
congestion, and provide accident warnings, road condition and weather information,
parking availability and advertisement [64]. ITS and available 3G and 4G networks
can be useful for offering these services. In CaaS, which can be considered as a
new form of community service, drivers can obtain a set of services using minimal
roadside infrastructure. If no infrastructure is available, these vehicles can take advan-
tage of V2V communication. V2V communications are made possible via DSRC or
WAVE (Wireless Access in a Vehicular Environment) [79].

CaaS uses a hybrid publish/subscribe mechanism where the driver (or subscriber)
informs the system about his wish to acquire a service and the vehicles/drivers that
have subscribed to the same service will cooperate to provide the driver with the
necessary information regarding the service, by publishing this information in the
network. An example of a cooperative vehicular safety application is the Electronic
Brake Warning (EBW) application. When a vehicle breaks sharply, it broadcasts
an event-based message, alerting the surrounding vehicles of the braking incident.
This information is especially useful in situations that the view of the break light is
blocked and it will allow drivers to take necessary precautions. Another example is
the Vehicle Stability Warning (VSW) application. In VSW, preceding vehicles alert
following vehicles of upcoming potential hazardous conditions such as icy or slippery
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roads.VSWis an event-based application, similar toEBW.These applications require
constant reliable communication between vehicles since they are not effective and
reliable if the sent emergency messages are not received.

17.8.4 Computing as a Service (CompaS)

Statistics show that most vehicles are parked for several hours, every day, in parking
lots, parking garages or driveways. The computing resources of these vehicles are
an untapped and under-utilized and wasted under current state of the practice. The
owner of the vehicles can use this opportunity and rent out their on-board capabilities
on-demand for hours, days or weeks to customers. For example, in airport long-
term parking lots, travelers will plug their vehicles and they will allow users or
managements to use the computation power of their vehicles in return for free parking
and other benefits. Another example is when vehicles are stuck in traffic jams, they
are willing to allow municipal traffic management centers to use their resources and
run designed simulations to find a solution for the traffic and alleviate the effects.

17.8.5 Information-as-a-Service (INaaS) and Traffic
Information-as-a-Service (TIaaS)

Drivers need different types of information, for safety improvements, advance warn-
ings, news about the sudden crashes or emergency situations. These services are
recognized as Information-as-a-Service (INaaS). In [44], Hussain et al. have used a
framework ofVANET-based clouds namelyVuC (VANETusingClouds) and defined
another layer, named TIaaS (Traffic Information as a Service). TIaaS provides vehi-
cles on the road with traffic information. Vehicles and drivers share their gathered
information about the traffic situations, congestions, road conditions and etc. with
the other vehicles and also with the cloud infrastructure. Users that want to get noti-
fications about such information can subscribe to the TIaaS and receive the timely
information accordingly.

17.8.6 Entertainment-as-a-Service (ENaaS)

Nowadays travelers seek entertainments to make their trips more enjoyable. Movies,
commercials and games can be played on the vehicles screens and make the
travel more entertaining and comfortable. These types of services are recognized
as Entertainment-as-a-Service (ENaaS).
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17.9 Applications of VC

The major objective of this section is to offer an overview of a number of VC
applications. Many others, that were discussed in [68] will not be mentioned here.

17.9.1 Security and Privacy in VCs

When users are allowed to share pools of resources in a shared network, security
and privacy questions and issues arise. In the past few years, many researchers have
suggested solutions for such issues.

The first authors to investigate security and privacy issues in VC were Yan et al.
[87] and Yan et al. [88]. They have shown that many of the insecurities found in con-
ventional CC carry over to VCs. In addition, several VC-specific security challenges
were identified and also preliminarily solutions were proposed. They have catego-
rized the main targets of attacks into attacks related to confidentiality, integrity and
availability. Examples for such attacks are finding the identities of users, personal
and sensitive data, code and documents stored on the VC. Such attacks can be done in
many ways, for example attackers pretend to be the user that is requesting the service
or they can discover a bug or flaw in the system and get access to the sensitive and
hidden data that they normally don’t have the permission or access to. Yan et al. have
argued that the security authentication in VC is challenging due to the mobile nature
of the moving vehicles. Specially, authentication of messages with location context
is not easy since the location of the vehicles is changing with time. Another vulner-
ability area in VC is that often because of the legal reasons, the vehicle identity and
information is pinned to its owner’s identity. However most VC applications use the
location information of the vehicle and tracking the location of the vehicle violates
the owner’s privacy. Pseudonymization has been suggested as a possible solution. In
this approach the vehicle’s identity is replaced by a pseudonym to protect the driver’s
privacy.

Huang et al. [43] have proposed a vehicular cloud computing system called PTVC
for improving privacy and trust based verification communication. The purpose of
this system is to provide a better solution for selection of credible and trustwor-
thy vehicles for forming a VC. The proposed PTVC scheme is composed of a
few stages: system setup, privacy-preserving trust-based vehicle selection proto-
col, privacy-preserving verifiable computing protocol and trust management. In this
scheme, a trust authority is responsible for execution and maintenance the the whole
system and it generates public and private keys for vehicles and road side units (RSU).
When a vehicle wants to join or form a VC, it will try to find the nearest available
vehicles with the highest reputation. Participating vehicles that want to transfer data
without worrying about leaking privacy, should first encrypt their data, which is done
with the help of privacy preserving verifiable computing protocols. Each participat-
ing vehicle will receive feedbacks on the performance and participation which then
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helps in determining the reputation value of the vehicle. The authors have concluded
that the security analysis showed that this proposed scheme is practical and effective
against various security attacks. This system can identify the untrustworthy vehicles
and blocks them from entering the VC.

17.9.2 Disaster Management Using VCs

The importance of emergency response systems and disaster management systems
cannot be diminished due to the sudden nature of disasters and the damage, loss
and destruction that it brings to human lives and as well as properties. In the past
decade we have been seen many disasters such as the Earthquake in Haiti, in 2010
that caused over 200,000 deaths, left two million homeless and three million in need
of emergency assistance.

At the time of disaster, VCs plays a very important role in helping with remov-
ing people from disastrous and damaged areas and transfer them to safe areas and
therefore save many lives and also valuables including information. Raw et al. [70]
proposed an Intelligent Vehicular Cloud Disaster Management System (IVCDMS)
model and have analyzed the intelligent disaster management through VC network
communicationmodes with the existing hybrid communication protocols. The archi-
tecture of this system consists of three interacting service layers named vehicular
cloud infrastructure as a service, intelligence layer service and system interface ser-
vice. The smart interface service helps in transportation of data from one place to
another and it acquires data from various sources such as roadside units, smart cell
phones, social network etc. The VC infrastructure as a service provides base plat-
form and environment for the IVCDMS. The intelligence layer service provides the
necessary computational models, algorithms and simulations; both stochastic and
deterministic that then provides the emergency responses strategies by processing
the available data from various resources.

Raw et al. [70] have implemented the communication V-P (vehicle-to-pedestrian)
protocol which uses cellular phones and wireless network to improve the safety
of travelers, pedestrians and drivers. This protocol helps drivers and pedestrians to
get informed of one another and have enough time to take proper action and avoid
probable accidents and hazards.

17.9.3 VC Data Collection for Traffic Management

VCs can help the ITS community by improving the traffic and accident information
sharing. Chaqfeh et al. [18] have proposed an on-demand and pull-based data collec-
tion model for better information sharing between vehicles. When a vehicle wants to
get information about a specific rout, it will create a route request (RREQ) message
that contains details about the destination and the route that the vehicle is interested
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to get more information about. The requesting vehicle then broadcasts this message
to its neighbors. The RREQ message is the re-routed to vehicles in the identified
destination. The vehicles at the destination that receive the RREW message then
publish their sensor data and gathered traffic information to the network by forming
a dynamic VC. Finally a vehicle is selected as the broker to collect the information
and transfer and communicate it with the infrastructure. Chaqfeh et al. [18] have
showed via simulation that their VC-based approach can effectively support ITS
with real-time data, even with not too many participating vehicles and concluded
that the participation of small number of vehicles in a dynamic VC is enough for
data transferring and data collection. However, these authors have ignored funda-
mental VC problems including whether VMs will be set up and how system failures
can be handled in case vehicles leave the VC unexpectedly.

17.9.4 Sharing Real-Time Visual Traffic Information via VCs

With advances in technology, vehicles are equipped with more sophisticated sensing
devices such as cameras and these features give vehicles the ability to act as mobile
sensors that provide useful traffic information.

With advances in technology, vehicles are having better quality and improved
cameras and sensing deviceswhich can be used to collect traffic and road information.

Users can send or receive accurate and up-to-dated information about the road or
traffic conditions by using vehicular cloud services. Kwak et al. [51] have presented
an architecture for a possible collaborative traffic image-sharing systemwhich allows
drivers in the VC to report and share visual traffic information called NaviTweets.
NaviTweets are selected and transformed into an informative snapshot summary of
the route. This will provide reliable information about various details of the road
condition, traffic, congestion, weather and any data that is useful for drivers and is
beneficial for enhancing the safety and speed of the transportation.

Figure17.6 illustrates an example case for using this system. Assume that Driver
A want to get to a destination and does not know which route to take. He has two
options, Route 1 and Route 2 and there is not enough available information regarding
the safety of the road on the application that he is using. He decides to subscribe to
the NaviTweets service to receive other driver’s opinions about the road. Driver B
that is driving on Route 1 posts a picture, via the VC, about an accident that occurred
and resulted in congestion. Driver C that is driving on Route 2 sends a tweet about
the slippery bridge and he indicates that there is no traffic on that road. The VC
discards the older tweets from previous drivers and keeps the most up-to-date tweets
regarding a rout. Driver A then receives a summary of each road and plans his route
accordingly.
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Fig. 17.6 Example scenario of the proposed architecture

17.10 Future Challenges for VCs

The main goal of this section is to point out a few important challenges for the VC.

17.10.1 A Large-Scale Implementation of VCs

As already mentioned in this chapter, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no large-
scale implementation of Vcs has been reported in the literature. We are aware of
two attempts at addressing this challenge: one is purely simulation-based and was
reported in [26]. The other is a recent testbed that we discuss below.

Researchers often desire convenient, cost-effective and reconfigurable testing
environments. Developing and testing VC applications is challenging and expen-
sive. One solution to this problem is creating miniature testbeds using robots instead
of real vehicles. Recently, this approach was explored by Lu et al. [54] who have
attempted to build a VC testbed with different types of mobile robots. Their testbed
is constructed from robot vehicles on mini cloud, network, remote cloud and man-
agement servers. The VC-bots can be managed and controlled with the help of a
user interface (UI) that was built using java. Using this interface, users can see and
track vehicles on a map. The interface is a graph-based model that shows straight
roads as edges and intersections as nodes. The width of an edge shows the width
of the road and the position or coordinate of each node, shows the location of the
intersection. Parking lots and open spaces are shown as special nodes connected to
the road network. Users can move the robot vehicles from one location to another,
using the UI. An advantage of this design is the configurable map and road network.

The testbed contains 19 robot vehicles of four types: VC-trucks, VC-van, VC-
sedan, and VC compacts. The types of robot vehicles vary in sensing devices, com-
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puting resources, and battery life and an independent WiFi network was used for
the purpose of the robot vehicle management. Each robot vehicle is equipped with
WiFi interface and also LTE modem, or the purpose of better network connection
and in case the robot is out of the range of the WiFi network. In addition, several
WiFi routers are deployed as roadside units (RSU).

In this testbed, the cloud resources contain robot vehicles on board mini cloud
and remote cloud in the data center. The remote cloud consists of Linux servers
managed by OpenStack and provides a cloudmanagement user interface, centralized
control and storage. A Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) was installed on the
robot vehicles to provide basic virtualization environment. Users can create virtual
machines (VM)or import existingVMimages intomini cloud, and run their programs
and applications on these virtual machines. Live migration is also allowed from a
robot vehicle to another.

The testbed of Lu et al. [54] is a work-in-progress and proof-of-concept prototype
for VC-bots, an evolving platform for testing vehicular network andVC applications.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first time researchers have implemented a
testbed for VCs and it is a proof that this area of research should be explored and
studied further.

17.10.2 Promoting Reliability and Availability in VCs

It has been pointed out repeatedly [16, 39, 56] that the huge success of CC was due,
to a large extent, to the extremely system reliability and availability of datacenters.
For example, Amazon and Google are striving to make customer experience more
enjoyable by insisting on extremely high system availability under all imaginable
conditions [11, 19].

However, as mentioned before, the dynamically changing availability of compute
resources due to vehicles joining and leaving the VC unexpectedly leads to a volatile
computing environment where promoting system reliability and availability is quite
challenging. Yet, it is clear that if VCs are to see an adoption rate and success similar
to CCs, reliability and availability issues must be addressed in VCs.

To understand this issue better, assume that a job is assigned to a vehicle currently
in the VC. If the vehicle remains in the VC until the job completes, all is well.
Difficulties arise when the vehicle leaves the VC before job completion. In this
case, unless special precautionary measures are taken, the work is lost and the job
must be restarted, taking chances on another vehicle, and so on, until eventually the
job is completed. Clearly, losing the entire work of a vehicle, in case of a premature
departure, must bemitigated. One possible method is to use checkpointing, a strategy
originally proposed in databases [23, 77]. This strategy requires making regular
backups of the job’s state, and storing them in a separate location. In the event a
vehicle leaves before job completion, the job can be restarted, on a new vehicle,
using the last backup. While this seems simple and intuitive, checkpointing is not
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implemented efficiently in VCs. In fact, Ghazizadeh [30] has found that, in VCs,
most checkpoints remain unused and introduce a very large overhead.

Alternatively, reliability and availability can be enhanced, as it is often done in
conventional CCs, by employing various forms of redundant job assignment strate-
gies [11, 15, 16, 20, 22, 50, 55, 65]. Indeed, the volatility of resources in VCs
suggests employing job assignment strategies wherein each user job is assigned to,
and executed by, two or more vehicles in the VC [32].

A well-known yardstick for assessing reliability of a system is the Mean Time to
Failure (MTTF), defined as the expectation of the time until the occurrence of the next
system failure [5, 7, 8, 14]. Related to MTTF is the Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)
that quantifies the expected time until the system is operational again. Barlow and
Proschan [8] defined system availability as the long-term probability that the system
is operating at a specified time. Thus, the availability of a system can be expressed
in terms of MTTF and MTTR as (see also [39], p. 34)

AVAIL = MTTF

MTTF + MTTR
. (17.1)

It is intuitively clear that the longer and more predictable the vehicle residency
times in the VC, the easier it is to ensure system reliability and availability. Recently,
Ghazizadeh et al. [32] have studied redundancy-based job assignment strategies and
have derived analytical expressions for the corresponding MTTF. Similarly Florin
et al. [25] have looked at the problem of reasoning about the reliability of MVCs.
Building on the results in [32] Florin et al. have developed an analytic model for
estimating the job completion time in VCs assuming a redundant job assignment
strategy.

Florin et al. [27] has studied the reliability of VCs with short vehicular residency
times, as is the case of shopping mall parking lots or the short-term parking lot
of a large airport. They showed how to enhance system reliability and availability
in these types of VCs through redundancy-based job assignment strategies. They
offered a theoretical prediction of the corporate MTTF and availability offered by
these strategies in terms of the MTTF of individual vehicles and of the MTTR. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first paper that is looking at evaluating
the MTTF and availability in VCs built on top of vehicles with a short residency
time. Extensive simulations using data from shopping mall statistics [40–42] have
confirmed the accuracy of our analytical predictions.

17.10.3 Big Data in VCs

Oneof the significant research challenges inVCs is to identify conditions underwhich
VCs can support Big Data applications. It is apparent that Big Data applications, with
stringent data processing requirements, cannot be supported by ephemeral VCs,
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where the residency time of vehicles in the cloud is too short for supporting VM
setup and migration.

Quite recently Florin et al. [26] have identified sufficient conditions under which
Big Data applications can be effectively supported by datacenters built on top of
vehicles in a parking lot. This is the first time researchers are looking at evaluating the
feasibility of the VC concept and its suitability for supporting Big Data applications.
The main findings of [26] are that

• if the residency times of the vehicles are sufficiently long, and
• if the interconnection fabric has a sufficient amount of bandwidth, then Big Data
applications can be supported effectively by VCs.

In spite of this result, a lot more work is needed to understand what it takes for VC
to be able to support, in a graceful way, data- and processing-intensive applications.

17.10.4 VC Support for Smart Cities

Visionaries depict that the smart cities of the future are fully connected and the
future vehicles are equipped with powerful computers capable of deep learning,
solving complex problems and and cognitive computing [38, 52, 53, 78]. Such
features will allow vehicles to be organized into ubiquitous networks and transfer
information aswell as find solution formany traffic situationswhich in return impacts
the transportation experience significantly.

The rise of Internet of Things (IoT) and adoption of smart cities create opportuni-
ties for creative and efficient management and utilization of the available resources.
One of the characteristics of smart cities is the interconnectivity of the city’s infras-
tructure,which allowsdata to be collected fromvarious human-generatedormachine-
generated sources. Future vehicles with powerful on-board computers, communica-
tion capabilities, and vast sensor arrays are perfect candidates in this hyper-connected
environment to utilize into a fluid Vehicular Cloud (VC) capable of performing large-
scale computations.

The way we see it, the main challenge for VCs in the context of Smart Cities
should be aligned with the 2015–2019 strategic priorities recently spelled out by
US-DOT [81]. In order to show relevance of VCs to Smart Cities, we propose to
achieve the following objectives:

1. Enhance urban mobility through information sharing: VCs should combine
detailed knowledge of real-time trafficflowdatawith stochastic predictionswithin
a given time horizon to help (1) the formation of urban platoons containing vehi-
cles with a similar destination and trajectory; (2) adjust traffic signal timing in
order to reduce unnecessary platoon idling at traffic light; and (3) present the
driving public with high-quality information that will allow them to reduce their
trip time and its variability, eliminate the conditions that lead to congestion or
reduce its effect.
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2. Avoid congestion of key transportation corridors through cooperative navigation
systems: Congestion-avoidance techniques that become possible in SC environ-
ments will be supplemented by route guidance strategies to reduce unnecessary
idling and will limit environmental impact of urban transportation.

3. Handling non-recurring congestion: VCs will explore strategies to efficiently
dissipate congestion, by a combination of traffic light retiming and route guidance
to avoid more traffic buildup in congested areas.

4. Demonstrate and evaluate VCs: We will build a small-scale prototype for VCs.
The evaluation of the traffic light retiming will be conducted in VCs through
simulation. Several traffic simulation systems described in [29] will be evaluated
before deciding on the right manner to simulate a platoon-aware system.

17.11 Concluding Remarks and Directions for Future
Work

A few years ago, inspired by the success and emergence of CC, researchers have
proposed Vehicular Cloud Computing (VCC) which is assumed to be a non-trivial
extension of the conventional Cloud Computing (CC) paradigm. VCCwas first moti-
vated by understating the fact that the current and future smart vehicles are assem-
bled with powerful computational and storage resources and several transceivers and
sensing devices. These resources in vehicles are chronically underutilized and can
be rented out to users or shared to solve traffic and safety related problems or used in
many different means and applications. In this work, we briefly discussed the con-
ventional Cloud Computing as well as the Mobile Cloud Computing. We provided
an overview of the Vehicular Cloud Computing. We studied the details of the archi-
tecture and services provided by VCs. In addition we reviewed the recent researches
and potential future applications. We also looked at some of the challenges of VCs
and discussed possible solutions.

With the rise of Internet of things (IoT) and intelligent transportation systems (ITS)
our cities, roads and vehicles are getting smarter and information and communication
technologies are improving and becomingmore advanced. Such features create great
opportunity to not only create a safe, secure and comfortable journey for travelers
but also provide the most efficient and least expensive solutions which is the purpose
of Vehicular Cloud Computing. A concerted effort among industry, academia, auto-
industry and the government is needed for new researches and implementations of
VCs. Once adopted VCC will be the next paradigm shift with impressive impacts on
economy, environment, safety and transportation.
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